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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION
 

I. Women's Invisibility in Rural Development Planning
 

The "invisibility of women" in the eyes of govarimicnt policy

makers, historians and social scientists has been widely noted (O'Barr 

1975; World Bank 1979). But nowhere is the phrase more apt than with 

regard to agricultural policy planning. Women provide a large and
 

vital share of the labor in most Third World agricultural systems. 

Indeed even where women appear to contribute less than half of the 

labor hours devoted to farming, their contribution is essential to 

agricultural I-roduction. In some areas, extensive male outmigration 

results in a female majority among cultivators. The essays in this 

voltuie document the extensive contrij)ution of women to agricultural 

production. The authors also show how the invisibility of women farmers 

is compoi.nded by inaccurate data, based on inappropriate definitional 

categories and on faulty methods of data collection. 

The essays in this volume c~nphasize t1 gains of integrating women 

as producers into agricultural development. While women are active in
 

all types of cultivation, they are commonly responsible for cultivating
 

the food consumed in their own communities and in their countries' towns 

and cities. The priority assigned to export crops generating, first, 

wealth for colonial powers and, now, foreign exchange for Third World
 

governments, plays a significant role in the current Third World food
 

crisis. Capital, technology, extension assistance and male labor have 

commonly been deployed to increase export crop production. Food for 
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domestic consumption has frequently been relegated to peasant women, 

overworked Lut underproductive. 

The failure Lo recognize women's extensive agricultural activities
 

has great ccsts. When agricultural planners overlook women's labor 

inputs, they necessarily fail to anticipate crucial inelasticities 

in the nxisting agricultural labor force and to build in crucial 

incentives for project participants. Thus the project's success in 

endangered. But where women are implicitly relegated to production of 

food for domestic consumption, the costs, while not perhaps immediately 

manifest in project results, are more devastating. The widespread crisis 

in food production for domestic consumption--causing grave nutritional 

disorders, increasing shortfalls in don estic food supplies, spiralling 

food imports in agr.icultural economies, foreign trade deficits and fiscal 

disorders--hiocks devulopment and threatons survival in many Third World
 

nations. The historical patterns of inattention to domestically consumed
 

food crops is inextricably bound to the mErginalization of women agri

cultural producers. Women, primary providers of food consumed locally
 

and nationally, have been invisible in devlopment programs, but they
 

have felt the impact of land and capital resources diverted from food pro

duction to industrial and "xport sectors. Ihe integration of women pro

ducers into agricultural ouvelopment efforts increases production
 

generally. The case for recognizing and assisting women farmers is most
 

stark regarding food for domestic consumption.
 

The inequitable imnact of developmcnt processes and of development 

assistance programs and the resuliant deepening of social stratification 

has been widely discussed. Although proponents of equity in Kveiopment 

have argued the need to ensure that the benefits of development planning 
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reach rural populations, peasants, and the Iorest members of peasant 

communities, they have not always recognized the legitimacy of rural 

women's claim to those benefits. Yet rural women's claim is justified 

both by the marginalization of much of women's productive activity and 

by the neqative imraact of broad development processes upon them. Women 

are frequently consigned to the least revarding tasks and crops. Often 

they neither control the goods they produce nor benefit from the labor 

they contribute. Land and resource pressures resulting from the com

mercializatir, of agriculture have caused rural women in many ar,as to 

lose economic security and aut,,nomy. The same processes may r sult in 

increased labor burdens for women. Food cultivation and f ,d processing 

for family use and domestic sale are undermined when worIen are relegated 

to the least productive land and when women walk ev,?:'. greater distances 

to work their plots of land, to collect firewoc<d, or to 'etch water. 

The results ar, clear: by far the most siqr:ficant health problem of 

women wo-Id wide ', malnutrition (Blail L980). 

Equal access i.):: -Yr:.(i and men to the benefits of agricultural growth 

and rural development is logically distinct from increased productivity, 

just as greater productivity is not always coterminous with increased food 

supplie, improved nutrition, greater equality between classes, between
 

men and women or other goals. All careful planning recognizes the 

variable outcomes for each of several goals and the need to optimize trade

offs between competing goals. Yet this common insight has rarely been 

extended to the analysis of how agricultural innovation impacts upon women 

in their productive as well as their reproductive roles. Such an analysis, 

when undertaken, reveals t:he considerable congruence botween productivity 

goals (increasing national income and food supplies) and equity (improving 
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women's productive capability and their disposition of their produce
 

relative to men). For example, effective policy requires net just an 

accurate understanding of women's agricultural inputs but also of their 

corresfonding benefits. Sonie schemes overlook that women's labor is 

essential to a given farming system. But others, while recognizing 

women's labor inputs, assume that women will continue to contribute their 

labor under conditions changed by the proposed reorganization of 

resources. Beyond an accurate assessment of time use patterns for both 

sexes, an understanding of a community's internal social organization 

and the exccmcngcs among its members which make it work, is essential. 

All labcr productivity, including women's, is enhanced by adequate
 

incentives. 

II. Rural Women As an International Issue: World Conference on Agrarian 

Reform and Rural Development, Rome 1979, and the Mid Decade Conference 

on Women, Cop enhag en 1980 

At tie orld Conferenc: on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development 

(WCARRD), held 1,y the UiN Food and Agricultural Organization in Rome 1979, 

the US delegation was among the strong advocates of recognizing women's
 

interest in rural policies. The papers in this vulume were contracted by 

the Office of Women in Development of the US Agency for International 

Development (AID) to provide background to that delegation. 

This conference was not the first time women have received the atten

tion of international development agericies. For many years a number of 

the Unitcd Nations specialized arencies have focused on women's reproduc

tive functions, notably in family planning, irn family hea!lath arid nutrition, 

and in education. Rural women have beneptd particularly from international 

efforts to improve village water supplies and domestic food supplies, from 
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medical programs and from efforts 
to improve maternal health and childcare. 

In the 1970s, thbe 
status of women has achieved a now level of
 

international visibility. Tnternational Women's Year, beginning the
 

United Nations Decade for Women, 
was marked by the 1975 conference in
 

Mexico City. 
 This added a new dimension: 
 women's issues received direct 

and uninterruptecd attention. The argument that economic development will 

not remove inequalities bctween women and man, and may even increase these
 

inequalities, gained currency. 
Thus it was deemed essential by advocates
 

of women in dev':-omment that international development practitioners seek
 

to ameliorate womcn's position directly, rather than to 
subsume women's
 

interests under the larger umbrella of community and societal development.
 

The United Nations Decade for Women appears to have elicited a more
 

serious attempt among develoFment practitioners to explore and address
 

women's needs, including the particular problems of rural By
women. 

1980, some thirteen of the United Nations' specialized agencies 

(including the ILO, UN E.;ScO, UNDP, WHO, UNFPA, and UNICEF) had programs 

related to rural vomen 
(United Nations 1980). Many of these maintained
 

the older emphasis on women's reproductive roles, while others branched
 

out to 
support women's productive activities: experimental credit
 

projects aid assistance related to food processing and other cottage
 

industries generating income for women. International Women's Year also 

prompted the formation or revitalization of governmental women's bureaus 

or agencies in IMost countries. Whatever thcir budgetary or political 

weaknesses (see Staudt below), these gcvernmental machine::ies serve as
 

a focus for women's concerns and as organizational bases for subsequent
 

efforts by non-governme.ntal organizations and governments alike.
 

As this volume suggests, these 
concerns cannot be adequately addressed
 



without a fundamental redefinition of women's role in rural 
production.
 

Thus the Rome Confercnce (WCAPRD) became the focus of efforts by govern

(NGO's) to
mental woman's umrcauo d ron-governmental orgauizations 

document develcpment practi tiornir' previous neglect of women farmers 

both of equity and of national develop
ard the resultant costs in terms 

ment. Then- eight papers, commissioned by the Women in Development 

office of AID, were part of that office's effort to gain recognition within 

the US delegation and the international commnity, of 
women's vital place
 

Thus these paper" figured in the dialogue within
in rural develolrrent. 


the Hunger Coalition. They

AID as well as with concerned NGCO's such as 


an important gap in the literature on women and agricontinue to fill 


cultural development.
 

These eight papers address diverse questions regarding women 
in rural
 

nt, including forestry, off farm rural employment, agricultural
develc. 


access to land and organizational and political
extension, legal status and 


They vary in rhetorical style and normative emphasis as 
well
 

resources. 


as in substance. Some emphasize matc:ialistic theory while others com-


Some posit

bine cultural, and materhal explanations of women's status. 


t:he pCimary goal, while others stress
economic autonomy for women as 

security and improved material well Ling. Some link women's position in 

Third World countries with the analysis of North South relations put forth
 

by advocates of the New International Economic Order (NiEO), while others
 

the need to alter agricultural planner and project

focus more narrowly on 


design within the current parameters of foreign assistance.
 

to assist women in their
Yet they all document the need for action 


a whole, the volume underlines the
agricultural activities. Taken as 


women have been marginalized in all regions of the
 extent to which rural 
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world. The papers relate how developmental efforts such as agrarian 

reform, extension services and intern7 iollal relief have exacerbated the 

crisis in agriculture by iqnor inj women's need{1 for productive resources. 

And they show why the type of develop.ment assistance currently chanoelled 

to rural women is wholly inadequate to advance equity for women or to 

reverse the crisis in agriculture: the full integration of women as 

producers into rural development efforts is essential.. 

The World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development made 

substantial progress toward those ends. The recognition of wrmen as 

participants in the rural labor force and their demand for equity is seen 

in the Declaration of Principles adopted by the participating governments 

at the Conferencr.. The section on Women in Development articulates 

the need to provide rural women with the means by which to increase 

productivity and to acquire benefits commensurate with the labor they 

routinely contribute. It also calls for legal action permitting women 

full. and equal access to land and to other productive resources, to 

relevant agencies, to economic and political associations, to public 

services and to educational institutions. Because of its specificity
 

and its scope, the WCARRD section on the integration of women into 

rural develoment merits full reproduction: 

Integration of Women in Rural Development (from WCARRD 
Declaration of Princiles) 

Pec(x'nition of the vital role of women in socio-economic life
 
in both agricultural, and non-agricultural activities, in accordance 
with the goals of the United Nations' Decade for Women, is a pre
requisite fer successful rural development planning and programme im
plementation. Rural development based on growth with equity will re
quire full integration of women, including equitable access to land, 
water, other natural resources, inputs and services and equal oppor
tunity to develop and employ their skills. Tlhere.- is also an urgent 
need to expand knowledge and statistical data on all aspects of 
women's roles in rural activities and to disseminate this information 
in order to promote greater awareness of women's role in society. 
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Goverrnrentt: should cons ider action to: 

A. 	 Equality of l.eya] Status 

(i) 	 Repeal those laws: which discriminate against women in respect 

to rights of nlinritance, ownership and control of property, 

and t,) promote understanding of the need for such measures. 

(ii) 	 Promcte owner:-;hip rights for women, including joint. owner

ship and co-ownership of ]and in entirety, to qi.ve women 

producers with absentee husbands effective legal rights to 

take decisions on the land they manage. 

(iii) 	Adol t measores to ensure women equitable access to land,
 

livestock anu o ther productive assets.
 

(iv) 	 Repeal laws and regulations which inhibit effective partici

pation by of transactions and in the planning,womnn economic 
implemnntaLion and evaluation of rural development programmes. 

(v) 	 Ensure ful1 1 memle-iship and equal voting rights for women in 

people's organizations such as tenants' associations, labour 

unions, cooperatives, credit unions and organizations of the 

beneficiaries of land reform and other rural developmnent 

programmes. 

B. Women's Access to Rural Services 

(i) 	 Provide agricultural inputs and social and economic services 

to women tlhrough non-discriminatory access to existing 
delivery systems. 

(ii) 	 Establish special recruitment and training schemes to increase 

the number of women in the training and extension programmes 

ef development agencies at all levels, including professional 

fields from whiclh women have been traditionally excluded. 

(iii) 	Broaden the range of agricultural training and extension 

programmes to supy.<.: t'men's roles in activities of agr!

cultural production, processing, preservation and marketing. 

C. Women's Organization and Participation 

(i) 	Promote collective act imn and organization by rural women to 

facilitata their participation in the full range of public 

service; anc! tn enhance their opportunities to participate 

in economic, r<]i tical and social activities on an equal 

footing with me:n. 

(ii) 	 Establish systems, with the involvement of women's organiza

tions, to identify and evaluate obstacles to women's par

ticipation and to monitor progress and coordinate action,
 



especially with regard to agricultural services, educa
tional services and school enrolment, health and other" 
social services and employment and wages. 

(iii) 	 Revise procedures for the collection and presentation 
of statistical data for the identification, recognition
and appreciation of the participation of women in produc
tive activities. 

(iv) 	Promota research and exchange of information and establish 
and strengthen programmes to facilitate and ease the 
burden of women's household work, such as day care centres, 
in order to, permit their qreater participation in economic,
educational ard political activities. Also promote under
standing of men's responsibilities to share household 
duties.
 

D. Educational and Employment Opportunities. . 

ti) Ensure educational opportunities of similar quality and 
content for both sexes and provide special incentives
 
such as reduced fees for increased enrolment of girls and 
women in schools and training programmes. 

(ii) 	 Promote income-generating oprportunities for andwomen 
guarantee equal wage rates for men and women for work of 
equal 	value. 

(iii) 	 Establish and strengthen non-formal educational oppor
tunitiez for rural women, including leadership training,

instruction in agricultural as well as non-farm activities,
 
health care, upbringing of children, family planning and 
nutrition.
 

(iv) Evaluate and take steps to minimize the possible negative
 
effects on women's employment and income arising from
 
changes in traditional economic patterns and the introduc
tion of new technology. 

(Source: From 	 Part I: Conference Decisions, Declaration of Prin
ciples, IV. Integration of Women in Rural Development, the World 
Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development, Rome, 12-20 
July, 1979, Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations.) 

III. The Eight Essays 

This volume's papers are not significant solely as elements of the
 

international process or American aid policy. They are also well documented 

expositions of women in rural development issues, affording considerable 
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depth on certain problem areas (forestry, extension services, participa

tion and organization, land law and acccss to land and rural off farm 

employment) as MIe] as more general formuations of existing policy and 

of them includes a survey of relevant research,alternatives. Each a 

critical evaluation of women's place in the aconomic activities in 

question aiJ the impact of developnent: processes and of particular 

projects upon women. Each concludes with a succinct and clear set of 

propositions concerning how project design and execution must be altered 

in order to integrate women into rural development. And finally each 

provides an invaluable bibliography of recent research. 

The collection opens with Rae Lesser Elumberg's "Females, Farming 

and Food: Rural Development and Women's Participation in Rural Produc

tion Systems." This is a brnad-ranging and theoretically ambitious 

essay providing a provocative and challenging perspective on the more 

asspecific articles that follow. Using a three part focus on women 

rural producers, as property controllers and as menmbers of society, 

Blumberg alplies to women a framework which has recently gained consider

able currency among students of international political economy. She 

argues that, although Third World women may provide much and even most of 

the labor in agricultural production, only when they also control the means 

and fruits of production will they attain improved status as social and 

political Uei nos. Combining an evolutionary perspective grounded in 

anthrop:ology aril the world economy approach widespread among historical 

sociologists, Blumberg argues that as societies have undergone technological 

develo mert ard increased integration into international markets, rural 

women in those societies have been progressively marginalized. Chal

lenging prevailing assumptions about modernization and development processes, 
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the author posits a relationship between class and sex stratification 

which she documents with regard to migration, increasing scale in agri

cultural prcduction, the growth of wage labor, landlessness land reform 

and settlement schemes. 

Although Blumberg is distinctive in her effort to present a par

simonious and inclusive theory, she also prcsents a number of proposi

tions designed to guide practitioners in policy and project design. For 

example, derived from her analysis of who benefits from increased produc

tion, she underlines the importanvo of positive motivation for rural 

women. She also documents the gaping lacunae and distortions in existing 

data on women's contribution to agricultural production. 1er plea for 

the data necessary to understand the impact of social change on rural 

women and agricultural systems is complemented by a detailed list of 

the questions which researchers should ask. 

Frances Hill, a political scientisr whose earlier field research and 

writing is on development in Tanzania, has recently undertaken extensive 

research on American farm women. This recent work, exploring changes in 

American farm families' kinship structure and in American policy, pro

vides the empirical basis for the comparative analysis contained in "Women 

in Agriculture: American Farm Women in Global Perspective." Hill shows 

how the transition from the stem to the nuclear fami.y has increased the 

insecurity and dependence of American farm women who must, like women in 

all patrilocal societies, find a niche in their spouse's kin group. This 

in turn is related to the prevailinq property and inheritance laws which 

motivate fathers to leave farms to their sons, bypassing their wives, in 

order to avoid inheritance taxes. The second principle public policy 

area affecting women's status which Hill addresses is the American system 
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of agricultural extension services. Often praisud for the acsistancc they 

have long provided to American farmers, these irograms have, sinc, o<arly 

in the twentieth century, reflectud the national ideal of wife vs hume

maker. Designed to provide information and expertise to male farmers; 

these programs have offered home economics to American farm women. 

Hill's conte~nporary data 'nhow that, despite these institutional and cul

tural pressures, American farm women are highly informed regarding agri

cultural techniques and financial management. Yet theirs is an uphill 

battle because of the sex bias in pertinent public institutions. 

Hill's analysis provokes reflection on two levels. She provides 

trenchant criticism of modernization theory as it has been elaborated in 

the past two decades. American progress and the trajectory envisioned 

for developing countries must be reevaluated in the light of how the 

incorporation of American agriculture into the modern legal-bureaucratic 

order has failed to serve women. Of immediate practical relevance is the 

widespread institutional transfer of United States' model of agricultural 

extension to developing countries: these institutions, damaging to women
 

in the American context, are particularly harmful and inappropriate in 

the Third World context where women are often the primary agricultural 

labor force.
 

In the final portion of her essay, Hill underlines numerous common

alities between American farm women and those in developing countries,
 

which she sees as explained by commercialization and concentration in 

business. She does not see these trends as irreversible, as her concluding 

recommendtions regarding the design of agricultural education and tech

nical assistance make clear.
 



Like Hill, Jacque]ine Ashby reports that agricultural extension 

efforts have had a negative impact on Third World women. In "New Models 

for Agri-ultural Research and Extension: The Need 9V Integrate Women," 

hc utili.zes hem training in ag-onomic research and project design and 

social systems analysis to document how the invisibility of women in 

past prrograms has uniermined thear status and productivity. She also 

discusses the components of corrective extension programs at 6 high 

level of specificity and grapples seriously with cost factors and cul

tural constraints. 

Ash':y's point of departure is that effective access to all rural 

farmers is rc'cuired if agriculture-led strategies are to be implemented 

and the existing biases in favor of the progressive farmer corrected. 

Within this perspective, she surveys a numbJer of development efforts, 

underscoring Fill's thesis regarding the pervasive influence of the 

home economics-home sciencc approach to women. She presents data on 

agricultural labor force participation and decision-making to inform her 

discussion of alternative program design and implementation. Like 

Blumberg, she notes the data gaps regarding the work of rural women region 

by region. Her specialized training emerges most usefully in her discus

sion of evaluative research on remedial attempts to improve extension 

staff quality and staff-clientele communications. Her recommendations are 

enriched by her awareness of barriers to optimal solutions, such as cul

tural restrictions rendering male extension less effective with female 

than with male peasant farmers on the one hand, and the acute shortage of 

female extension staff on the other. She weighs the benefits of seeking 

fully trained degree-holding emale staff versus trained paraprofessionals 

recruited from among uneducated village women in a particularly instructive 
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manner.
 

Legal Access to Land" is a rare and valuableChristina Jones' "Women's 

article on a topic particularly underdocumented. A lawyer with a doc

torate in comparative law, Jones assembles exam'les of land reform
 

Mexico, Iran, the Philippines,
legislation from such diverse sites as 


She shows how significant precedential court
Kenya, India and Tanzania. 


decisions and administrative discretion shape the impact of legislation
 

rights in tradion women. Jones distinguishes between ownership and use 

tional law, and then 0imonstrates how land reforms have in some cases 

removed what economic security and independence women enjoyed under 
tradi

tional law. Reformist moderniers in parliaments, government bureau

cracics and on the bench, seeking variously to ensure equality 
and produc

tivity among male farmers, to ensure mainten..nce of dependent family
 

members, and to preserve the family, have altered traditional codes in
 

The ]egil means which reformers presume to promote
ways unjust to wren. 


these goals, as well as the relationship between these goals and women's
 

interests, require scrutiny.
 

Jones' comparisons of countries' actual
Particularly valuable are 


statutes governing the same legal questions in which she shows how one
 

Thus her
 serves women's vital interests than the other.
statute better 


not based on hypothetical solutions
criticisms and suggested reforms are 


but iather on existing alternatives whose workability and 
impact can be
 

Jones also uses existing sociological research

empirically explored. 


effectively to explore the relationship between legislative intent and 

thus Moroccan family law, justifid by its presumed
legislative impact: 


the family, appears in fact to promote marital.
stabilizing effect on 


instabi] ity. 
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Jones treats the complex and sometimes obscure interaction between 

statutory law and legal precedent in a lucid manner. She makes clear 

that a statute's impact cannot alway; hte assessed in vacuo. Thus she 

uses case law to show how women of dFfering familial status--married 

or divorced, widows, women with and without sons--are differently 

affected by a given law. Jones is not only persuasive regarding the 

crucial importance of legal access to property, but also shows the 

effect of legal principle and underlying assumptions, and how the legis

lator, judge and land reform official all determine the law in practice. 

The reformer can thus see several avenues through which law can be 

changed, whether improved or subverted. 

Constantina Safilos-Pothschild analyzes another public policy arena 

and argues that political empowerment is a crucial component of develop

ment. In "The Access of Rural Girls to Primary Education in the Third 

World" she documents first, the extent of sex bias regarding access to 

primary education by region, second, institutional, cultural and 

familiar sources of that bias, and third, the numerous and varied ways 

education promotes both women's stat's and rural development. 

The principle of equal access to education surely enjoys more wide

spread acceptance and formal governmental support than the principle of land 

ownership rights or access to agricultural extension benefits for women. 

Yet the numerous forces compoundirg sex bias and the cycle of poverty are 

less widely appreciated. Safilios-Rothschild argues that the realization 

of equality between the sexes in education requires far more than formally 

equal access to schooling. Girls' greater household work loads and lower 

nutritional levels affect school performance while parental concerns with 

chastity, the frequently great distances between home and school, and 



parental expectations of adult earning power low:er giris' chances of 

attending school. The author arques that public policy muct address 

the multiplicity of social, econcmic, and cultural barriers undermining 

rural girls througheducational achievument among the rural poor and a 

variety of strategies. For example, school calendars can be adapted to
 

local crop cycles, and feriale role models in teaching and administration
 

will alter the attitudes of parents and of girls themselves. And village
 

schools built and maintained by villagers will be accessible to giri.s
 

and truly valued by local populations. The author argues that rural
 

....
girls' educational needs.are advanced by.policies aiding all poor rural
 

children as well as those specifically benefiting girls. Her concluding
 

policy reconunendations reflect this view.
 

Ruth Dixon's "Jobs for Women in Rural Industry and Services"
 

addresses another aspect of rural poverty: the progressive underemploy

ment and disemployment of rural women due to land scarcity and compounded
 

by commercial concontration and capital-intensive development. In her
 

survey of women's employment, Dixon assembles and carefully documents
 

available statistics by country and by region, and then shows how the
 

categories used in data collection systematically distort reality. These
 

categories fail to reflect the multiplicity of economic activities rural
 

women, particularly the very poor, are likely to pursue. Women categorized
 

as employed in agriculture or as unemployed frequently often, in fact,
 

combine cultivation with petty trading and manufacture in order to ensure
 

their survival.
 

These survival strategies of the very poor are often overturned by
 

the innovations of private businesses and/or national and international
 

developers. New technology accompanied by increasing scale in these
 



cisay incLease social inequality, so that osten

sible progress means disaster for the economically marginal, fre

quently wcmen. Most arresting are Dixon's exaimples of the elaborate
 

.,rrangemcntsby which the vei,, poor exhaustively use local products 

(often reg-q'ded as wastes by developers) and locate every conccivable 

mar1ket: thes illustrations are of particular interest to those con

C:etnted with intermediate technology and energy efficient activities. 

Dixon's analysis elaborates the consequences, unintended and unnoticed, 

of deve].opriient initiatives and chal.enges planners to put thie vast 

existing labor"pools to humane and productive use. 

Much of Dixon's illustrative material is from parts of Asia where
 

landlessness is most pronounced and her specific suggestions for
 

ir:reasing employment opportunities by introducing new rural industry,
 

innovative ways of processing local produce and of combining local
 

resources are accompanied by largely Asian examples. But the under

lying warning is clear: land is a finite resource everywhere and much
 

apparent development in agriculture and commerce can swell rural unem

ployment and inequality. Dixon's arguments have wide application, for
 

nowhere in the Third World can agricultural development be divorced from
 

the innumerable manufacturing and marketing activities by which
 

"peasants" survive. Rural development must maintain and increase off

farm employment possibilities as well as increase agricultural produc

tion and on-farm employment opportunities. Dixon's policy recommen

dations call for more accurate analyses of these needs and include
 

numerous suggestions for policies and projects consistent with this
 

view of societal development. (See also Dixon 1980 for an important
 

overview of policy evaluation and policy impact related to women.)
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"Women's Organiations in Rural Development" by Kathy Staudt argues 

that political aEmpow(rment is a crucial component of development. 

Development jolic" must promote this elusive goal if development efforts 

are to have an enduring imn:act. Tbrough a survay of research on elite 

and mass pxclit±cal participation in industrialized and Third World 

countries, Staudt documents the disproportionate influence of men and 

analytically explores its components. .y focusing on organizational 

participation rather than el,,ctoral participation commonly studied by 

political scientist.<, the author achieves a conceptually rich and more 

widely applicable understanding of political participation. 

Organized, col.lective action is the avcnue through which rural 

women can ensure their economic advancement and governmental respon

siveness. Staudt then addresses two ccntral and interdependent aspects 

of this process: the achievcment of internal grcup cchesion and of 

external access to societal power brokers and governmental decision 

makers. To provide empirical evidence rcgarding these processes and to 

provide guidance for development practitioners, Staudt sets forth an 

unusually careful and complet survcy o relevant social science research. 

The result is a valuable statement regarding those variables contributing 

to effective crganization which can be systematically manipulated in 

development efforts. 

Staudt also addresses two debates salient among students of women 

and development: tie desirability of sex-segregated versus sex-integrated 

strategies for political empowerrent of marginal groups and the poten

tially negative impact of external intervention in socioc-political 

processes. She makes a carefully reasoned case for sex-separate strategies 

among Third World rural women. And she enumerates the ways external. 
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intervention can undermine the organizational effectiveness of projects' 

A aropos.d--channeiliigpresumed beneficiaries. solution aid through 

non-governental orqanizations, rather than govcrnmerters--merits 

particulir atLention. Thus Staudt addresses one of the most difficult 

questions of development lanning--how to promote the political 

empowerment of the less privileged--and uses social science with full 

awareness of the many pitfalls of political and social engineering. 

"Women i. n Forestry for Ioca] Community Development" by Marilyn 

Hoskins is an appropriate concluding .ssaybecause orf its emhasis on 

programming in the pressing Out little recognized area of forestry. 

Because forestry projects in developing countries have been conducted 

largely L'; foresters without contact: with, or input from, local groups, 

Hoskins makes a two-i vonied a:.gument. First the urgent forestry needs 

of developing countries can only be met wi thin the context of community 

development with community participation, and secondly, successful 

connunity forestry projects must reccgnize and include women's interests 

in forestry. 

Unlike the other papers in this volume, Hoskins does not present a 

region by region overview or survey of the "state of the art." Rather 

she p.resents extensive illustrative case material drawn trem her immedi

ate experience in the West African Sahel, supplementcd by examples from 

Asia and elsewhere. Her observations regarding the desnirabllity and 

difficulties of comnunity participation in the planning and ,xecution of 

development projects, including her aFpended "Fuggested format f.r a 

project management plan," are particularly pertinent to the development 

practitioner respo<nsible for project implementation. 

Although Hoskins is persuasive regarding the need for community 



participation a development, ,ihe recognizes the inherent problems of 

attaining coordination and commitment. Because forestry projects 

typically take several years to maturc for harvest, participants in 

community projects must wait a consideraj'le time for their rewards 

accruing from their contributirns of l :Lbor, land and matc-:al. Thus 

forestry projects face probleis of incentives for commtunity participa

tion which are particularly acute. Hoskins illustrates hoi providing 

immediate money for food incentives Cor community participants can
 

undermine communi-Y responsibility an, co-mmitment. Hoskin&' thorough 

and careful discuision of incentives, -:ollective and individual, and 

of delayed rather than itcrnediz.t rewards, complements Staudt's preceding 

discussion of incentives; -.n organized group action. Hoskins' suggestion 

that participants in all phases of a project make a formal and public 

commitment at the prjeci.'s outseL is a provocative response to this 

problem. 

Ranging from forestry to rural industry, from agricultural. extension
 

to the shortcomings of land reform and their possible remedies, the
 

articles in thiis volume widely document women's legitimate interests in
 

agricultural development. The volume is not exhaustive. Nor can it
 

offer a universally applicable operational prescription of how best to 

integrate women into rural development. Planning must respond to situ

ational variables including the social organization of work (the sexual 

division of labor variously combined with family, clan or community 

groups), the ratio of men to women farmers (due to male or female out

migration), and the productivity or marginality of women's economic
 

activity relative to men's (whether %men specialize in commercial farming,
 

domestic food production, manufacture or commerce). But operational
 



solutions must: follow reconceptualization of r:he problem of rural 

development t: include women as economic actors rather than as 

dependents, consumers and homex.akers. 

The data and analysis in these art.cles demand a restructuring 

of agricultural planning toward the dual ends of equity and produc

tivity. The criticisms of existing practices are extensive and the 

challenge is c:cnsiderable. But the Third World's .:eed for agricultural 

development, and particularly for food consumed domestically is urgent.
 

This volume marshals compelling evidence that rural women have a -vital

role to play in its resolution. 
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Chapter One
 

FEMALES, FARMING AND FOOD: RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND WOMEN'S
 

PARTICIPATION IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
 

by 

Rae Lesser Blumberg, Ph.D. 



I. Introduction 

During the decade of the !970s, two issues have become doininant con

cerns in the "mainline" interniational development community: (a) "develop

ment with equity," and (b) food. In this paper, I suggest that it is 

poor rural women who constitute the hitherto largely invisible but crucial
 

common element--indeed, perhaps the ulLimate determinant of success or
 

failure--in guaranteeing both development with equity and food in the 

Third World...
 

To make this argument, we shall examine the present--and past-

conditions and contributions of rural women in comparison with their men

folk. This comparison will include the relative position of women as
 

(1) producers, (2) property-controllers and (3) _.ojle. The first involves 

the sex division of labor in the group's main economic pursuits. The 

second involves the sex division of resources, i.e., each sex's relative 

control over the means and fruits of production. The third involves the 

sex division of non-economic life opportunities and well-being. In
 

previous work on a cross-societal paradigm of sex stratification (Blum

berg 1974, 1978, 1979), I have suggested that women's relative economic
 

power is the main determinant of their relative equality as e0p.le, re

garding a wide variety of life options and aspects of well-being, Work, 

in and of itself, does not seem to enhance women's relative equality in 

"life options"'--although it does seem to be a prerequisite in most 

societies to women's acquisition of substantial economic power. 

It was :ster Boserup who first suggested that the processes of Third
 

World "development" (i.e., the combination of uiplanned macro-economic
 

trends in the world political economy and planned development poLicies
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in various Third Vcrld countriE 3) frequently have led to the greater 

economic marginalizr ion of women (1970). In terms of the three factors 

listed above, such "ditvelopment" often has had the general consequences of 

(1) increasing rural women' work load; while (2) decreasing their resource 

base (both absolutilv and relative to their menfolk', and, consequently, 

(3) decreasing their well-being and opportunities os people. In turn, it 

will be argued, what happens to poor rural women profoundly affects both 

their country's agricultural system, and its general level. of well-being. 

The esbay's five-part 3rgur'ent follows a brief overview of the 

development-with-equity and food issues. First, we examine how the 

overarching trends In the world economy and Third VWorld development 

policies have affected the livps of the rural. po-)r. Second, drawing 

largely Un case studies, we explore how rural "development" has affected 

females' roles and resources in farming and food systems in Africa, Asia, 

Latin America and the Middle East. Third, we assess the discrepancy 

between the portrait of women in agricultu re painted by the case studies 

and that painted in national and international statistics, and list the 

data required to test conclusively the proposed hypotheses. Fourth, 

human evolutionary history provides a baseline against which to evaluate 

the contemporary picture. We conclude with policy suggestions on how 

female contribution to faning and food systems may be (a) recognized, 

(b) .eserveyc where threatened, and (c) enhanced for the purposes of 

achieving both "dcevelopment with Culity" and an equitable supply of 

food for the peep To of the Third World. 

Developmnnt wi _EouiL 

The emer,ence ef the development-with-equity issue has signale the 

gradual demise of the "modernization" approach to development. That focus 



the measure and
stressed capital-intensive projects, used GNP growth as 

goal of Third World advancement, and assumed that development could be 

fostered almost without referenca to the underlying social structure of 

the country or its position in the world economy. In contrast, the 

to the question of "Development
development-with-equity approach speaks 


for whom?" It stresses the distribution of the economic pie, rather than
 

its mere growth. Little more than a decade ago, development-with-equity
 

was an isolated cry from the "periphery" (both the countries on the
 

periphery of the world economy and the iconoclasts or radicals within the
 

development "cqmmunity"). Today ic has been taken up in many quarters-

even among the ranking development planners in the core countries them

selves. It involves both an internal and an external perspective.
 

Core country development experts tend to be more sensitive to the
 

internal ramifications of the development-with-equity issue, since evi

de,-'has been accumul.ating steadily that the combination of capital-

Intensive ievelopment projects and the seemingly inexorable trends in the 

vorld economy have been contributing to an increasing gap between the 

haves and have-nots within Third World countries. For the limited group 

of benefic:iaries, the world economy-oriented pockets of development have 

brought the shiny imported toys of hiqh cechnology and luxury-oriented 

consumer gocods. For the many, i t has reant labor displacement in the 

deO and an evr-gro .ing shortfall of jobs as urban industrialization
countr.s 


failbt& generatu sufficien t emplovmtnt. One result of the changing rela

tions of production is n .,,llng Ud of temporary and permanent migra-


Lion, of : opl searchi.ng for suhsi;tcnc:e. Another result is soaring
 

i

rates (of l:anessness and impovoc.'ihmea:t , a-n rho conver. on to wage labor 

and the increas:inE concentration of land holdings procee, apace.
 

http:searchi.ng
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The chilling prospects implied by [these trends] can be more fully
 
appreciated in light of recent estimates for Asia and Latin 
America thamt indicate that rural households below the "small 
farmer" cat: nry represu; ont a majority of the labor force (Esman

1978: Tables l--4), In Asia, the percentage of landless rural 
househo I Pt ranE.s from 25 p;rcent in Bangladesh to 41 percent in 
Java; margiual culti vators from 13 percent in India to 45 percent 
in Bangladesh, Combined iandPles'sness and near-Iandlessness exceeds 
75 percent in Jaiva, Banladesh and the Philippines. in Latin 
America the proportions of landlessness and near-land].e.snes,
ranges from 5 percent in Boli via ard Guatemala to 55 percent in 
Costa Rica. In Mexico nearly 30 percent of the rural households 
are headed by I'ndl ess agricultural workers; in Brazi1 nearly 
half of t:e rural lor'eholds are effectively landless. (Stokes,
et al. 1970 :65)
 

Current inWnaLional statis tics classify fully 800 million of the
 

rural poor as "destitute" (FAO/WCARRD/INF.3, 1979:i) and their numbers
 

are expected to increase rapidly (TBRD 1977, estimates that by the year
 

2000 about 1.1 billion people in the non-communist developing countries
 

will be suffering from absolute poverty). And many statistics document
 

the widespread erosion nf real income:
 

A study of rural areas in the Philippines indicates that real
 
wages have decreased 50 percent since 1957 (Kahn 1977); in
 
Mexico, de Alcantara (1976) estimates that real wages declined 
by more than 15 percent between 1950-1970; other studies of Vest 
Mal.ay"sia (Lee 1976) and Egypt (Radwan .197 ) ind i.cate a similar 
increase in rural poverty. (Stokes, et al. 1.979:65) 

Recognition of Lese facts and the potentially massive instability
 

that they engender has prompted a new concern with development projects
 

aimed at filling "basic needs" 
(for example, AID's "New Directions"
 

approach).
 

But the development-with-equity issue has 
an external component as 

well. In fact, many advocates of this position claim that the negative 

tendencies withiln c:ountries dloctonted above are the result of the in

creas ing1 un.favocrable posi tt.on of :hv non-oil exporting Th.ir d World 

cnuntries WIs- ,-vi: the developed natnin, particularly the industrial. 
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capitalist ones. The external emphasis of the development-ith-equity 

issue is symbolized by the call for a New International Economic Order. 

As the "second dezade of development" draws to a close, the gap between 

rich and poor countries has been widening unrelentingly. Most of the 

non-oil exporting developing countries remain suppliers of a limited 

range of primary export (usually agricultural) commodities under increasing

ly unfavorable teims of trade. This "unequal exchange" includes the 

widening gap between prices of the developing world's primary exports and 

those charged by the core countries for manufactured goods (Emmanuel 

1972). A less well known aspect of this unequal exchange is that prices
 

received by Third World countries also have been falling farther and 

farther behind those charged for the cereal groins which a growing number 

of these lands are forced to import from the U.S. and Canada (Omvedt 1975). 

This brings us to the world's growing food crisis, which also has an 

external and an internal aspect. 

Food and the Fear of Famine 

The external asnect of the food crisis is represented by the fact 

that mo:e and more Third World nations (largely agricultural producers 

themselves) are becoming net importers of food dependent on the warid's 

No. 1 food exporter, the United States. It has been estimated that the 

United States plus Canada account for about 90 percent of the world's 

export cereal grains (principally wheat), and that some six multi-national 

corporations account for roughly 90 percent of that 00 percent (Cox 

1974). In short:, the Untd Kt:ates controls more of the word food 

economy than the OiPEC sM'ites ,:outrol of the world petroleum economy. 

United State': a;ricuit,:re i; so ,uergy- ind rapital-Intensive that it is 
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marked by quite low productivity per hectare but enormous 
productivity
 

per worker (Hayami and Rattan P71). 
 So the United States' exportable
 

food surpluses and Third Vorld dependence rise concomitantly. Even in a
 

crop like rice, where United States production in 1971 amounted to only
 

1.3 percent of world outpit, America is the main seller on the world food
 

market, supplying 23.8 percent of global rice exports 
(Omvedt 1975:5,
 

citing FAO data). Moreover, all indications are that Third World food
 

dhpendence will continue to 
increase over the short term: 
 "Current pro

duction and demand wends indicate that the cereal deficit of 
the developing
 

world, which stood at 16 rFillion tons in 1970, will 
rise to over 90 million
 

tons by 1985" (FAO/WCARRD/INY. 3, 1979:iv). 
 And while there is no dearth
 

of Western experts predicting catastrophic famine, most 
seem to take little
 

cognizance cf how agricultural production is organized in Third World
 

countries.
 

The most 
popular scenario for disaster remains runaway population
 

growth--the old 
 althusian nightmare of geometric population growth out

stripping arithmetic food supply growth. 
 Since 1972, an exceptionally
 

devastating year of widespread had weather, climatic trends have been
 

increasingly invoked as the 
cause of future famines. Many experts (for
 

example, Reid Bryson) are concerned about a feared long-term and 
severe
 

cooling trend, although a minorJty forecast a hothouse carbon dioxide
 

"greenhouse effect." 
 And some agricultural experts are concerned about
 

the potential for ecological/plant genetics destruction 
as ever more of
 

our food is 
grown under conditions of onculture agriculture using a
 

smaller and smaller number of high-yielding strains of a very limited
 

number of cultigens.,
 

In contrast, recent work on the internal aspect of the Third World
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food deficit focuses on the social relations of agricultural production
 

promote vicious circles of agricultural stagnation and shortthat: tend to 


rural land-l ess and
 
fall. On the one hand, faced with growing numbers of 


urban peer who must buy food with incredibly limited amounts of cash,
 

low and as
 
develcping country gvernments must act to keep food prices as 

on the other hand, the combination of low prices
stable as possible. But 

for food and increasingly marginalized food producers exacerbates the short-

Nutritional
fall in food production (see d, Janvry and Garramon 1977). 


foreign exchange to stave
 
standards fa031 and the nation must spend scarce 

that most of 
off starvatonon. Contributing to the problem is the fact 

these countries devote most of their inputs assistance 
(research, exten

sion, credit, ,needs, fertilizer, pesticides, etc.) to the production of 

are all but 
export crops--frequently inedible ones;--while food crops 


But is it "benign neglect"?
ignored. 


In many instances, governments have not intervened 
until the crisis
 

i" recently drought-wracked Upper
point has been reached. For example, 


1973 did the satisuntil the famine of
Volta, it was observed that "not 


the list of governmental priority
faction of food requirements figure In 

More recently still, the Los 
development objectives" (S.A.E.P. 19"/8:23). 


the aftermat of 1979 food
 
Angeles Times (June 15, 1979:1-B-i) reported on 


"The riots erupted
left 41 persons dead:
riots in Monrovia, Liberia that 


the price of rice, a staple
April 14 after the government announced that 


$22 to $30 per 100-pound bag.
in the Liberian diet, would be raised from 


icentive to increase
The price hike was in:ended to givc farmers an 


farmrs are st i. wal ting for this incentive, however,
production," ''The 


because the riots caused the government to abandon its plan to raise the
 

price of rice.
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Between crises, the impetus 
toward cash crop export agriculture
 

typically r-tsults in food crops being grown on increasingly marginal land 

by an increasingly hard-pressed labor force who may hardly Ibe able to 

grow eiicugh for their own families, let alone to produce a marketable
 

surplus. t-loreover, these subsistence-oriented food producers can't
 

afford to take chances with their fmniles' lives. So they prudently 

stick with the tried and true varlet ies characterized by low yields, to 

be sure, but also )y low variance of yield (Scott 1975). Meanwhile, the 

contradiutions deepen -nd the food crisis grows. 

Wonc, the True "IinvlsilA.e land" 
in the WorId 'Food Sv :.em 

Thi above dJscu-;sions of development-with-equity and the food crisis 

typify the literature on these questions in that women are nowhere men

tioned. From such d-Iscussions, who would suspect 
 that por rural womea
 

are disproportionatcly driven 
into deemr faranalization than their men

folk, bot:h bv the .oeal impact of world ecoiomic trends and by most develop

ment plans azIii.ed at: rura] populations? Even more to the point, who would 

have suspected thiat the majority ef :lie world's food is produced by women? 

Yet both seem to be the ca,se. This paper atteop t; to document what 

happens when women are put at the end of the l.ine of development pr:iori ties. 

The women themselves "end to 'lose control of ,lintover means or frults of 

production they previously had at their d(Isposa]., and find themselves 

plunged in to c.reumstLa nesn of greater unCertai-n ty and margina.:1it:y. 

(Bou]ding cillsi;omen "the periphery of a perIpheries, d refers to 

women subs iste(i:c P rmers as the "f:tft:h world" [19791].) To the extent that 

this neglect typically results in lower nutritton, pro-natalist pressures 

and greater concentration of resources in the hands of a narrow male elite, 

http:azIii.ed
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development" is slowed. Concomitantly, 'development-witheven "GNP 

equity" ma, be aborted. 

the problem begins with nationalWith respect to women and food, 


(see, for
statistics that rarely record the work poor rural women do 


However, recent United Nations
examrie, Deere 1977; Garrett 1976). 


estimates indicate that they are doing more than almost anyone suspected:
 

It has been estimated by ESCAP and ECA that women provide 60 to
 

80 percent of the agricultural labour in Asia and Africa; in
 

Latin America, according to ECLA, the percentage is 40 percent.
 

(UN A/33/238, 1978:5).
 

Only in Sub-Saharan Africa and certain pnrts of Southeast Asia
 

had there been any general perception of women as agricultural producers.
 

This recognition (often a disapproving one) has been most manifest in 

those areas of horticultural production characterized by Boserup as
 

Even here, national statistics concerning
"female farming" zones (1970). 


women's agricultural participation vary wildly. None approach the levels
 

estimated by the Economic Cormmission for Africa in Table 1.
 

Three points should be briefly mentioned concerning the table.
 

First, the 70 percent share of women in agricultural production may come
 

as a surprise to developers accustomed to the much lower rates found in 

national accounts (women-in-development people, for whom this table is 

becoming a "standard exhibit," tend 	 to talk primarily with each other). 

that women's role extends throughoutSecond, it is evident from the data 


the entire food system: 50 percent of storage, 100 percent of processing,
 

60 percent of marketing--as well as 100 percent of cooking. Often,
 

to areas of th' fed chain other than cooling are
women's contribu t:ons 

even more "invisible" than their -ri t cipatLition in production. Third, 

women's access to non-formal education (Part C of the table) may be 
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Table 1. African Women's Participation in: (A) Production/Supply'
 

Distribution; (B) Household/Community; and (C) Non-Formal
 

Educational Access
 

Responsibility Un't of Participation 

A. Production/supply/distribution
 

Food production 0.70
 
Domestic food storage 0.50
 
Food processing 1.00
 
Animal husbandry 0.50 
Marketing 0.60 
Brewing 0.90
 
Water supply 0.90 
Fuel supply 0.80
 

B. Household/community
 

Bearing, rearing, initial education of children 1.00
 
Cooking for husband, children and elders 1.00 
Cleaning, washing, etc. 1.00 
House-building 0,30 
House repair 0.50 
Community self-help projects 0.70 

C. Areas of Access to Non-Formal Education 

Ayricu ]ture 0.15 
Animal husbandry 0.20 
Cooperatives 0.10 
Arts and crafts 0.50 
Nutri t:ion 0.90 
Home economics 1.00 

Units of participation are calculated on the basis of estimates of 
women's time as a percentage of all the time expended in a particular task. 
Units of pnartIclpstion were proposed in: Data Base for Discussion on :he 
interrelations between Womcn in Development, their Situation, and Pop.lation 
Factors, N Fconomic Commissioe for Africa, 1974. Onits of participation were 
deter:ined fIrst for a'cars within :uun'r ±,e, thrn for countries, then for Africa. 

Sourcc : The ChallI nE'_and Contomptr ai.u Rle] of Women in African-i )evPlopment 
UN Ecoicrn ' (cniol i0so fnr Afri rn JU'NL; Cfnl,0ftr ',ports on Vo' 1 ir-i .nd 
Technical TrI i , ;fn ;irlj s ad WoRmen, UN Eronomic C, nmnissicn for /hfrica 
1974; studi o , m .:sIo reports, (dIscussions. 

This table was comied from vprsins of th above malter.il.. In UiN A/33/238, 
Effective Mo:i][zatiin of Women in DoveopMent: Report of the S, etary 
General 197:9 and Zv,.tz, laurie, "The fmpact of Pural Dievelopment on Women 

and Its Cornsquences :or 'ert.l.itv in Africa" 1979:2. 

http:malter.il
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characterized as reflecting "a perception of wcman"s roles which has been 

translated into development programs and policies" (Zivetz 1979:1). If 

that is so, it Is evident that development is being short-changed because 

it is primarily women's "non-economic" roles that h-ave been transaated 

into training programs. It goes without saying that the women themselves 

are being shortchanged, as are their families. 

What can we make of the high lares of participation In production 

shown in Lis tabl.t ? Do these dat: i dilcatc a recent aberration from some 

historic, wel -nigh un ivers l role of women as non-producers? Are 

,conomic-l ly active women just another distortion of development? Con

v'ersely, are there strong pattyrns of female participation in production 

that cross-cut: counYtr:j,; at different . vJ ; c-.f development? These are 

important question: for several reasons. First, if, in fact, women have 

heen productive thruughcut most of human evoluationa ry h.istory, this 

k nowledgc has he-n .ittlCP r ecogn.izod outs:ide a narrow circle of specialists. 

Second, it appears that sex d ivis:ion of labor in production varies sig

niLWacnt ly by soci al class and development patLern and is being greatly 

affect .d by c..,ntemporary t relds iin the World c onomy. Before exploring 

he specifi: Cs ,f female ecotnomic rol rs around the world, let us sketch in 

nofl, 1)1of th12 (thternnporarl econotmic: trends and development policies that are 

transformiug Third WarL d aricul tur,--and the lives of both poor rural 

women and men. 

L . ThO CuLt ivat i on Crunch 

The pornpetr;iun ef thU market economy into the countryside has tended 

to increase uncertainty in the W es of the rural poor by undermining pre

existing systams of security and communal aid, It also has tended 



to displace labor. Both trends have been observed not only in contem

porary Third Wcrld rural areas but also in Europe from the earliest days
 

of the col!nercialization of agriculture. International trade in agri

the initial rise of European capicultural commodities contributed to 

3 

talism in the fifteenth century (Wallerstein 197/). By the early part 

of the nineteenth century, the inherent dynamism and innovation of the 

feverishly expdnding capitalist system produced the .1 duistrial Revolu

tion in Europe. Manufactured grds from the core countries flowed 

outward. What flcwed back, on ever more favorable terms as colonialism 

the raw materialsconsolidated the control of the core counuries, were 

and agri cultural productsa nu- dad by tho now indlustrial nations to fuel 

the insatiably expanding capital ls -industrial colossus. 

As a three-tiered world svst.,emerged (core, semi-periphery and 

per phery countri es, in Wal 1ernteia's erminol ogy) , expor t-oriented 

enclaves progressi :ovel.y devnl oped in the latter two categories of soci

eties. The penetration oK the "cash Pconomy" proceeded unevenly. But 

even in the most rcmute ruri cala ::n,residents ware forced to exchange 

some pridoh.lton or labor for cash, Noi.ace mosney bec;.ame required for a 

growing v rieLy of transactLona,--including ta:es. However, to the extent 

that these rural pepe cortinued to provide Lhe bulk of their subsistence 

needs via nrjn-cnpoItalist ; odes of production, their monetary returns from 

their outpuL ir wrk ren, nud low (ee, for example, Det c 1976). Most 

s affair ,flowed to the core countries. 
of the be . ,at: of this tate of 

This pat:ern. of devc 1 Ii e t tendsa to accentuate internal.npquali

ties a w,,II. In onrt this i. because daveloytment In the Third World 

e
has te '' t, he hobly capi tal--inttens:Lve--even though the process was 

predicatod on cheap labor (Amin 1976; de Janvry and Garramon 1977; and 
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Deere 1977). Numerous studies In numerous countries document how little 

employment the transferred technology of the core countries has gcnerated 

in developing nations. This is to be expected since che technology was 

developed to 3erve large-scale industries in the core countries where 

factor prices (given a long era of cheap energy) favored and favors capi

tal-intensivity over labor-intensivity. -,hat may strike mainy i.-. surprising 

is that planned government development polci es il most Third World nations 

enthusiastically promoted the capita]-intensive path to "modernization." 

The resulting inequities have been greatest in the countryside, where the 

severest hunger, and seeds for an even deeper crisis in both food and 

development, are to be found.
 

The Rich Get Tractors and the Poor Get Moving 

As background, it must: be stressed that prior to the push for agri

cultural mechanization, most Third World countries (except previously 

horti--ultural areas) already had highly class-stratified systems and 

inegalitarian land tenure arrangements. gome of these were Indigenous, as 

in much of Asia; otiiers were imposed, as in Latin America. In both cases, 

thoso already in control of the principal means of agricultural production 

proved to be in a much better position to control the Internal benefits of 

its "modernization." 

Most capitalist-oriented Third World governments have stressed cer

tain commona] ities in their development strategies over the last two 

7 
decades. 7Tndustrialization was pushed to be paid for by earnings from 

!ncr cas e'd 7r c(Ilict iv ft In t he exporL commodities. Factnr prices were 

tvpically adjns-Oted accordingly, with substantial i ncent:ives offered for 

Importation of capita] equipment. Civen inflation and generous credit terms, 
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those who Imported the modern miracle machines might end up paying 

substantially less than their actual purchase coqt---"an offer they
 

couldn't refuse" (Ambercomb:ie 1972; Griffin 1974; 'iThiesenhusen 1971; 

Ahmed 1973; Gotsch 1973; Frankel 1971; Griffin and Khan 1972; and
 

Stokes, et al. 1979). In slorL mainly capItal-intcnsivc technological
 

innovation came to the larger farmers in most capitalist-oriented Third
 

World countries due to a combination of indirect macro trends 'n the
 

world capitalist economy (e.g., agribusiness multinationals' expansion)
 

and direct inducements by the governments involved.
 

Technological innovation and unequal concentration of the means of 

production combine in a process wilch marginalizes more and more of the
 

rural poor and forces many of them out of agriculture. Part of this 

process is summarized in Figure 1 from Stokes, et al. (1979:67).
 

The concentration of land holdings and resultant outmigration of
 

the rural poor and landless has been triggered not only by expanding
 

export crops, but also by most of the high yield varieties (IHYVs) of
 

the Green Revolution. The benefits of these improved food grains were
 

supposed to go to small farmers. But even where the seeds were dis

tribu ted free of charge, they required an entire "package" of inputs-

from irrJgation and/or fertilizer to credit--that were beyond the reach 

of most small farmers in most areas. In addition, the new miracle 

grains tend to have higl yields of much higher variance than the tra

dticnal varieties they were to replace. Poor cultivators cannot afford 

tb:is risk, nor can their governrents afford to subsidize them all. The 

net result adds another casualty group to thcge depicted in Stokes' 

diagram. 
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SYSTEM OF PRO- farmers (seasonal) wage-
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Figure 1. Displacement of the Rural Poor by Concentration of Land Holdings and Technological Change. 

Source: Stokes, et al. 1979:67.
 



Manipulating Fertility, eoraphic Mobility 
Family and Female Labor for Surv ival 

Figure I sunmarizes well the risk enhancing and labor displacing 

effects of agricultural modernization on the rural poor. A large lirera

ture explores each of The processes named in the diagram. Thus our 

attention turns to the coping responses of the rural poor to their 

deteriorating situation. 

The cash economy undermines traditional systems of "social security"
 

and crisis aid, which have not been replaced by new formal institutions
 

in most of the Third World. Thus poor people's survival may depend on
 

how well they can transform the pressures on them into adaptive
 

strategies for hedging disaster.
 

Two responses may be labelled "demographic": (1) changes in fer

tility, and (2) changes in migration patterns. In turn, these intensify 

"modernization"-induced changes in 
two other areas: (3) household/
 

family structur, and (4) sex divigion of labor and resources, The first
 

three will be discussed briefly in: this section as a prologue to the
 

region-by--reg:oi examination of the fourth topic, emphasizing women in
 

agricult ure. 

Fertility. One adapt-ve strategy is to adjust fertility. Accordi-g 

to the Amer:[can Association for the Advancement of Science, a "fertility 

spurt" has almost invariably accompanied the intrusions and dislocations 

of the. cash economy (AAAS 1974). Tt has beer argued that people are not 

poor becaun Cthey h,vc tao many children; rather, hcy attempt to use 

their ch:i].drim L alev Ia te thecir poverty (Mand ani 1972). Childrexn of poor 

rural people In many parts of t a Third World seem to bring net positive bene

fits, often from a fairly early age (White 1975; Schnaiberg and Reed 1974; 

Nag, Wite and Peet 1977). In addition, extra children may eventually be 
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able to work either as local wage laborers or as migrants. 

But this strategy, while providing the possibility of betterment 

for some families and individuals, undercuts the position of the poor 

as a class. It also disadvantages the entire country in those nations 

where, as in India, each new mouth represents a net drain on the nation's 

resources (Enke 1960). 

Women, too, may favor such a strategy when increased fertility is 

not incompatible with women's economic. activities. After all, young 

children may from an early age hel1p relieve women of their burden of 

wood and water and endlessly processingrepetitive drudgery in fetching 

the st-aples in the daily diet (Youssef 1979). And where children can 

help with product"oii tasks, this motivation should be reinforced. 

Migration. Development trends tend to disemploy the rural poor and 

to leave them without alternative employment in the urban cash economy. 

1-lere peasant populations are ejected en masse, the immediate results 

for the iidividuals involved are surely dlisastrous. However, wholesale 

mJgrationis elir.inatin , marginal rural populations are rare. More often, 

some family members migrate to seek work and provide occasional cash and 

ether ass stance to the close kin they have left behind. Selective migra

tion thus offers a possible survival strategy. 

Most migration is sex-selective, usually with profound consequences 

for both family structure and th: sex division of labor and resources. 

In most of the world, migration str:ams have a heavily male majority. 

Even in Latin America, where rural-urban migration streams are largely 

female2 seaso.nal .igration tends to be more heavil.y male. What does this 

,a'Me-Ce,;ee tiV(, migrat io:, mean for tie family patt-erns of affected groups? 
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Household/familyjatterns. One of the major consequences of male

majority migration streams has been 
 a great increase in the ranks of de 

facto as well as de jure female heads of household. Recent United Nations 

estimates indicate that women "serve as head of over one-third of the rural 

households In the developing world" (Leeper 1978:.]29, emphasis added; see 

also Buvinic and Youssef 19', and Blumberg and Carcia 1977). Since 

female-headed units are almost invariablv poorer than their male-headed
 

counterparts (reflecting both women's lower rumune ration and the 
presence 

of fewer income producers in the average woman-headed household), problems 

of family well-being in female-headed households tend to be magnified.
 

Family well-being is greatly affected by household 
 composlition as well as 

headship: migration can 
affect this in various ways. Retention of addi

tional income earners or acquisition of additional dependents can clearly
 

lift or depress family economic welfare. Studies in the United States
 

indicate that the poorest families are least successful in retaining their 

offspring in residence once those children have begun to earn their 

own livings (Morgan, et al. 1973).8 But among the poorest rural Third 

World families, ch]dren's small, and often occasional., cash remittances 

may make a big difference. 9 And the poorest families are precisely those 

who seem likely to form flexible sharing networks among kinsmen, as a 

kind of mutual insurance (see, for example, Stack 1974). In short, although 

household and family patterns appear to he strongly irfluenced by economic 

factors, people also appear to make survival-enhancing adjustments wherever 

they can (Blumr.berg, Winch and Rc inh:ardt 1974). 

Sex division of labor and resources. It already has been suggested 

that women's weli-hcing and relative equalIty are more affected by the 

extent of wenen's control over the means of production than by the extent 
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of their labors. In these terms, recent agricultural development has been 

results of capital intensive technologicallyvegative for women: the 

tend to increaseoriented strategies (depicted in Stokes' diagram above) 

decreasing their control over resources.women's work while 

We further argue that this tendency is negative for fawiiy welfare 

as well. as for women. This argument is based on the apparent difference 

between the semen in the disposal of any new income obtained. Stavrakis 

and Marshall's research on the introduction of sugarcane production in 

were (Q) theBeLizc: is illustrative (1978). The results oosLrved in 1973 

decline cf food production, (2) the loss of women's resource base, and 

lev! of child(3)no improvemen in the genero ., poor prevwling 


controlled by men, genernutrition.. The rise in sugcae roduc tion 

ic.hir, acc:rued Vo the men. However:aeLd quite a bit of income lecally, 

ss tom as f a t as it come in, spent... . e...y o ot ,F thu 

n,.d purchased Female companionship. Byon drn:k . uc, trae 

eR:efi the ...... a.t home tending iheand lrge it did nL 
(,t avrais nn Marshall 1972:158)ch:ildren and animal. 


In contrYa , there is some indication that an increase in income
 

generated by and controlled by vo:men wil.l be used for more immediate 

case in a rural mangof ly welare.i concerns. This seemced to e the 

puree canning op,.rat ,on es,.;alh!21 shod by a. womeln's cooperative in a viilage 

in Uondurar' poor and dreuglht-prone Pespire region (author's observation 

1978). Research to establish the generalizability of this finding is 

neede d. 

To reiterate, then, over and above the sex division of labor within 

a class is the sex division of resources. Changes in the sex resource 

base appear to Aff,-ct what is done with increasing or decreasing resources 

in the class. Thus, we hypothesize that: 
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Increasing thcproportion of a class's resourc.s in the hands of
 
its females will have more rajld and more immediate cnseouences 
for the l.evel of indiv:idual we]l-being than comnarable increases
 
in the hands of its males. 

If this is co,then we have idetifi-ed stiill another "contradiction 

of development" to those causing maginallimation and malnutrition among 

more and more of the Third World's rural poor. Where women's position 

declines relatively , then--because of women 's unique r-el.a[onship to 

food and to familv welfare--it may be precisely the life- and equity,

enhancing aspects of development that suffer disproportionately. 

This implies that even successFul programs intended to make more 

equitable the distribution o resources between have and have not
 

classes 
(within developing countries, and between hava and have not 

nations within the world system) may not be enough to bring the hoped

for better life and benefits to the world's rural poor. It follows 

that a concerted effort to "recognize, proserve and enhance" the role
 

and resource base of women vis-a-vis the entire agricultural system 

--including food production, processing, storage, marketing, prepara

tion and consumpt:ion spheres--is required.
 

We turn now to women's place in each of these spheres of the
 

agricultural system in the developing world's major regions. How are
 

both the unplanned economic trends and the planned intervention 

pgorams affecting women?
 

III. Women, Fann Work and Farm Wealth around the World 

As final background for this regional examination, let us recapitu

late. From the argument thus far, It appears that two kinds of commonalities 

link the development-witl-equity and food issues: (1) economic factors, and 
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(2) the (largely unrecognized) role of women in agriculture.
 

Economic factors. The achievement of both development-with-equity
 

and adequate food for all seems to have been hindered by the fact that
 

most Third World nations are caught in a similar "economic niche" with
 

respect to the world economy. Most concentrate on the production and 

export of a few crops and/or natural resources in capital-intensive ways
 

that increase tho gap between rich and poor an(d the malnutrition of the
 

latter. Because of the deepening cycle of poverty, the most marginalized
 

have not been able to afford adequately to feed themselves; that is,
 

effective demand has remained below the level of food needs (Cox 1978:95).
 

True, more and more Third World governments are spending more and more
 

of their foreign exchange to prevent hunger from getting out of hand
 

(especially among the generally more restive urba population).10 But
 

ironically, this has resulted in the rural population being doubly penalized: 

the imported food is less likely to reach them in the first place, and its 

importation further erodes their return from agriculture. As a result: 

Those in the world most tiLeatened by f amine are people whose major 
economic activitv is food production! Starvation 1-970s decade 
version, is Primarily a v-ura phenovenon, rooted In rural poverty. 
(Fischer 1978:007, emphantis in original) 

Women. In most pontificat'ng and Programming on Third ,or]d food 

problems, rural women are rarely taken into account. Where they are, it is 

usually in terms of their recognized final responsibilitv for preparing and 

allocating food: they become the tar ts of "nutrition education " But 

typically poverty is much more to blame than ignorance for any def[ciencies 

in the diets close women serve their families. And ignorance of a different 

sort helps perpetuate the poverty of these women: the ignorance of most
 

development experts concerning women's contribution to their country's sub

sistence base. In the Third World, that contribution Is crucial. New
 

http:population).10


United Nations estimates indicate that "women, as farmers, produce 50 

percent of the fod and, in some fountries, control, and operate up to
 

40 percent of the national marketing system" (Leeper 1978:129). But as 

we shall now see, that global estimate lumps together regionally dis

parate degrees of involvement. And it is constructed from a data base of 

incredible unevenness; until well into the 1970s, studies of women's 

agricultural role and resources were scarce and often shaky. Accordingly, 

it behooves us to begin with Africa, where the ubiquity and importance of 

female participation has resulted in somewhat more (and more systematic)
 

attention to women in agriculture.
 

Africa
 

It is in Africa that we find the best documentation both for what
 

women do in agriculture and for specific instances in which the forces of
 

economic change and deliberate development programs have worked to their 

detriment. The results of the Economic Commission on Africa (1974) study 

have been presented above (see Table 1.), Other detailed quantitative 

studies of African women's agricultural system involvement include Cleave 

(1974), Clark (1975), Haswell (1963), Weil (1.973), Rald (1969), and 

de Wilde (1.967). The genera] picture they present is one of very high 

female involvement, often far surpassing male involvement. 

Given that most of these societies have a horticultural base, this 

is to he expected: males are the main labor force In only about one-fifth 

of known horticul.tiirn (hoie-cu.t: ivat:ion) societies. 

And even though cool.onial. admiinistr;,tors may have found it unseemly 

that women raised so much of the food, their colonial policies capitalized 

on this fact--and "used women's labor in subsistence agriculture to subsi
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dize the export economies" (UN A/33/238, 1978:21). Men were recruited to 

work in the mines, plantations and other "modern sector" large scale 

export enterprises. Because women were able to do almost all the operations 

of the agricultural cycle unaided by men, it was possible to pay those men 

wages nan i.f,stlyi,suf iK eut to(,provide for the family. It v' s the women 

who supported the children and the old people, and thus, who absorbed the 

costs of sustaining and reproducing the labor force from one generation to
 

the next.
 

Colonial policy also encouraged male involvement in village-grown 

export cash crops. Over time, men came to predominate in the money 

economy, controlling most of the earnings from :uch local export crops 

even though their womenfolk provided most of the labor. For women, thi., 

burden was assumed in addition to their responsibilities f. growing, 

processing, storing and distributing the local food crops. In short, a 

pattern emerged whereby woman's work load tended to Increase while her 

control over the means of production tended to decrease. Ihis pattern has 

persisted to the present day. Let us examine in turn the causes and con

sequences of both the increased labor and the diminished economic power.
 

Other factors above and beyond women's added work on a new series 

of cash crops augment their labors. Those most likely t,-omigrate in 

search of wage labor are the young males who previously had provided the 

labor for clearing and tree-felling. An increasing proportion of the 

children attend school rather than attend to the routine, repetitive 

drudgework involved in supplying wood, water and sibl]ig and small animal.
 

care to their alicady hard-working mothers. The land on which women 

grow food crops has become increasingly marginal, since the better acreage
 

almost invariably becomes devoted to cash crops. Thus women have had to
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raise the food on land that is either farther and farther from their
 

homes (the closer fertile lands having been switched to male-controlled
 

cash crop use), or worn out fron over-cr-pping with in;ufficlolint fa]low 

time (Chaney, -immns and Stanud 3979). Also food has had to be raised 

on not just less productive, but also less land. Feeding a family on less
 

land usually means more work.
 

But even more serious for women is the widespread erosion of rela

tive control ovar the means of production. Traditiona]]y, most horti

cultural Sub-Saharan African groups have a patr-oriented corporate kin

ship system. Land was considered to belong to the corporate kinship unit,
 

and it was parcelled out to those who cultivnted It. Women thus had use
 

rights to a particliar plot. During this pre-colonia], period, individual
 

rights of alienation of land were rare for either sex.
 

When colonial policy and the rising tide of commercialization of 

agriculture brought individualizaLion of land rig ". to the countryide, 

women lost out in a number of ways. Increasingly, their rights to use 

and administer a piece of land and/or certain of its specific resources 

were swept aside as legal title (defined in terms of rights of alienation) 

became vested in Individuals--who were disproportionately men. Even in 

matrilineal societies, women were the losers in competition with male kin 

when land tenure rights became individual.ized: los ing out on land owner

ship, however, has not relieved ..omen of the burden of labor. 

Some of the most unjust applications of coionila] individual land 

rights poicies occurred in areas of heavy male outmigration. The men 

might he away for years at a time, and even form new families in their new 

place of rsidence. But if the new Individual land titles were slated to 

go to males, it mattered not if the men were away while their wives sup
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porte6 their children on its output. In a number of instances, the men, 

as absentee owners, sold the land out from under the rural wives. 

The practic e of awarding men title to land worked by women has con

tinued to the present day: in many agrarian reform, resettlement and/or 

communal farming .schemes, the panticipating party, that is, the legal bene

ficiary, is held to be the male head of household. Uncer these circum

stances, it is perhaps appropriate (and certainly pro';ocative) to consider 

the woman as a sort of tenant farmer (Chancy, Simmons and Staudt 1979). 

What incentives does such a woman have to improve productivity? 

With respect to productivity, the typical woman African farmer has 

done qui:e well, considering all her burdens. In fact, there is evidence 

that women may be better agriculturalisrs than men. Studies by Moock 

(1976) and by Staudt (1975-76, 1978) document be:ter female than male out

put, methods and/cr innovation practices under conditions where greater 

male access to education and extension was con trolled, Moock found that 

In an administrative division of Kenya whore 38 percent of the farms were 

managed by women, women's output exceeded men's when factors such as 

access to education and extension were controlled (w)men's access was 

drastically lower than that of men). In Staudt's area of research, also 

in Kenya, women managed 40 percent a ,.e farms. In an area with minimal. 

agricultural input services such as extension and credit (by far the most 

prevalent situation facing the world's small farmers), the women managers 

proved to be earlier adopters of maize and grew a more diversified set of 

crops. But in another area where the level of agricultural input services 

was much higher and long-standing--and aimed largel at men--the women had 

fallen behind: their speed ot adopticn and crop diversification lagged 

behind men's. 
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Once again, it should be stressed that it is not women's farming 

competence that lags behind. For example, Fortmann's study of Tanzanian 

Ujamaa viilages found that women were usinr improved farming Lechniques. 

In fact, there proveO to he no s ignificant sex difference ; in scores 

indicating "good maize practices" within groups of purchasers and of non

purchasers of improved inputs (seeds, fertilizers, insecticsides, and 

herbicides). The relative sex composition of the purchasers and non

purchasers of the improved inputs is not given. However, conbidering 

women's much lower access to cash income, it would Pot be surprising if 

the males considerably outspent them. 

The men would seem to have wide latitude to outspend women, since, 

in addition to their own higher cash incomes they typically have much, 

much greater access to credit. Concerning loan information, for example, 

Staudt found that households with a male present were fourteen times () 

more likely than those headed by a female to have received detailed data. 

And men are likely to receive more information about new improved farming 

practices of all kinds. This is because, as Table 1 shows, they receive 

the overwhelming share of agricultural extension and training services. 

Moreover, men's privileged access dates from colonial days, when the 

original extension and training services were set up along Western 

models. Thus, although colonial administrators were presumably aware of 

women's central role in most African farming, it was men who were offered 

agricultural assistance. Women were given home economics training (em

broidery, table decoration, etc.) instead. And today, now that the tide As 

turninge and women are beJng considered for more agricu]tural services, the 

result is often that the female extension agents, primarily home economists, 

have to add agricultural duties to schedules already filled with responsi



bilities for nutri-ion, family planning, etc. 

Nutrition has frequently been a casualty of women's increasing 

marginalization. Fide, et: al. discuss this issue, and provide examples: 

In Ghana, the introduction of cocoa increased women 's workloads 

because men left the yam crop to cultivate the new crop In order 

to raise cash. As yams require a high labour :input and as women's 

time for growi g food was limited due to their many other respon

sibilities, they repl.acr! the ynm with cas;sava, x..h ich can he 
planted at almost any ti-,,a during t., year and nuds lte 

weeding. But cassava has less nutritional value than vam and 
cannot be intorcropped with vegetab les and legumes because it 

depletes soil nutrients mere rapi dlv than yams. (Vide, et al. 
1977:41-42) 

Other studies, while less detailed, also cite the decreasing variety, 

quality and/or quantity of the foodstuffs available to African women to 

feed themselves and their families (S.A.E.D. 1978; Cloud 1978; Simmons 

1975). Yet too many programs continue to reflect the assumption that it 

is "tradivionalism, or passivity or ignorance" that keeps women from en

hancing the nutritional content of their diet, rather than the income, 

time and other resource constraints usually to biame. 

The "ignoiance" argument implies that the latest fashion in Western 

nutritional gospel should replace the allegedly "backward" and low-nutrition 

crop currently in disfavor. Yet further study may indicate that the women's 

food practices make good nutritional sense when viewed as part of a total 

sys tem. For example, 

In some countries, efforts are still going on to make women stop 
planting manioc and replace it with more "protein-rich" crops even 
though the most recent studies indicate that manioc is the best 
crop for many poor soils, that the replacement crops often serve 
nutritional needs poorly, and that traditi onal cooking practices 
make maniec more protein-rich than urban nutritioni sts realized. 
(Apri1, et al. 1974, cited in Boulding 1978:32) 

In fact, the total system approach to agriculture may be the missing 

key to providing meaningful food crop assistance to African women. Cur



rently, it appears, most programs attempting to promote new food crops 

to women tend to "blame the victim" if they fail. Eowever, these programs 

themselves usually fail to take into account the many subtleties behind 

women farmers' decisions to adopt food crop innovations. The questions of 

concern to women include: 

-- Does the new crop provide the possihilit:' of additionnt income as well 
as food? And if so, at what rice--in money inputs but also in 
labor iOputs? It may be the best idea to come by In years, but if 
its; seasonality conflicts wi to women's other, relatively inelastic, 
cultivaLion re.onsbiiti.,, and/or if it requires a great expendi
ture of labor at various 'oi t- i t cycl,, women's time/labor 
constraints mav not permR them to cqrow i t successfully. 

-- What about its variance ofIvi ld? It cannot be high, because cul
tivators living near the subsistence level cannot afford to take 
chances.
 

-- Is it easy to harvest? For example, shorter, thicker stalks are a 
minus. 

-- How well does it store? Women are usually responsible for proces
sing for storage and for storage itself, and are rarely provided 
with any technical or material assistance, despite the fact that 
under the tropical high-pest conditions of African horticulture, 
high post-harvest losses could eliminate any alleged potential gains 
for a new crop. (See McDowell 1976 for some remedies.) 

-- flow about processing and cooking? Dots it nean more work for less 
taste? Traditional cooKing and food ccmbination techpiques are only 
now being recognized for tneir often unique contribution to in
creased nutrition. Would this new food upset such a complexly 
balanced system? 

-- Finally, does it lend itself to easy marketing? If it has to be 
bundl2d in sizes awkward for the woman to transport, or if it does 
not have any local demand, women may be less eager to adopt it. 
Although the new crop may add some protein to her family's diet, 
it may be aimed at replacing a crop that also provided extra income 
irom sale of surplus. 

Thee questions are not meant to discourage efforts to introduce new, 

higher-protein food crops for both village and urban consumption, but 

rather to emphasi:e that such efforts will require not only adequate exten

sion/inputs aid, but also examination of the performance of the proposed 
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new crop in the entire agricultural/food system. 

Female marketing activities, estimated to be 60 percent of all
 

African marketing, also deserve close attention (ECA 1974). Since 

Boserup wrote In 1970 about how female own-account local-level foodstuff 

traders' position was being eroded by the intrusion of male-dominated 

larger-scale patterns of wholesaling, distribution and retail trade, a 

number of studies have provided further corroboration (for example, Human 

Resources Development Division, INECA 1972). Given the 1974 ECA estimate 

that 60 percent of marketing Is done by women, consequences of a further 

erosion of their position will be widespread. For the most part, declining 

participation in trade will mean fewer income sources and less cash for 

women, and will accentuate the outflow of agriculturally-generated surplus 

from the local areas to the urban centers. This presumably will further 

limit the local market, and advance the process of rural impoverishment 

vis-a-vis t e city. Worse still, if women cannot expect to market surplus 

food for extra income, they may not produce that surplus in the first 

place, thus further exacerbating their country's food shortfall woes. 

If the food crisis gets worse, It is likely that more attention and 

aid will be directed at African female farmers; new vidence of their 

importance in cultivation is mounting too rapidly for development experts 

to ignore. But will it be only their role as producers that will be 

strengthened? What about their position with respect to control over 

property? What about the quality of their lives as people? If these 

concerns continue to be ignored or undermined, it Is unrealistic to expect 

any great and sustained increase in women's agricultural, position. 

The protection of rural women's resource base with regard to 

property is urgent. This means a concern for women's rights to land, not 
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only in the existing villages, but also in new cooperative or agrarian 

reform settlements. Where women's property rights already have been 

eroded by the shift to individual title largely in the hands of males, 

the most realistic short-term policies might aim at protecting women's 

rights to a return from the lands they farm, including their rights to 

market su::plus produce. This goal will, in turn, be much enhanced if 

women's position as narket traders is also buttressed. A different 

strategy is called for in new aericultural ventures: the laws concerning 

membership and benefici ary status in agrarlian reform schemes should permit 

women to participate in their own right, on an equal basis, In most 

instances, this will require a change in existing statutes. 

Legal change will not suffice to aneliorate women's lot in two of 

the more pressing "women as people" issues. These are women's invisible 

drudgery (omitted from national accounts) in grain processing for consump

tion and/or storage, and supplying the needed water and fuel for both 

household production and consumption needs; and women's specia] diffi

culties as head of household. Both issues are associated with needless 

hardship, yet neither receives a high priority from most development 

planners who fail to see them as critical in boosting agricultural produc

tivity. It appears that aid viewed as humanitarian rarely is provided 

before disaster strikes. This may explain why most of the "appropriate 

technology" pro'.cts aimed at lightening women's daily drudgework are 

recommended because the women can thereafter devote the time saved to 

product ion: 

Vail estimates that traditional head portage cf family water in 
Tanzania typically requires a labor-time input of 312 hours per 
,,ear. The introduction of a i0 wheelbarrow, which can carry a 
much larger quantity of water, results ir the reduction of labor 
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time of 208 hours per year. If the time saved were transferred to
 

farm tasks, the resulting net increase in agricultural production 

of perhaps $20 would more than cover the cost of thp wheelbarrow. 

(Lele 1975:27, citing Vail 1974).
 

One wonders if those $10 wheelbarrows can carry that "much larger 

quantity of water" more easily. In any case, few "$Q0 wheelbarrow 

projects" are being funded. Nor, for that matter, are many projects 

to provide closer water and more efficient, less-fue-cousuming cooking 

arrangements, or grinders or other grain processors, unless they too 

are tied I,With more 'economic'' goals., Reducing women's work for_ 

its own sake is rarely deemed furdabie. 

So too with helping female-headed families, Although female-headed
 

units are currently increasing rapidly for contemporary economic reasons,
 

they long have been an minortaut feature of social organiza tion in many 

p:rts of Africa. This is bc.r.us,.. under tie system of general polygyny 

a male kir (the majority pattern amonga rres idenc' with the h Phnd' 


African her ticul ture /-ing groups) each co-wife is provided with a
 

Separate dwell in unit and stora facl.ty,''lA newer cause of
 

female-headed un its---avle eutmig1a tion--has gained steadily i.n importance°
 

But reogard less of ho'- they form, female-headed units are typically much
 

poorer than their mai.le counterparts
 

Unfortunately, Wnterna tional. responses to disasters tend to prove 

equally Inattentive to women . economic role, with effects harmful both to 

women and to their communities. Cloud's account of official response to 

the devastati ,r:Sahai 4ian drought of the Parly 1970s is illustrative of the 

growing H1t of de,.!u,:w't ";ryrror ories,'" of the sort tnitialv 

chronicled by Boscru. (1910) and Tinker (1.976). All of these reveal how the 

blindnesp rnf male deveLopment plnnerg to women's productivity, position in 
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the local group, and problems ultimately harms not only the women them

selves but also the developers' larger projects. 

Cloud encountcred a thicket of misconceptions and misguided programs 

orienting drought relief effort-s. "The general assumption of development 

planners repeated to us all over tAe Sahle was that men owned the cattle;
 
women might own i oats and sheep' (1973:73-7, . Cloud fouad that 'an
 

examination of the literature, inclu din-g the !,'l.'-sponsored Pupp report 

shows thl s to be a misconception": ar _rals are owned bv Individuals (al

though herded as a group responsibility) and woiuen may acquire goatts, 

donkeys and other animals in various ways. Indeed among the largest group, 

the Tuarog, ;amost everone is a stock owner (per Nicolaisen 1963). This 

ris concepties hace soe cec results 

Tn .,dano H,,tp ':- s iars with bothi Fulani and Tuar- g berders, one 
of tho naj (Yr conceo us e:p'rlressed was that the go2errment'sJ:rograrr 
to room -:1tnto{ lerds lost in the derolght was re-Lrcinp catl:e only 
forhoL"n, 'oncn'-. stock was ntb eing replaced IThi swas 
cripp11 no the social svs tm--animals wene navailable for lowry and 
bridewoaltl. payments (hocus4e'.)orme had ost thir ncdh_-pondont 
j_1pv)ertv. This was apparently the unintentional resu!l of the 
goveramen t . m that issued a card to the head of each family, 
and renlaced animals only to the i-n:i Iead. (Cloud 1972:74 
rinphasis added.) 

Thus "program administrators' lack of understanding of sex role control 

of resources seriously damaged nomadic women's economic and social posi

tions" (Cloud 1978:74). But that's not all. There is one final potential 

consequence (not (discussed in the study) which might have been inadvertantly 

set in motion by these same program administrators: loss of the group's 

"insurance" an(, v'iabi vII' in future droughts. This is because: 

Most p,.stora. .;ts breed a wide variety of animals and maintain 
di.vesff -,d herds as an adaptation to the environment. Camels 
cattlec, one F, ard goats each have characteristics that provide dif
ferent benefits. Goats breed quickly and recover quickly from 
drought. '1'},cy can exist on browse when grasses are not available. 
Both their milk and meat are palatable. (Cloud 1978:72) 
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Thus, "[a]s a result, they have great value as a food source in diffi

cult times" (1978:70). And yet apparently only the men's cattle are being
 

replaced.
 

Asia
 

Most of Asia is agrarian, and more stratified and commercialized than
 

Africa:
 

In contrast with Africa, where women are primarily engaged in sub
sistence agriculture as self-employed farmers and family workers, 
a large number of women engaged in agriculture in Asia work as wage 
earners in commercial farms and on plantations. Thus, in Sri Lanka 
72 percent of the female workforcc in agriculture are salaried 
workers, comprising almost 40 percent of the total number of wage 
earners. In the tea estates, women workers outnumber men and in 
the rubber Cstates they make up about 43 percent of the labour force. 
In the tea plantation industry of India, where around two thirds of 
the total plantation labour force is engaged, wonven constitute approx
imately 50 percent cf this labour force. In the coffee and rubber 
estates, their proportion Is somewhat lower, but they still form a 
significant proportion--44 percent in the coffee estates and 30 per
cent in the rubber estates. Tn Malaysia, about 45 percent of the 
hired labourers for all types of crops were .,omen. (UN A/33/238, 
.978:25) 

While large proportions of the female agricultural labor force are 

engaged as hired worl'ers throughout Asia, there are subregional differ

ences in se.: division of labor patterns by both social class and type of 

cultivation. 

Where irrigated intensive agriculture is not prevalent (as, for 

example, in Northern India), it is usually only the poorest, the landless 

rural women, who work as hired labor. For peasant class women, confine

ment in or near the house (except perhaps during peak periods) becomes a 

symbol of class differentiation. In contrast, under the more labor-inten

sive conditions of irrigated cultivation, women at all levels of the 

peasantry tend to do considerable agricultural work. In general, in areas 

characterized by extensive irrigation systems and paddy rice, women will
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weed, transplant, harvest, and probably sow. 
Men usually dig irrigation
 

ditches, construct and repair terraces, and lift water from canals. 
With
 

paddy rice, each h'1ird working pair of hands can usually produce a bit
 

more than the person's subsistence costs. And the pressures caused by
 

the prevalent patterns of unequal ]anc tenure, landlordism and parceliza

tion typically require that the entire family pitch in for mutual survival.
 

This has had a profound effect on the large-scale export crop sector: 

The plantations and the large co:mercial estates in Asia have had
 
to adapt to a situation where the predominant type of cultivation 
in the food production sector lends itself to full familial par
ticipation. Male labour cannot, therefore, be recruited without 
providing for the women and the children, in contrast with Africa, 
where subsistence agriculture is predominantly women's work .... 
The most expedient means of keeping the effective wape rate low, 
then, is to employ the entire family. (LIN A/33/238, 1978:25) 

As the United Nations report then points out, the plantation is 

thus able to avoid paying male workers a "family wage" in both Africa and 

Asia because of the agricultural work of the females. In the former con

tinert, women's activities as food producers in the subsistence sector 

permit the mainteaance and reproduction of the labor force. In the latter, 

rural female wage earners are. available as a dividend of the family hiring 

system. As we shall see, still another pattern prevails in Latin America,
 

but it too precludes the necessity of 
paying male workers a wage sufficient
 

to maintain their families.
 

The employment situation in the plantation sector in Asia (as in
 

much of the developing woild) is affected by a worsening "price/cost
 

:squ, eze.' Levences from sale of their conmodities tend to be declining 

and/or unstable while productiln costs cortinue to rise. The response 

has been widespread attempts ' minimize the resident, permanent labor
 

force. 
 For the most part, ..is hurt women along with men. However,
 



in wages may increase employer preference
the widespread sex 	differential 


A United Nations report, citing a study of plantations
for female labor. 


by the 11.0 (1970), 	 notes: 

In Sri. ,,ka, for example. the average mininuM wages of females 

on both the rub b1hier and tei plantations was about 80 percent of 

the male ora the period 1960-66, in spite of the fact that 

women l.ne to :orl,- longer and produce more than men in certain 

tasks. . . . OLureiI the szi e picriod, the price of rubber and tea 

export,; ,c , 1 Idilhe oarticipation of women on the rub

ber aid t, L Lie Lhen increased fro; 46 to Ii9 percent and 

from ';0 to ,.. percent, respectively (UN A/33/1938, 1978:26). 

Labor displacement 	 in export crop plantation agriculture often has been 

paralleled by labor displacement in food crops, when these are grown by 

larger owners using the ne: Green Revolution high yield varieties (HYVs). 

The amount of labor displacement accompanying mechanization and/or 

introduction of Greeni Pcvolutit2 "packages" appears to vary preatlv by 

crop and specific techniques introduced, and, moreover, to vary in ways 

sex or the other. 	The result has been
that nay differentially affect one 

of female than rale labor (UN 1973:13). Billingsmore marginalization 

of the Punjab, Ind:ia documents the reduct~ion of women'sand Singh's study 

impactlabor caused !)y mechaniZation, in ether -,tudies, the differential 

of mechanization on molez and, females i,; imp1 .1 cit, although rarely 

spelled out. In Thailand, the traditional combination of broadcast rice 

with huffalo farming involved 3,8 "man days" er rai (Inukai 1970, cited 

in Stokes, et al. 1979). If ,echanizatiLon introduced tramcters and con

tinued the broadzast method, labor use dropped to 5.5 '-:ar days." If, 

however, the tractors Were comb nl.eA with the more 1abor- tons;ive tech

nique of transplan ted rice, labor use. rose to 10.59. 1'ras.. lan.ti up is a 

usually female tak, so women would probablly participate disproportionately 

in that labor risc, Also suggestive is Ambercrombie' s study detailing 
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labor reductions of 6-19 percent from increasing mechanization in potatoes 

(a horticultural crop), as against 50-90 percent labor reductions for 

wheat (an agrarian field crop) (1972). 

Unfortunately, few of the landless and near landless will be in a 

position to influence the form agricultural modernization and mechanization 

takes in their localities. In non-socialist countries, the often-recommended 

remedy, a thoroughgoing agrarian reform, thus far seems to have occurred 

almost exclusively when one elite was displacing another. Taiwan, rarely 

thought of as a bastion of radical social reform, is an example (Griffin 

1974:250-251). ien Chiang Kai-Shek arrived, he had to break the power 

of those elements of the local land-based ruling elite still entrenched 

after the J'panese occupation. A comprehensive program gave the peasants 

viable family-sl.zed plots and "packages" of improved seed, credit and 

small and medium technology. The government became the landlord, until 

the peasants paid for their plots over 1O years. Also, rents were often 

lowered. Today, land concentration and official unemployment rates remain 

quite low in Taiwan. And the country enjoys the highest per hectare 

productivity of any nation examined by Uayami and Ruttan: 10,24, as 

against 7.47 for Japan, the country in second place. (The United States, 

with its capital- rather than labor-intensive agriculture, lags far behind 

with a per hectare prcductivity rate of 0.80.) Concomitantly, it is 

interesting to note, it appears that reproductive pressure on Taiwanese 

women has eased considerrably: the average number of children born per 

woman declined from 7.5 in 1.951 to 3.4 in 1972 (Ravenhold and Chao 1974: 

J-28). 

The qrlm impact of agricultural mechanization and other Green Revolu

tion miracles on those who are both landlLss (or near-landless) and female, 
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in the absence ot major ameliorating structural change, may be seen in
 

Java today (Stoler 1977; Milone 1978). Women have long been crucial to
 

Javanese wet-rice cultivation and moreover enjoy considerable economic 

autonomy. Over the course of the last century, land scarcity and concen

tration in Java both rose steadily because of (1) the leasing of peasant 

land for such estate crops as sugar and (2) the (probably resultant) 

increase in population pressue (Milone 1978:84; Geertz 1963). By '-he 

1970s, surveys showed that "over 75 percent of the villagers were without 

enough rice land to sustain themselves and had to seek off-farm sources
 

of income" (Milone 1978:86). For women, particularly poor ones, the most
 

common source of such income came from harvesting rice. 

Then the Green Revolution varieties of rice and the mechanical rice 

huller came to Java. The HFV rice has a heavier stalk, making it diffi

cult to harvest with the traditional bamboo knife used by generations of 

women. It is more efficiently cut with steel scythes, too heavy for women 

tn use easily. Almost overnight, much of the harvesting has been turned 

over to crews of scythe-wielding males brought in by the middlemen who buy 

the crop. This devastating blow to landless and near-landless women 

was followed by the introduction of the mechanical rice huller. Previously, 

the in-kind shares earned through rice-pounding supplied an importart 

source of subsistence to poor women, as did transporting small amounts of 

rice to local markets. But the mechanical. rice huller, a much leas labor

intensive operation using male workers, is rapidly displacing wor,en. Poor 

women are losing a (irect food source: "by 1973 less than 50 pErcent [of 

ricel wa:; hand-nounded, aid some observers suggest as little as 10 percent" 

(Milone 197g:] 53). Also, with the new harvesting methods, ric! began to 

be bulked into large sacks, too heavy for woT to carry, rigtt in the 
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fields.
 

What has happened to the women of other classes? We have
 

hypothesized above that women's position and autonomy rest:, on the pro

portion of the means of production they control, and have proposed that, 

in class societies, this hypothesis be tested by comparing resource 

control by sex within classes. The preceding discussion of Asian women
 

supports this hypothesis, to the detriment of women. The expected rela

tionship a1.o appears in certain parts of Indonesia, where women, con

trolling the bulk of the means 
of production, have been beneficiaries,
 

not victims, of mechanization:
 

In West Sumatra, the women's clans still own the land, and the 
effect of the introduction of the 11YVs was entirely different 
than in Java. In fact, women buy the costly inputs, own the rice 
hullers, and employ men with knives and scythes to help in the 
harvest. Before these developments, Minangkabau women kept control 
of earlier technological innovations, such as mechanized spice 
grinders and the water driven mills which they still own and ise 
to grind flour. In Aceh, as well, where women can own the rice 
fields, they have kept control of earlier labor-saving devices, 
such as mortar and pestle for rice poundii g, and now use hullers 
to reduce losses and picuce a better quality of rice. (Milone 
1978:156-157, emphasis added) 

Because this case is clearly an exception to t1e general trend, it
 

offers little grounds for optimism. The situations Ln today's world
 

where women control a substantir- or majority share of the group's means
 

of production appear to be both sharply limited and shrinking.
 

Latin America
 

This region offers no apparent exception to the patterns observed
 

else,.'here. For the region as a whole, the relative weight of the agri

cultural sector has been declining in recent decades and the rate of 

labor absorptiou In agriculture also has been decreasing steadily (UN 

A/33/238, 1978:28). But statistical examinations of the region are 
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plagued by gross but idiosyncratic underenumeration of female i.volvement 

(Deere 1977; Buvinic 1978; Garrett 1976; UN A/33/238, 1978).
in agriculture 

been happeningThis underenuITeration mates it d:ifficult to assess what has 

to women, espec:ially In the less industrialized areas of Latin America. 

Peru, and north and north-eastIn such places as Bolivia, Ecuador, Mexico, 


Brazil, actual rates of female participation in agriculture--as distinct
 

to be above 50 percent tofrom government census statistics--are estimated 

60 percent (UN A/33/238, 1978:28). 

in rural Latin America is historically and currentlyLand distribution 

"dominated by an extraordinary degree of concentration through the lati

et al. 1979:40). Even where landfundia-minlfundlia pattern" (Stokes, 

reform has been attempted, its effects have not significantly altered the 

long, as in Chile and Peru).prevailing pattern (or, hove not done so for 

FAO study, "85 milliou people constitutingThus, according to the most recent 

70 percent of the farm population in Latin America live at the subsistence 

small farmers; the other half arelevel" (1979:3). About half of these are 

agricultural wage-labor. 

women fared in all this? The key lies in understanding theHow have 

as Latin American agriculturechanging _:mposI tion of the rural labor force 

has moved relentlessly toward commercialization In recent decades. New, 

crops and/orfully capialist aribusiness ventures raising plantation 


cattle for export have been started; morQ and more of the traditicnally
 

,nderproduc ive lat:i fundJa (large es tates) have been moving in this direc

tion. Wthin the overall pattern of proletarlani zation of the labor force,
 

several trends emerge. First, the resident , permanent wortforce on the
 

terms.large holdings has been declining in both relutive and absolute 


Second, temporory, seasoral wage-workers hve substantially increased.
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Third, proprietors and unpaid family workers on the minifundia (small
 

farmers) have increased as well. 

Regarding the sex division of labor, women have been dispropor

tionately displaced from permanent employment on the large estates. (In 

Chile's Central Valley, elimination neared 100% by 1965 [Garrett 1976].) 

Where women stay in agriculture, they have become more and more concen

trated in the category of unremunerated family heljers (invisible in 

national accounts). The poorer they are, the greater is their role in 

family farm work and decision making. One study in Peru finds that 

women provide 35 percent of the labor among the landless/near-landless 

as against only 21 percent among the middle peasantry; the poorest women 

also tend to have the largest say in decisions made jointly among the 

middle peasantry (Deere 1977:14). But it appears that waen are taking 

on an increasingly important role in a decreasingly significant source of 

family livelihood: the minifundias are becoming sma]ler, Doorer and 

more marginal. Tn Cajamarca, Peru, 71.3 percent of the total land units 

in the province were parcels of less than 3.50 hectares; on such farms 

the labor requirements do not exceed two months a year (Deere 1977:13, 

19). Under such circumstances, the key to survival is held by men who 

supply off-farm income through temporary wage labor, in a process of 

seasonal migration to the large estates and plantations. Such patterns 

have been documented for large regions of highland Peru, north-east 

Brazil, and elsewhere. Deere argues that such patterns reduce labor costs 

in the large commercial farms s~nce they do not have to pay a full family 

wage. In this way, she proposes, capitalist and non-capitalist modes of 

production dovetail neatly to the profit of the former. 

These new labor patterns have left many women with no place at all
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in the rural economy. Many of them follow the path of "Hermalinda," the
 

Peruvian domestic whose story is movingly recounted by Chaney, and migrate
 

as domestic servants, ambulatoryto marginal opportunities in urban areas 

vendors, prostitutes, and the like (Chaney 1978). Thus, as noted above,
 

Latin America is unique in having a primarily female rural-urban migra-


These women rarely return to the
tion stream (Youssef, et al. 1979). 


countryside even as visitors (Chancy 1978).
 

Poor women remaining in the rural sector follow several work pat-


Aside from unpaid family work on subsistence minifundia and a very
 

small proportion of permanent work in agribusiness, poor women are without
 

work or fill the lowest paid, least secure, temporary jobs. For example,
 

terns. 


some work on plantations, especially in crops such as coffee, but it is
 

overwhelmingly as seasonal, temporary labor. Hnreover:
 

Whether working as permanent or tomporary labourers, women in
 
to receive
different countries of South and Central Aerica appear 


lower pay than men. In Colombia, for example, the basic wage foi:
 

the permanent adult female workers was 40 percent lower than ta-.
 

of males and, for the temporary workers, the basic wage was 32
 

percent lower for the women. Similar sex-based differentials were
 

found to he the usual practice on the sugar cane and coffee planta

tions in Costa Rica, Cuatemala, Nicaragua and Peru, as well as in
 

the cotton estates in the various countries. (IN A/33/238, 1978:
 

29, citing the ILO 1970 p]antation study)
 

Another pattern emerged as capitalist agriculture came to the Cauca
 

Valley of Colombia (Rubbo 1974). The region had long had a subsistence
 

sector in which women frequently headed their own families and farmed
 

horticultural smallholdings with income-producing tree crops (coffee and
 

cocoa), intercropped with a variety of food crops requiring little weeding
 

in the well-shaded biosystem. Something ripened every couple of weeks
 

and the crop mix was such that labor inputs were fairly constant (and
 

low) the year round. That landscape has given way to monoculture of sugar
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cane, rice and other annual cash crops. Ma-ny of the women have been 

forced off their holdings by the voracious land-hunger of the expanding 

plantations. Others have cut down their trees and cleared their gardens 

at the urging of sons, who, encouraged by male extension agents, have
 

introduced annual commercial crops. Families are then deprived of a 

steady food supply and exposed to the vicissitudes of the world market,
 

with the result that many small holders go under. The women then become 

increasingly dependent on male access to wage labor, and/or are recruited 

into labor gangs of temporary female workers who live in the towns and work 

on subcontract at the lowest of wages. In sum, women are again losing 

both absolutely and relative to men as they lose control over their means
 

of production.
 

The patterns described above have tended to attenuate family ties
 

between male and female, and have helped swell the ranks of female heads
 

of household. One frequent scenarib is when the male fails to return 

from a stint of seasonal migration. But regardless of its genesis, the 

rural female-headed family is likely to be the most marginal of all, with 

the least adequate access to the means of production. 

What then of agrarian reform? How have woien--especially female 

family heads--fared under the redistribution and resettlement schemes 

aimed at reversing the trend of rural pauperization? First, it appears 

that Land reforms accomplished to date have been largely ineffective in 

changing unequal patterns of access to the means of production. Second, 

it also appears that land reform has been either neutral or actually detri

mental with respect to women's position. A woman is extremely unlikely 

to be named as the legal beneficiary of agrarian reform or the officially

recognized "member" of any Lesulting cooperative control structure. 
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head of household with no male present, although theoretically(Even a female 

equal to men, is rarely so named In practice; such women are dispropor

tionately underrepresented in the reformed sector.) And without such 

recognition, she is unable to receive credit and many other forms of 

assistance.
 

Resettlement schemes often have been particularly hard on 	 women, 

the womensince emphasis tends to be given to cash crops for the men. Tf 

are remembered at all, it is typically via allocation of a minute "kitchen 

in which they are supposed to grow nutritiousgarden" outside the house, 

vegetables for the family. Sometimes (as in Honduras) it is legally impos

sible, under the terms of the agrarian reform/resettlement law, for the 

to be allocated land for women's cooperative production. This leaveswomen 

the women completely dependent on their men in a strange and difficult 

environment. 

Clenrly neither poor men nor poor women have increased their access to land 

or anployment under Latin America's still-dominant latifundia-minfundia pattern. 

But the impact of commercialization has apparently had a more negative 

impact on women. These increasingly marginalized rural females seem to 

suffer from a combination of the negative consequences of both the African 

pattern (where women work harder with less help to grow more of the food 

crops in the subsistence sector) and the Asian pattern (where women work 

for wages in the cash crop sector, but at the lowest-paid and least stable 

jobs). And their plight is distinctive in its extreme invisibility: more 

than elsewhere, their labor contribution is in categories that "fall between 

the cracks" of national statistics. 
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Middle East
 

The ster:eotype of rural Middle Eastern women is that they play at 

best a very marqinal role in agriculture, have low skills and participate 

little, aside, perhaps, from the peak seasons of the yearly cycle. This 

view is consonant with the national statistics for most of the area, which
 

show the lowpst rates of female economic activity in the developing world.
 

Yet, here too, detailed village studies are providing evidence that
 

women are much more active than previously thought, both in crop produc

tion and (particulrrly in North Africa) in animal husbandry. Van Dusen
 

reports:
 

For instance, against the Tunisian estimat:e that 13.2 percent of
 
rural Tunisian women were economically active in 1972, Nassif
 
found that approximately 40 percent of the adult women in a small
 
Tunisian village she was studying had economic roles, from which
 
they deiived some income. (Van Dlse. 1977:23, citing Nassif 1976)
 

Van Dusen does not regard the d iscrcl:aucy as the result of a "willful 

disregard or deemphasis of women's employment by the government"; rather, 

she argues, it stems from a problem of definition: traditionally, in
 

specifying 'economic activities,' the entire informal market system is
 

excluded" (Van Dusen 1977: 23-24). However, uPnerreporting is due to
 

more than official definitions: "the pressure of cultural norms would
 

explain, in part, the underenumeration of working women in agriculture,
 

since farmers are generally reluctant to report that their wives and
 

daughters have a gainful occupation" (UJN A/33/238, 1978:27, citing Youssef
 

1977).
 

Moreover, trends in the region seem to iWdicate that women's partici

pation in agriculture and other economic activity is increasing and likely
 

to rise further in the future. A major cause is nternational migration,
 

which (except in Turkey) is heavily male. For example, in Yemen, approxi
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mately half the male labor force is out of the country at any given 

time, employed in the oil-producing countries of the Persian Gulf.
 

Rising rural male outmigration may prove linked to the rising proportion 

of female-headed households and rising divorce rate in Morocco. Even 

where male migration may not he to destinations outside of the country, 

it can have a profound effect. In one oil-producing country, Algeria, 

the government "reported that female participation in agriculture more 

than doubled between 1966 and 1973, primarily owing to male migration,
 

which resulted in an increased importance of female labour in self

managed farms" (UN A/33/238, 1978:22).
 

In sum, under the impact of internationally-generated economic 

trends, customs change and traditions accomnodate to new and urgent 

survival necessities. There is no evidence of any group choosing economic 

ruin rather than permit a change in the traditional economic role of its 

wumerifolk. If tne survival necessities are urgent enough, women may move 

almost overnight into tasks considered both "inappropriate" and "incom

patible." But increases in women's agricultural activities may not posi

tively affect their autonomy or well-being. The less women control the 

means of production, the less they can control the conditions of their 

participation in production. Progress toward full development with equity 

is thus unlikely to be measured by even improved statistics of female
 

economic activity rates, hut rather by the still largely uncollected data
 

on relative female economic resource rates. Thus, it is to the profile of
 

women's work and women's resources presented by official statistics that
 

we now turn.
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IV. Sex Division of Labor and of Resources in Rural Life: Data Problems
 

Sex Division of Labor in the Countrvside:
 
Shortchanging Women's .ork by Statistics
 
and Stereotypes
 

If we had to rely solely on the national and international statistics 

about "women's labor force participation," we would have very little idea 

of what women actually are doing in agriculture. But recognition is 

slowly growing that rural women's work is undercounted by an unknown but 

clearly enormous margin in most of the world. 

To begin with, census definitions of who is economically active 

reflect the labor force characteristics and fully monetized economies of 

the developed countries. Forcing the reality of a given developing country 

into an extremely ill-fitting standardized definition may result in cate

gories which are of limited usefulness, idiosyncratic in content, and/or 

subject to change in unpredictable ways. Also subject to change is census 

methodology in asking the questions from which the statistics are derived. 

Carmen Diana Deere (1977a:6-12) refused to accept Latin American 

census data that showed that (1) women's role in agriculture is minor or 

even negligille compared to men's, and (2) furthermore, it had declined 

steeply relativu to men's in recent years (Deere 1977a:6-7). Instead, she 

conducted her own field research in Peru and critiqued the biases underlying 

gover nent figures. She summarizes three sources of error: 

(1) errors in the categorization of occupation; (2) errors in the 
criteria employed to distinguish between the economically active 
and inactive agricultural parLicipant,;; and (3) errors due to the 
measurement of sel f-perceptions rather than actual participation 
based on the labor ti.me dedicated to the act lvity. (Decre 1977a:7) 

Deere found part cipaition levels and trends that clearly contradicted 

the official portrait, but she also found how important it was to pet beyond 

the respondent's initial self-definition. Given cultural pressures in Latin 
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America, "[i]f the first question asked in a census questionnaire is that 

of the person's principal occupation, peasant women uniformly reply 'their 

home'" (Deere 1977a:7). This is the typical questionnaire format. how

ever, the data are very different if the interviewer opens with questions 

on a woman's economic activities, Deere ascertained in comparing two 

Peruvian censuses which used these contrasting formats. 

In the Middle East, strong cultural norms circumscribe women's 

appropriate domustic role, and thus farmers are generally reluctant to 

report that their wives or daughters have a gainful occupation (Youssef 

1977). Such men appareitly feel that their self-image and family honor is 

compromised by admission that their womenfolk are economically active. 

Here and elsewhere the standardized questions of demographers unattuned 

to local c.1rcur.-Itances may elicit cultural prescriptions rather than 

practices. The mechanism creating a cloak of official near-invisibility 

is then set in motion. 

The official definitions of economic activities contribute to the 

incomplete visibility of women's agricultural roles in other ways as well. 

Strongly oriented toward the monetized sector, they tend to ionore or 

grossly underrepresent both the informal r, arket :ector and the non-market, 

sector. In most of the Third World, rural women are disproporsubsistence 

tionately concentrated in the latter two sectors. A related definitional 

problem that affects mainly-rural wome---especially poor ones--concerns 

"unpaid fzm'ily workers." This category i.,; subject to frequent reidefinition. 

Also the official definitlon often includes a minimum time requirement for 

farm worker,;, while makin. no comparable restr-ict:ions defining other occu

pational categories. Tn other instances, "unremunerated family workers" 

may be partially or wholly eliminated from the economically active population. 
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The typical duol stress on both (1) monetized and (2) non

familial economic activities often means a concentration on narrowly
 

defined agricultural production activities, virtually ignoring other
 

aspects of the complete agricultural system. Storage, processing and
 

local marketing are also invisible in national accounts. Because women 

overwhelmingly dominate the storage and processing realms, and (in much 

of Africa, Southeast Asia and Latin America) also dominate part of local 

marketing systoms, narrow definitions of the agricultural system once 

again obscure women'~s roles. 

Nistorically women have been more involved with horticultural (hoe)
 

than agrarian (plow) cultivnt ion; more with small animal hurbandry than
 

large animal herding; and more with gathering than hunting. These con

centrations, continuing to the present day, make for still another form
 

of statistical undurenumeraLion: that based on land-use. Cloud makes
 

this point forcefully:
 

Another factor coNtributin.; to neglect of women's role in food 
production is the fact that much of it takes place on unculti
vatedL and-- Wh:Ltaber-.n g, s.a 1. a isiimat. production and milk pro
ducti ,n. Alterna iveiv it takes place in vet:ry small plots, in 
vegCU-Abl)e garden!ing,. Frti.s one of Cho charact:eristics of garden-
Ing [horticulture] L. .: reat deal of food can he produced in a 
small space, hut tLY'; vury characteri stic tends to work against
women. For exanple, consider thi- ,,uote, "Ceals are the major
 

crop; many varieties a- grown on aut: 65 percent of the cul.i-. 
voted ai'd ....Peanuts in ctton occupied about 25 prcent of the 
cultivated area. Smail nmoun: t of mran I oc, yams, supar cane and 
tobacco were prndurpd on the rema;iin!n 10 percent of the culti
vated Wid" (7Antilock and Cokrun 19 7). Women's crops are KN"Oi 
in this ,.onunt of Jand use. 7'his invisibility may a ls o contrI-. 
bute , toh, lack of devol opment resourco, availible for some kinds 
of food production. (Cloud 1978:15, emphasis added) 

In add t:: on., t hv qe.orialt.Lt of female participation in agriculture may 

t
work agains an accura te picture of women's involvement. This is particu

larly likely if the female work calendar differs from the male work calen

http:qe.orialt.Lt
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dar and if the census falls in a period of lower female activity.
 

But a far more impo-tant problem is that of sex stereotyping.
 

Stereotypes depicting women as agriculturally unproductive may be so
 

strong that contrary evidence is repressed under most circumstances. 
 I
 

a country best left unnamed, the man
experienced a striking example: In 


who directed agricultural planning greeted with great enthusiasm my
 

questions about enhancing female participation in planned agricultural
 

developmen'.. "Oh yes, I'm in favor of that--a woman should be made more
 

know in which month her husband plants."aware of these things; she should 

official was equally enthusiastic in corroborating dataYet this very same 

from a new field study which I brought to his attention. Once we began 

discussing the empirical findings detailing that women made up one-half or 

more of the paid labor force in the principal cash crops of a major region 

set. He agreed that inof the country, he was able to change his mental 

those particular crops in that particular --egion women were indeed impor

to lower female wages) were becoming more so. The contratant--and (due 

diction is easily explained. Ilis generalized image of rural women was as 

with specific data that deviatedhousebound helpmates. When confronted 

from this picture, he shifted mental gears. His overall approach to agri

cultural planning, however, relied much more heavily on the generalized 

image than on the deviating data. Perspectives such as his will persist:
 

given the strength of the stereotypes and the ubiquity of standardized
 

poorly disseminated.statistics, deviating data are still sparse and 

Unfortunately, a new problem may arise from initial efforts to fill the 

data gap or women',; agrIculturai roles. Rapidly collected rough esti

mates may acqmi re unri;.arianted "1'ardness" through widespread undiscriminating 

use. An otxample is Fagley's effort to gather data on rural women as food 
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producers for his church-related organization. His informants were
 

"concerned people in several intergovernmental and non-governmental 

agencies . . . those familiar with rural conditions in Asia, Africa 

and Latin America" (Fagley 1975:1). Fagley is very aware of the limi

tations of his data base. However, in response to pressure for data on 

female agricultural participation other than what are becoming recog

nized as limited and/or distorted government statistics, reports such as
 

Fagley's are entering the "women in development" information network.
 

Such estimates end up being used (with or without explicit citation) in
 

a variety of reports and publications. To the extent that his original
 

sources were not as knowledgeable as he hoped and, to the extent that
 

his unsystcnatically collected data obscure important sources of varia
13
 

tion such as region and (in particular) class, this widespread citing
 

could provide a comfortable, but false, impression that women's
 

agricultural roles are now appropriately recognized.
 

Sex Division of Resources in the Countryside:
 
Questions, Not Answers, about Women's
 
Relative Economic Power 

There are not even rough estimates of women's control of resources. 

This is a regrettable lack. In my paradigm of sex stratification, I 

argued that women's participation in production seems to be necessary, 

but not suffifcient, to achieving a fair degree of equality in status and 

life opportunities. Work, in and of itself, Is not a significant predic

tor of such equali ty. (After all, slaves work too--and workers and 

peasants have not yet inherited the earth.) Rather, I proposed, the most 

important determinant of women's relative equality on a wide variety of 
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dimensions is their relative economic power, as compared to that of the 

men of their group or class. The findings of a pilot study on a sample 

of 61 pre-industrial societies strongly supported my hypothesis (Blumberg 

1974, 1978, 1979). 

Given the almost total lack of information about what appears to be
 

the crucial deteruInant of women's position in their conunity, i.e. 

control of resources, it is not surprising that this factor is almost 

invar:,ab].' ignor d in development piannl-g . Yet where women do not stand 

to gain from a program--or oven fin:1 that i t undermines the resources 

"'aditionally under their control--they will be at best unwilling, and at 

worst obstructive, pa rticipants n: tho i o5c0 Reading the linescL. between 


of much of the li"terature on the ] ilura of development projects, one is 

impressud by how often the negative results seem tied to an insensi tivity 

to the basic question, "who benefi ts?" And all too rarely are the bene

ficiaries the class and/or sex most in need. 

Clearly, research on the relative distribution of resources is
 

needed. But , as the social science cliche insists, "a]l research starts 

with a question." Hiere we present two overlapping sets of questions as a 

pre] miary framework for baseline evaluation of women's resources rela

tive to len's.
 

First, in my own sex stratification research, I constructed a scale 

of women's relative economic power as compared to the men of their class! 

group. Although i used the ethnographic data of the Humnn Relations Area 

Files for the stud~y, som'v version of these questions may prove heuristic 

in contemporary Third Worl.d research: 

1. 	Ohat is the relative proportion of the means of production 
(Involving both real and movable property, such as animals) 
controlled by women vs. their menfolk? 
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2. 	 What is the relative proportion of the fruits of production,
distinguishing surplus vs. subsistence production, controlled 
or allocated by women? 

3. 	 How did they get their hands on the above via inheritance, 
i.e., what are Lheir relative inheritance rights for different 
types of property, as actually practiced in the group? 

4. 	 What are women's actual rights to accumulate property of 
different types nn their own behalf by routes other than 
inheriutnce? 

This list bears a number of points of similarity with that proposed 

by Chaney, S lumons and Stauudt (1979). They explicitly address the issue 

of women's access to land and water and suggest that information be 

gathered about tho following questions: 

1. 	 Do wonen have legal. righis Lo own :fsd inherit land as individuals? 

2. 	 Does a red is tribution of land in a proposed :and reform take into 
account women's traditional access to ]Ond as well Ps their access 
in the modern legal code? 

3. 	 Are there g runsd fur won:a parti cipating in lIand redistri bution 
Schemes in the-ir own right? 

4. 	 Under wiat conditions does the introduction of cash crops spur 
competition for the lane used for food crops? 

5. 	 What proportion of good agricultural land is held or control.ed 
by women? 

Broadening this scheme to include factors of agricultural production other 

than land (Uor cyample, animals, access to water crop-producing trees or 

other perennials) provides a framework for collecting data. 'This framework 

address e. a da ta lack which ul]timvaely may prove mor e relevant tla n the 

lack of detailed statistIs ofn women's labor in agrIculture.]14 

Let us cnucludc this sect. ion with a ;un;:ry of the data base that 

seems needed, as .'!-nct ::om tit :.whi.0tb l(ukIly exists, concerning 

wome,.n '. (1.) t_ c.jail n In pr ,lu.:li .i, and (2) their relative degree of 

control of tic neans an.d frults of pciT "hic ion, 

http:control.ed
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With respect to data on participation, full recognition of women's
 

role should include the following (this list is not definitive or
 

complete) : 

--by crop/agricultural activity (e.g., poultry-raising)
 

--by time input over the day, weer and complete one-year agricul

tural cycle
 

--by class withiu the site of study
 

--by village, region or other significant source of variation in
 

cult!vation pattern 

--by not only production, but also by storage, processing and
 

marketing (i.e., by the various components of the entire
 

agricultural system) 

-- by productivity (i.e., amount of output in absolute terms as 

weTl as in relatire terms, measured against that of males) 

--by percent of land use (if only to provide a basis for indicating 

that women's contribution to agriculture may not be reflected by 

such a measurc vs. others indicated in this list) 

-- for comparison, eyJsting national statistics (to assess error 

margins in past planning) 

-- for comparison, data on relevant groups, especially the men of 

the same data base group, or grojps of women in other times and 
places
 

With respect to relative resource control, we should know (relative 

to the men of the data Lbo.se group) women's proportionate control of the 

major means of agricultural production, defined broadly enough to include: 

-- the major sotwces of Input assistance, e.g., extension, credit, 

training 

-- tie major outputs of agricultural production, both for use ar.d for 
exchange
 

-- the property acquired by inheritance
 

-- the property acquired by routes other than inheritance
 

-- decision-making with respect to the major isst es of the agricul

tural cyule 
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Data collection along these lines will permit scholars to test more
 

conclusively the relationships between women, production and property 

that 	we have underlined tbroughout this survey. These relationships are
 

now summarized and formalized in a set of hypotheses drawn from my cross

societal paradigm of sex stratification (see especially Blumberg 1979).
 

These hypotheses should help us to explain and understand trends in 

contomiporar,- developing societies. As indicated above, the central 

hypothesis of the theory is: 

HI : Women's level of economic power (based on their degree of con
trol. of the means and fruits of production), relative to the men 
of their class/group, is the most important determinant of their
 
relative equality in a wide variety of "life options. ' ' 1 5 

Moreover, this notion of women's economic power stresses their control 

over 	productive resources: 

It2: 	 The greater women's relacive control over the means of production,
 
the greater their relative control over the fruits of production. 

Additionally, concerning sex division of labor, a number of hypotheses are
 

relevant for this article: 

H3 : 	Women's participation in production seems to be a necessary but
 
insufficient precondition to their achieving a relatively high
 
level of econenic power.
 

H4: 	 Women's participation in production, independent of their rela
tive economic power, is not predictive of their relative 
equality :in "]:ifo opt:ions." 

H5: 	 Women's participation in production in pre-industrial societies 
is prImarJ.1y a function of (a) the degree of compatibility of 
the activit i ..; with simultaneous ch ldcare responsibi-ities 
(eizpeciallylrca. t-fceding), and (b) the demand for labor rela
tive 	 to the available male supply. 

If6: 	 The less egali tarian the Llass ,,tratification system in the 
society (i.e., its "souial relations of production"), the more 
important labor demand (see 1ypothes_ 5(b) above) for the 
prediction of the sex division of labor. 

Furthermore, when we consider present-day developing and industrial societies: 

http:prImarJ.1y
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H7 Sex division of labor is additionally conditioned by (c) the 
stratification system within the society, and (d) its position 
within the world economy. 

Finally, at the most general level, it is suggested that: 

18: 	 The greater the control over the means of production, the 

greater the control over the impact of development. 

V. Brief Evolutionary Overview of Women's Power, Production and Place 

The preceding hypotheses can be used as reference points during a 

very brief summary of women's varying position in human history. As a 

baseline for interpreting present trends, let us review the three major 

pre-industrial tec hin.-economic bases. 

Foraging Societies, 

Present evidence indicates that we have live& as foragers, better 

known as hunt:ers and gatherers, for perhaps 99+% of human life on earth.
 

Foraging groups tend to be small, flexible, nomadic and egalitarian.
 

Their egalitarianism is buttressed hy sharing, a survival enhancing uni

versal found in all known functioning foraging groups. In virtually none 

of them does an elite of either sex dcminat:e control of the mean.j of pro

duction, so that women's degree of economic power and control tends to 

approximate that of men in many of these classless societies. Moreover, 

since women tend to do more of the gathering and men more of the hunting 

(see, e.g., Murdock 1967; Murdock and Provost 1973), and 60-80% of the 

diet of most foraging bands living at non-Arctic latitudes seems to be 

gathered, not hunted (see, e.g., Lee and DeVore 1968), women tend to be 

the primary provucers. Women's producing role apparently was not inter

rupted by frequent chi.ldbearing: evidence on contemporary groups indi

cates an avernge of over four years between a woman's births and 2.0
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children completed family size (see, e.g., Birdsell 1968; Whiting 1968). 

This was achieved by factors including long lactation, low body fat 

ratios associ ated with the high-protein-diet and nemadic lifestyle 

(Volata 197/4), abortion, Infanticide, and/or use of plapts with contra

ceptive properties. Intere;Itngly, women's production activities
 

(gathering) rank as quite compatible with childcare responsibilities (e.g.,
 

nursing) according to the similar criteria of Brown (1970), Whiting (1973)
 

and Blumberg (1979a). Even so, leisure overshadows production for both 

sexes: Lee's input-output study of the Kung Bushmen of Namibia (1968)
 

revealed an average workweek of well under 20 hours. Overall, "womep's 

place," or equality in basis life opportunities, ranges from the apparently 

complete equa.ity fc'nj among the recently-discovered Tasaday of the 

Philippines, and the near-equality among the Mbuti pygmies cf Zaire and 

the Kung, to the decidedly "junior partnei" status among the Australian 

Aboriginals--in general the least egalitarian of known foraging groups. 

Extant: evidence indicates the average is closer to the Mbuti and Kung 

than the Aboriginals: just short of full equality. 

Horticultural Societies 

The latest evidence indicates that cultivation gradually emerged 

about 18,000 years ago in Africa, 10-1.2,000 years ago in the Middle East, 

and 7-8,000 years ago in Neso-America. Newer hypotheros stress local 

population pressure as the reason people began planting what they already 

harvested, and most authorities credit "Woman the Gatherer" (harvester) 

as the developer of cul.tivation. Even today, men aze the dominant labor 

force in only about a fifth of contemporary horticultural societies in

cluded in the Ethnographic Atlas. But though women remained equal or 
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primary producers in mcbt horticultural societies, their economic power 

(relative control over the means of production) proved much more vari

able. It ranged from groups where women controlled virtually all the 

economy (e.g., the Iroquois of colonial North America) to those where 

womcn worked, but patri-oriented kinship grou,s controlled, the economic 

bise. foe horticulture greatly reduced nomadisn and facilitated not 

only deliberate surplus accumulation but also "the world's first popula

tion explosion," as the birth interval narrowed (perhaps to 3+ years).
 

Women's relative freedom, and relative equality in basic life options,
 

continued to reflect not the extent of their labors, but rather, the
 

extent of their economic power vis-a-vis their menfolk.
 

Agrarian Societies 

In the transition from foraging to horticultural to agrarian (plow

based) societies, the trends are toward increasing surplus accumulation, 

stratification, political centralization, warfare, and fertility. Con

versely, ]eistrze and quality of diet tend to fall. Agrarian societies 

emerged in the Micdile East perhaps 5-6,000 years ago, but their increased 

level ot stratification may have contributed more to women's drastically 

reduced position than the change in technology. With the main exception 

of those irrigated rice societies where women are active in both produc

tion and trade (located primarily in Southeast Asia), female status drops 

to a historic lowpoint in agrarian societies. First, women tend to be 

pushed out of the principal. production activities involving plow culti

vation. Why? In brief, they are needed less, while mor:e, and more 

desirable, labor is available. Specifically, plow cultivation is less 

labor-Intensive per unit of ground area than hoe cultivation (see Lenski 
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and Lenski 1974). Moreover, a much larger population, including consider

able surplus labor, is available. Finally, male upper body strength may
 

be advantageous with animal-drawn plows. The source of the excess popu

lation is relevant. Most agrarian societies are class-stratified, and 

peasants may rent averaging around half the crop to those in control of 

the basic means of production. Children are especially useful in "staying
 

ahead of the landlord," but the ruling class tends to have mechanisms to
 

prevent all. a peasant family's numerous children from taking up land as 

adults (this could soon consume all surplus). On the one hand, this 

results in pro-natalist pressure: women's reproduction (now averaging 

a spacing interval of 2+ years) is more valuablt, than their production.
 

On the other hand, thJs creates a class of surplus labor, both rural and 

urban (by migration) which further erodes the position of peasants as a 

clzss. The women continue to work in and around the home, but their pro

duction (iaocluding kitchen gardens, small. animals, food processing) has 

become 2argeiy invisible. Second, and more important, with control of 

larger means ,of production in the hands of a narrw male elite, and house

hold level resources controlled by their menfolk, women's political, legal, 

religious, ideological, and marital position plummets (a picture of near

universal subjugation emerges from Michaelson and Coldschmidt's 1971 study 

of 46 peasant socet:ies). The resource gap is largest among the elite, 

where th,_ absolute lowpoint of female status tends to be found: veiling, 

purdah, foot-bInding and suttee (widow burning, formerly practiced among 

certain propertiecd castes of 1iJndus) are institutions of the affluent in 

agrarian groups.
 

All of today's industrial societies, both capitalist and socialist, 

spring frcm an agrarian past. Yet both horticultural and agrarian .ases
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remain in much of the Third World and their patterns of female economic 

power, production and position are composites of these historical ten

dencies and subrequent polticn-economIc processes. 

VI. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations 

As stated in the Introduction, policy recommendations stemming from 

our analvsis focus on how women's contribution to farming and food systems 

may be (a) rcognized, ()) preserved, and (c) enhanced, so as to promote 

more equitable devclolpmeit and food availability in the Third World. 

These recomleidations show appreciable overlap with those in other recent 

documents on the role o. "women in development" (see, for example, Chancy, 

Sim.ons and Staudt 1979). This indicates that a numler of independent 

observers are re,ching similar conclusions concerning action needed better 

to incorporate poor Third World women into the development process. 

Recognizing Rural Women's Economic Roles and Resources 

I. A set of research guidelines should be prepared that wculd permit a 

better assessment of women's activities and resources and how these might be
 

affected by a given development assistance project. Funding for such an ef

fort: should come from the donor agencies (such as the Agency for International 

Developmcnt); these agencies should then insist that such baseline data be 

collected for virtually all development assistance projects and be considered 

a routine ccn'.ponent of such projects. These research guidelines should, as 

a minimum, encompass sex division of labor and sex division of resources. 

The latter, it has been stressed, is at least as important as the former. 

If a project will end up demanding more labor from w;omen while allocating 

the benefi:s to men, its chances for ter ".1 success would seem clouded, 

and its impact on "development-with-eqv' ould be clearly negative. 
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2. In addition to the somewhat skeletal data collection undertaken 

in fulfillment of the research guidelines proposed above, a series of more 

detailed studies should be undertaken, guided by the emerging experience 

and theory concerning the "incorporation of women in development." As this 

paper ha:s indicated, t-here already exists a body of knowledge and some 

preliminary geneoralizations about women's contributions to food-getting 

activities; in different eras, regions, classes and crop systems which could 

greatly enhance the generalizability and potentially cumulative nature of 

these studies. It is tlhs recommended that several strategic examinations 

be undertaken of the full scope of women's involvements in all aspects of 

the agricultural system, ranging from the time devoted to each major 

activity to relative female access to the means of production. It is 

also relevant to study sex-specific spending patterns of increased income 

under the control of the man versus the woman, since available evidence 

indicates strong sex differences in such spending. This latter information 

could be quite useful to a "basic needs"--oriented ievelopr:enL program. 

3. Many "development with equity" c"bjectives would be facilitated. 

if the contributions of the poor majority, and particularly of poor rural 

wcmen, were made more visible in national statistics and accounts. In 

future censuses, it might be possible to develop and disseminate a sample 

module better to measure participation in the infcrnal sector of the 

economy, and to phrase the questions in ways that promote objective, rather 

than sociocu1turally desirable, answers. The oft-quoted example of the 

male census enumerator asking the peasant woman hoeing her fields for her 

occupation, and dutifully writing down the answer her culture consLrains her 

to give--"housewife"--describes a situation that is still widely prevalent. 
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Preserving and/or Enhancing Rural Women's
 

Economic Roles and Resources
 

Because of considerable overlap, policy recommendations for the
 

"preserving" and "enhancing" goals will be considered under a single
 

heading.
 

1. We start with those aspects of women's agricultural involvement
 

with the input programs that traditionally have given women short
 

shrift. This means increased attention to training, extension and :redit.
 

It also means the incorporation of women at all staffing levels of such 

programs, from short-course-trained village workers to decision-making 

professionals. This in turn means that any remaining legal obstacles 

prejudicing female participation in these programs must be eliminated. 

2. Possibly the most important precondition to women being able 

to use the resources in the preceding recommendation is the reduction of
 

their unnecessary drudgework. Appropriate technology for women is net
 

something that is likely to be transferred to rural areas by large agri

business corporations. Rather, what is needed is the assessment by 

local women of the problens that car, benefit from appropriate technology: 

perhaps a wheelbarrow for bringing in water and crops, or a simple stove
 

that reduces the consumption of (and hence the work of obtaining) fuel, 

or a hand pump that women are taught to maintain and repair as well as use.
 

Once such priorities have been identified by relevant subgroups of wc-nen 

(i.e., women in the various village classcs and ethnic groups--their 

priorities will not overlap but should have some points of convergence),
 

local women should be enlisted to help solve these problems. Thus, village 

women could work with (,'nd, ideally, as par of) small teams of "itinerant 

innovators" which would attempt to develop low-cost indigenous solutions of 
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broad local applicability, using largely local inputs. An example of the
 

successful application of such an approach can be found in the "puree of
 

mango" project undertaken by a women's cooperative in the drought-prone
 

Pespire region of Honduras. An "itinerant innovator' helped the local
 

women design low-cost equipment for their cottage industry. In the first
 

year of the project's operation, the men's corn crop was lost to drought,
 

and the proceeds of the successful mango puree venture saved the day.
 

3. Moreover, for both the development-with-equity and food goals
 

around which this paper is organiied, it seems necessary to urge a major
 

increase in "research and development" of new and/or improved food crops.
 

But this research must permit examiration of the complete state of the
 

local food chain, from soils to social relations of production (especially 

land tenure patterns); from cultivation techniques (including, of course,
 

sex division of labor therein) to cooking techniques, food patterns and
 

nutrition. And the first application of those results should be aimed at
 

enhancing local, regional and national food consumption, rather than 

encouraging the Lenefits to be exported under what will quite probably be 

tcrms of unequal exchange. 

4. The previous point highlights the necessity of an expanded 

focus on the entire agricultural/food system. Presently, what is most 

visible is cultivation of specific crops ( suallv cash crops) by a paid 

labor force. But this leaves out what may be the most important parts 

of the story: storage (up to one-third of the world's food harvests may 

be lost to pests, and much of this loss occurs post-harvest), processing, 

marketlag and preparation all must be considered in their relationship to 

production. So too must one consider the inforial, non-cash sector of the 
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agricultural system, and its unpaid labor force. In all of the above, the
 

relationships of production may rival or exceed the techniques of produc

tion as explanations of the entant system and levels of productivity.
 

5. The need for "participatory research" is much stressed these 

days in discussions of Third World development. This often means that 

the locals, that is, the intended beneficiaries, he involved in delinea

tion of the problems to b solved. But "participation" must go behind that 

to include local monitortng and evaluation of ongoing projects as well as 

assessment of project impact at least one year after the end of the 

implementation phase. Such monitors might best consist of little subgroups 

representing each relevaLt local interest affected (for e:ample, sex, 

social class, ethnic group), lest only nhe concerns of the (predominantly 

male) local elites te taken into accwnt. It should also be possible to 

develop a v.rsion of the research module on the sex division of labor 

and resources discussed above that could he utilixed by the local women 

themselves. in thi way, they would be made partners, rather than mere 

passive "subjLtS;," in the search for knowledge that might help them in 

their lives. 

6. '2he disadvantaged legal position of women in agrarian reform
 

schemes is sufficiantlv widaspread to justify special mention. If 

enhancing developmien c-.: i ui-equitv is noW considered a major goal, and if 

agrarian reform nchiL:es coc inue to he pushed as a major vehicle in 

achieving more equit able growth, then care must he taken that the welfare 

f half .:hP popual:iom is not hinder,(--rather than helped--by the pro

visions of the ru.in.rm preinr; ,n 1 selven. In the typical land reforim or 

resettemult: sch,' Iti impos.ible for a woman co be a hbneficiary in 

http:ru.in.rm
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her own right, with the possible exception of husbandless women who have
 

children. In the typical case, also, there is rarely a provision for
 

fields that the women can cultivate communally via cooperative arrangements
 

for income-producing purposes. 

7. A spacial. word also must he said about female-headed households,
 

usually the poorest and the hungriest sector of the rural population and
 

the most in need f income-producing projects. Macro trends almost guaran

tee that rates of de facto and do jure female headship will (continue) to
 

rise. These are ,omen who, in general, must have access to income or face 

starvation. Directing special programs to them need not be conr;.dered a 

special humani tarion boon to the suffering, btt a productivity-enhancing 

method oF promaotinrg v c ome radiaLat.ribut io,n. Pow well they fare, and how 

-well the' eat, may s-erve as the Wrtimnte [nd(icator of a countrv's progress 

toward deve lc tyrent with equity. 

8. At the other end of the social scale is the problem of profes

sional personnel. Given the fact that the knowledge base of the "women in 

developrent" field has been expanding so rapidly, it would seem appropriate 

that more cpeople with demons trated expertise in this area be hired, ho h 

.ithin Third \:rld R.ovornmunn r!.iniL. and wi.thinri.2Are- the various donor 

agpnri,s (AID, UN, etc.) . Within AItD, for example, such input is needed at 

both the >,fsson a nd ttqe Burpau. level.. This is vast:lv preferable to adding 

a "crn 4 devel.. ment'' hat to Ohns e many hats already worn bv program 

officerF who e mai, job - -: Ognment lies in other areas. The gradua. qpecializa

tifn rnd prol {',r:ot~i( of p)pulation officers provides a rerent his tori.cal. 

-amplo T Q po ssb].,m modl) of the itnsriturionp.lizat:io. of new program 

priori t -i-es wi th ixi . 
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are to be enhanced,9. Finally, if the lives of the poor rural women 

we must 	simultaneously act to insure the enhanced roles of poor rural
 

In those parts of the Third World where female primary school
girls. 

enrollment rates lag behind :.:.le ratios, a special effort should be made 

to send their daughters to school.to provide incentives for parents 


Income-producing school gardens might not do more than teach development

relevant knowledge to local girls. But, if successful, such projects 

would make it easier for them tocould provide a return to parents that 

justify giving up a daughter's labor at home for the sometimes dubious 

benefits of rural schooling. Providing a small nucleus of local females
 

with skills via short-course training (for example, in horticultural
 

crops, small livestock, paramedical services, cooperatives and credit,
 

etc.) and then hiring them as development woikers could result in a 

dynamic demonstration effect for girls' education.
16 Both daughters and
 

local females who had received local training and
their parents could see 


were now making it pay off, both for themselves and the village. Tf 

these young women were housed together, alonL with the female primary 

school teacher(s), this could overcome local objections concerning sex

appropriate "respectability." And such a nucleus could also serve as a 

catalyst for traditional forms of women's organizations. 	 Neither these 

years shouldindigencus institutions nor women past their childbearing 

be rejected as "traditional" and/or "unreachable." If the new knowledge 

could be better integrated with the culturally-tested subsistence base, 

then the chances for promoting both greater productivity and better 

lives for all the rural poor would be substantially enhanced. 

In !;urn, it Is perhaps a step forward that the e,,pression, "women 

sky" is coming into vogue in development circles. Buthold up 	 half the 

http:education.16
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programs must be formulated right here on earth to provide women with an
 

'
appropriate foundation for their burden. HL '.the world's food and
 

possibly all of its prospects for achieving development with equity are
 

at stake.
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FOOTNOTES
 

ioriginally conceived in my sex stratification paradigm as oppor
tunities/issues e.-'!sting in all known societies, the "life options" 

include women's relative freedom to decide marriage and divorce, control 
sexuality pre- and extra-maritally, regulate fertility patterns, enjoy 
freedom of movement, have access to available educational/training oppor
tunities, aiid exercise household power and decision-making. 

2A National Academy of Science study notes that of roughly 100,000 

edible cultigens, only some 30 are emphasized as comn" rcially viable
 
(Irene Tinker, personal communication, 1979).
 

With' the rise of capitalism, surplus was not dissipated in con
sumptian as among the ruling class in agrarian societies, but rather 
reinv(sted!- which pro~'uced an astonishingly rapid and -enormous multipli
cation of the economic pie totally unprecedented in human evolutionary 
history. By the early part of the sixteenth century, the conquest of the 
New World (and perhaps the stimulus to the terms of trade provided by 
several strategic technological innovations such as the long-range naval
 
cannon and large sailing ships) catapulted European expansion to global
 
dimensions (see, e.g., Griffin 1973:70).
 

4The result often has been described as "dual economies," with the 
implication that beyond the confines of the export-oriented "modern" 
sector, a totally craditional system remained largely untouched by
"modernization." The c:idence, however, does not support such a concep
tion of "dualisn." 

5Sec Geertz' classic, ,-icultural Involution (1963), for a case 
study of how the so-called 'traditional" sector in Java actually under
wrote the export-sector profits largely repatriated to Holland.
 

6For example, to the present day, Honduras lacks a railroad connecting
 

the two principal cities (Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula), but it has a 
network of rail connections from the banana-producing plantation areas to 
the ports. 

7This generali'ation holds for "open" as well as "closed" economies 
(the latter having attempted to limit incursions cf core countries and/or 
their multinational corporations) (Seers 1970). 

GAIn the Morgan, et al. studies (1973), it is provccative that house
hold composition pioved to be one of the most important variables affecting 
family economic well-being--and the only one of the five major determinants 
(the others were se-., age, race, and education before age 25 of household 
head) at least partially under the voluntary control of those involved. 

9For e-ample, ichaelson (1975) discusses the importance to .he 
faxmily's annual cash needs of the small remittances sent a couple of times 
a year by a young teenager whc had migrated to Bombay and found work as a 
houseboy. 
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10 There are indications that both many Third World governments and 
international developnent assistance agencies are starting to devote 
critical resources to the previously much-neglected area of food crops. 
For example, Lee Notes: 

According to figures compiled by the Organization for Fccnomi., 
Cooperation and Development, 81 percent of agricultural research 
expenditures in Africa went to export crops and only 14 percent to 
food crops in 1961. By 1971 tlhn proportions had become approxi
mate.y equal with 45 percent of research expenditures on expert 
crops and 47 percent on food produats. (Le]e 1975:28) 

l]This discouraged obvious sources of stress and friction between 
co-wives, which Hight emerge if the women would have to share the same 
residence. MNe importantlby, I have suggested (Eiumberg with Carcia 
1977), it reduces the chance of a strong producers' alliance that might 
threaten Pale dominance of the group's "political economy": generally, 
each co-wife runs her own basically autonomous producti on unit, selling 
her own surplus, and maintains her own children, rather than engaging in 
a cormunal enterprise wi th the other ce-w:ives of the compound. 

'Aside from t he worsening contemporary problem of desertification, 
the region long has been marked by major droughts occurring about every 
40 to 60 years.
 

13 Often female participation in even a single village will vary 
enormously by social class where the local stratification system is 
complex. This is perhaps best recognized in the works of Stoler (1977) 
and Milone (1978) on Tndonesia and Deere (1977, 1)79) cn highland Peru. 
Another widely cited overview study never claimed to provide rigorous, 
well-disaggrega ted findings deserves mention at this point. In 1974, a 
fast, AID-contracted assossment, A Seven-Country Survey on the Roles of 
Women in Rural Deve Lomet, appeared. Its authors note that they worked 
under tremendous time pressure and used the reports of on-the-scene 
observers--whose informastion was often "region-within-country-specific"-
to put together some generilized na ti ral information on the scope of 
female participation. The information is not disaggregated on the basis 
of class, region, or other relevant dimensions . But it seems to indicate 
reallv substantial f ae participration in the major decisions of the 
agricultural cycl in most of the countries. In particular, the summary 
table to this effect, "Male/female decision-making and participation in 
agriculture" (1974:43), has acquired a life of its own. In the absence 
of better data, it in frequentlv cited in support of a wide and often 
conflicting series of points concerning the role of women in development. 

]4 This is because I have hypothesized (and found, in Treliminary 
investigation) women's decision-making discretion in a wide variety of 
area3--from agriculture .o-ility, and perhaps also for allociting 
resources for familv welfare items (food, school fees) vs. individual 
consumption items (liquor, imported consumer or capital goods)--to be a 
function of their relative economic power. 
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15These "life options" are briefly described in footnote 1. 

16One of the most spectacular and least expected benefits of a 

protein-sppleaent program for schoolchildren in Guatomala was the in

crease in femae educational involvement:. The little girls imitated the 

young women protein-supplement di.stribution workrs, but more important, 
their parents were able to see a practical outcome to sending their 

daughters to school. The young women workers were themselves of rural. 

origin, with only n moderate level of education. Thus, they provided a 

vision of a realizable nnd attractive payoff for staying in school (see 

Birdsall and McGreevev 1979; Engle 1979). 
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Women's roles in agriculture vary over an almost limitless range, 

they live and work, Yet, despite this as do the conditions in which 

diversity, some important commonalities shaping woi;ven's roles as farmers 

different circumstances inlink American farm women with women in vary 

grow out of their corLmon areas of the world. These commonalitiesother 

femaleness. Two factors shape the implications of that femaleness. 

relations of production in agriculture are currentlyFir-t, the social 

undergoing a transfc.mation from relations determined by kinship to 

conditionsrelations determined by contract. Secondly, women's roles and 

in the structure of agricultural producare affected by general changes 

the trend toward capital-intention, especially the expansiol" of scale, 

between ownership (orsive operations, and the increasing separation 

control) of land and the operation of agricultural enterother forms of 

prises.
 

in two senses. First, similar processesThese changes are global 

are underway to varying degrees throughout the worLd. Second, these 

patterns of change are shaped by shared assumptions about modernity, 

roles of labor, capital and land.productivity, and the most appropriate 

been derived primarily from U.S. agriculture sinceThese assumptions have 

Thus one can speak accurately of the Americanization ofWorld War II. 


world agriculture. Most of these technological and economic assumptiors 

have been applied to, not tested in, the ecological, economic, and clltural 

affected as proconditions of other countries. Aerican farm women are 


in the so-called "modernizing"
foundly by t:hese processes as are women 

countries. in examining women's cross-cultural experiences in agriculture, 

clear that aTerican farm women do not represent a desirableit soon becomes 


women the world. American farm women are as
model for in rest of the 
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vulnerable to marginality within their occupation as arc women else

where. Only the forms of this vulnerability, not the vulnerability 

itself, vary. It is always a shock for Americans to realize that they 

are not necessarilv a model for the world Nonetheless, a critical
 

look at American farm woryn shows that 
 they face many of the samc prublems
1 

as do farm wcme,- in the developing countries. This essay focuses on
 

American women to show that 
 farm women's special problems are inherent
 

in agriculture's virtually unique 
 blend of kinship and business. 

I. Women's Access to AFriculture 

Kinship and Contract 

Agriculture is one of the few remaining occupations to which access 

is monitored by kinship rather than Dy Individual qualifications. This
 

is not to say that most farmers--male or female--are unqualified for
 

their work. Rather, it is to point out that agriculture enmeshes individuals 

in kin-defined groups while most urban occupations provide access to 

individuals. This essential difference is crucial to understanding 

women's roles in agriculture. Many questions of equality under law are 

made immeasurably more difficult by the kin-group basis of agricultural 

enterprises. The problem of equity for women is far more complex than 

simply guaranteeing them the same right- that are held by men. Some 

aspects of farm women's current roles could be remedied by this expedient. 

However, other problem; require a new approach to defining individual roles 

in an enterprisc previously assuming collective activity. The area of 

individual rights in kin-based enterprises is a virtually uncharted area 

of law.
 

Women have historically in most cultures been the least likely to 
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have their individual rights recognized within these propert,y-controlling,
 

occupation-defining kin groups. This has been as true of the American 

"family farms" as of African clan villages. Even when the land passed 

through the female kinship line, it passed to men or men were soon 

recognized as the "farmer-operator" of the farm.
 

The general process left women with indirect access to land and
 

thus to the occupation of agriculture. They could protect this indirect
 

access only through informal influence operating through kinship links.
 

There may have been a time when these kinship obligations were regarded
 

as so binding and had such legitimacy in the larger social unit that
 

That is no longer true.
informal influence did in 2act protect women.: 


T'wc processes have reduced the efficacy of informal influence. First
 

has been the legal-administrative thrust to regularize title to land.
 

always mean private ownership but it does involve designatingThis does not 

an individual as the responsible "operator." In this way the sphere 

within which informal influence can operate effectively has been reduced
 

by the tendency to make the internal operation of the agricultural unit 

conform to the legal-administrative modes and expectations of the larger
 

society. Secondly, land has been commercialized. THi3 has been a power

ful incentive to individual gain, even z,_ the expense of the kin group 

that has been associated with a particular agricultural unit (Popkin 1979).
 

These strains are most intense in an inflationary economy when land usually 

appreciates more rapidly than the inflaticn rate and thus serves as a 

"safe" real. asset. Thus struggles among kin for control of the "family 

farm" have become even more intense during the recent inflation-based 

appreciation of land values.
 

These two changes explain why kinship and the public realw have
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become increasingly incompatible ways of managing access to land and of
 

managing the operation of a business. They do not explain why women
 

should be particularly disadvantaged relative to men during this process
 

of change. Women's position in the agricultural economy and in the
 

legal-administrative matrix of the larger society is conditioned not
 

by their actual roles in labor or management nor by their kinship
 

statuses but by general cultural assumptions about the role of women..
 

These assumptions have, in most cultures, including those shaped by 

Judaic-Christian ethics, placed women in a subservient position. A
 

consideration of the roles of American women in "family farms" makes 

this clear. 

The idea of a "family farm" suggests a simple correspondence 

between one farm and one nuclear family. This is rarely an accurate
 

description of actual conditions. The farm family is not always the
 

simple nuclear unit portrayed in American Gothic. It may be the nuclear 

family, the stem family, or the extended family. Each form of the 

family defines a particular phase of the farm-family cycle. The nuclear 

family consists of a husband, wife and possibly children. The stem 

family consists of the parents and an adult child and his or her nuclear 

family joined together as a mechanism of property transfer. The extended 

family refers to the parents, their adult children and their childrens'
 

families, The nuclear family is a component of the stem family, which
 

becomes embedded in the extended family. The problem of determining 

which child should become the member of the stem family and thus inherit 

the farm is the essential problem of separating the stem family from the 

extended family. This in turn involves problems of separating the nuclear 

family from the stem family in ways that reconcile the needs of business 
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and the ties of family affection (LePlay 1870; Berkner 1973).
 

These phases of the farm-family cycle reflect the changing blend 

of labor and capital characteristic of agricu.lture. At: various phases 

in the farm-family cycle, particular conmonents of ttie relevant form of 

the family tend to act either as labor or capital. In these various 

phases, the two generations involved will be distinguished by their 

degree of control over the property and their roles in actual production. 

In some phaces, a family functions as capital and at other phases it 

functions as labor. 'The stem family thus encompasses two different func

tions performed by people linked together in complex kinship relations. 

Kinship does not prevent the ex-pression )f capital-labor hostilities 

related to control of pro-erty, allocation of labor contributions, and 

the share of the rewards. Stem families try to resolve the, difficult 

question of whether property, the e:Tression of past labor and invest

ment, shoild be rewarded more or less or t-Qually with current labor. Only 

when the nuclear family both controls the property and provides tha labor 

is this issue resolved. Only than is the farm that blend of cap.ital and 

labor implied by the idea of the family farm. 

Linking of property transfers to kinship means that the two genera

tions of the stem family are operating with incongruent nuclear family 

phases. Inter-generational strains are unavoidable. The younger couple 

will be ready to take over long before the older couple is ready to 

retire. Biological reproduction will put the business partners only 

twenty-five years apart when smooth business relations may well. require 

a difference of at least thirty-five years. 

These relationships between kinship and capitalism have a clear 

Impact on women's roles in the farm. There is still a marked tendency 
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for property to pass down to sons rather than to daughters. Therefore, 

a woman becomes L' one member of a stem family that is linked only by 

contract (marriage) and not by kinship. This puts women in a peripheral 

position In the kinship nexus. Cultural biases that obscure perception 

of the impcrtant labor and management roles of women mean that their 

contributions to the farn, will not necessarily overcome this marginality 

based in the lack of a kinship link. When the pr-perty is passed down
 

through the wife, the husband will. be in a stronger position 
 because he
 

will be seen 
 as a "farmer" whose labor is necessary to the operation of 

the farm. His lack of kinship status will be ofrset by his actual role 

and by the ctultural evaluation of that role.
 

Strains arising out of the blend of kinship 
 and capitalism often 

lead to poor business arrangements. People 
cannot stop being relatives.
 

They can only try to avoid the problems of relating kinship to capitalism. 

There is tendency to j'ely on kinship to organize capitalism, to rely on 

verbal understandings rather than on written agreements. The problems 

that arise by seeking to avoid problems in this manner are legend in 

farm communities. Unfortunately, they are legends based on a hard 

reality: kinship is no substitute for capitalism in making arrangements 

for property transfers. 

The strains growing out of the link between kinship and calpitalism 

do not simply divide the two nuclear famili2s along generational and 

capital-.]abor lines. They also cause problems within each nuclear family, 

especially the younger one. In a stem family of four people three of whom 

constitute a previous family--a residual kin group binding the individuals 

by special tie.', of affection and shared expeiience--one person is included 

in the stem family only on the basis of contract, i.e., marriage. This 
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is usually the young wife. At critical points in business negotiations 

or during the never-ending informal conversations over coffee, this 

contractual member of the sten family i; made to fe e l marginal. Pat

terns of kinship-based property transfers vary greatly, hut sons are 

more commonly heirs to property than are daughters. This makes the young 

wife margins; to decisin-making within the stem familv. She is probably 

an "equal" partner in her own .uclear family and may well be a co-laborer 

on the farm with her husband. In such a situation, resentments over her 

decision-making marginality focused on her in-laws maN also be directed 

toward the husband who seems reluctant to transgress the unwritten codes 

of the residual kirship unit to demand loth a more equal role for his 

wife and to pursue more vigorously the business arrangements needed to 

protect the rights of his own nuclear family. 

At the same time, a young wife may feel that she is competing with 

Manyher mother-in-law for the respect and affoction of her husband. 

women, even those on the vrge of retirement themselves, speak bitterly 

of their young husband's tendency to "visit" in his mother's house on the 

farm rather than coming "home" for supper or to help put the children to 

bed or even to do his fair share of the chores. A wife who asserts the 

primacy of the conjugal bond risks seeming to attack the bond between 

in familyparents and child. There young wives are equal in work but not 

status, family affection or decision-making.
 

When the property is transferrad through the wife's family, similar
 

strains become a feature of family life. The husband feels he is "the
 

farnmr" bt hiK labor contribution noes not give him control over property, 

the control that the culture leads him to expect on the basis of both
 

labor and gender. Yet, the husband will not be as peripheral as the wife 
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in the in-law role. The reasons for this difference are related to both
 

family sex role and to 
farm sex rol,. The man is always presumed to
 

be the head of his household. The wife's tendency to put her parents
 

in a competitive position with her husband finds 
less social-cultural
 

legitimacy than the tendency for analogou:s behavior by the husband.
 

Patriarchal nuclear fanily norms separate w,.omen 
from their kin-group to
 

a greater degree than they separate the husband from his. Even though
 

a wife is expected to follow Biblical injunctions to put her husband
 

before her parents, she is still expected to be the peacemaker in the
 

larger kin group.
 

As if the inter--qenerational ,-': 'is involved In stem family were 

not enough, property transfers arL mnade more complex and kinship-based 

tensions exacerbated by problems of detaching the stem family from the 

extended family in which it is enmeshed. M"ost fa.mers have more than
 

one child. That child who stays on the farm and becoens part of the stem
 

fanily has to define his/her relations with his/her brothers and sisters
 

and their nuclear families, all of whom can reasonably expect to be the
 

parents'/grandparents' heirs to some extent. 
Parents feel a responsi

bility to all of their children and even grandchildren and seek to
 

establish "equivalency" in the estate settlement. 
 This is particularly
 

difficult for farm families. The land is 
the major asset and this Is an
 

indivisible, non-liquid asset. 
 The land does not earn epough in annual
 

profits to permit farmers to make cash settlements for those children who
 

do not Inherit the land. The child who takes the
over farm must usually
 

take it nll, If he is to have an economically viable enterprise under
 

current factor costs and commodity prices. The problem of compensating
 

the other children is especially difficult. They feel they have a claim
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to a part of the estate due both to kinship and to their labor contri

butions as children. The children of these members of the oxtended 

family may also 5e considered to have a claim equal to that of those 

children actually living on the farm. 

These problems ere never particularly easy to resolve. But, when 

urban occupations could provide more lucrative alternatives to agricul

ture, those children who left the farm did not look upon the farm as an 

economic resource or asset. This has changed with the dramatic infla

tion in land values during tihe past fifteen years. Now, agricultural 

land is valuable and control of such land can he an economic asset to any 

family. As inflation has reduced real income for most Americans, land 

becomes especially valuable. This only intensifies strains over the 

transfer of farm land. rhe nuclear family on the land resents and feels 

threatened by pressure to sell the farm to the highest biddar and divide 

the proceeds equally among the members of the extended family. They are 

equally bitter about demands that they purchase the farm at full market 

value. The family on the farm may counter with demands that they be 

compensated for their labor. Feelings about the Illegitimacy of the 

claims made by the extended family are more freely expressed than feelings 

about the strained relations with parents. A person's relations with 

brothers and sisters does not fall into the same realm of duty and fealty 

as does that between parents and children. Indeed, feelings against the 

extended family are so strong that indignation is expressed even by those 

with no siblings with whom they may one day compete for control of the 

faru property. A yoang woman who, with her husband, was assu-ed of in

heriting her mother's farm since there were no other children spoke pas

sionately about people she had known who were impoverished by their 
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brothers and sisters who had left the farm. 

A farm woman has the greatest potential for a meaningful career is 

a farmer once the farm is linked with a nuclear family. The constraints 

of the stem family have been resolved and business relations with the 

extended family have been defined. The husband, wife and children are 

now free to farm as they decide. The wife may find that she does even 

more farm work than she did when other relatives were there to help, but 

she will probably feel that she plays a larger role in farm decision-making. 

She may 1 lso try to reduce patriarchal control within her own nuclear 

family, but this is usually less stressful than dealing with stem and 

extended families. 

The nuclear family phase is likely to be brief if a farm couple has
 

a child who wants to farm. They will form a new stem family. This new
 

phase combines, for the hypothetical farm family, the first two. The
 

woman will no longer be marginal in the new stem family; she may be per

haps the emotional core of the residual kin group within the stem and 

extended frmilies. The woman who began hei life as a daughter-in-law in 

a stem family will end it, or that portion of it linked to the farm, as 

a mother and mother-in-law. Given the longer life expectancy of women, 

the farm wife may not have the business and emotional support of her hus

band in this phase. Whether as wife or widow, she will again experience, 

but from a diffe:ent perspective, the strains of doing business with 

relatives. If anything, the emotional strains may be intcnsified by 

negotiating with her own children. Mhen she uas a daughter-in-law, she 

feared being left destitute, of having her famil.y labor exploited with no 

guarantee of the property transfer. As a mother-in-law, she Is less 

concerned about being left destitute because she controls the property. 
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But the emotional strains ia' now be even greater, for, in the earlier 

phase, her kin-Lasd marginlity was also an emotional buffer. 

Wemen'm longer life expectancy means many farm women will be 

widowed during this ;econd sten family phase. If she can pay the 

"widow's taNx" and retain control of the farm, her heir will again have 

to pay inheritance tax at her death, unl ess the mother has sold the farm 

during her lifetime to her heir. Few farms are so profitable that they 

can support such a tax burden. Families have begun to circumvent these 

costs by transferling the property directly from the father to the next 

generation, leaving the mother in the position of never having owned the 

farm. The land contract in such cases usually specifies the type and 

level of support due each parent for life. "Businesslike" as this 

sounds in the abstract, it leaves some women concerned about their old 

age. They are forcea to trust in kinship in a world run on the assumptions 

of capitalism. What, they ask, will he their recourse if their children 

do nct take care of them? Could a seventy-year-old woran sue her r ild? 

Why should she have to be dependent until her dying day? The cruel 

dilemma of farm families is that each generation feels that it should 

trust the other implicitly, but each knows that there are limits to 

family duty and trust. 

The increasing size and increasing capital costs of even a modest 

commercial farm mean that the pure nuclear family farm is becoming in

creasingly less common. These larger land units are not necessarily more 

efficient or more profitable. They exist primarlir to support the 

increased costs of production--especially machinery and the petro-chemical 

herbicids, fertlsizers, and fuels that are the basis of contemporary 

production techniques. In the Middle West, most partnerships seem to be 



among brothers. In such arrangements, the extended family replaces the 

sten family and thus one nuclear family will never control the farm. 

Even if the wife is very interested in agriculture, she will be marginal 

to the farm's operation. She cannot interfere in relations among the 

partners even though she is married to one of them. As a partner's wife, 

she will be expected to show the same involvement in the farm as her 

sisters-in-law so that other components of the extended family do not 

begin to feai that one nuclear family is trying to increase its relative 

role. An "overly interested" wife would disequilibrate a partnership 

based on kinship. 

The American "family farm" is a kinship unit through which women 

have had only indirect access to land. Women have been forced co rely
 

on kinship and on Informal influence. This relationship to property does
 

not necessarily reflect women's contributions to their farms.
 

Women and Farm Work
 

Women's roles as food producers have been hidden from history by a 

screen of cultural myths about male gallantry and female delicacy. Even 

when it is acknowledged that women have roles in agriculture, it is usual 

to say that men farm and women only help. This "help" has been estimated 

to produce 44 percent of the world's food (Arnoff and Crane 1975). A 

reporc by the Secretary Coneral of the Uited Nations estimates that women 

provide 60-80 percent of the agricultural labor in Africa and Asia, and 

40 percent in Latin America (UN 1975: 5). Such an estimate can be sug

gestive only. But, given the current lack of reliable research on women's 

roles, such estimates are valuable. They are beginning to replace the 

certainty that women do not farm with, at tihe very least, uncertaintv. 

There are several reasons for the failure to recognize women's
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contributions to food production as work. Women have farmed within kin 

groups, not as individuals. Within these kin groups, there was no pe:

ceived need to document, or even to recognize, contributions of particu

lar individuals. Secondly, women have not been paid as individuals for 

their labor, so there was little impetus to think in terms of their 

individual contributions. Third, the farm and the house are usually close 

together. In such circumstances, it is difficult to distinguish farm work
 

from housework. There is little reason to L.ike this distinction. Much
 

of what women do, such as caring for young animals or cleaning milking 

utensils or growing food for the family, can be seen as extensions of 

their nurturing roles as wives and mothers. Fourth, there is not always 

a rigid sexual division of labor associated with farm work. 

All of these factors intensify the women's problems in achieving
 

recognition for their work. The cultural assumptions about women's
 

sphere persist despite empirical evidence of women's central role in 

agricultural production. A study of northern Peru snows that: stereotypes 

shape data collection to a greater degree than data modify stereotypes 

(Deere 1977; see also Bourque and Warren n.d.). 

The consequences of the non-recognition of women's work are grave. 

Because women traditionally have not been property owners and have not 

been included among the farm "operators," the problem of having their 

contributions recognized intensifies the difficulties in asserting their
 

rights as farm operators. Men do not have to buttress their claim to 

being farmers with proof of their actual labor contribution. Women must 

do so because of the prevailing cultural assumptions that they contribute 

little or nothing to production and to the actual operation of the farm 

themselves. Work is likely to be women's main claim to legal recognition 
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as a farmer outside of the sphere of kinship and informal influence.
 

The experience of American farm women suggests that the cultural 

barriers to the recognition of women's work are difficult to overcome.
 

These barriers do not arise from the actu3] situation on farms. The non

recognition of women's work in agriculture porsists contrary to fact and
 

is likely to persist unless the larger cul:ural setting of these myths
 

is rucognized and confronted.
 

Pioneer women were expected to work simply be7-ause the work needed
 

to be done. The labors they routinely performed excited comnents only
 

from visitors. Tales of male indolence and female drudgery are the
 

common fare of travellers' tales of the early ?iddle West (Sprague 1942).
 

Eliza Farnham's encounter with a newly married couple is typical of these
 

accounts. The author, a teacher from New,England going West to visit her
 

sister, chided the groom for his failure to help his bride move a heavy
 

trunk. The new husband replied: "I don't think a wnan's of much 

account anyhow, if she can't help herself a li, le and me too" (Farnham 

1846: 41). In the portrait of farm life that emergers from the travel

lers' tales, this might be taken as the credo of the male farmer. Speci

fications for such a wife were summed up by the same man, who entered the
 

marriage market guided by the idea that "women are some like horses and
 

oxen, the biggest can do the most work, and that's what I want one for"
 

(Farnham 1846: 0). No one knows whether most pioneer men would have 

expressed themselves quite so candidly, but It is clear that farm women
 

were expected to work.
 

At one Lime such toil conferred a certain dip,-ity upon farm women.
 

In both home and fields, they were valuable and valued artisans. Their
 

husbands exercised absolute control over property and the return from
 



women's labor, but the women themselves were, at the very least,
 

awarded status and respect for conforming to a social ideal. The same
 

was true of women in towns whose household responsibilities were similar 

to those of their sisters on the farms. Farm and city women alike were
 

conforming to the role defined in the "cult of domesticity" (Cott 1977). 

This was an ideal of useful work performed within the home on behalf of 

the family. As both farmers and housekeepers, farm women conformed to 

this larger social ideal. 

This began to change as Aerica industrialized, urbanized, and com

mercialized. All of these changes led to increased differentiation among 

Americans. These differences related not simply to how people made their 

li, ng nor even to the amount of money they accumulated, but to their 

way of life and attitudes toward work. These attitudes toward work began 

to separate home and workplace, male and female. The cult of domesticity 

gave way to the cult o, the lady. "omen wer. no longer supposed to work 

and were no longer respected for doing so (Veblen 1934: 138-154). 

Farm women could not adjust their lives to fit the new ideal of the 

"lady." As hired men moved to the cities fcr jobs in factories, women 

worked even harder on the farms. Yet, womenis work was devalued. It 

became a source of shame to farm families. 

One of the first serious attempts to study women's roles in farming 

came in a 1919 survey of approximately 10,000 farms in 33 Northern and 

Western states. The data reflected "conditions rather above the average" 

and the period itself was one of general agricultural pros~erity compared 

to the agricultural depression of the 1920s and 1930s (Ward 1920: 4). 

Yet, even for this relatively prosperous strata during a period of
 

reasonable farm prices, the study concluded: 
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In industries, here love and service are not the ruling motives,
 
a walkout might be foreshadowed by conditions brought out in
 
Table I, which shows that the average working day, summer and
 
winter, for over 9,000 farm women is 11.3 hours, and that 87% of
 
8,773 women report no regular vacation during the year, although
 
a large per centage tell of scattered "days off" in the family
 
automoble. (Ward 1920: 38)
 

This long work day involved women in farm productiov., The survey found 

that 36 percent of all the women responding helped milk, 81 percent 

cared for chickens, 25 percent helped in other ways with livestock, and 

24 percent worked in the fields an average of 6.7 weeks per year (Ward
 

1920: 10). Middle Western women equalled or exceeded these aggregate.
 

figures. Forty-five percent of Middle Western women helped milk, 93 

percent of the Middle Western respondents washed the milking utensils, 

89 percent of the Middle Western respondents reported that they regularly
 

cared for poultry (Ward 1920: 11). 

This high Level of participation did not give women a commensurate
 

share in the economics rewards of their labors. In the Middle West, 66 

percent of the women made butter, 33 percent sold butter, 30 percent kept 

reccrds of the butter money, but only 9 percent kept the money that they 

had earned (Ward 1920: 11). The same was true of the egg money. While 

89 percent of the Middle Western women kept an average flock of 102 hens 

and 51 percent kept records of the egg money, only 16 percent controlled 

the egg money (Ward 1920: 11). Women's labor did not provide "luxuries" 

for themselves but was an integral part of the farm enterprise and the 

famlily economy. A Minnesota woman said of her egg money: 

When we were married, five years ago, it was distinctly under
stood I was to have all the income fron- the eggs if I took care 
of the chickens, and, as a result, my husband hardly knows that 
there is such a thing as a grocery bill, or that he has a wife 
and baby to dress. (Lundquist 1923: 5) 

The scarcity of data on women's actual roles in farm production is 
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matched by the paucity of data on women's assessments of their roles.
 

Few people thought of asking farm women 7hat they felt about their lives 

since the pioneer pattern of family-oriented toil seemed such a natural
 

part of the rural American landscape. One of the first sources of
 

surprisingly enough, the Department of Agriculture. In
questions was, 


1913, when the prospect of increased funds for the Department under the
 

the Department sent
Smith Lever Act stimulated an :Interest in farm women, 


a letter to the wives of USDA's 55,000 crop correspundents. The letter
 

to these women, wives of farpers considered to rank "among the most
 

progressive farmers in their communities," asked women to comment on all
 

aspects of their lives and their feelings about them, what they would
 

change if they could, and how uhe Department could assist them (LSDA #103, 

1915: 5). The Letter elicit'd 2,241 replies, Which formed the basis of 

four reports on farm women's perception of their own lives (USDA 103-106, 

1915). The replies shocked the Department an6 the agricultural press. 

Farm women were not content with overwcrk and low rewards. However much 

they might enjoy farming, the joy was ciminished by the loneliness and 

isolation, lack of understanding and appreciation by their husbands as
 

well as by the larger society. Farm wcmen were fed up with unrewarded
 

goodness.
 

Most women wanted respect for the vital work that they performed.
 

An Iowa woman wrote that "Women have an innate longing for appreciation 

and a feeling that they are partners ia fact with their husbands and not 

looked upon as subordinates" (USDA #103, 1915: 17). From the USDA reports, 

few farm womn< felt that their husbans appreciated, or even really
 

noticed, their contributions. A Missouri woman suggested that "The 
men
 

needed to be educated up, as so many men think women's work does not
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amount to much and consequently has no commercial valuation" (USDA #103, 

1915: 17). A New York farm wife wrote that "Most farmers' wives have no
 

share in anything on the farm but the laLor. They are expected to 2o
 

their own work and as much of the out-of-door work as they can, but
 

none of the Income is theirs" (USIA #104, 1915: 45). Another New York 

woman conclucd that "The men don't care how hard the women work to do 

their tasLs if onJy they themselves are provided with food regularly 

and their own comfort is looked after" (USDA #104, 1915: 9). 

Women noticed that in many cases they were not treated as well as
 

the hired Ken. As an Oregon woman obse-ved, "Te hired man gets paid 

for his work, but the tired housewife on the farm onerly gets her board 

and clothing, the same as the farmer's work animals" (USDA #104, 1.915: 8). 

The presence of hired men did not relieve women of farm work in
 

addition to their housework. Hired men were hired to help the farmer,
 

not the farm wife, even with her farm chores.
 

This situation was seen by seyeral women as not simply burdensome.
 

but as inequitable. Women complained that this male callousness; did not
 

simply make their work more burdensnme but actually denied women and
 

children essentials, A Massachusetts farm woman declared:
 

I would work to have r law passed whereby no man should Le allowed
 
to own a farm unless he would provide for his wife as well as he
 
did for his stock--plenty of water, and easy to get, good drainage,
 
and other sanitary conditions about the farmhouse which gi to make
 
life healthy and comfortable. (USDA Pi06, 1915: 8)
 

A Kansas woman urged USDA to "Make it illegal for a man to make his wife
 

work like a slave to cook for from two to ten regular workmen" (USDA
 

#1.06, 1915: 15). A Missouri farm wife urged USDA to "Put a bill before 

Congress to allow the iarmer's wife $1 per day for her own money, L' be 

used by her for her own expenses" (USDA 11.06, 1.915: 18). 
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their work has beenNo similar record of farm women's views of 

made for the current era. My research among Middle Western farm women 

suggests that a larger percentae of women is doing more actual farm 

work now than duriag the early twentieth century. 

Census data on contc:norary women's labor roles are almost as 

ancestresses. The 1964 Censusscarce as data on the roles of their 

labor contributions to theirincluded a sample survey of farm women's 

farms (US Dept. of Commerce 1964: Table 5). The almost two million 

women surveyed nationally contributed 16 percent of ,ie total hours 

worker L all members of farm--operator households. While husbands in 

this sample averaged forty-one hours of farm work per week, wives 

averaged twenty hours, excluding housework. Virtually all of this was 

unpaid labor. 

The survey suggested that most farm women were not simply 

but through steady work, made crucial contributions to the"helpers ," 

data concluded:operation of family farms. As one analyst of these 1964 

"farm work by farm wives contributes significantly to farm output" 

(Hoffman 1976: 836). 

A 194R study in Wisconsin presents much the same picture (Long and 

Parsons 1950). The farms were primarily diversified dairy farms with 

year-round wcrk with animals plus a heavy season of field work. The 

study found thait these farmn operated more efficiently when husband and 

if the husband werewife workea together. Tle wife's work decreased 


o

disabled because the scale inod/ r -nLe-sio, of the farm operation would 

coal. likewise a husban 's work decrensed if his wife held a jobbe rc 

off the f.'rlrm. The diuthior con.cluded that the wife's labor was not likely 

to h:e either ep.isndc or periphera: the work performed by farm women 
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was an in"egral part of the farm operation.
 

My wn 1977 survey data give the same picture of farm women's
 

devoting much of their time to !arm work and making significant contri

butions to the farm by doin; so.- It is impossible to dete'mine how the 

work dine by contemporary farm women compares with that done by their
 

aicestresses. Nonetheless, rany of the vomen interviewed felt that they
 

did more actual farm work than had their mothers. Thev also tended to
 

feel that heir overall burdens were less because of smaller families,
 

more conveniences in the home, and nechanization of many aspects of farm
 

production. An analysis of the data from the 1964 Census of Agriculture
 

similarly concludes: 

Data on the participation of farm wives in farm work for other
 
years are tnavailable. Thus, a trend cannot be established. But 
one could hypothesize that the long-term trend in wives' partici
pation in farm work has been upward, although not as rapid as the 
labor force participation for all women, with cycles about the
 
trend caused by disturbances--major wars, business cycles, and
 
cycles in farm proflus--in the farm and ncn-farl, labor markets.
 
The increasing mechanization of agriculture--especial1v size, 
versatility, and power accessories of tractors--and mechanization 
of livestock feeding haxe made phypicil strength lens important
 
for many farming activities. Tractors with radios and air--con
ditioned cabs have improved the quality of ,orking conditions, 
especiallv In crop production. The steadily falling number of
 
hired workers and teenage children in farm households leaves only 
wives on many farms to provide human assistance with two person 
farming activities. (Hoffman 1976: 837; see also Long and Parsons 
1950).
 

For contemporary farm women, the satisfaction of farm work is
 

linked with the opportanity for individual accomplishment within tie
 

family enterprise. Women have responded with overwhelming interest and 

enthusiasm to ,pportnfties to Increase their technical knowledge of 

farming. The Ma Ire rsity of W iscons i T's1 dairy production seminars for 

te I'n,3cwomen and yermsV v of Missonur1' s hog production neminars always 

have more applicants than places. Women also report that they read the
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farm magazines and mark relevant articles for their husbands. For 

most women, equality means not just equality in work but equal recog

nition and respect for it. 

Women and Farm Managennt 

Women's roles as farm managers are, if anything, even less well

perceived than their roles In farm labor. Decision-making is a less 

observable acrivity than weeding or harvesting. Again, women's contri

butions are obscured by the family-group nature of agricultural enter

prises. 

It has been estimated that one-third of the world's rural house

holds are headed by women (Tinker 1976). It is difficult to estimate the
 

number of viable agricultural enterprises headed by women, given the 

tendency of most censuses to give information for urban and rural inhabi

tants without separating rural farmer from other rural inhabitants. 

of farms throughoutNevertheless, women certainly head significant numbers 

the world. Many of these seem to be widows or women whose husbands have 

moved to the urban areas for their entire working lives. In most cul

tures, including the United States, divorce seems to deprive women of 

their occupations in agriculture. Single women also seem to have dif

ficulty gaining access to land and capital on their own to begin their 

own farms. inheritance patterns in wost cultures seem to leave the 

land to a son rather than to a daughter. 

Available data suggest that farms operated by women tend to be
 

smaller, o:n average, than those "operated" by men. There is also evi

dence that wc.men's farms are as wel-run and as economically successful
 

as comrparable male "operated" units. Data from Kenya show that women 



farmers had farms as successful as those operated by men even without 

the same level of aid from the national extension service or similar 

levels of credit (Staudt 1.975-76 and Moock 1976). 

The lack of irnfo-mation about: women who operate their own farms 

arises frorn the culturally-based assumption that such farms are few in 

number or insignificant in their contihution to overall agricultural 

production. It also reflects the urban bias of much research on women 

and the concomitant assumption that agriculture is an occupation that 

offers women only a drudgery that they seek to flee at the first oppor

tunity. 

These same assumptions help explain why women's role in managing
 

"family farms" is so little studied or recognized. Farming is assumed
 

to be a burden imposed by men upon their families. The idea that women 

see themselves as professiosa farmers and their self-images are linked 

to this occupational identification is new. It Is emerging only slowly 

for the United States and even more slowly for women in other parts of 

the world. Certainly, not all women who farm see agLqiculture as a 

meaningful. nccupation. Yet, many probably do. In the United States, 

the tendency to identify as a "farmer" and to find self-gratification 

through this occupational identification are linked with the opportunity 

to play a role Jn farm decision-making. American farm women now tend to 

be the farm bookkeepers. This control of information gives them a role 

in decision-mahing not enjoyed by their mothers and grandmothers. 

However, access to information and actual influence over decisions are 

two different things. 

Survey research can give data only on articulated perceptions of 

respondents. try study if male-female decision-making roles confronts 
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the difficulty of determining who makes decisions when roles are as
 

undifferentiated and as enmeshed In family relations as they are on 

farms. The more important point may be that women want to be considered
 

both wives and farners, In response to a question about how they list
 

their occupation, 19 percent said they write "farmer," 47 percent list
 

themselves as "housewife," hut 30 percert checked both or wrote in some

thing like "farm housewife." Four percent checked "other" aMd listed 

non-farm occupntion--]ike teacher. Even among more active farm women, 

those sufficiently interested in agriculture to attend a meeting of a 

farm women's organization, both the family role and the occupational
 

designation are important. This blend of work and family attracts people 

to farming and is an aspect of life they wish to preserve. 

Contemporary farm women have much greater access to the economic 

rewards of their labor than did earlier generations of farm women. 

Joint checking accounts are the norm. Yet, the income, in the form of 

checks for the farm commodities, are made out to the husbani only in 

62 percent of cases surveyed. Women who have arranged for joint payment 

have done so to gain recoenition of their contribution by both their 

husbands and the legal system, One wife told her husband if he did not 

agree to having both their names on the milk checks she would stop doing 

chores. Her husband decided she had a valid point. 

Farm women emphasize the family focus of agriculture but it is 

clear that they are not referring to an unreformed patriarchal family. 

Women want a connensq:l] decision-making process about their families and 

farms. Pesponses to survey questions show that women claim that they 

already play such a role. Sixty-one percent of the respondents said 

that major farm decisions like the purchase of machinery or land were 
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made jointly, 81 percent characterized decisions about major invest

ments for the house as consensual, and 78 percent said decisions about 

raising the children were consensual. It is impossible to tell if the 

responses represent actuality or aspirations. In either case, patriarchal 

rule is neither seen as a norm nor simply accepted as fact. 

Responses to attituc'inal questions reveal a similar propensity to 

non-patriarchal, or perhaps modifind pntriarchal, families. Sixty-nine 

percent agreed with the proposition that "A farm husband should help with 

the housework if his wife helps with the farm work." Fifty-three percent 

agreed and 45 percent disagreed with the idea that "if a wife is going to 

be away at a meeting, she should neals her beforei'x.x for family she 

goes." Sixty-three percent disagreed with the idea that "A farm husband 

active in farm organizations should feel entitled to leave the chores for 

his wife whenever he feels it is necessary." Contemporary American farm 

women see themselves as managers and decision-makers, not as "unpaid 

family labor."! 

Access to Agricultural Organizations 

In every region of the world most agricultural organizations are men's 

clubs. This has an adverse effect on women's position as food producers 

since these organizations shape government policies and are often the 

mechanism through which farmers gain access to national markets and to 

government credit. 

Women realize the importance of these organizations and often seek 

to join but are denied membership. For example, a dairy co-operative in 

Peru admitted wo men only if they were single heads of households even 

though Peruvian women do most of the work in dairying (Deere 1977). 
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Women often have their own associations through which they exchange 

agricultural information. However, these informal groups do not give 

women access to yove ronmont programs. 

North American women have become so frustrated at being ignored 

by government and denied meaningful roles in agricultural organizations 

that they have formed their own groups focused on policy issues. Instead
 

of staying home and doing the work as the husband decides, 94 percent of
 

the respondents agreed that "Women should play a more active role in 

farm organizations." Seventy-three percent disagreed with the assertion
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that "Woman's place is in the home."
 

These attitudes have found concrete expression in increased activism 

in farm organizations. Women are demanding an equal role in the estab

lished farm organizations. Sixty percent of the women surveyed agreed 

that current voting rules in farm organizatiors are unfair to women. 

Rather than concentrating exclusively cn a long-tenn strategy of re

formlig these organizations, farm women are revitalizing auxillaries or 

founding new organizations. American Agri-women and Women Involved in 

Farm Economics are the leading examples of the new, policy-focused 

organizations.
 

II. Farm Women and Public Policies 

The cultural biases against recognizing women as farmers, especially
 

as farmers with their own distinctive problems and needs, have reper

cussions In public policies that affect agriculture. These cultural
 

biases shape public policies that, in turn, intensify women's marginality
 

in agriculture. Public policies with the most direct impact on women
 

include the provision of agricultural credit, the availability of tech
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nical advice from the extension service, and discriminatery tax
 

policies.
 

(',edit availahle through public agencies goes to the recognized 

owner or operator of the farm. Woen's ambiguous positions in kin

defined enterprises often disqualifies them from applying for such 

credit. In the United States the myriad forms of property ownership 

compounded by the different laws in each of the fifty states on women's 

individual rights associated with each form of property ownership mean 

that no one ir- sure when women are or are not eligible under law for 

participation in various public proigrams that provide credit for agricul

tural production. There is little evidence that the intricacies of the 

property laws are the major factor in determining access to such credit. 

Although there has never been a stulv of women'- participation in agri

cultural credit programs, numerous reports of individual situations sug

gest that such agencies as Farmers' Home Administration prefer to deal 

with meo and that thev make this preference abundantly clear to women 

who seek to apply for credit. Even some single wcmen farmers report 

that they are told to bring their fathers along to sign the application 

forms. In Kenya, women with large, successful farms are less likely than 

men with smaller farms to receive credit (Staudt 1975-76; see also Moock 

1976). 

Women are not the only food producers poorly served by the extension 

services they pay for: extension services need improvement in both infor

mation and techniques they deliver and their mode of delivery to all poor 

farmers. But thev also function to put women at a signif lcant relative dis

advantage. There is considerable evidence that women are denied accc.s to 

extension assistance primarily because they are women. In Kenya, even the 
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large and successful women farmers had less contact with the extension 

agents than did men with smaller amd less productive farms (Staudt 

1975-76).. In Liberia, the government paid men to attend a demonstra

tion of new techniques of rice production. Unemployed, landless men 

came, but the women rice producers remained at work in their fields 

(Tinker 1976). At a 1974 Regional Seminar c, Women in Development, 

African ,omen complained about the lack of adequate agricultural training 

for women (Cloud 1974; see also UNECA 1974). 

Denial of access to extension service to women also impoverishes 

the quality of the advice that extension agents can offer. Women have 

rich practical experiences in various techniques of food Production. 

This practical experiencc could u,sefully be incorporated into national. 

research and extension efforts. Since women have been denied access to 

credit, their techniques are more likely to be efficient in terms of 

capital and energy. They are also likely to be techniques that manage 

risks so that food is almost always available even if this means fore

going thE high-cost, high-risk strategies for maximum production. 

WhEn women are not consulted about their experiences and their 

needs, much research and extension effort may be wasted. One West 

African country devoted time and resources to developing a maize sheller 

that worked more slowly than women could shell maize by hand (Carr 1978). 

Women may be more highly motivated to participate in programs 

tha~mare men. For exampio, women responsible for colecting household 

water weild be in tcrested in maintaining water pumps. With some 80 per

cent of the water pumps in Less Developed Countries (LDC's) out of order, 

it would seem to he in the general interest to train women to maintain 

them (Carr 1978). Currently, men are given such training. But, if the 
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to walk for water. 4 
man will not havepumps break down, the 

Discrimination against women in agricultural programs is a global 

pheromenon (Boserup 1970). Development programs operate throuqh adminis

trative procedures that reg:ister only one owner or operator for each 

producing kin group. This registered owner or operator is usurlly a 

man. After the Sphilian drought, governments and external donoys listed 

only men as cattle owners eligible for having their herds replaced. 

Women were ignored and thus made economically dapendent on men (Cloud 

1974). The study concludes that, in the Sal:e] 

But if the first principle of development is the Ilypocratic prin

ciple "to do no harm," then there is a problem. At the same time 

that some programs are being developed to be responsive to women's 
needs, other pro grarms are undercutting women's tradit:[onal roles 
by i gnoring them. Fus L of the larger programs seem structured on 
the assumnprii n that a.l.l Earners and pa:;toralists are men, that all 
deci sion-raking is One by men, that: a.l resources are controlled 
by mrnn and th:roff Cre, a development proj ect staffe C completely by 

men, with mav extensi nn wurk; rs dispensing training credit and 
resourc(us to mcn Ls an app ropri aLa .rr . trt t ure. Exceptions 

to this pnlttern are far toi few. 

Kathy Staudt comes to similar conclus:ions about ISAID programs. Despite 

the requirement that every USAID project include a woen's impact state

ment, AID's "agricultural programs appear to undormine women': agricul

tural activities relative to men" (Staudt 1979: 24). Staudt sees AID as 

refusing to concider either the roles of .women or the impNct of AID 

programs on woiuen. If they are noticed at all, "women are sulsumcd within 

the family." As a result, Staudt observes: 

Peliuctant to "Interfere" In private fi:ily matters, project 
de:, Lgnrs shun any nnalysis of intra-househoid maldistributlon 
fact, is that have In themselv s been created or aggravated by the 
in fts.on of new re nrro s or nel,, commoditized reserves, such as 
land. it would appear t:hat the agency has an imp Icl. famiv 
st rcnlgLhening policy, one which enhanco- male control over re
sources while simu ltaneouslv undorm:!nifng woen 's options. (Staudt 
1979: 31) 
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When extension nerv:Ln,, do hire female officers or design 

programs for women, It is usually in the onproductive field of home 

economics (leC 1975: /7). 'T'hene programs put women at an even greater 

disadvantage relative to men. 

The expermsces of American farm women with home economics should 

caution women in countries just beginning to fund a home economics 

"establishment." Through the home economists, Taylorism invaded American 

farm homes. Farm women were told that good management would solve their 

problems. Undoubtedly, there was a great deal to be learned from home 

economists about better rnthods of housekeeping. However, the home 

economics movement offered not so much technical assistance as an ideology. 

Women were taught that human fulfillment lay in making lace curtains for 

the home of the ntl(ear family presided over by a wise and beneficent 

patriarch. Home economics taught woren to serve rheir husbands and 

families within the home. It did not even tell women to serve their 

husbands and families by doing economically productive farm work or sup

plementing the meager cash earning of most farms through off-farm jobs. 

Women were to be separated from both the larger economy and from their 

own businesses by the new duties of full-time domes tic busy work. 

This home economics ideology was, of course, curious. IL came at 

a time wher women's work in the homes was becoming increasingly trivial, 

when the cash economy was supplying many of the services previously 

performed by the homem.king artisan. In the fact oUt this fundamental 

change, the women's larger soclo-economic and political subservience 

could only be maintained by an ideology of the womanliness of domestic 

triviality. At the same time that more and more women were entering 

the cash economy as factory workers, office workers, teachers, the home 
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economists were perpetuating the patriarchal family by offering a vision 

of housekeeping as a career, 

This did not, of course, mean that women should be left to do their 

housework either as chey had done it in the past or as they preferred to 

do it in light of their own values. Rather, housawork was to become 

domestic science. Home economists huilt an ideology of their own indis

pensabi~ity in guiding women into this new age of s&ierntIfic servitude. 

The home economists quickly moved into the agricultural extension service 

and helpej tgrcgate women's issues from agriculture. In the process 

they perpetuated the myths that women did not farm and should be shielded. 

from the physical burdens and managerial strains of farming. 

One Gf the first products of th2';e publicly-supported dpvotees of 

Taylorism in the home was a series of time-use studies designed to show 

that better management of time was a critical need of farm women. These 

studies were funded under the 1925 Purnell Act, which provided federal 

support for research on a number of topics, including home economics. 

With this muney, the home economists organized a National Committee on 

Rural Home Management Stu4 es. The study in Idaho showed a markcd hos

tility to women who worked outs;ide the home and who sought alternatives 

to the "career" of housekeeping. The report argued: 

The statement is often heard that women keep house not from 
choice, but buca-se they can do nothing else. The answers obtained 
in thij investigaticon do not confirm s.uch a statement.... On the 
other hand, there are a few women who would prefer going back to 
their old posit ons, leaving a maid to take care of and cook for 
the famnily. Tnese women have not been trained to look upon home
making as a profess ion. One of the ,iln nj jtives In the present 
methods of teacLing iorme 7>'m :i (:n is t n insti]l into che minds of
girls that idea rht no nobler p:ofnsrn exists than that of the 
homemaker 'ht Nru, thu rhinon few who hav, a specrin! talent but 
are not g'ifted or trained' in the art nf hom:pmaking, who prefer to 
leave the ho)rhoU1 respo;pcsitilIos to servants and render their 
services V tto famly by continuing In their former profesions.
(Crnwford 190:- 1.-12) 
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Any idea of working fr se]f-fl.iliment would have been unthinkab.e 

Anything but home economicswithin the ideology of donmestic science. 

failure of womanhood and wifeIiness.indicated a fundamental 

The emphasis on management in the house never transferred to 

helping women assume a role in managing the farm. The time spent on 

in Lhese studies or treated as an unfortunatefarm work was glossed over 

diversion from housekeeping. The Oregon time-use study noted that women 

as their household and familygenerally tended to do more farm work 

responsibilities decreased. This study even noted that 

Most farm women find outdoor work interesting. It is likely 
will increase asthat the time which they give to farm work 

of comnunityhomemaking time is set free by the extension 
into rural districts. (Wilsonutilities and commercial services 

1927: 119) 

Women were given no ideology of their role as farmers. Farm work was 

the home. This same studytolerated because it was, in a sense, within 

said of the trade-off between fa 'rf work and housework: 

The increase in living standards enjoyed by members of other 

occupations had had tle vffet" of increasing the desired standard 

the gap is in a sense a measureamong farm people. Thu. width of 

of the farm homemaker's prnblem. She cannot usually have the full 

beneffit of modern factIties for cutting time costs in the house

npt torgive ... of her working time tohold. Sihe is mrnre 


adding Lo family UiCOl e. (Wilson 927: 15)
 

:h rough the farms of America partlyThe domustic :-;c(:,cc ide,rlogy spread 


through. oe farm press . ihc , untrv Centlemen carried a regular column
 

founder of the domesticbetw.een 1912 and 1916 from Nell L Kedine Jones, 


economy department at Fan;a. State lniversi ty, nnd 1ater a resident of
 

A isconsin 'Ant He]]1ia '." letters to her "niece" Janet, a young wife on 

by common sense and humor. HeraiWTis5cons in farmi were a "least le aVe;we 

Tay'orism was restrained by t1e undorstanding that she was writing about 

hu.man beings in homes, not about extensions of machines in factories. 
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Nevertheless, hers was a message of planning for greater efficiency on
 

behalf of the patriarchal family (Pa gado 1973: 3-27).
 

The prob lem posed for fo rm women by the -ideol.ogy of domestic
 

economv was that it Imposed new b iidens without providing realistic 

means of coping with them. T'e betterment of farm ;,.,cn'. lot as both 

farmers and as housekeepers came not through tlha home economists but
 

through advantageous farm prices, the extension of rural electrification,
 

and the rebellion of urban middle class women against the feminine
 

mystique. The ideology of domestic science w.as another product of the
 

land grant colleges and the extension service. Women's tam money was
 

used to try to convin.- them that: they were homemakers, not farmers.
 

The col leges of igriculture were giving men professional training in 

agricultur_, while the women were segregated into home economics 
courses. 

The logic of the :ideol-ogy of demstic science contained a central flaw: 

if homemaking were idut.cd such a challenging, fulfilling career, why did 

women have to be warned againust- and c:ci ,ded from management in other 

fields, even their own farvs. the farms on which their houses were 

located? The ideology of domestic science prescribed women in the house
 

and men in charge of the farm. This meant that women were to be cut off
 

from the larger worlds of politics and economics. They could understand 

economics only when that related to the home. They could manage kitchens 

but not flrms. 

TV problem with domestic science was not that it tried to provide 

Useful >I,, d of ihnuselkeep inEg but that it raLsed this advice to the 

level of i o ien ie'd women's capacity for wcak and managementi,:lopy that 

in any sot:ng ,,,h,, than the home. Women were not encoaraged to learn 

about and participate in that business which supported their home. This 
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was inconsistent with thewas unfair to both men a d women. It 

one can paraphrase Johnrealities of family farms. On these counts, 

Kenneth Gaibraitl's remark about agricul tural. economists: "If all 

to end, it would be a good thing."domestic scientists were laid end 

One problem, apparently particular LO United States women, is 

discriminatory taxation. The current controversy over the estate tax, 

shown women the grave economic consequences of the or widow's tax., has 

prevailing cultural assumptions that men firm and women merely help. 

state and 'ederal laws, women's labor on the farm doesUnder current 

not constitute a claim to ownership. When the husband (lies, the wife 

the farm even if she can prove that shehas to pay inheritance tax on 

her husband held an off-farm job. Women whoseoperated the farm while 

husbands were invalids have been similarly confronted with the law that 

have no claim to the farms they have run. This issue becamesays they 

critical in the early 19 7 0s as the rapid appreciation in land values 

many more farms now exceededdue to speculative pressures meant that 

the exemption limits. A number of widows have been forced to sell their 

farms in order to pay the estate taxes; women now say that men pay for a 

farm once, but a widow has to pay for it twice. 

This issue has mobilized farm women to political action. It is a 

family maintaining.perfect issue for farm women because it was seen as 


women was a threat to the
Women can show that discrimination against 

entire family. 

Women anid Rural Development 

Changes In the structure of agricultural production together with 

make womenthe increasingly marginal position of women in agricul.ture 
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seekers of non-farm employment. This is as true of the United States 

as of the less developed countries. In this quest wome, are a disad

vantaged group of job seekers for several reasons. First, they are 

less likely than men to have had any previous work experience. Second, 

they are less likely than men to have had any vocational graining or as 

much relevant formal education. Third, few women have any arrangements 

for child care. The need for a job away from the home does not guarantee 

that either the employer or the kin group will help in this area. Fourth, 

rural women, like rural men, are a captive labor force. Their ownership 

of small amounts of property limits their mobility without at the same 

time providing an adequate standard of living. The rural labor force 

is constrained from being a class-conscious proletariat by its ciiavacter 

as a marginal petit bourgeoisie. These rural workers will be less 

inclined to demand the minimum wage or to organize labor unions. They 

rely on their small amounts of property to grow; food to support them

selves and to supplement their meager wages. These rural laborers are 

marginal in both sectors of the economy. 

Examples of women in this situation of dual marginality are 

legion. Women do Post ef the work in the food processing industry in 

the United States;. Since this is seasonal work, they .eceive no health 

or retirement benefits and rarely earn the minimum wage. Unionization 

is out of the question. Women sort and pack cranberries in Wisconsin and 

Massachusetts, they pluck turkeys and pack vegetables in Minnesota. 

Women rarely fill the much Auer par.ing osh in pack.:ing houis es in the 

United States. These nre rvevcrved for men. 

The main issue is not simply one of equal access for women to jobs 

in slaughter houses. It is rather the set of market and policy constraints 
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that force women to seek such jobs in addition to their work on their 

own farms. This is a question of the structure of agricultural produc

tion and the meaning of "rural development." In many areas of the 

world, including the United States, it is also a question of a private 

sector that takes advanta.e of this situation of the rural labor force, 

particularly 'Tomen. The Sunbelt succass story in the United States is 

built on this combination of public financing of a private sector that 

operates through the subemployment of a large part of the rural work 

force. 

This is a virtually neglected area of inquiry. It raises questions 

about the adequacy of equal access as a framework for the analysis of 

women's positions as well as for the preparation of policy recommenda

tions. It is not clear that anything but a demand for equal access is 

politically possible. On the othcr hand, there is always the risk that 

demands for equal access will retard the emergence of more fundamental 

change of even greater 'eneFit to women. 

III. Pol: cv Recommendations 

Women's role s in agriculture, like those of men, are increasingly 

determined by publI-icr policies. These policies have had an adverse 

impact ona many Farmers during the past thirty years. Small farmers have 

been put at an i.creasifng disadvantar, relat:ive to large farmers in many 

region. Af the world, , n:cn have ;iffered from the additional burdens of 

cultural ;m iptinns e.xplicit: Icips have ora;, and po that indirectly 

dir.v ,Lt.Ir n1LiiLd aai:nit thc:m as women and Jntnrsified their margin

alltv as farmpri. Even I.f all the p robl1rns of the sma l and medium sized 

farmer wern be Farm woeno! wnuid ]l face problems as women.o solved) Et 
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The following policy recommendations address this special position of
 

women in agriculture. These recommendations reflect the conviction that
 

equal access is insufficient.
 

1. 	Women's individual rights within kinship-linked enterprises must be
 

clarified in law and administrative procedure if women are to
 

derive benefits from the incorporation of agriculture into the legal

bureaucratic realm represented by agri..ultural policies and develop

,ment programs around the world. 
 Without explicit recognition of this
 

issue, the present tendency to exclude women from access to land
 

and thus to 
all other associated rights will be intensified. There
 

is no reason that the dellmitation of individual rights should ex

clude any member of a kin group. The present situation results from
 

a lack of npight, not from any inherent or necessary rigidity in 

law 	or administrative practice.
 

2. 	All publicly funded programs, whether from national government re

sources or from external sourcec , should be examined for their
 

direct or Indirect impact on womren. Efforts to include women as
 

project co-operators and project sta f should be intensified. 

3. 	Educational opportunities in agriculture should he extended to women.
 

The currernt t:endency to train men in agriculture and women in home
 

economics should be stopped. 
 The entire role of home economics
 

training in 
developing countries should be re-evaluated to ensure 

that home e conomi.cs programs do not separate women from meaningful
 

roles in ;gricultu"r.
 

On
4. 	Policies hr encorage large-scale, capital-intensive agriculture
 

should he carefully examLind for their impact on both farmers and
 

cnsumers. Wrmen are 1i kbel to be evn more 
adversely affected than
 

http:conomi.cs
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men 	 by a change from agricultural svsten's based on small-holders to 

an 	 agriculture based on government or corporate control of land. 

Women might well be at a disadvantage in seeking jobs as qig;,icultural 

workers. Separating women from even a marginal role ir 1he produc

tion of their own food might well increase hunger for themselves and 

their children. 

5. 	 Policies that link "rural development" to a publicly-financed private 

sector that depends on sub-employment, especially of women, for 

maximum profits should be carefully studied. At the very least if 

such policies are to continue, they might be endorsed less enthusias

tically and less uncritically as a positive benefit to rural people, 

including women. 

6. 	 Go-7ernments and agricultural organizations should facilitate contact 

among farm women from all parts of the world. New policy options 

might well be generated by a sharing of experiences, sliccCsscs, 

problems, failures, and aspirations. In such sharing, A,.erican farm 

women have much to contribute and much to gain. 
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FOOINOTES 

iAnless otherwise cited, data on American farm woren are based 
on my research in the Middle West during 197h-78. This isu32rch in
volved tape recorded, semi-struc ired interviews 
with 103 diverso far, 
womcn. Support was provided by the Rockefel ler Foundation and the 
National Endowment for the Hlum.anities, 

2A pilot survey codurtd amrnrg members of American Agri-Women at 
their National Convention inCren Bay, Wisconsin, in November 1977 and
the memnberE eof the Mid-Staten Re gional AMP]I Auxilary Convention in 
June 1977 gives strong evidence for women's work on farms. All subse
quent references to survey data refer to this survey. 

3 See fcotnote 2 above. 

4Tanzanian women 1 met at Village Development Committee meetings
in July 1978 told me the same thing and recommended that women be given 
such training. 
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Investments in agricultural research and extension systems are cur

rently seen as crucial to the success of the new agriculture-led growth 

strategies of development (Mellor 1976). A contral objective is to 

redress the inocuities arising both from the transfer of technology which 

has proved inapprcprinte to the needs o many low-income farmers, and 

from agricultural acxtension strategies which have concentrated delivery 

of technical innovations to an elite of ""rogressive farmers.' 

Equitable distcibuttion of increased agricultural productivity 

requires new adaptive research to develop technologies appropriate to the 

agro-socioecono,:lic conditions facing low-income farmers. In addition, 

new organizational strategies of extension are essential if the majority 

of low-income farmers are to uLilire new technologies rapidly. The 

success of these new strategies depend: fundarentallv on the increased 

participation of farmers at all stagcs of the technology development 

and extension process (Whyte 1977; Vildebrand 1978; Kere 1978). 

This paper arcues that new agricultural research and extension 

strategies need explicitly to encompass women as participants, if objec

tives of increased agricultural productivity and of equity are to be 

attained. This paper is a cross-national survey of the current needs, 

problems and policy measures associated with developing agricultural 

extension services which benefit wonmn as well as men. 

Rural women constitute the majority (70 to 90 percent) of women in 

developing countries; to varying degrees they are currently significant, 

if often unrecognized, participants in agricul tural production. In this 

paper the participation of women connotes full access to decision-making, 

institutional services and resources involved in improving all aspects of 

agricultural production, so that women benefit from the labor and skills 
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they contribute.
 

Agricultural extension services are ,-,ecessarily oriented primarily
 

to a clientele u.ith control over the productive resources required for
 

agriculture--In particular, land. Agricultural technologies 
 and the
 

organization of extensic-n delivery systems usually affect those who
 

contribute on._'; labor to agricultural production by increasing or 

diminishing their enpioyment opportunities in agriculture But such 

laborers, lacking control over other resources such as land and capital, 

are de facto excluded from direct participation as clients of agricul

tural extension services. The problems of the landless can be addressed 

only indirectly by techn'--. improvements in existing modes of agricul

tural production; other policy measures relevant to the problems of the
 

landless fall outside 
 the mandate of this paper. Our discussion of women 

as clients of agricultural extension services is necessarily limited to 

those women in households with access to land. 

Agricultural extension conventionally means primarily the communi

cation of technica information and training of farmers in new agricul

tural practices. In actuality, the eff-.tiveness of any agricultural
 

extension strategy depends hundamentally on the usefulness to farmers of
 

the technologie. hich it extends (Rice 1971). New intervention strategies 

to improve the flow of appropriate technologies to low income farmers 

require a blurring of conventional distinctions between research and 

extension. A first step is the development of improved information 

systems linking research, extension and agrlcultural. producers. The 

design of agricultural extension strategies therefore includes a two-way 

communication system, in which tne delivery of information and training 

to farmers is complemented by feedback on farmer uses of new technologies. 
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The paper first reviews the major features of women's participation 

in agricultural production and in existing extension services. Second, 

women's effective participation in extension services serves as evaluation
 

critcrior regarding new directlons in the design of agricultural research

extension systemis. Finally, in the light of these findings and of the 

nature of women's contribution to agrlcultural production, factors 

influencing the efficacy of alternative policy strategies are discussed. 

I. Women and AgriculturA Extension: A Review of the Current Situation 

We must first briefly review why the delivery of agricultural exten

sion services specifically to women merits attention given current rural 

development objectives. Also considered Is how extension service design 

has both neglected women's agricultural activities and militated against 

women's access to practices increasing production. 

Why Women Must Be a Target Group for Delivery of Agricultural 
Extension Services
 

In order to understand why and in what social contexts the access
 

of women to agricultural extension services is an issuie, it is first 

necessary to identify their roles in agricultural production. In any 

given country or region of the world a classification of women's economic 

contribution to agricultural production has to be made with reference to 

cross-cutting distinctions of social class, marital status, ethnic or 

religious identity. Some of the main features of such a classification 

outlined here provide a framework for exploring some fundamental policy 

questions later Ia the paper. 

One baslc considei atinn is the extent of agricultural work done by 

women. In Sub-Saharan Africa, women undertake 60 to 80 percent of culti
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vation in more than half of all societies and more than 50 percent in
 

another quarter of these societies (UN 1972). Only in one-fifth of these 

societies do men play the major role (Goody and Buckley 1973). In 

agricultural systems outside Africa1 wnere men are more active in culti

vation, women are still significant contributors to field labor. In 

Asian tgricuiture, female labor is estimated to account for about one

fifth of family labor, and as auch as one-third of wage labor (Boserup 

1970). However, case studies o: rural women in India suggest that women 

contribute at Ieast 50 percent of all agricultural labor, and that this 

estimate would he much higher if women's work in animal husbandry and 

farm support activities at home were taken into account (C|akravorty 

1975). 

Even in cultures where there are norm_ of female seclusion, women 

and children are not prohibited from field labor and may be recruited for 

planting, weeding and harvesting activities: one study estimates that 

agriculture employs more than a third of economically active women in 

Moslem countries (Mernissi 1976). For example, a field q;urvey in Egypt 

indicates that 44 percent of rural women are engaged in agricultural 

production; in the Sudan 78 percent of the female labor force Is estimated 

as working in agriculture, forestry and fishing; in India census data 

show 80 percent .f the female labor force engaged in agriculture (Ahdab-

Yehi a-1977; Chahil 1977). Whether or not women contribute extensively 

to field labor, in almost all farming systems women are engaged in unpaid 

"household" labor (ignored in statistical estimates) contributing to 

agticultural prodluction: for example, post harvest processing, food 

preservation and Atorage, water carrying, fuel and fodder collection, 

vegetable gardening and care of livestock. 
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Aggregate statistics tend to obscure the variations in female 

labor participation in agriculture dependent on patterns of socio

economic stratification. Woren from low-income households are found 

working full-time in field labor (particul arlv as hired labor) in 

societies where sccio-economicall advantaged women miy withdraw 

seasonally or completcly from such work (Boserup 1970; llj] 11977; Stoler 

1976; Hart 1978), Boserup (1970) ilentifies four types of rural female 

work patterns which may he correlated with social class position: 

(1) socio-economically advantaged women who may be purely domestic, 

sometimes secluded; (2) primarily domestic women, who participate in 

agricultural labor to a limited e::tent on family small-holdings; 

(3) active women farm workers, who contribute to a larger proportion of
 

family agricultural production and income in poor families, and may work 

as hired labor for others; (4) independent women farm wcrkers or farm 

managers, who cannot expect to be supported by a husband, and are 

responsible for almost all aspects of production. Although such gener

alizations are abstracteO fron: c complex reality, they indicate the kinds 

of cultural and class-related variations in the sexual division of labor 

to be considered in designing extension strategies. 

The sexual division of labor does not necessarily indicate where 

authority over production processes within the farm household resides. 

Women are nnw wdelyv recognized as Important contributors to decision

making and farm managemen t in tradi t ional agricul ture. Again the extent 

of women',s de c, 'ion-F21:1ng powers wit:h respect to diffcrent aspects of 

production prncess-,, types of crop or inputs , vari cs enormouslyv across 

farming svyntoms nnd acros;s social classes wIthin a farring systen. The 

Impact if the sexual divisinn of laber on decision-maLi ng responsibil"ties 
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is clearest in those African societies where each wife in the polygynous 

family economy constitutes a separate unit of production (Levine 1970). 

However one survey of farm decision-making in seven African and Latin 

American countries findn wome:'s influence to be significant in al.l 

aspects of agricultural production. This survey finds that even where 

women's active participation in farming appears to be relatively low 

women may have the decisive influence over farming matters (Fiegelman, 

et al. 1976). Similarly in Asian households where males traditionally 

mediate between the household and the outside world, women may manage 

family finances and dominate decision-making processes (Stoler 1976 

[Indonesia]; Reining 1977 IPhilippines]; Misch 1975 [Korea]; Jayasat 

1977 [Thailand]). 

Moreover, the declining viability of small-scale agriculture in many 

low income countries means that women increasingly bear primary respon

sibility for farm production decisions. Population pressure on the land 

and outmigration of male labor in search of off-farm employment result 

in increasing memhers of actual or de facto female-headed households in 

rural areas. Recent estimates of the number of "potential" female house

hold heads (i.e., widowed, divorced, separated or single mothers who are 

not de facto female household heads) fo:: 714 developing countries range 

from 10 to 48 percent of all households, and suggest that this phenomenon 

is widespread with no distinct geographical or cultural clusterings 

(Buvinic and Youssef 1978). For selected African countries, estimates of
 

rural female headed households are as high as one-third to 40 percent of 

all households. Studies In Asia and Latin America suggest that the 

emergence of large scale commercial agriculture, seasonal agricultural 

wage labor, opportunities for male non-farm employment and population 
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pressure on subsistence small holdings are all related to the breakdown 

of the traditional division of labor, leaving women responsible for 

almost all agricultural tasks. These pressures toward the outmigration 

of male family members tend to concentrate and increase the incidence 

of female-headed houph-lds among the lowest income rural groups. 

Finally, there is sons evidence that extensive male outmigration 

may be selective, leaving the less educated, less skilled and less able 

men in the agricIiiural sector, so that skill and knowledge may be con

centrated among women farmers (Moock 1976). A rising proportion of 

female farm managers among the rural poor makes it all the more imperative 

that agricultural extension services reach women; otherwise the benefits 

of improved agricultural practices will not reach many low-income farm 

families. 

Not only the extent of women's participation in agricultural produc

tion, but the types of production for which they have primary responsi

bility are important. Increased production of basic food crops and 

technical improvements in crop storage and food processing are two areas 

critical to the 3olution of the world food problem (Wortman 1978). In Sub-

Saharai Africa, increased production of cash/export crops has progressively 

relegated subsistence food crop production almost exclusively to women
 

(Boserup 1970; Reining 1975). The shift of men to large-scale commercial 

agriculture and non-agricultural employment (as discussed above) has the 

same effect (Deere 1976; Bourque and Warren n.d.). But this pattern is by 

no means uiversal. In Asian wet rice cultivation male and female labor 

are required for subsIstence production, and female labor accounts for a 

significant proportion of that involved in commercial export production 

(Buchanan 1968; Boserup 1970). However in Asian dry land farming systems, 
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women are often primarily responsible for food crops other than rice. 

The failure to recognize that women dominate post-harvest produc

tion processes in the vast majority of farmlng systems can negate 

efforts to increase available food supplies. For example, in Nepal 

women, responsible for mil ling and storage, rejected high-yielding 

milling and storage qualitiesvarieties of malze because of inferior 

(lADS 1976). This was initially viewed as irrational behavior to be
 

overcome by greater extension efforts; the failure to consider technology 

work caused this erroneous analysis. Clearly, agrirelated to women's 

cultural extension service design must take into account the extent of 

women's labor participatic- in agricultural production, their influence 

in decision-making and farm-management, particularly their responsibility 

for basic food crop production and post-harvest production processes. 

Extension Services for Rural Women 

strategies designed for women as a 

Historically, the failure to recognize women's extensive involvement 

in agricultural production and management has resulted in extension 

clientele distinct from men. These 

strategies have focused primarily on women's reproductive, child care 

and homemaker activities. 

The persistence of sex-segregated models of extension programs is
 

shown by UNESCO surveys of the access of rural women to education. A 

1964 survey found that in out-of-school programs for women in low-income 

countries, home economics subject matter predominated, with health educa

tion second, and rural economy, accounting, and cooperative management 

as subsidiary act:ivities. The only specific agricultural content iden

tified was kitchen gardening (UNESCO 1964). A subsequent survey in 1973 
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found similarly that home economics, hygiene, nutrition, child care
 

and sewing were most often offered by extension programs for women
 

1973).1(UNESCO 

Pervasive concentration on women's domestic role to the detriment of
 

agricultural training is evidenced by numerous country case studies of 

extension programs (Ahmed and Coombs 1975; Lele 1975; Sheffield 1972). 

One study argues that in Africa "the goal of extension services has 

frequently been not the increase in farm level produ;ctivity of women 

but rather finding ways to reduce their participation in agriculture 

through promotion of more homebound activities" (Lele 1975: 77). How

ever, the exclusion of women from agricultuyal training is not necessarily 

because women are excluded from the target population, but because 

program design militates against women's attendance at training courses. 

In East Africa, for example, most farnmer training centres have a general 

policy of offering training to the whole farm family, including wives, 

but find that women are seldom able to leave the responsibilities of 

househuld. work and child care to attend residential courses (Barwell 

1975). A recent survey of farm training centres in Asia shows that out
 

of nine cotntries which provided for female enrollment only one, Sri 

Lanka, had successfuliy recruited women for farmer training (UNESCO 1975). 

In general extension training for women tends to relegate them to 

non-agricultural activities. In Sub-Saharan Africa, where, as we have 

seen, female farming is of major importance, extension programs for rural 

women have historically concentrated almost exclusively on women's home

making activities (Ifeasman 1966). A more recent estimate reveals the same 

tendency (see Table 1.). 

The perception in Botswana that agricultural training is important
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Table 1. Estimated Access of Women to Non-formal Education in Africa
 

Units of Participationa
Area of Training 


Agriculture 0.15
 

Animal husbandry 0.20
 

Cooperatives 0.10
 

Arts and crafts 0.50
 

Nutrition 0.90
 

Home economics 1.00
 

apercentage of training time allocated to women
 

Source: "Women, population and rural development - Africa" ECA/FAO, 

1976. 
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primarily to males (in a farming system where women do over 70 percent 

of all crop work) is Illustrated by Table 2.
 

In rural training centers 70 percent of all courses offered were 

agriculture-related; in all but one (the 4H course for young people), 

women participants were a significant minority. Moreover only 50 percent 

of women trainees were in agriculture-related courses compared with 88 

percent of men trainees. A similar example is the farmer training 

course in Kenya, in which approximately one-third of the trairees have 

been women. However, lessons for women concentrate on a wide range of 

Table 2. Male and Female Enrollnmeut at Rural Training Centre Courses
 

(Botswana, 1973) 

A. Type of Course B. (A) as percent C. Percent of Participants:
 
of 	all courses Male Female
 

(N=75) (N=I149) (N=752)
 

Farmer Courses 35 68 32
 

Family Welfare 9 0 100
 

Home Economics 9 0 100
 

Co-ops 25 82 18
 

4-B (youth) 5 29 73
 

Agriculture in
service 5 100 0 

School teachers 4 85 15 

Other 	 6 32 68
 

Total 	 100 60 40
 

adapted from C. A. Bond (1974).
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home economics topics, and agricultural aspects comprise at most 30
 

percent of the course (Staudt 1975).
 

It might appear that where purdah (female seclusion) is practiced,
 

"domestic science" training is most appropriate. However, conceptions
 

of this domestic role derive largely from western notions and ignore
 

how much of women's time in the home is occupied by agriculture produc

tion processes. For example, a study of Muslim village women in 

Comilla district, Bangladesh found that in seven out of twelve months 

the major proportion of women's time was devoted to threshing, drying,
 

cleaning and husking of rice, jute processing, care of poultry and live

stock, fruit and vegetable girdening, fishing, and food preservation
 

(Sattar 1975). Yet extension programs for such women include almost no
 

training related to these activities. Table 3 shows the percent of
 

courses and course participants by type of course offered from 1966-1973
 

for rural women in Comilla district by the Women's Education and Home
 

Development pilot project. The gap between the agriculture-related
 

activities occupying women's time and the training offered is apparent.
 

The sex-segregated model for extension programs has relegated
 

"1women's programs" to low status. Often token programs with low budgets are
 

little encouraged by government bureaucracies, donor agencies and, as
 

a result, by community level leadership. These programs are poorly
 

adapted to the economic needs of rural women and to the constraints on
 

their time. This in turn has limited extension programs' effectiveness
 

in reaching the mais of low-income rural women even in the home economics
 

sphere (UNICEF 1975; see also Hlull 1.977 [Java]). 

Conventional extension programs for rural women have in the past
 

tended to serve primarily an elite clientele. Nonetheless, there are
 



Table 3. Women's Education and Home Development Pilot Project,
 

C-i lla, Bangladesh
 

Years: 

Type of Course 1. 1966-1969 	 2. 1969-1970 3. 1971-1973
 
(a) percent (b) percent (a) percent (b) percent (a) perceut (b) percent
 

courses partici- courses partici- courses partici
(N=244) 	 pants (N=305) pants (N=190) pants 

(N=674) (N=646) (N=665) 

1. 	Health and
 
family 
related 	 48 31 
 34 49 	 86 64
 

2. 	Handicrafts 5 10 5 15 12 
 30
 

3. 	Poultry/kitchen
 
gardening 1 5 0 0 2 6
 

4. 	 Other-adult 
education 
(including 
literacy) 46 54 61 36 0 0 

Total 	 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: Annual Reports 1966-1973, Academy for Rural Development, Comilla.
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programs for women which, despite emphasis on women's domestic role,
 

have experimented with extension strategies: these can serve as
 

valuable models regarding agricultural services to women (see concluding
 

section below).
 

Women's Access to Agricultura' Extension Services: Case Studies
 
from Sub-Saharan Africa 

We have seen that extension services for rural women do not
 

typically involve any substantive recognition of their role in agriculture.
 

There are, however, other ways in which agricultural extension is oriented
 

toward a primarily male clientele. First, traditional norms of male

female interaction in many societies inhibit women's contacts with
 

unrelated members of the opposite sex, including male extension agents.
 

Second, where women's work is largely in the subsistence food crop sector,
 

they are less "visible" to agricultural extension services concerned with 

commercial crop production. Third, female farm managers whose husbands 

emigrate to seek work are most likely to be low-income, and thus least
 

likely to be sought out by extension services following a "progressive 

farmer" strategy. Fou:th, extension staff, even if cognizant of women's 

agricultural activities, often have the western view of male farmer 

systems, and thus do not actively seek out contacts with women farmers. 

The extent of systematic sex-biased access to agricultural services 

where agricultural extension is oriented toward a male clientele is 

sparsely documented. Studies of agricultural extension impact typically 

do not distinguish clients by sex. The assumption is that women's needs 

in relatIon to agricultiral production--If they are recognized at all-

are identified with and served by extension contacts with men. The 

error of this assumption i 'emomstrated by data on women agricultural 
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producers' access to agricultural services in three case studies of
 

farming areas in which a substantial proportion of farms were managed
 

by women or in whic': women periormed the major proportion of agricul
2
 

tural tasks. 

Table 4 summarizes the major findings of these case studies on 

women's access to different types of extension contact. In each case the 

data show that women enjoy sharply lower levels of contact with and 

knowledge of extension services, In the Botswana case, most extension 

contact measured is from a -upil farmer scheme; those women re-istered
 

in the scheme were frequently widows whose husbands had joined the 

scheme (Bond 1974: 50). Only a small number of 'women are registered in 

the scheme in their own right. The Kenyan case study shows more pro

nounced inequalities between female managed and joint managed favulms. 

Women farm managers were found to be particularly disadvantaged witl, 

respect to more valuable services, training and loans (Staudt 1976).
 

Not only do Independent women farm managers have little real access
 

to agricultural services. Within families, women depend largely on
 

extension contacts with male famiy members for access to agricultural
 

information, the data from the Tanzanian case study show. In house-
Ps 


holds which had contacts with extension services, only 0 to 15 percent
 

of all types of contact were directly with the wife. Moreover, the
 

study found that in hnuseholds where a given recommendation was knowin, 

husbands were 1 to 5 times more likely than wives to report this 

knowledge (Fortmann 1977: 16). Apparently, extension contact with 

husbands in no :ay ensures that Information .U. transmitted to wives. 

This is particularly harmful wner±, as tn this case, women are frecuently 

resronsible for applying improved practices (Fortmaan 1977: Table 4). 



fABLE 4. A~gricultural Extension Contacts with Males and Females: Findings From Three African Case Studies 

Type of Extension 

Contact 

Contact 

Recipient 

1. Kenya:' 

Percent each type 

farm contacted 

Female Joint 

Managed Managed 

Farms Z Farms % 

12. 

CASE SIUDY 

Bt swans:b 
Percent of contnct3 
with eachljye [arm 

Female Male 

PedPresent 

Farms % Farms Z 

3. Tannnfa: 
c 

PercPnt of contacts 

with husband or wife 

Ihusbands Wife Both 

only % only 7 % 

1. Extension agent visit 51 72 41 59 24 0 76 

2. 

3. 

Attend demonstration plot 

or meeting 

Received extension training 

52 

5 

59 

20 

44 

44 

56 

55 

52 

...... 

7 40 

4. Knew of or applied 
credit 

for 

IS .......... 

5. Received credit 0 3 ..--... 

6. Acquired seed from exten
sion agent -- -- 24 76 -- -- -

7. Knows of extension agent .... 48 52 53 2 44 

8. Dlscqssed recommendation ...-- -- 38 7 55 

9. Listens to extension 

radio program -- 42 58 50 15 35 

S..rc.: aK.A. Staudt (1976) Tables 1, 2, 3. 

bC. A. Bond (1974) Tables 23, 24, 26, 29. 

CL. Fortmann (1977) Table 7. 
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Possible explanations for sex-related differences in receipt of
 

agricultural extension services are that 7omen farmers lack 
 resources 

to adopt new practices, are more subsistence-oriented, and are inherently 

less innovative. However, Staudt (1975, 1976) shows that in the Kenyan
 

sample sex-rolated differences persist Linder a number of controls for 

land size, subsistence orientation and timeliness of adoption of new 

varieties.
 

Sex-related differences in extension contact and information trans

mission often lower productivity. In Tanzania, women were found to be 

underreprc-sented by a factor of 5 in a program promoting an improved 

maize package and women also had significantly lower levels of knowledge 

of how to utilize the maize package (Fortmann 1976). In the Kenyan case, 

27 percent of farms with a man present were early adopters of hybrid 

maize compared with 19 percent of female managed farms (Staudt 1976: 

Table 4).
 

One result of sex-biased extension nf new technologies is that men
 

learn to operate new types of equipment so that women lose control over
 

production processes and income derived from them, or experience a decline 

in employment opportunities as their labor is displaced (Rubbo 1975
 

[Colombia]; Hoskins 1978 [Upper Volta]; Barres 1977 [Niger]; Tinker 1976 

[Kenya, Nigeria, Mexico, Sarawak]; Stoler 1976 [Indonesia]). In other 

instances new farming practices have led to increase in cash crops, de

priving women of ]and previously farmed by them for food, or diminishing 

their access ,.o the returns to their own labor when cash-cropping becomes 

a male-controlled enterprise (Palmer 1977 [Ivory Coast]; Cloud 1977 

[Sahel]; Hoskins 1978 [Upper Volta]; Stavrakis 1978 [Belize]). 

In addition, Increased acreages or labor-intensIve practices demanding 
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more female labor often reduce women's production of other crops or 

their ability to engage in other income-earning activities (Hanger and 

Morris 1973 [Kenya]; Stoler 1976 [Indonesia]; Palmer 1977 [Gambia, Sierra 

Leone]; Boserup .970; UNICEF 1972 [Central and West Africa]). This may 

Increase hardship among low-incom e households dependent on female 

earning capacity for as much as one-third of their income) and for the 

provision of rood staples. Tn low-incowe countries, changing conditionq 

of women's work appear to have lowered food availability and nutritional 

levels in their families and communities (PAG 1977). 

Although the evidence Is fragmentary, these case studies indicate 

a trend towards declining productivity of women relative to men in 

parts of the developing world. There is also evidence that the rele

gation of women's labor to the subsistence sector is exacerbating 

inequalities in productivity between the sexes. Such inequalities in 

productivity between the sexes reinforce the vicic.us cycle of rural
 

poverty and over-population.
 

This process is illuminated by a theory of wages postulating that 

workers must be paid at least a subsistence minimum in order to survive 

and reproduce. Maintenance of the subsistence sector via the labor of 

women and children means that wages can be collapsed by an amount equal 

to the net value of that subslstcnce production (de Janvry 1975). As 

women and children become the main productive agents in subsistence agri

culture while men work Jn the cash econony, women's labor provides cheap 

services which low wage males could not otherwise afford. Purchasing 

power in the rural population -s thus depressed, which in turn undercuts 

efforts to stimulate rggregate demand in the non-agricultural sector of 

the rural economy. The need for children's labor in the subsistence 

http:vicic.us
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sector and for numerous children to support parents in their old age
 

makes increased family size a rational response to poverty. Thus,
 

marginal subsistence production by women and children perpetiates the 

cycle of poverty through low purchasing power and poijulation growth, 

despite development efforts. 

II. 	 Problems of Increasing Women's Participation in Agricultural
 
Research and Extension Service
 

This section of the paper examines: (1) problems relating to the
 

design of appropriate technology and extension strategies at the farm 

level; (2) issues related to the integration of women at the institutional 

level, particularly as extension staff; and (3) problems related to
 

education and training at all levels, or investments in women's human
 

capital. 

New Directions in Agricultural Research and Extension Strategies
 

To increase the agricultural productivity and welfare of low-income 

farmers requires immediate short-run improvements in their capacity to
 

produce enough food to support their families. In this context, one 

definition of "appropriate technology" is improved practices which can 

be adopted rapidly and under farmers' present agro-socioeconomlc condi

tions (Hildebrand 1978). The enormous diversity of local. agro-socio

economic conditions among traditional farming systems is now recognized 

ao a 	 significant constraint on the transfer of borrowed agricultural 

technology. As a result, much international agricultural research now 

emphasi-ies adaptive research in developing technology ,-uftab]e for 

diverse local conditions (Moseman 1970). Identifying adaptive research 

priorities requires institutionalized information flows between the farm 
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and the research station. Information about the diversity of farm

selves who test: the viability 

level constraints to which technology must be adapted is a precondition 

for the development of appropriate technology. It is the farmers them

of recommended technologies and also 

modify and adapt technology to specific conditions (Hildebrand 1978; 

Evenson 1974). Therefore continuous "feed forward" and "feedback" 

newregarding farm-level constraints and farmers' experience with tech

nologies is critically important to efforts to deliver appropriate 

technology rapidly to the majority of farmers. 

Adaptive research des[gn of extension strategies requires that 

research and extension efforts be organized as a continuum (Hildebrand 

from faruers in the sense of identifying1978). Extension agents learn 

farm-level constraints; this is as essential as their traditional role 

of delivering technical information to producers (Lele 1975). 

The characteristics of women's participation in agriculture are an 

integral component of the location-specific constraints to which tech

not only atnology and extension must be adapted. This requires looking 

the level of the household unit but at production relations and access 

to assets between the sexes as well. Male-oriented extension strategies 

diminishing the agricultural productivity of women ultimately limit 

aproductivity in the agricultural sector as whole. 

Deign of "Appropriate" Research-Extension Strategies: Special 
Problems of Women at the Farm Level 

Where a significant number of women are autonomous farmers or farm 

managers, their particular opportmnity structures are clearly important. 

However, within other types of fami ly structure, the sexual division of 

labor, of income disposal, or of responsibilities for providing certain 
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types of produce or material goods to the family also materially affect 

women's incentives and ability to benefit from agricultural services. 

Significant variations exist not only between societies, but also 

between classes within societies. In rural Asia and in other peasant 

societies, the sexual division of labor and ccturoi over resources are 

often a function of class position, with greater autonomy among poorer 

women. Sex roles appear to be flexible or adaptive depending on the 

income generating opportunities available to members of either sex (see 

for example, Moses 1977 [West Indies]; Kandyoti 1977 [Turkey]; Hull 1977; 

Stoler 1977 [Indonesia]). 

The diversity of customary modes of allocating resources and rights 

between the sexes in agricultural production means that each agricultural 

production system has unique implications for the resource allocation 

strategies women are likely to pursue, and the benefits (or costs) they 

are likely to incur from a particular 2gricultural innovation or exten

sion strategy. Hcwever, there are four general questions which will 

guide the de.sign of specific extension strategies: (]) who controls 

strategic resources; (2) who benefits from new practices; (3) who actually 

implements new practices; and (4) who is penalized by new practices. 

Each of these will be discussed in ti,,n. 

I. In production relations between the sexes, who controls strategic 
assets--land, labor capital--in the sense of making allocative de
cisions? What is the relevant unit for communication purposes and 
decision making--husband and wife, women only, or men only? 

For e:-:ample, in sone areas of Africa women may he solely rEsponsible 

for prodijrt ion on land over T,:1hic they have usufruc tory rights but not 

rights of disposal. Pecfsions to plant new crops oir to purchase agricul

tural inputs can in some cases he made only with permission of the husband. 
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In this respect women may face special problems analogous to those of 

tenants or sharecroppers whose ability to adopt new agricultural prac

tices is constrained by relationships with landowners controlling the 

allocation of land and other inputs. 

Where women contribute labor, they often have only limited rights 

over produce (Boserup 1.970; Barres 1.977; Hoskins 1.978; Bourque and
 

Warren n.d.). Even where women control personal income from farming or
 

trading, their financial obligations for household support (food, 

clothing or schooling for children) curtail their possible investments 

in agriculture. For example, data on faimers' expenditure of income
 

from cattle sales in south-eastern Botswana show that women managers 

spent almost 100 percent of this income on food or education, and none 

in agricultuLre, whereas male respondents spent up to one-third of this 

income in agriculture. This study also suggests that lack of cash for 

seed, hiring labor or oxen for ploughing often delayed women managers' 

planting decIstons; other farms were less subject to these constraints 

(Bond 1974). Women's limited control over income and their obligatory 

expenditures thus affect their ability to accumulate capital and the 

kinds of firm investment decisions they can make. 

2. 	Who is likely to receive the benefits--and therefore to have the in

centive to adopt new practices? This may not be identical with con
trol over strategic resources or with who actually uses new practices. 

Wi,ere women have only usufructory rights over land, they may not be moti

vated to make substantial cash or labor investments in crops which only 

yield an economi,- return over a number of years. For example, the Niger 

Animation Project, women refused to plant fruit trees because these 

would belong to their husbands. Women's investment decisions were here 

dictated by concern for security within the context of marital Insta
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bility: thus they preferred to invest cash in livestock--which they
 

owned--rather than in field crop production. In contrast women ini

tiated the adoption of improved planting tools, although men use the 

tools for planting, because women were more motivated to maximize yields on
 

their small food plots (Barres 1976). In this situation, a new technique
 

should be communicated to women--its beneficiaries--although men would 

in fact use the technique. Wihere cash crops are controlled by men, women 

have little incentive to plant them. In this situation, women have 

proved unwilling to contribute labor to new cash crops because they
 

benefit only peripherally (DeWilde 1967; Apthorpe 1971).
 

3. 	 Whc is likely to implement new practicc.s--i.e., who actually does the
 
work? For whom should the technology be usable in the sense of time
 
and energy constraints? Therefore, for whom should practical
 
training in the use of new farming techniques be designed?
 

Firstly, pa erns of women's time allocation may be a critical
 

constraint. Women from low-income households are most likely to work 

long hours per day and more days per year in agricultural and domestic 

tasks; thus they are least able to benefit from labor intensive tech

nologies or to participate in time-consuming extension services. Secondly, 

where women do not participate in decisions about the adoption of new 

practices, it may still be women who act.,ally implement them. In this 

case practical knowledge about the use of new practices should be coiir

municated directly to women. 

4. 	 Who is likely to be penalized by the introduction of an innovation? 
What compensatory adjustments need to ce made in the farming system 
or in production relations between the sexes? 

Problems relevant here are illustrated by the introduction of an 

hydraulic oil press into a Nigerian village. Traditionally women ex

tracted the oil. However. the daily time schedule for using the hydraulic 
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press did not coincide with women's work routines. Also, the press was
 

designed for use by men, so that women could us,! it only with an
 

oil extracted to theincreased labor force. Finally, all the belonged 

men. As a result the majority of women did not use the hydraulic 

press (Janelid 1975). In this case the technology design and the exten

sion procedure were both faulty because the customary division of labor 

and rights over prod'uce were disregarded. 

Labor-saving technologies for women's work--in post-harvest proces

sing, or water carrying for example--aze cften advocated to free women's 

time for more productive tasks. However, such apparently simpleeven 

tasks as water carrying can involve a hierarchical division of labor
 

among women which is related to social class position. One study 

describes four types of women involved in fetching water from the village 

well: (1) the socio-economically advantaged who draw and carry their 

own water; (2) the advantaged who carry their own, but pay other women 

to dra'w it; (3) the socio-economically disadvantaged who are paid for 

drawing water; and (4) the disadvantaged who are paid for both drawing 

and carrying water (Barres 1977). In tasks providing income to socio

economically disadvantaged women, new labor-saving technology may benefit 

the more advantaged at the expense of the least advantaged (see Stoler 

1977 for a similar example involving displacement of rice pounding labor
 

of low-income women). In the water-carrying, women would not take con

certed action to Improve the water supply system. T7hus, a viable exten

sion strategy requ'red some compensatory innovation for the women who 

stood to lose income. 

In summary, many of the problems relating to women's control over
 

factors of production in agriculture are not amenable to technical
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solutions, nor can they be solved by adjusting communication strategies
 

in accordance with authority over production processes. Unless and
 

until. such problems are tackled by legal or political avenues, they
 

remain constraints on women's capacity to participate in and benefit
 

from agricultural services. Moreover, the examples discussed here are
 

illustrative rather than representative. The socio-cultural specificity
 

of such problems underlines the importance of involving women as parti

cipants in information "feed forward" and "feedback" processes. This in
 

turn poses a different set of problems regarding effectivE extension
 

communication with women.
 

The Need for Female Extension Agents
 

The provision of equal access to agricultural information and
 

of effective communication with women requires that current agricultural
 

extension staffing patterns change to include trained female workers.
 

Female extension field staff are needed for two reasons.
 

First, because traditional barriers to communication between the
 

sexes prevail in many cultures, men may not be reliable transmitters of
 

information either to or about women. Numerous ethnologies document the
 

distinct communication channels for members of each sex in rural societies.
 

This pattern prevails not only where women are traditionally secluded
 

(Stirling 1965; Fernea 1965) but wherever low female status inhibits 

interaction between the sexes (Harding 1976; Wolf 1974). We have seen 

from the Tanzanian case that communication between husband and wife is 

not always an effective means of disseminating agricultural information 

to women. The Niger Animation Project provides more striking evidence: 

"Women may know what men discuss but they may choose to disregard this 
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knowledge explicitly because It was not directed to them. They do not
 

necessarily regard information reaching them through men as having 

passed through 'legitimate' channels" (Roberts 1977: 65). In such situ

ations, female extension workers will be able to reach women because 

they can have access to local women's communication networks. 

Research on the dynamics of communication processes shows that 

"the most effective extension agents are those who are most like their 

clients in all respects except for technical competence, about the 

recommended innovation" (Rogers 1.973: 58). Particularly when adoption 

of new practices entails uncertainty and economic risk, individuals 

tend to seek information from peers or like-individuals. Moreover, the 

trustworthiness of the information source is great.v enhanced if the 

potential adopters see the communicator as sharing their situation. 

Thus women extension agents should clearly be recruited to work with 

women. Because new agricultural technologies are often high-risk under

takings, it is opti. .l that women extension staff be rural women with 

practical f1rming experience. 

There is currenLiy growing recognition of this need to train women
 

for agricultural extension purposes. Recent examples are the Farm 

Women's Agricultural Extension in the Ministry of Agriculture, Sri Lanka, 

the traiT.ing of women as agricultural extension agents by the Ministry 

of Agriculture, 1Bctswana, and plans for a special women's extension sec

tion in the Ministry of Agriculture, Iraq. Several African countries 

(Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania, Sierra Leone and Uganda for example) have 

training programs ftr women as agricultural extension agents. However, 

we lack systermatLc data on different ;ippr aches to the inte gration of 

women into agricultural extension services; existing information Is frag
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mentary. Evaluating the approaches is difficult in the face of
 

regional, cultural and socio-economic variation in women's roles 
as
 

agricultural producers. Moreover such efforts are often too recent
 

for meaningful evaluation to have occurred, or questions of effective

ness cannot be disentangled from the inadequacy of new practices intro

duced. Nonetheless, a brief overview of agricultural extension efforts
 

to use women extension staff shows that there is a not inconsiderable
 

history of experimentation with this idea.
 

Sarawak and Venezuela are instances in which agricultural services
 

have been provided as an integral component of extension for rural
 

women. 
Over a decade ago, a small project of the Department of Agri

culture In Sarawak trained an experimental group of rural women in
 

agriculture and animal husbandry as well as the usual home economics 

curriculum. After 18 months training, the women worked in teams with a 

male agricultural extension officer and his wife in villages ruralon 

women's agricultural activities including rice production, rubber proces

sing, fish pond development, small livestock and vegetable gardening
 

(Wallis 1966). A similar, but well established program utilizing women 

field workers for agricultural extension is the Venezuelan hon-I demon

strator program. Two schools supervised by the Ministry of Agriculture 

recruit mainly rural women and give them a three year course including
 

special training In agriculture. Approximately 120 students are gradu

ated annually. For over a decade women demonstrators have been active in 

training village women in Itmproved agriculLural techniques, including 

new varieties of garden and field crops (Puddle 1974). 

The Botswana Ministry of Agriculture has had a program which 

trained 1.3 women in agriculture from 1974-77. Despite its very small 
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scale, this program is of interest because it represents ar, explicit 

shift away from the home economics conception of women extension 

staff rclos toward the full integration o!: women into normal agricultural 

extension operations, Women and men have been trained in exactly the
 

same courses and posted and assigned duties in the same manner. A
 

recent evaluation of female agricultural field staff concluded that 

women could do all the agricultural work required by their positions, 

and that there were no significant differences in job performance between
 

male and female officers. Moreover most women agricultural staff appeared
 

to work with basically the same group of farmers as male staff (although 

in a conventional "progressive" farmer program). The capacity of these 

female field sraff to work with farmers of both sexes and under the same 

work conditions as men appears to have been established (Bond 1976). 

The training of women animators by the Rural Women's Animation
 

project in Niger, 1966-1975, Illustrates a contrasting approach. Staff
 

members were selected among village women by villagers. Specialized
 

training took place as part of their daily work, dealing with actual
 

village problems and women's agricultural activities, supplemented, as
 

needed, with periodic intensive in-service tr-aining. A total of 136 

village women workers trained in agriculture and livestock worked in 23
 

districts in the course of the project. Extension activities of women
 

animators were planned on the basis of data from surveys of village women
 

(conducted through informal or formal meetings). Their -ole was generally
 

to, relay technical information and demonstrate the use of new practices. 

The effectiveness of the extension program appears to have been limited 

by technical flaws in new Inputs, many of which were ,nsuitable to local 

agro-socLoe,2onomic conditions (Roberts 1977). However, project evaluation 
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indicates that women animators were a key factor in arousing interest
 

and disseminating information about new agricultural investments among 

village women previously hampered by sex-based barriers to communication 

(Barres 1-976). 

These examples demonstrate that women have worked effectively as 

agricultural extension agents in a variety of socio-cultural settings. 

Although more systematic data is needed on different approaches to inte

grating women staff intn extension services, this is a policy measure 

which merits not tentative experimentation, but energetic implementation. 

The major institutional changes required both 4n staffing patterns and 

in the organization of extension systems will b, discussed in the con

cluding section cii policy implications. 

Problems of Education and Training 

Investment in farmers' human capital--their literacy, schooling and 

non-formal training--has been shown to be a key factor in effective dis

semination of new agricultural technologies. Human capital skills affect 

farmers' ability to acquire accurate information, to evaluate new produc

tion processes, and to learn how to use new techniques efficiently. 

Particularly in a modernizing agriculture, the complexities of adjusting 

to new technical possibi]'ties and new market forces make it difficult
 

for farmers to make optimal allocations of resources (Schultz 1975).
 

Theories of the allocative functions of human capital suggest that invest

ments in farmers' human capital skills improve their ability to allocate 

resources afflclently and contributes to rapid adoption and higher level 

of productivity (Welch 1970). To the extent that human capital skills 

such as literacy and schooling [nfluence farmers' capacity to benefit fully 
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from agricultural extension services (see Lockheed, et al. 1977 for a 

review of the empirical evidence) women agricultural producers are 

likely to be severely handicapped. 

At the aggregate level, the disparity between male and female 

illiteracy 7 incrr'sing (Tinker 1976). Table 5 shows the proportion of 

won'-n without schooling an illiterate in various countries by world 

regions. As these data indicr-.e, Illiterate women are a Lignificant 

proportion of the human resources in the agricultural sector of 

developing countries. This presents a serious obstacle to conventional 

extension strategies which rely on minimum levels of literacy for communi

cation with farmers. In addition. generally a minimum requirement for 

admission to farmer training courses is a certain degree of literacy 

or in addition some level of formal schooling (UNES(' 1975; Barwell 1977; 

UNESCO 1973). In the short run, women4s participation j1 farmer training 

must continue to be severely curtailed unless coumunication and training 

methods are drastically revised to reach illiterates. 

Low rates of literacy and restricted access to schooling at all
 

levels also present an obstacle to the recruitment of rural women as 

agricultural extension staff. Low rates of enrollment of irls resident 

in rural areas at all levels of schooling indicate a very restricted pool 

of pote.tial recruits particularly gi.ven most countries' requirement that 

extension staff complete one or moro years of training beyond the 

secondary level (UNESCO 1975; 1972). 

There is moreover an acute shortage of women with agricultural 

training. Very few countries iri(:'ude girls in secondary level voca

tional training in agriculture (UNISCO 1973). Women are a small propor

tion of university level, agricultural studenLs and an even smaller propor



TABLE 5. Percent '.f Female Population Without Schooling and Illiterate for Selected Conntries by Region of the World. 

Africa 

(A) 

lotal Females 
Population 

With no Schooling 

(B) 

Rural Female 
PopIlat roo 
Illiterate 

South and 
Central 
America 

(A) 

Total Femalen 
Populat ion 

With no Schooling 

(B) 

Rural Female 
Populat Ion 
Illiterate Asia 

(A) 

Total Fanlea 

Population 
With no Schooling 

(B) 

Rural Female 
Population 
Illiterate 

Algeria 

)tawana 

Egypt 

Kenya 

Halawi 

Morocco 

Nigeria 

Sudan 

Tanzania 

Tun!ala 

99 

68 

--

89
e 

79 

--

--

99 

--

99
c 

94 

65 

88 d 

90 

88 

99 

94 d 

9bd 

85d 

89 

Brazil 

Colombia 

Costa Riea 

Ecuador 

El Salvador 

eua tema Ia 

Honduras 

Peru 

Venezuela 

46 

41
c 

2 4c 

43 

67 

95 

68' 

70 

56 

37 

17 

51 

71 

78 

57 

69 

34 

Bangladesh 

Iia 

Indonesia 

Korea 

Malayaia 

Pakistan 

Philippines 

Sri Lnka 

Thailand 

92
c 

70c 

94
c 

72
c 

95 

22 

45
c 

43 

2 

87 

60 

27 

52 

92 

23 

35 

32 

Uganda 86 74d 

Upper Volta - 99
d 

7aIre 99 8 6d 

Zambia 79 
7 8 

Scurce: 

Notpe: 

UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook, 1977, Tables 1.3, 1.4. 

"25 years ; b15 yearn 4; Cpercent of .urnl female pop,,iation; dpercent of total female population. 
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Lastlv women enrolled in agricultural
tion of graduates (see Table 6). 

training constitute a negligible proportion of the total female enroll

ment. These data demonstrate that higher level agricultural training is 

widely seen as a male pursuit. Ironically, this phenomenon is pronounced
 

in the African countries where the majority of farmers is women. Hence
 

the barriers tr( training women in agriculture at advanced levels include
 

not only women's low access to schooling at all levels, but also the
 

prevalence of occupational sex-stereotyping.
 

Another facet of the training problem is that in many countries
 

higher education, and even post-primary education, is strongly associated 

with upward mobility and mobility out of rural areas. This appears to be 

for rural women (UNESCO 1972). In most developirg counespecially true 

tries institutions for seconda,y vocational and agricultural training
 

are located in urban areas. Urban-trained students tend to lose their 

familiarity with local. farming practices. Often training in western 

for local farmersviews of agriculture tends to diminish their respect 

and their ability to communicate with them. Moreover, the socio-economically 

advantaged women most likely to have access t, schooling or even to acquire 

lit-racy are least likely to have practical experience in or commitment 

to farming as an occupation. Thus recruitment of women extension staff 

with advanced training and a commitmunt to remaining in rural areas is 

likely to be very difficult.
 

III. Policy Implications 

The policy measures needed if women are to achieve direct access and 

full benefits from agricultural research and extension services fall 

under three broad headinbs: (1) general principles of organizational 



TABLE 6. Female Enrollment in Agricultural Training at the Third Level for Selected Countries by ReRlon uf the Worid 

Africa 

Algerla(I.976) 

Fgypt(1974) 

Ethtopia((1973) 

G;hnna(1975) 

Halawi(1975) 

(A) 

Femn.lies 
as 

Percent 
of Total 
Enrollment 

1S.0 

22.2 

4.2 

15.0 

8.4 

(B) 

Fem.ilc in 
Agriculture 
as Percent 
of Female 
Enrollment 

Mt 

1.0 

8.0 

3.6 

5.9 

13.7 

(C) 

Females as 
Percent of 
Agrivultuie 
(raduates 

MI)(, (n1) 

11.0 (5) 

26.0(1619) 

3.2(3) 

5.0(5) 

7.8(5) 

South and 
Central 
America 

Argentina (1976) 

RrxIll(1974) 

Costa Rica (1970) 

Cula (1970) 

Ecoador(1972) 

(A) 

Females 
no 

Percent 
of Total 
Enrollment 

1 

22 

12 

3.5 

25 

7.0 

(B) 

Females 'n 
Agriculture 
as Percent 
of Female 
Enrol lment 

k 

2.7 

0.4 

0.2 

7.7 

1.0 

(C) 

Females as 
Percent of 
Agriculture 
Graduates 

(% (n) 

8.5 (62) 

9.7(315) 

--

25(115) 

4.0(5) 

Asia 

Afghanistan 

(1975) 
Bangladesh 

(1970) 
Indin 

(1968)
Indonesia 

(1972)
Kore (1976) 

(A) 

F-smalen 
as 

Percent 
of Total 
Enrollment 

M1 

2.1 

19 

0.7 

19 8 

7.6 

(8) (C) 

Fenales In 
AgIcuulture Females as 
as rercent Percent or 
of Female Agriculture 
Enrollment Graduates 

M1 M' (n) 

1.4 0 

2.0 0 

0.O7 5.2(49) 

3.7 13.4(353) 

2.6 5.9(288) -,j 

H ,rocco(1975) 

Nlgeria(1975) 

Sudan(1975) 

T[nlila(1976) 

2.3 

9.3 

11.5 

8.2 

0.4 

5.0 

5.5 

1.3 

--

9.6(29) 

6.8(20) 

--

El Salvador(1975) 

Cntemala(1970) 

llonduras (1975) 

Peru(1973) 

5.4 

3.1 

3.8 

28.9 

1.1 

0.8 

0.8 

4.4 

4.0(5) 

4.6(2) 

--

8.9(100) 

Pakistan 

(1974)
Sri Lanka 

(1974) 
Thailand 

(1975) 

0.8 

30.9 

25.7 

0.2 

2.5 

1.9 

0.9(6) 

30.0(19) 

28.9(250) 

Uganda (1975) 13.0 6.6 9.6(12) Uruguay (1974) 21.7 5.2 -

Tanzania(1975) 14.6 8.8 --

Source: UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook, 1977 Tables 5.2, 5.4 
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desibn of research-extension systems; (2) training needs; and (3) com

munication strategies to reach women at the field level.
 

General Principles
 

The heterogeneity of women as a target group is an important con

sideration in designing policies to effect the delivery of agricultural
 

extension services to women. The cross-cultural and intra-cultural
 

complexity of sexual divisions of labor and decision-making in agricul

tural production m-ans that no single policy strategy can be applied. 

Hence any assessment of policy alternatives requires identification of 

women's specific sox role and class-related situations; these variables
 

define distinct target populations among women, which may in turn neces

sitate alternate extension strategies. One must first ask (1) what is 

the nature of women's labor participation; (2) what access and control 

do women have over strategic resources--land, labor and capital, and what 

is their role in decision-making; (3) what benefits do they receive. 

This informat!on must be an integral component of any efforts to design 

"appropriate" technology or strategies to extend it. In this context 

it must be recognized that women's farming activities are necessarily 

related to time allocated to domestic activities. So-called domestic 

activities, such as carrying water, preparation of feed for livestock, or 

post-harvest processing done in the home are often integral to the house

hold's agricultural productivity. To enhance womei's agricultural produc

tivity, the whole range of activities in which women's labor is engaged 

needs to be considered. Thus the purview of existing agricultural exten-. 

sion services needs to be expanded Into an integrated package Including 

agricultural information, hc i]th-releted, nutritional and other activities 
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conventionally the domain of women's programs. A first step in this 

direction would be to integrate agricultural services into existing 

extension programs for women. 

However, as was noted earlier, women's programs tend to suffer 

from a low status welfare-orientation while existing agricultural exten

sion services are overwhelmingly male-oriented. In the long run integra

tion of agricultural services with other extension programs in a single
 

organizational entity may be necessary to gain equi:able access for
 

women and to avoid costly duplication of agricultural services valuable
 

to both men and women. Cost-effectiveness is particularly relevant to 

the implementation of field-levc- researuh and extension activities.
 

Communication of techmical information 
 to farming populations also 

involves cross-cutting lines of communication between men and women, 

whether at the decision-making or implementation stage of adoption. 

Both of these considerations indicate that male and female extension 

staff need to work in tandem in t:! field, not in separate programs. 

One example of this approach is the Integrated Family Life Education 

project of the E'thJopian Women's Association. Agricultural tra-,.ing 

concerned with animal health, 
soil erosion, use of fertilizers, selection
 

of seeds is included with programs for literacy, health and nutrition.
 

The program includes both men and women (Pettit 1977).
 

Training
 

Recruitment of women into agricultural training at all levels is
 

essential. The acute shortage of women in agricultur secondary and 

university programs reflects sex-stereotyping of agriculture and, more
 

generally, the restricted access of women to higher education. With 
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respect to the former, an end to stereotyping in admissions as well as 

in vocational counseling of women students is clearly needed. With 

respect to women's access to higher levels of agricultural training, a 

number of measures require seriou6 consideration. Ortimally women 

training for staff positions in agricultural research and extension 

should come from rural backgrounds, have practical farming experience, 

and have a commitment to woik in rural areas. Yet women from this type 

of background are least likely to obtain higher education, and, if they
 

do, the), are unlikely to remain in rural areas. Need-based scholarships
 

for rural women, sex quotas at training institutions, and expanded
 

training facilities in rural areas are all needed. Nonetheless, upward
 

and outward mo ility associated with higher education is likely to per

sist as long as wage and status differentials between urban employment
 

and rural extension positions continue.
 

Another question is whether formal education should be a necessary 

criterion 'or female agricultural extension staff. Firstly, the evidence 

that formal education of extension field workers enhances their effec

tiveness is inconcIlusive: some studies indicate that more highly educated 

extension workers are less effective in promoting innnvations since the 

more educated tend to have urban backgrounds and to view farming as an 

inferior occupation (Leonard 1973). Women with little schooling and 

even illitcrate women have been trained as field aids and found 

to be effective in a number of large-scale extension programs concerned 

with family planning, literacy and health care (Rogers 1973 [Indonesia, 

Philippines, Pakistan]; Ahmed 1977 [Bangladesh]). Mature women with low 

levels of litera. • schooling but less likely to be mobile out of rural 

areas can be re' . This was the staff Ing approach used in the Rural 
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Women's Association Project, Niger (Barres 1977). Another strategy is 

rapidly to increase the supply of women agricultural extension staff
 

through in-service training of women extension agents currently working 

in health, nutrition, family planning or other "women's" programs. But 

such short run strategies will not vitiate the need for women at all
 

staffing levels of agricultural extension services; the rapid expansion
 

of women in advanced agricultural training is imperative.
 

Agricultural training for women at the farmer level presents a 

different set of needs. First, training courses need to be designed in 

accordance with women's work schedules; residential courses appear to be 

impractical in this respect. Seme countries (Lesotho, Mall.) have begun 

to experiment with day courses for women. Second, training methods for 

women need to be designed for the illiterate or semi-literate if they 

are to reach beyond a very small elite of rural women. This implies 

that practical field demonstrations rather than classroom centered 

approaches need emphasis. Third, projects involving training for rural 

women consistently find that, just as new practices must be profitable 

for farmers, an explicit income generating component is critical for
 

success.
 

Communication Strategies at the Field Level
 

Creative communications strategies are needed if large numbers of 

women are tt) be reached. Such strategies must compensate for (1) time 

constraints (particularly among low-income women) limiting ability to 

participate in group meetings, demonstrations or training course;; 

(2) low levels of literacy and schooling; and (3) the shortage of women 

extensiop staff. 
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One approach is to graft agricultural extension activities onto
 

Women's groups have been observed to play an
existing women's groups. 


important role in mobilizing local support, disseminating information,
 

reinforcing participants' motivation
legitimizing nroposed changes, and in 


[Colombia];
and commitment to change (Rogers 1975 [Korea]; Misch 1975 


a social
Crone 1976 [Philippines]). Firstly, women's groups provide 


for peer-group suppoTt in decision making and mobilization for
 context 


action. This may be particularly important for wcmen because frequently
 

local level councils and committees is restricted,
women's participation in 


participating women are channeled in stereotypical "feminine" concerns,
 

or their deference to men inhibits t!,em. For example, data on women's
 

participation In Tanzania's Ujaama village committees shows that women
 

and that the few women on committees
 are the minority of committee members 


focus on education, health and culture. Furthermore, women rarely attend
 

speak only to agree with
committee meetings and, when they do, they ofter 


their husbands (see also Roberts 1977; Fortmann 1977: 8-10). Secondly,
 

are responsible for
 group activities are efficient where extension staff 


in the face of manpower
contacting a large number of individual clients 


can enhance the effecand financial constraints. An active women's group 


local organizational
tiveness of extension services and may generate 


on central planing agencies and to sustain
capacity to make demands 


progra'z initiated by outside agencies.
 

countries document the widespread
Numerous studies of low IncoTr 


existence of functioning wot en's groups of varying degrees of formal
 

women' s "'domest ic role,organization. Although many of these focus on 


One prime e::ample
se,,eral are UCHlwV in agriculture-telated concerns. 

is the numerous women's groups in Sub-Saharan Africa. Such groups, with
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a long historical tradition, have become powerful in3titutions in agri

culture and commerce. For example, Iho villages in Southern Nigeria 

all have women's councils which 

... are responsible for everything conce -iing agriculture.... 
They fix the time-table for all the important agricultural 
tasks, look after the Frotection of crops, and regulate all the 
ceremonies involved. If anyore, man or woman, contravenes any 
of their ecisions they can take sanctions against them and they 
have great authority in judicial matters. (Lcheuf 1963: 114) 

An example of the integration of extension activities with women's groups 

is Kenya's Women's Group Program initiated in 1.971 by Ministry of 

Cooperatives and Social Services. This involved the entire network of 

extension agencies including agriculture, health and nutrition, family
 

planning, home ecoi.omics, commerce and industry. By 1974 about 500 group 

members had been involved In the program (Berger and Krystall 1975). 

Existing women's groups are a dynamic resource for channeling extension 

services to women. 

Formal women's groups may not ensure contact with the full target 

population, particularly as they tend to recruit elite women. Informal 

women's groups--such as those forming around common work activities-

can provide an alternative resource. One such case, a project in 

Guatemala, used tlhe pila or laundering group found all over Cuatemala, at 

which rural women usually spent several hours daily drawing water and 

washing clothes, dishes, and children. The pila provided one of the few 

opportunities each day to contact women conveniently. A locally recruited 

assistant distributed small inexpensive audio-cassette equipment at the 

pilas replaying a 30 minute prograir four or five times a daay. The 

flexibilty of the cassette system meant that contact with women could 

be adjusted to changes in their schedule due to seasonal labor demands. 
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average of 200 people listened to
Field workers' records show that an 


the program per day. Evaluation proved that listeners were more
 

reccmmended innovations than
accurately inforn.d, and utilized more 


non-listeners (Colie 1978).
 

In addition to Informal group activities, information networks among
 

in rural areas may be a valuable resource for effective communicawomen 

tion of agricultural information. The networks communicate vital infor

and are a primary means by which women influence opinionmation rapidly 

Based on her finding that women appeared to discussand behavior. 

than men (61 percent of womenfarming matters with others more often 

and 19 percent of nn), Bond suggests that women mayreported do:ing so 

diffuse ideas faster than men (Bord 1974). 

Establishing direct comunication linkages with women may also serve 

innovations in agriculture. Anthropologicalto enlist men's support for 

studies of women's use of gossip te influence community affairs and to 

outside their families suggestaffect the decisions of men within and 

regard tothat women have greater effective informal power than men with 

information and opinion control (Harding 1976; Wolf 1964; Lamphere 1974). 

Women also use gossip, insult and mccker' to control community behavior. 

Leis (1974) cites one west Afr!can village in whiLh women ridiculed 

that villagers would notinspectors of a sanitation inspection scheme so 

to control individuals of eithercooperate. Ibo women use such sanctions 

sex who violate their regulations concerning planting times, crop 

protection or marketing (Van Allen 1976). The Venezuelan home demon

strators project illustrates explicit use of women's Informal communi

andcations networks Iemonstrators made Initial contacts in Informal 

casual meetings and often made gifts of new seed varieties, In accordance 
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with customary visiting practices. Thus demonstrators both gained azcess
 

and 	 learned about women's role in the traditional food supply system 

(Ruddle 1974).
 

In summary, a number of policy measures need to be considered if 

women are to have access to agricultural information and training and 

to benefit equitably from agricultural research and extension services. 

1. 	Research-extension information systems must communicate effectively
 

with rural women about their needs in order to design locally
 

appropriate technology or extension strategies.
 

2. 	Agricultural services need to be included in existing women's
 

extension programs.
 

3. 	 National level planning and implementation of an integrated extension 

"package" should link agriculture, nutrition, health and related 

concerns at the field level. 

4. 	 Women must he recruited into advanced formal agricultural training 

if agricultural research and extension systems are to incorporate 

the women staff necessary for effective communication with women. 

5. 	 Training of rural women as para-prolessionals in agricultural extension 

skills is required to supplement the acute shortage of trained women. 

6. 	Women extension workers in non-agricultural programs should be given
 

in-service supplementary agricultural training.
 

7. 	Farmer training needs to be organized on a day-session basis in accord
 

with 	women's work schedules, to enable rural women to attend. 

8. 	 Audio-visual techniques, field demonstrations and other methods for 

farmer-training need to be designed for little educated and illiterate 

women. 

9. 	 Agricultural extension workers should use existing women's groups in 
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rural areas; women's groups also provide a resource for integrated
 

extension approaches.
 

10. 	 Women extension staff need to tap informal women's groups and com

muication networks at the field level.
 

Summary and Conc.lusions
 

Appropriate channels of information feedforward and feedback between
 

extension and research systems are needed in order for improved agricul

tural practices to be rapidly accessible to the majority of small farmers.
 

Communication and direct contact with women in their capr:city as important
 

contributors to farm management and production are esseatial to this 

strategy. Firstly, the special prob,rus face by women agricultural 

producers need to be Identified if these women are to benefit from new 

.;,,ropriate technology and agricultural practices. Secondly, women 

frequently participate in farm family decision-making and manage specific 

components of prcdIuction (such as staple food crops); agricultural exten

sion strategies need directly to involve women who allocate resources or 

implement new techniques. 

Existing extension services for rural women have both focused on 

women's domestic role to the detriment of their training in agriculture 

and have tended to serve primarily an elite class of women. Agricultural 

extension se(rvIces on the other hand have been predomInantlv male-staffed and 

oriented towards a male clientele. The resultant sex-bla'i in access to 

agricultural services :(d informatjon is often compounded by new agricul

tural practicesi wi-th negative cnnsequenices for women's agrfcultura] 

productivity. I. reorganization of staffing patterns, firmer training and 

field level contact strategie,. is essential if new agricultural practices 
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are to be disseminated both equitably and productively.
 

Several points for act i need to be emphasized if the required
 

policy goals are to be realized. Rapidly improved access of women to
 

existing agricul ural services could be enhanced by identifying rural
 

extension services, women field staff and women's groups 
 possessing 

established contact:; with a clientele of rural women. Relevant points
 

are: Can Pvailable agricultural information be integrated into existing 

extension services reaching rural women? Can supplementary training 

and/or liaison between existing women field staff and agriculturai exten-

sion be institutionalized to effect the transfer of relevant agricultural
 

information to women? Can exiscing women's groups--formal or informal-

be mobilized to include agricultural information in their activities?
 

Can training programs at the farmer level be rescheduled and relocated 

in an outreach program " cilitating women's access? 

In the long run the fundamental problems of appropriate technology 

development and the staffing of agricultural extension with women must be 

tackled. Research on women's labor partlcipation, access to strategic 

resources, and roles in decision-making in agricultural production will 

permit agricultural res archers and policy makers to evaluate the pos

1sib _ effects on both women and men of technological innovations and al

ternative extension st'ategies. There is i addition a significant jack 

of systematic ' 9lta on d:i f e:ent programs currentlv seeking to integrate 

women staff into agricultural extension qervices. Basic principles of 

training and etension communication strategies involving women may he 

transferable; needless duplicate experiments can be avcided by their 

identi ficatIon. 
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FOOTNOTES'.
 

IThird world countries surveyed included Algeria, Burundi, Cameroon, 

Liberia, Madagascar, Mali,Dahomey, Gabon, Ghai , Ivory Coast, Kenya, 

Mauritania, Niger, NIgeria, People's Republic of the Congo, Sierra
 

Leone, Indan, Tanzania, Barbados, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic,
 

Guatemala, Mexico, "rinidad and Tobago; Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
 

Paraguay, Venezuela; Burria, Sri Lanka, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
 

Republic of Korea, Thailand, Syria.
 

2The case studies are based on a 1975 sample of firms from Kakamega
 

district in Western Kenya in which 40 percent of the sample are female

a 1944 sample of 204 farm households
managed farms (Staudt 1975, 1976); 


in six areas of Souch-eastern Botswana, of which 42 percent are female

and a 1976 sample of 485 farmers in Moroforo and
managed (Bond 1974); 

Arusha region? of Trnzania in which- 60 percent, of farms are female.
-

managed (Fortmana 1977, 1976).
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I. Principles of Land Reform and Women's Independence 

Land reforms symbolize a commitment on the part of governments 

to distribute agricultural wealth more equitably. Legislation upsetting 

the Uastus quo in property ownership has been one of the main instru

ments by which governments have expressed this commitment. Legisla

tors have tended to characterize the remoms broadly, outlining their 

purposes Q terms of improving the economic status or raising the 

social class of the needy. This paper shows how the resulting lawr in 

some instances have fai >d, and In other instances have served to make 

greater economic equity a reality not only among men but also between 

men and women. The paper's conclusions rupresent in essence an effort 

to refine the conceptualization and understanding of new approaches so 

that policy makers and administrators become sensitive to the needs of 

the female population.
 

In her classic study of Persian land reforms, A. S. K. Lambton 

expressed the purpose of land reforms to be: "the spread of peasant 

proprietorship, the emergence of an independent peasantry, and a strong 

cooperative movement" (Lambton 1969: 355). It is now time to apply 

this general economic and political principle vigorously as the standard
 

for measuring the effect which land reforms are having on women. We
 

can begin by asking whether new land laws are permittJng the spread of
 

proprietorship among peasant women as well as men, fostering indepen

dence among female as well as male farmers, and enccuraging the partici

pation of womcn and men in vigorous cooperative movements. 

There are two great deficiencies in thinking underlying land 

reforms. One is a failure to appreciate some of the benefits of 
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traditional laws and practices. This is particularly true with regard
 

to traditional laws protecting the 2conomic independence of women.
 

Legislators enacting land reform for the purposes enumerated above
 

should take care lest undue interference with traditional law increases 

women's economic dependence and :orfeits optimal responsibilitv of 

women farmers. In some cases legislators have improved their reform 

codes by a subsequent partial return to tradition; in others a 

del.etorious notion of wodernity has meant increased femnde dependence. 

The Persian reforms are a perfect example of legislators initially 

reducing women's rights to those of children: women were made dependent 

upon the riglt.s granted to their guardians. Women's independence was 

not a principle taken seriously by the reformers. The law stated that 

a person could htld land in one village only. The definition of a 

village included the number of families engaged in agricultural opera

tions in a particular geographical area. The family was defined as 

husband, wife and children under the husband's guardianship. According

ly a wife and her guardian (husband) could hold land jointly in the 

same village, but a wife could not hold land anywhere other than the 

village where her guardian held land. The initial law thus excluded 

women from holding land in most of the cases in which they would be 

likely to do so. An amendment to the law grants women legal status and 

land holding rights independent of their guardians. The Initial version 

of the law compromised the Islamic legal princ iple that husbands and 

wives own property as ind ividuals Independnt of their marital ties, 

while the amenhment, by returning to th:ir traditional Islamic princl-

pie, extended he principle of Persian land reform (enunciated by 
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Lambton) to wonen.
 

Likewise, in the Indian state of Kerala, the Law of Land
 

Reforms, 1963, as amended in 1969, was designed to establish ceilings
 

on the amount of land held by any one person or family. It gives
 

monogamously married women no rights in land apart from the rights of
 

their husbands (Gangadharan 1970). Only the divorced woman and the
 

never married woman are recognized as censtituting entities eligible
 

to own lands within the ceiling set:
 

For purposes of this section, a7 adult unmarried Ferson shall 
include a d tvoyced husband or a divorced wife who was not 
remarried, provided that if such divorced husband or wife is 
the guard:ian of any unmarried minor child, he or she together
 
with such unmarried child shall he deemed to be a family.
 
(Gangadharan, section 82, Ep.. 2, 1970: 121-122)
 

When the male head of a Kerala household is wedded to two or more 

wives, one of the wives (chosen by the husbano) and the husband are 

regarded as one unit for purposes of the ceiling; each other wife is 

deemed a separate family unit (Gandadharan, section 82, Expl. 1, 1970: 

121-122). Thus a woman in the "modern" situation of monogamy (or 

that wife so designated by her polygynous husband for the purposes of 

land law) loses economic rights, while wives in the "traditional"
 

status of polygyny are largely independent with regard to land owner

ship. As in Iran, In Kerala, traditional principles have the perhaps 

unexpected potential of being used in the context of land law to 

enhance women's economic independence.
 

Thus the introduction of "modern" reformist principles has not
 

always benefited r:omen. The second deficiency in thinking underlying 

land reform is apparenit when the traditional law and practices kee l) 

women dependent on men and there Is a failure to use the opportunity of 
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reform to rectify the shortcomings oF tradition. Sometimes the modern 

reform creates a new abuse or dependence. This essay discusses the 

interplay betueen traditional legal systems which no longer serve the 

needs of women or preserve their independencc an the new reforms. 

In traditinnal legal systoms and under the new reforms women 

neither have full ownership rights In land or usufructory (use) rights. 

UJsufructory rights, in which land ownership and final dOcisions of 

disposition rest with the family or clan (usually represented by a 

male), make a woman's rJghts to farm land dependent upon her family's 

or her spouses' family's wishes or her production of a male heir from 

whom she moy, as guardian, hold (and farm) the land. Women's owner

ship rights vary, but they are generally more restricted in traditional 

law than in contemporary law. Both usufructory and ownership rights 

must be examined to grasp the practical input of legal codification
 

and reform.
 

Nature cf Women's Rights in La.Ld 

In order to understand to what extent land reforms are encour

aging women to be self-confident and to manage land independent of 

their male guardians or at least on an equal footing with them, one 

must understand the problems which face women under both traditional
 

systems and the land reform laws. Women's access to land usually 

takes one of two forms: women are permitted either full ownership 

rights or usufructuary rights. Yet even when women are permitted to 

own ].an& in their own names, whatever their marital status, their 

shares in .1heritance are either I1mited to less than what their 

brothers or other male relatives rcceive, as in several Islamic 
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countries, or their rights are determined by the head of the family 

or village, who is usually a man. Mien a woman has only usufructuary 

rights, as in several African countries, her effective ability to 

demand that the relevant male authority fulfill his customary dity to 

provide land for maintenance is necessarily diminishing as land 

becomes a marketable commodity. How the laws encourage or discourage 

women regarding full use of their righLs is discussed following the
 

section on ownecship rights; below.
 

Full ownership rights: 
 The right to own land In one's own name 

does not necessarily result in full control over the use of the land. 

For example, in Tunisia daughters and wives have recnive. fractional 

shares of property held in co-owne ip with many other relatives.
 

Inder traditional Maliki 
 Islamic law a joint owner could not dissolve 

the state of co-ownership without the consent of all the other co

owners. Thus, a decision to give the property to one owner could be 

made only by consensus. Such a rule hampered an enterprising woman 

who might find it more advantagecus to dissolve the Joint tenancy, to 

acquire sole ownership of the unit In question, and to compensate the 

other joint owners. However, it also protected the woman who was 

actually working the land and who, because of social or political 

biases, was not able to own all of the land exclusively by herself. 

Such a woman enjoyed the right of veto against the sale of the land. 

As in many other "modernizing" contextq, in Tunisia the new 

Code of Property Rights introduced in 1965 changed the traditional law. 

It has enabled co-owners to petition a court when they cannot agree 

upon an equitable partition among themselves or disposal of the unit. 
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The court can force the end of co-ownership in circumstances where 

the agrarian property in question is a viable economic unit and 

of the unitfragmentation of ownership hampers efficient maragement 

(Jones 1975; Dufour 1967 and 1970). A woman's right to remain in 

more on the discrepossession of an economic unit has come to depend 

tion of the court and its evaluation of whether her social position 

will or will not hinder gocd management of the unit than on any well 

defined legal principles. 

A similar situaticn has existed in Egypt since the enactment of 

(Saab 1967: 48). The law leavesthe Agrarian Reform Law of 1962 

succession to the decision of the family or of a government committee 

established for settling claims. Families are permitted to give full 

rein LO social prejudices against women being entrusted with the 

operation of agricultural lands. If the family fails to designate 

can designate a responsiblea successor, the government committee 

person. The legislators did not define circumstances under which a 

woman must or may be piresumed responsIble. The system of Administra

tive discretion such as that adopted in Egypt may or may not work to 

depends on whethcr the decisionthe detriment of women. The outcome 

makers are committed to treating women as economic equals to men. The 

problem is that there has not been established any way of ensuring that 

the discretion would be consistently applied. 

Even when land reform legilotion benefits farmers over land

lords by giving full ownership of land to farmers, irrespective of 

sex, the law makes exceptions for women. Various state laws in India 

are designed so as not to force, or even to give incentives to, women
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to be responsible primarily, rather than secondarily, for farming the 

land. The reform laws prohibit subletting and abolish intermediary 

rent collectors (formerly knownl as zamindars). Exceptions to the 

rule permit widows and minors and military personnel away from home on 

assignment to sublet because they cannot cultivate themselves (Malaviya 

1955: 112, 169). They can also employ an intermediary to collect the 

rent. The subtenancy ceases when the owner wants the land and gives 

proper notice. However, in the northern region (the Punjab) of India, 

the tenant acquires rights of pre-emption or purchase of the land after 

having been in continuous possossion for four or twelve years, respec

tivniy. No protection was given to widows against such rights. The 

law makers recognized and perpetuated, by way of exception, dependency 

of the woman who is not confident or able socially to till her land 

herself. Yet they did not protect her from ending up with nothing-

no land, no ability to he independent.
 

UsufructuaryriKhts i land: Women receiving usufructuary rights
 

are even more dependent on the discretion of the courts when competing
 

with male relatives for land. In one well known suit in Tanzania the
 

court explains the inadequate protection provided for contemporary
 

women by customary use rights.
 

The case concerned a daughter's challenge to an action in 

trespass brought against her by her uncle. The uncle asserted that 

under theit customary law daughters were precluded from inheriting 

clan land, Land which was considered essential for the economic sur

vival of the clan. Maintaining the integrity of this economic unit 

was considered the exclusive province of men. The daughter ha& lived 
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on the farm, harvested the coffee, and despite her blindness, insisted
 

on managing the property. She did not wish to be maintained by her 

uncle, who had been living in the city for several years before his 

brother (her f. ther) had called him back to the property. The Tan

zanian Restntement of Customary Laws had not specified a daughter's 

rights as fac as inheritaice of clan land was concerned when her father 

left no sons. 

The Tanzanian court believed that "[tihe time had now come when
 

the rights of daughterq in inheritance should be recognized" (James 

and Fimho 1973). The court found that the daughter had a legitimate 

claim to own the land and hence was not guilty of trespass. The court 

based its decision on the grounds that the traditional custom which 

discriminated on the basis of sex had "outlived its usefulness" (James 

and Fimbo 1973: 208). Custom permitteO male clan members who had not 

contributed to tho estate to grab the estate of a deceased relative and
 

put the deceased's wives or daughters in fear. The court noted that 

women are permitted usufruictuary righus in clan land and are entitled 

to be maintained by the male relatives; but the court characterized 

such rights as getting something ex gratia. in effect, the court was 

implying that usufructuary rights are not enough to protect women in 

a social system where their male guardians cease to have moral restraints 

and abuse the right of ownership to the detriment of the holders of 

usufractuary rights. The court be]ieved that the best way to preserve 

the interests of female heirs on agriculturally productive land was to 

give them rights of possession, especially when the deceased during his 

lifetime had shared the wealth with the female members of his household 
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and benefited from their labor. Unscrupulous male relatives who could
 

not be trusted to continue the will of the deceased were undeserving. 

The court did not deem it worthwhile to seek to formulate a legal 

principle by which it could force the male guardian to preserve all 

the rights which the daughter had enjoyed while her father had lived. 

It chose the principle of individual equality. It stated: "The age 

of discrimination based on sex is long gone and the world is now in 

the stage of full equality of all human beings irrespective of their 

sex, creed, race, or colour" (James and Fimbo 1973: 208). By applying 

this pr~nciple to the dispute between the daughter and uncle, the 

court in effect was saying that the individuals whose interests would 

be most impaired by the unscrupulous and greedy are the ones who should 

be permitted ;o protect their own interests by being given rights to 

control access to economic resources. 

One of the weaknesses in the case, however, was the final 

order of the court. The court found that the daughter had a stronger 

argument than the uncle under another customary principle. She had a 

son. albeit withou, a legal father, who could succeed as a male heir 

to the clan lands of his maternal grandfather. Such a child belonged 

to the mother's father's family. The court order gave the defendant 

mother only the right to hold the land as a guardian of her son. 

Although the court commendably gave a woman instead of a male relative 

the right to serve as guardian over a male with the consequence that 

she could direct the use of the land, the woman could still be in a 

vulnerable position when her son reached majority. As owner, the son 

could decide not to follow the will of his grandfather and could use 
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the land to the detriment of his mother. Furthermore, if he died,
 

and she later had a daughter, whether her daughter would have rights
 

in the land could also depend on whether the daughter in turn had a 

son. 

Many land reform programs in which the government is the ulti

mate owner of the land are se% neutral on paper, but in application 

their dependence on judicia, discretion can prove to be biased against 

women. The Tanzanian land teform program is illustrative (James and 

Fimbo 1073: 106). A plot in an ujamao village or cooperative may be 

held or rented I; female or male. Ultimate disposal of the village 

settlement rests with a Minister responsible for cooperatives in that
 

if a coopcrative society fails to administe" n settlement efficiently,
 

the Minister can have the settlement vested in anoLber cooperative
 

society. Succession to the use of the land is to be governed only
 

partially by the statutory, customary, or religious lawv governing
 

inheritance to non-settlement lands. To avoid fragmentat ion of the 

land among numerous heirs, the legislature permitted only one person
 

to succeed to a holder of settlement land. That person can be named
 

by the holder if the customary, statutory, or religious law of the
 

holder permits disposal of land by will. Tf an heir has not been or
 

cannot be named, a person who would ordinarily inherit can apply to the
 

local court to be named the successor in right. If several heirs were
 

to apply the court is to base its choice on justice and equality (James 

and Fimbo 1.973: 110-111). If the principle of equality among sexes 

had been adopted, as in the controversy between the daughter and uncle 

discussed abive, Tanzanian women would stand an equal chance with men, 
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regardless of whether they had sons or not. But as we have seen, tne 

Tanzania court did not give the daughter full ownership. The principle 

of equality among sexes remains controversial. Thus, if a woman's 

right to be sole heir to cooperative lands is to be secure, decisions 

probably should be based on more than the good discretion of the courts. 

For example, the land reform law also permits a court to order the sole 

successor to copensate--when ther, are no other lands left by the 

deceased--any other person who, but for the land reform law, would 

have benefited from the estate of the deceased and desired to be named 

sole successor. With such a law, a male relative can easily argue that 

in tbe interest of commercial efficiency, he should be sole successor 

and the female relative simply compensated. Clearly, policy makers 

would do well to promulgate legislative guidelinew on how equity and 

justice should be appliee to safeguard wives' or daughters' rights in 

lands which they were farming or helping to farm during the lifetime 

of their deceas-d spouse or father. 

In societies where women are given usufructuary rights by way
 

of a maintenance allowance, but are expected only to use revenues from
 

the land rather than farm the land themselves, the women must contend
 

not only with relatives, but also tenants. For example, in Uttar
 

Pradesh in India the U.P. law of Zamindari Abol ition and Land Reform 

(Act No. 1 of 1951) (Law of Zamindari 1971) disfavors subletting and 

use of rent collectors. It exenpts, however, an unmarried woman and a
 

divorced or separated woman holding land as a maintenance allowance.
 

She was deemed a "disabled person" (section 157). Such a woman can sub

let and her tenant, unlike the tenant of an able-bodied man, cannot
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claim heritable rights in the land (sections 10 and 11). This exception
 

perpetuates women's dependence on an intermediary rent collector who is
 

usully a male and usually takes ever management of the land. The law
 

in effect gives rights of use to women, yet fails to force women to 

take direct responsibility for exercising these rights. Two court cases 

illustrate how the la: places women in a difficult dilenma and how 

women are at the mercy of judicial discretion in trying to solve the
 

problem. 

In Khema Kunwar v. Ha-nan Singh et al., [1973] 1 ALL (Indian Law
 

keports) All.albad Series 21.5, the tenant of a widow challenged the
 

sett lement officer for failing to register him as a tenant with 

heritable rights. The tenant argued that the landholder was not a 

widow, a disabled person, but an able-bodied man, the theka (an inter

mediary :ent collector). Ile brought forth evidence of a contract between 

the widow and the theka by which the theka undertook to collect the 

rents, pay a fraction of them to the 4idow and manage the land, including 

eviction and re-letting. The widow claimed in turn to be the true 

landholder. A landholder In the U.P. Law of Zamindari Abolition and 

Land Reform is defined as the person to whom rent is or would be payable 

but for a contract, express or implied (section 2). The High Court
 

finally decided that the right to let out the land vested initially
 

with the widow and secondarily with the thoka; therefore, she was the
 

landholder and a disabled person. The court denied the tenant the right 

to be registered with heritable rights. However. the court admitted 

that the theka equally could have been the l,:,dholder within the strict 

meaning of the statute. But it argued that the decision in favor of the 
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widow was more compatible J.th the parliamentary intent, which was, as
 

seen by the court,
 

* * . to give relief to such disabled persons who could not have 
either cultivated their own land or could not get direct benefit 
as intermediaries and the rights of such feeble persons or 
disabled person have been preserved by the Legislature so that 
these persons may not ultimately suffer on account of the drastic 
legislation which has divested very many rights vested in persons 
and has conferred rights which were not in existence at all, 
(Law of Zamindari 1971: 230)
 

Despite this exposition on the need to protect a woman's rights 

in land which she cannot or will not till or lease herself, the samt 

court refused to protect another widow who sued for an order to evict
 

tenants because she needed the land for personal cultivation. In
 

Mulayan Singh et al. v. Board of Revenue et al., [1973] 1 ALL (Indian 

Law Reports) Allahabad Series 341, the defending tenants were found 

to have been trespassers for several years. Under the U.P. Law of 

Zamindari Abolition and Land Reform a tenant who was a squatter became 

a tenant with heritable rights if the landholder failed to evict the 

tenant ViLhin two years after the new law came into effect. The two 

years had expired by the time the widow had brought the eviction suit. 

She argued that the two year statute of limitation was immaterial 

because she was a disabled landholder entitled to protection against
 

tenants claiming heritable rights. The court chastised her for not 

acting within tha two years. She, like anyone else, was capable of 

protecting her rights and could have sued earlier. The opinion gave 

no indication of whether the woman was actively independent in managing 

her lands or was managing them through an intermediary who had failed 

to apprise 1er of the trespassers. 

While the court rightfully placed ultimate responsibility for 
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the land on the woman, it should have also taken into account the social
 

restraints which are placed on women and which hinder them from being
 

responsible in reality for their holdings. If the court had found that
 

the widow was very much dependent on an intermediary, it should have
 

urged the legislature to amend tho law so that the intermediary would
 

be held to a higher standard of accountability to the woman and required 

to involve her more actively in management of lands set aside for her
 

use.
 

II. 	 Exclusion of Women from Land Ownership or Land Use
 

under Land Reform Laws
 

In some countries, issuance of interpretative guidelines for
 

safeguarding women's rights would not protect women sufficiently. In
 

these cases, the legislation itself needs re-examination.
 

The Colombian Agricultural Reform Law of 1961 is a good example
 

of outright denial of direct access to women to agricultural lands
 

(Colombian Agricultural Refurm Law 1967, Article 36). The reforms
 

consisted of distribution of lands to the needy. The needy, however,
 

were defined as married males of at least eighteen years of age.
 

They iere eligible to receive grants of public land or of family farm
 

units and held responsLble for all the duties of ow nership. The
 

Colombian Inst itute for Agrarian Reform was to divide large holdings
 

into family farm units and consolidate small holdings into larger
 

viable family units. The family farm unit was defined as a sufficient
 

area, given climatic and soil conditions, to provide a normal family
 

with adequate income for its maintenance, for paying off debts incurred
 

in buying or conditioning the land and for inprovement in housing,
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farm equipment and the general standard of living (Colombian Agricul

tural Reform Law 1967, Article 50). It is not to be so large as to 

require more labor than that of the owner and his family. During his 

lifetiPe, the married male can sell onl.y to persons having the same 

qual ificaticn. as he did when he obtained the original grant. If the 

married male owner die ,, either his heirs can c]ivide the land among 

themselves, or, if they can not continue exploiting the land, they have 

to sell it. This provision gives no support to the young widow or 

daughter who is unable to exploit the land herself either for lack of 

physical strength or knowledge or by Leason of social taboos. There 

is no provision permitting such women to continue exploitation of the 

land by hiring willing labor. For the same reason no father can 

reasonably be expected to pass on the land to an unmarried danghter. 

Only if there is a danger of fragmentation of the family plot into 

areas of less than three hectares per heir will a court have authority 

to intervene. The court can decide whether to divide the land or keep 

it intact. A decision to keep the land undivided and treat all heirs 

as co-owieirs will he permitted only if such would protect the spouse 

or other heir who has depended on the land for a livelihood (Colombian 

Agricultural Reform Law 1967, Article 89). 

The Colombian land reform scheme wos justified in part by the 

principle tharL the tiller of the soil should own the land. As in 

Colombia, :eqislators' appl ication of thi lpri nciple t, women In many 

other count ries leaves much to he desired. A recent case involving 

appl.cati nr of thu agrarian reform law in the Philippines provides an 

excellent. ii lutrat on cf the problem. The Code of Agrarian Reforms 
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abolishes share tenancy except for lands used for such commercial 

enterprises as fish ponds, salt-beds, citrus groves, cacao, coffee 

and other penn,,acnt trees (Noledo 1974). The share tenants are 

converted to leaseholders. They have the right to apply the rental 

payments towards purchasing the lands which they work. The lands 

eligible for purchase have to be family sized, that is, capable of 

sustaining a family and not requiring more than the labor of the 

household. The leaseholder has to till the land personally. The 

statute provlds for continuance of the leasehold should the original 

leaseholder die or become incapa:itated. The spouse has first priority 

to succeed, then the eldest child or grandchild, and last, the next 

eldest child or grandchild. Thus, the statute permits women to become 

leaseholders and ultimate purchat;ers cf the land which they personally 

till. owever, Lhe landlord is piven authority to choose the successor 

among the spouse and descendants within one month of the death or 

incapacitation of the original leaseholder. In effect the landlord
 

can prefer an elder son to the mother, hut not a younger son to an
 

elder daughter.
 

The land reform laws of Nepal are similar to those of Colombia, 

in that landlords also have the right tc choose among the successors. 

However in Nepal, daughters have been denied the right to be con

sidered as potential successor tenants. Nepalese lawmakers could well 

examine the Philippine experience where daughters are not excluded by 

such a restriction (Land Acts of 1964; Reg: 1976: 204). 

With regard to unmarried persons, however, the Phil ippine 

legislation has gaps. No prvision was made for divorced spouses or 
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unmarried persons tilling the soil jointly. The absence of this
 

provision has worked to the detriment of women. In Bautista v. 

Salazar, 18 Court of Appeals Reporter 2d (1973), the complaining 

landlord sought to end the tenancy relationship with the defendant 

because of permanent incapacitation. He alleged that the leaseholder 

had no heir. The defendant admitted that he was unmarried and had no 

lawful child, lie claimed that he was actively tilling the land and 

that the action was brought to harass him. Landlords were notorious 

for trying to avoid the new law. During the course of the suit the 

defendant died. His common law wife substituted and carried on the 

suit. The lower court ruled in favor of the landlord. The common 

law wife appealed. She sought to he declared a qualified heir who 

could become the leaseholder. The Court of Appeal ruled against her 

on the grounds that the Code of Agrarian Reforms peimitted only 

spouses to succeed and spouses were persons in lawful wedlock. As a 

common law wife, she was only a partner in tilling the land, not a 

spouse. This construction of the statute is not sex biased per se 

since a conmon law husband presumably would have been equally denied 

succession to the leasehold held by a female partner. It would be the 

same had the leaseholder anJ her or his legal marital partner been 

divorced even if the divorce had taken place immediately prior to the 

time the lcaseholder became incapacitated. Yet in effect:, the court 

decision--when placed in the context of existing social and economic 

facts--perpetuates a sociological bias. In the case of Bautista the 

legal contr;ct of leasehold had been made in the names of the men (the 

landlord and the leaseholder). Yet the work was clearly being done in 
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part by the female partner of the leasef:older's household, even
 

though it was not a household sanctioned by wedlock. This would not
 

be an atypical situation. Phi ippine legislators could find a simple
 

remedy to this anomaly in the rxperience under the Mexican Federal
 

Land Reform Act of 1971 (Foed and Agriculture l Org. 1976: 19). Sec

tion 85(e) of this Mexica-n law permits a person who received part
 

of a collective land grant: to name as successors in title a spouse,
 

or child::en, or where there were no children, the common law marriage
 

companion.
 

In Tanzania women on settlement schemes on government land have 

been denied proceeds from crop sales, have found themselves empty 

handed in the event of divorce, and have been excluded from land in

heritance in the event of a spouse's death. These are among the out

comes which have led J. L. Brain to conclude that matrilineal women
 

in eastern Tanzania have fared far less well on settlomnt scheme 

lands than in their traditional societies (Brain 1976). Thus in their 

home villages these women would gain a share of proceeds from crops 

cultivated jointly by spouses as well as all the proceeds from some 

crops of their own. But on the settlement schemes men have been 

gi:;en the sole right to receive all proceeds from crops produced by 

both spouses. Under customary lav, in the event of divorce both spouses
 

receive a share of proceeds, while on the settlement schemes, women
 

receive nothing upon divorce. Inheritance rules in the matrilineal
 

villages plac, men and women on similar footing, with women inheriting
 

from their maternal uncles and often their father (BraIn 1976: 266).
 

Thus under customary law the husband's death, liLke divorce, alters the
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wife's economic situation very little. In contrast., Un the village 

settlement schemes, no provisions have een made for a surviving wife, 

although these women settlers are lJkely to have lost their tradi

tional rights to land in their rcgion of origin ('rain 1976: 278). 

The core of the problem, Brain observes, has been officials' unwi1.ing

ness to devise a system of rights based on local matrilineal custom. 

They sought instead to establish a patrilineal system which greatly 

curtails women's economic independence and security. Because of 

deliberate myopia, officials failed to recognize that the women had 
a 

serious problem, even in the face of suggestion that the law shculd 

give to the women a fixed percentage of the proceeds from the sale of 

crops or designate fields from the.y to cultivate collectively and con

trol those proceeds incependent of the men (Brain 1976: 275). Thus 

despite the apparent absence of sex bias in Tanzanian law (as noted 

above), some women on the settlement schemes find themselves deprived 

of the rights that they would have enjoyed in their traditional 

matrilineal villages. Their situation is worsened because, should 

they leave the settlement scheme to return hone, they are likcly to 

discover that their use rights hae lapsed in their absence. 

III. Harmonizing Family Law of Maintenance with Land Reform Law 

There may be one reasonable justification for the Colombian or 

Nepalese types of legislation which retrict the benefits of land 

reform to married males. One can argue that where there is a short

age of land, the person held responsible for maintaining a family 

must be given fullest possible access to land resources. Under family 
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law the married male generally bears this responsibility. The law 

presuns Irrebutably that the woman is not capable of bearing such a 

male prov-'der ts to he protected against competitionburden. The 

attempting to fulfill that role. Such a restrictionfrom a female 

on dib.tribution of the benefits of land reform is not socially ju.it, 

although it may appear to be logical. However, the premise must be 

re-examined. Mhen it is, the loic will change. This premise is 

sufficJently pervysive in various countries that it is worth examining 

how lawmakers have, in some instances, resisted change and, in other 

instances, have introduced innovations challenging the traditional 

premise.
 

I Tunisia propoE.ed changes in the law of maintenance have been 

aborted. The Islamic law of inheritance permits a widow with children 

only a minor part of an estate. A daughter receives only half as 

much as her brother. F!1.atives who receive more are expected to 

compensate for this inequality by maintaining the wido, or daughter. 

The provisions of the statute on maintenance make sense, given the 

the statute iseconomically secondary position of women. Iowever, 

one of two ways.sufficiently ambiguous to be interpreted either 

According to one interpretation, the male relative would be princi

pally responsible for maintaining the woman. Under another inter

pretation the man would be ol-1.ged to maintain the woman and the 

woman liable for contributing to the maintenance of her spouse only 

If she had property. 

A proposed reform would have made explicit that, at least in 

each spouse has to maintain the other in proportion to theirmarriage, 

http:propoE.ed
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wealth or financial capacity (Jones 1975: 555). From the point of 

view of statistical distributions of wealth, the old land and the 

draft proposal can be regarded as fair since it took into account the 

fact that women have levuds of fortune generally inferior to those of 

men. Frcm the point of view of principle and economic effect, however, 

they both can be cons idered inntrunents for peretuating the material 

inequality which exists between the sexes with regard to the basic and 

most traditional source of income: inheritance. If a country were to 

adopt as national policy the principle of equality between the sexes
 

in inheritance, then not only must their duties be made nqual, regard

less of financial capacity, but also their capacity to fulfill these 

duties equalized. Agrarian reforms introduced to assist husbands and 

wives, daughters and sons equally to make a decent living would then 

acquire a different meaning. 

In Tanzania where proponents of African socialist theory empha

size the dignity of each citizen, the Commissioner for Community 

Development, nonetheless, was known to state, "Women may demand their 

new rights, (but] this would disrupt the relationship between husbands 

and wives" (Brain 1976: 276). This attitude is typical of the almost 

schizophrenic thinking which plagues policy makers when asked to con

sider women's rights as an integral part of the pursuit of justice 

through land reform. On one hand, they believe that political stability 

can be fostered by giving a sense of economic independence to male 

tillers of the soil, free of domination from their fellow men. Such 

freedom is intended to give then a sense of responsibility and maturity. 

On the other hand, they believe that family stability can be fostered
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be in a marital
by giving men domination over the female, whether it 

or sibling or parental rclatiunshi,. Lenomic inldependence of the 

female is regarded as having a disrupting rather than a maturing 

influence. Theoretically and practically, this is unjust and
 

Mutual
socially unsafe. Domination does not produce stability. 


submission should be the goal.
 

Studies in Morocco support this conclusion. In Morocco a
 

share in her father's
divorced woman is entitled under Islamic law to 


her father
estate and a widow is entitled to shares in the estates of 


over the
and husband. In practice the husband has been given control 


wife's shares in her relatives' property and the brother control over
 

(Aaher 1974: 126-127 and 158). Marriages
his unmarried sister's share 


among brothers' children have been encouraged so that the wife's share
 

could be inherited eventually by her father (also her uncle's family)
 

in the event she had no children (Maher 1974: 12). Even when the
 

woman knows that marriage is no safe bet in a society where the
 

must turn to other males
divorce rate is nearly fifty per cent, she 

(her broth( ,) for help in farming, and in return for their help, she 

to her brothers uponis expected to cede control over her property 


demand.
 

The impact of such stressful cross-pressures on marital ties
 

have been empirically documented: V. A. Maher's research reveals a
 

positive correlation between women's relative economic independence
 

and stability of ma rriage (Maher 1975: 163, 193, 215). The rela

tively dIepndent woman, who has received a sizable dowry upon mar

riage, feels secure enough not to feel the necessity of building up
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a social network among her female kin or female friends. The econom

ically insecure spend so much time building up such an insurance
 

against future divorce that they cause great tension between them

selves and their spouses. The husband tends to become jealous of time
 

his wife spends with female friends and relatives. Despite such
 

evidence, Maher observes that "ft]he idea of reducing the economic
 

and political dependencc of women on their husbands, fathers or
 

brothers seems to present an intolerable threat to the status quo"
 

(Maher 1974: 42, 57, 84).
 

Only after twenty years of experience in land reforms (since the 

1950s) have Indian legislators come to see how groundless were their 

assumptions about males' responsibility for family maintenance which they 

used to justify discrimination against women in land reform legislation. 

The 1974 report of a government Committee on the Status of Women 

examined the ney laws enacted in the 1970s to set ceilings on the 

amount of acreage he!l by any ene individual (Government of India 1974: 

35, 169). The Madhva Pradesh Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings (Amend

ment Ordinance) of 197N, the Land Reforr, Act of 1974 of Karnataka, and 

later, the Punjab Ceiling Act of 1977 permit a son to acquire title co
 

holdings beyond the ceiling limi , but do not make a like exception
 

for a daughter, married or unmarried. Yet the social statistics indi

cate that it is the men who tend to leave the land and leave the women
 

to care for themselves. The only practical choices which the divorced 

or separated neman usua.ll.,' has ar ? return ing to her natal home (if 

her famiy can ifford her) or becoming afffiliated with anothe: man. 

State governments give her little opportunity to gain independent access 
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to land. The Committee recognized that legislators have given the son
 

to land because he alone has the duty under general family
more access 


or wife and children. It therefore recomlaw to maintair, his parents 


and men bear equally the obligation for familymended that ,omen 

of India 1974: 128-129).maintenance (Government 

Several decisions made by Kenyan courts are good examples of how 

can favor as well as hinder women's access tojudicial discretior 

land for their iaintenance. In settlement schemes organized as part 

of land reforms, which consisted largely of surveying and registration 

of title, a woman's right to maintenance was often secure only if her 

presence on the ].and served the interests of the male heirs. Rarely 

would courts give judgment unless the village elders and relatives 

had reached a consensus about who could purchase or who could succeed 

the procedure of registo settlement plots. Statutory law governs 

tration and adjudication, but customary laws and practices govern the 

disposal and succession. The cases in which coutts have given title 

to women are ones in which the women expressed a wish to remain on the 

the motherland of a deceased spouse and the elders or children wanted 

to maintain the land for the children's survival 'Jones n.d., District 

who re-Magistrate, Meru, Succession Cases 1973). However, the widow 

ceives title Jn her name often expre-sses an intention to hold the land 

in name only. She accepts responsibility for its upkeep and its 

farming Le-ause she wants, in effect, to hold Jt in trust for her 

children (Jones n.d., District Magistrate, Meru, Succession Cases 1973). 

In some instances the sons express a preference that the mother be 

named sole title holder even though they are adults and are helping the
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widow farm he land. Thus the land will be worked as one unit as long 

as possible, postponing any quarrels that may arise upon the ultimate 

division of the land among the sons (Jones n.d., District Magistrate, 

Meru, Succession Cases 1973). Thus. it is not surprising that when 

a farmer died, leaving a widow and one son with no competing male 

heirs, the family agreed that the land should be registered in the 

name of the sole son rather than the widow (Jones n.d., District Magis

trate, Meru, Succession Cases 1975). In one case the sons were given 

title and the widow registered as guardian (Jones n.d., District Magis

trate, Nkuhu, Succession Cases 1974). Registering the land in the 

name of the son rather than widow has the effect of protecting the 

son's rights, until he comves of age, against a man who might remarry 

the widow and persuade her to pass title to him. It also keeps the 

widow in a dependent position. She is able to exercise control over 

the laud only for the sake of others. As guardian or trustee, rather 

than co-owner, she is Vulnerable to challenge from male relatives who 

may disagree with her management and may wish to have her removed. 

Widows have also been named by the courts as co-heirs with 

sons--perhaps -ecause of the clan members' greater confidence in the 

widow. In some instances the land has been left to the widow and 

sons to decide whether to demarcate their acreage among themselves; 

in others the court order specified the acreage allocated to each 

son and to the widow (Jones n.d., District Magistrate, Meru. Succes

sion Cases 3974). 

On balance, a widow needs the protection of legislation which
 

makes her removal from the guardianship of trusteeship difficult or 
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which makes it difficult for her to transfer land in her name to a 

man whom she would remarry. She also needs legislation which requires 

her to seek, or requires the stute to give her, access to management 

skills if necessary. The lack of access to management training in 

Egypt has long been regarded as having a crlppling effect on the 

success of the land reform prograas (Saab 1967: 138-139, 156). The 

Egyptian Agrarian Reform Law of 1952 enacted an ambitious program of 

imposed ceilings on ownership, cooperatives and labor unions, and lands 

reclamation. Yet twelve years later the only vocational centers which 

had been founded were for teaching women and young girls sewing, 

knitting, and manufacturin; of carpets. This is hardly adequate for 

training women peasants who spend on the average only forty days less 

than men per year cultivating the small farms. Requiring vocational 

training by law (as has been done in the Philippines [No]ledo 1974: 

section 51.1) has been advocated in Egypt because: 

Vocational training in agriculture and agricultural co-operation 
would have fostered entrepreneurship among smallholders and 
female members [emphasis added] of their families and would 
also have provided them with basic technical knowledge. It 
would, moreove.i, have been the l.oical coroll arv to the "liberal" 
approach to agrarian croblems, which allows for the emergence 
of individual initiative within a cooperativeo approach. 
(Saab 1967: 138-139)
 

Although t:he right of the widow to use and possess the land is 

usually protected duriug her lifetime from distant relatives (assuming 

that her children do not challenge her right to remain on the land), 

it is the daughter who ultirmately suffers from the distant relative. 

In Kenya, when distant relatives (for example, nephews who come from 

other settlement schemes) claim shares, thus competing with the widow, 

the clan members tend to urge the court to favor the widow. The object 
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seems to be to protect as long as possible the cohesiveress of a 

scheme against invasion from outsiders, especially when the outsiders 

already have land and are of a quarrelsome disposition (Jones n.d., 

District Magistrate, Meru 1973). In contrast, the unmarried or 

divorced daughter may be left to depend on male relatives for main

tenance; the married daughter has her husbard's land to sustain her

self (Jones n.d., District Magistrate, Meru 1973). In some instances 

nephews claiming the land, cattle, and beehives of the deceased have 

been knoyn to nffer tn take care of the unmarried daughter (Jones n.d., 

District Mgistrate, Meru 1973; Cotran 1969). Under several customary 

laws in Kenya the daughter may not formally inherit land (Jones n.d., 

District Magistrate, Meru 1973; Cotran 1969). A nephew or male cousin 

can be named sole heir if he can prove that the deceased had no objec

tion to his receiving a plot reistered under the land reform schemes 

and that the deceased has left neither sons nor spouses (Jones n.d., 

District .agistrate, Meru 1973; Nkubu 1074). The fact that the 

deceased .eft a daughter would be immaterial. 

Even when ia male owner of a registered plot wishes to sell his 

plot during his Ifetime and has only daughters vith no hope of ever 

having a son, the law has not prevented him from disposing of the 

land prior to his death without taking into account the needs of his 

daughter(q). In one rather protracted suit a widow havinp one adult 

son, four unmarried daughters, and one son ia school, challenged the 

court to protect herself and her daughters from the sons. She foresaw 

difficulties with her older son whom she accused of want:ing to chase 

her away from the land, which was the main source of livelihood for 
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the women. The most the law could give her and her daughters was a 

usufructuary right during her lifetime. After her death her sons--or 

distant male relatives if the sons predeceased her--could step in and 

dispose of the land as they wished (Jones n.d., District Magistrate, 

Meru 1973). The absolute right to cultivate belonged to the mother. 

The right to be maintained without the right to cultivate belonged to 

the daughters. Thus, the daughter in general is under much pressure 

for the sake of economic survival to marry or to give birth to sons who 

can claim her father's lands or her husband's. The single daughter can 

hardly be said to be encouraged by the law, or protected by the law, to 

oecome as independent as her brother. The land reform programs as 

administered at the discretion of the courts or bureaucrats do justice 

to only half of the population. They are unrealistic in the face of 

the growing divorce rates and leave women little alternative but to go 

into the town to join the landless and industrial rootless. 

In Kenya, outside the settlement schemes, the married woman who 

divorces or is divorced may arrange her affairs so that her economic lot 

is somewhat beter than it ordinarily might be if she were to return to 

her status as an unmarried daughtey to be maintained ex gratia by male 

relatives. This is because of the fact that the Kenyan courts have 

recognized a woman's equitable right to get back at divorce the contri

butions which she made to her husband's wealth. The case of I. v. I., 

1971 E.A. 279 (K), was a judicial bombshell giving her this right. 

Whether its principle wil]l be applied in respect to settlement lands 

remains to be seen. If it is, it would be most innovative. The High 

Court in I. v. I. found the British statute, the Married Women's Property
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Act of 1882, applicable in Kenya, and (because it is a statute) gave it
 

precedence over customary laws. The divorced parties in the suit were
 

hardly typical farmers and the property iNvolved was a house in England,
 

but the principle involved was not confined to the facts of the case.
 

The proceeds of the sale of the house i n England were used to buy a 

hcuse In Kenya in the joint names of the spouses. The divorced husband 

argued that, in Kenyan circumstances, a married woman had no right to 

property owned by her husband. The court in response established the 

broad principle that "the circumstances of Kenya and its inhabitants 

do nct generally require that a woman should not be able to own property'' 

(1971 E.A. 279 (K); also M."Ina 1976). The court did not bother to 

estab].ish as a fact whether the wife had or had not kept whatever she 

earned or contributed or not contributed to the matrimonial capital. 

It simply conciuded that even "if she did [keep her earnings), It left 

her husband with extra money for other purposes" (1971 E.A. 279 (K); 

also Maina 1976). The court awarded her half of the proceeds of the 

sale of the house. 

About a year after the case of I. v. I. a Resident Magistrate
 

applying Akamba customary law heard on appeal a petition for divorce
 

brought by a prosperous woman who owned cattle and small shops in
 

a rural area (Jones n.d., Resident Magistrane, Kitni, Divcrce Cases of
 

1971). The petitioner was upset about her husband having married a
 

second wife although it was quite valid under their customary law.
 

She sued for divorce on the ground that her husband was allegedly
 

failing to maintain her and her children. Testimony given established
 

that her father had lent her money to start a business. She became so
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prosperous that she built several shops--a hotel, a butchery, a bar, 

a tea room, a warehouse for storing grains. She gave management of 

these places over to her husband. ie began claiming ownership. She 

prayed in her petition that the court make a Iwarriage settlement by 

way cf an order of division of the properties. The lower court had 

found that the husband was wnt guilty of neglecting his duty to main

tain the wife. The father of the complaining woman had testified that 

the loans which he had made were to his daughter and son--in-law 

jointly. The court concluded that the children were being maintained 

by the husband by virtue of his participating in the joint business. 

On appeal the Resident Magistrate bluntly disagreed with the lower 

court. He found that the husband had nothing of his own with whih 

to maintain the wife and children. The court further found the father's 

testimony about making loans jointly to the daughter and son-in-law 

incredulous. The court concluded that the husband was using the 

proceeds from his wife's business and her cattle to maintain the family 

and to pay the bridewealth for the second wife. The court made no 

specific order relating to settlement of property. The judgment of 

divorce simply implied that all of the property originally belonged 

to the wife, who was being maintained by virtue of her own wealth and 

not that of the husband. 

Although the Resident Magistrate's decision above was in keeping 

with the principles laid dcown in I. v. I. above favoring rights of a 

married in property jointly managed by herself and her former 

husband, the appellate decision confliqted with the reasoning of 

another lower court which expounded a theory of Akamba customary law 
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which worked against the married woman. 
 The theory is worth examining 

because it represents a problem which land reformers have not addressed 

directly. The theory was expounded by a district ragistrate court in
 

a semi-arid area southea.st of Nairobi, where there 
seems to be a direct
 

proportional relationship between the rate of divorce and the 
severity 

of drought (ione, n.d., D)istrict agistnate, Machakos, Maintenance 

Cases of 1969, courtesy of P. Wal-i). The complainant was a woman who 

sought divorce on the grounds of the husband's alleged desertion and 

failure to provide maintenance. She sought in addition a monthly
 

allowance for herself and the children. 
 She had moved from the
 

matrimonial farm to her par-nLs and wns 
earning money as a government
 

employee. She rai ",ought 
 a farm where she intended to settle. The
 

parties had married under their customary law. The district magistrate
 

examined their customary law of divorce. He found that she had
 

deserted by going to her parents. She therefore automatically deprived
 

herself of any support from her husband. The court went on to pronounce
 

that
 

. . . it is a [customary] law that a married woman has got no
 
property of her own which she acquires while in 
the enjoyment 
of her matrimonial life. That includes any property acquired 
by the wife either in the course of employment or in the course 
of any other work done by her but while si is a lepally married 
wife. That does not include any property g,,iven to her by her 
parents or any other type of present From her friends. (Jones 
n.d., District Magistrate, Machakos, Maintenance Cases of 1969, 
courtesy of P. Wai) 

In brief, a married woman upon divorce could 
not expect under customary 

law to claim any properties which she acquired with her own money earned 

during her marr iage. She could claim only properties bought with money 

from her amily or friends. The court deemed the wife's salary in this 

http:southea.st
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case and the wealth (including the farm) which she accumulated from 

these earnings as belonging to her husband. Therefore, since he 

could not be said to be neglecting his duty to maintain, no divorce 

was granted. 

This kind of reasoning would be more appropriate for a situation 

in which the married woman received from her husband land to cultivate 

to feed herself and their children. Upon divorce she could not claim 

the land was reserved forthe children or a shnre in the land because 

the next wife to cultivate for herself and the children. She returned 

and worked on her newto natal relatives for support or she remarried 

of reasoning not onlyhusband's land or his family's Land. This kInd 

violates the principle that a woman has the right to the profitable 

it is alsocontributions which she made to the matrimonial 	 home; 

which is to giveinimical 	 to one of the purposes of land reform, 

of tenure in order to encourage long-term investment insecurity 

improvements in the land. The legislators may do well to consider 

which would harmonize the divorce and maintenance lawslegislation 


as they relate to women and the principle of land reform. For example,
 

they could consider requiring the husband upon divorce to turn over
 

to the woman wishing to continue to till that portion of land which
 

would be the equivalent in value of the improvements which she made
 

on the land while fa rming it during the marriage, provided that her
 

father has no land to give her in her own name.
 

The law seems inherently unfair when it gives a person (usually 

a man) The economic use of the labor of another (usually a woman) 

without any compensation to the latter, under the guise of maintenance. 
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Lord Denning, a highly respected common law judge, dear to the hearts
 

of many citizens of the fornerlv colonialized developing countries,
 

refused to permit: the law this luxury. His thinki.jg is well worth 

examination by any government seeking to harmon:ize family law and 

agrarian reform as a matter of justice. 
 In Wachtel v. Wachtel, (1973)
 

1 All England Reports 829, he enunciated judicial recognition of the 

economic value of the l.'or contributed hy a woran co a household.
 

It is as valuable as the earnings which a woman contributes to house

hold expenses or savings. Being of value, it entitles her to a share
 

in the homestead upon divorce or separation ([1973) 1 A.E.R. at 830). 

The principle could logically and equitably be extended to the Philip

pine common law wife discussed above. In Wachtel the lower court had
 

divided the value of the family assets equally between the two
 

divorced spouses who had been married Zor eighteen years. Famnly
 

assets were defined as "things acquired by one or the other spouse with
 

Lhe intent that they should be continuing provision for themselves and
 

their children during their joint lives and used fcr the benefit of the
 

family" ([1973] 1 .\.E.R. at 836). The husband was ordered to pay one 

large lump sum of money to the wife who had decided to leave the matri

monial home. The money was sufficient for a deposit on a flat. The
 

husband appealed the decision, contending that the recent statute
 

enacted on the division of 
propert upon divorce had 7ot intended a 

shift from the old idea of maintenance to one of dist ibution of assets 

and purchasiiag power. He aSso disliked the court's starting from the 

presumpt i nn 1hat '',qua1 division" was right. 

Lord Denning disagreed, ie traced the histocr, of aivision of 

http:thinki.jg


assets under common and statutory laws. Twenty-five years before
 

Wachtel, if the home were in the husband's name, as it usually was in
 

fact, it belonged to him in law and 2quity. Whatever money the wife 

contributed was regarded as a gift and not recoverable. Some courts, 

howfver, were permitting her to recover whatever financial contribu

tions she had made towards paying mortgages or depesits. The Royal
 

Commission on Marriage and Divorce observed that since then that 

". . it is an unwarrantablo hardship when in consequence [of 

devoting heiself to caring for her husband ind children] she finds
 

herself in the end with nothing she can call her own" ([1973] 1 

A.E.R. at 837). In other words, as graphically portrayed by another
 

Justice, "The cock can feather the nest because he does not have to 

spend most of his time sitting on it" ([19731 1 A.E.R. at 837). Lord 

Denning knew that it was time that the courts d1d justice to the 

woman. The court decided that Parliament intended that the wife 

who looks af"er the home and family is contribting in kind, not to 

be treated differcntlv from the woman who contributes money from her 

salaried or cormmeicial earn ings. Lord Denning discounted the pros

pects of remarriage as an important consideration when awarding a
 

lump sum to the woman. In the past a woman who remarried suffered 

a reduction in what she coidd claim from her former spouse. Lord 

Denning in rut hl esqly applying, the principle of fairness wrote: 

"After all she has earr. d it by her contribution in looking after the 

home and caring for the farily. It should nt be taken away from her 

b, the prosperi. of remarriage"' ([19731 I A.E.. at 841). 

In Peru one of the basic principles of land reform law is
 



potentially con.patible with Lord Denning's notion of equity as 

described above in Wachtel. The Peruvian agrarian reform law was 

designed to abolish all relationships that de facto or de jOre linked 

the granting of usufructuary. ghts in land with the rendering of 

personal services (artic.lc 2) (Peru, Agrarian Reform Law, No. 15037 of 

1964). However, it does not seems that the Peruvian ,.c'nislators were 

thipking of wives and daughters. If they were, they would have asked 

themselves why a woman's services rendered to the household in which 

she lives should be linked only to usufructuary rights in the lands 

owned by the male head of her household. 

It is true that the provisions of the agrarian reform law does 

not explicitly I mit to men eligibility to participate in the distri

bution of public lands, as in Colombia. Yet the law is written in 

such a way that mc:4 ie favored in receiving allotments because of a 

recurrent presumption that women are incapable of farming. The law 

created the Inst:itute of Agrarian Reform Lo make alletments to land

less peasants or peasants with in ,uf-f:ic,,nt lands. The allotments 

are to he family sized lots, meaning "areats] that could e worked 

directly by the farmer and the members of his fanily"" (article 96). 

Among the eligibility requiremen t.; for a recipicnt are Peruvian 

ci tizenship, capabl'Hiitv for fOrring, and an age of not loss than 

ei.ghteen years cr not rror t han sixty unless ,Se o! a seventeen year 

o]Id son. Apparently, and unfortunate]y, daughter: are not expected 

to farm, and even if they dc far;, they arc not to be encouraged to 

farm on boibrf of their fathers. The security of tenu-t during the 

lifetime of the owner also depends on the owner haviu., a son. Eiect

http:artic.lc
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ment from the family sized allotment that was the only agrarian property 

of the farmer in question is not permitted if the owner famrs the land 

directly or has an adult son or sons capable of farmin, the land 

(articl 148), Again the lawmakers presumed irrebutablv that women 

are not capable of farming. ,hcn a farmer who had received an allot

ment dies, the estate is Lo stay within te Oamilv by way of inheri

tance. The original owner can designate by will one successor as long 

as the successor works the land (article 106). Because It was apar

entiy regarded as socially unacceptable for women to work the land 

primarily rather than secondarily as helpers, the law only perpetuates 

the 	status quo: the dependency of women. If the owner leaves no wil, 

the surviving family members can designate a successor. If, in social 

practice, women do not have decji;ion-making powers in a family, the 

law does not motivate the family to encourage them to become ihdepen

dent peasants. If women are not chosen as heirs, they can receive 

only financial compensation equal to a prescribed percentage, rather 

than the value of their contribution towards improving the land. 

IV. Conclusions and Recommendations
 

As indicated in the foregoing case studies, too many legislators 

have written into land reform laws, explicitly or implicitly, several 

obstacles which prevent women from becoming independent peasants able 

or willing to take the nitiative regarding the lands they till. 

Undergirding this legislative behavior are certain basic social assump

tions: 

1. 	Social and economic stability in a society depends on men 

being made primarily responsible for maintenance of their 
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families. Women are and should be only secondarily respon

sible.
 

2. 	Women, highly respected and admired for their reproductive
 

and productiwe contributions, especially when mar:itqi, are
 
adequately protected by their patrilineal or matrilineal
 
ties. Women hu've no needs beyond tl:e need to help their 
male guardians to preserve their control over land for the 
protection of women and ci.idren. 

3. 	Family laws cr-ating unequal responsibilities for maintenance 
and permitting accordingly unequal distribution of family 
assets among men and women in inheritance pursue goals 
which are and should be different from te goal s of agrarian 
law reforMs. There is no nerd to reconcile the two or to 
decide which will take precedence In case of conflict. 

Until policy and law makers are willing to perceive the inequity
 

of these assumptions, half of the population will not be contributing
 

their utmost to development and will he sources of instability. To
 

overcome this unjust and counterproductive situation, governments should
 

begin to implement the following policies:
 

1. 	In addition to the goal of economic equity, governments
 
should make equality between women and men a principle
 
of their legal systems. This is crucial in countries where
 
rights depend on the discretion of courts or of land reform
 
administrators.
 

2. 	Governments should re-examine curreut legislation with the
 
purpose of providing incentives for women to exercise equal
 
rights of management of land. This is needed particularly
 
in countries which exempt women from prohibitions against
 
subletting the la.d, but permit male tenants or rent col
lectors to manage lan(.
 

3. 	The traditional obligation to provide women with land to
 
produce food for their children should tc preserved. This 
is crucial in countries where polygyny is practiced or where 
men are frequently absent from the farms. Where women are 
put In control of wealth not for their own welfare and 
independence Lot as trustees for their children, the law
 
should make It difficult for a woman to transfer the land
 
or its produce to men who wish to replace her as quard ign
 
because of sex bias.
 

4. 	In reconciling family laws with agrarian reform laws, govern
ments should preserve a range of rights to property from
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which women, not tLE r guardians, can choose. Such
 

choices chould depend on 	the degree of harmony between
 

a woman and her m~trilineal family uhen the patrilineal
 

ties break down. This is important in countries where 

the 	divorce or Yeraat ion rate Is high.
 

in the rights which they5. 	Governments mus: eiduca te women 

can assert r.:gardtes of social practices and should 

Include the study of leal rights in agricultural voca

tioaa curricu]a. Where the desire ;' assert economic 

indepvd ce: wi I. depend on a woman's confidence in her 

ability to tiil land herself or to overcome traditional 

taboos, 	the laws should especially provide for her
 

at the very least, for greater
training in tilling and, 
accountab i i oy mal1e managers to her.of 

The Ethiopi an land rt-form law--one of the most recently enacted-

is a good example with which to conclude. It is a case in which 

legislators could have implemented the forepaing five policies, but
 

instead attempted to blend modern principles with tradition without
 

a realistic understanding of the choices which are and should be
 

open to women. In Ethiopian communities wnich are traditionally
 

matrilineal, the divorced or separated woman previously had a right
 

to take part of her former spouse's land or ask to control land
 

inherited from her parents but possessed by a male relative or her
 

former spouse (Bruce 1976: 270-271). Her wishes were fulfilled so
 

long as she was head of a household and paid her share of land taxes.
 

Often In practice her ultimate share was so small that she left it
 

in the possession of the 	male relative or former spouse and received
 

only a share of the harvest (Bruce 1976: 406ff.). Thus, it would
 

seem that In practice a woman was not expected to be in control of
 

cultivation.
 

In 1975 the Public Ownership of Rural Lands Proclamation
 

(No. 31/1975 in Food and 	Agricultural Org. 1975: l1ff.) introduced
 

two 	principles: one, all lands were the collective property of the
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people; two, only tillers of the soil may be allotted land sufficient
 

to sustain themselves and their families [section 4 (1)]. The law
 

states clearly that there was to be no "differentiation of the sexes" 

[section 4(1)]. A woman head of a household can veceive land as in
 

the past. However, a woman who cannot cultivate her land, fir whatever
 

(traditional) reasons, is in effect excluded from the allocation program.
 

She cannot hire labor to help her [section 4(5)] as she might have in
 

the past. On]y a woman who both cannot personally cultivate and has
 

no other adequate means of livelihood is permitted to hire help.
 

The Proclamation did not define the term "livelihood." A government
 

official allocating lands is left to construe the Proclamation's 

meaning. Such an official will most probably interpret the term 

"livelihood" in such a way that a woman has to prove not only that 

she lacks ski].]s, agricultural and non-agricultural, to sustain herself 

by her own efforts, and also is not being maintained in the traditional 

manner, sharing in the harvest of lands tilled and controlled by male 

relatives. When a head of a household is widowed, is unable to culti

vate her land, and is not being maintained by relatives, the peasants' 

association (mandatorily organized under law) is given the responsi

bility to till and control the widow's holdings [section 10(7)). 

The divorced or separated woman is also inadequately provided
 

for: she is, in effect, excluded. She no longer has the traditional
 

right to her former husband's lands. She has a new right to be
 

allocated ten hectares, but if she cannot cultivate this land herself,
 

she cannot get help from the association. She can hire labor only
 

if she proves tct she has no other means of lIvelihood. In effect,
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the new Proclamation forces women ei'her to choose to break all tradi

tional taboos against personal involvement in all the work tradition

ally done by men or to choose to fal under the maintenance umbrella 

of a husband or male relative who tills her land. Neither choice 

would seem to be palatable for many women in the current Ethiopian 

context. Nor are women and men treated equitably, because a man faces 

these choices only if he is ill or physically or mentally incapacitated. 

The legislators should have devised exemptions for women designed 

to enable them to start takino advantage of the principle that one who 

tills shall control the land, A woman, regardless of marital status, 

should be able to control land as she was under the traditional matri

lineal svstem'. And she should be required to piove why she needs help 

to till her land and to inform the village peasant association of the 

3teps she is taking to improve her ability to till the land herself. 

The Ethiopian example unJerlines the propensity for land reform 

to increase the dependence of women and how this outcome can be 

circumvented. The price of land reform should not be and need not be 

to increase women's dependence, 
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I. State of tile Art
 

The Statistical Picture
 

in the Third World, women's literacy and access to primary education 

still lags behind that of men, and the situation is more accentuated for 

rural than for urban women. The present picture as well as the degree of 

progress made in increasing women's access to formal education varies 

considerably from continent to continent and from country to country. 

In Latin America, for example, women's access to primary education is 

equal to that of men, and this access has spread quite widely since 1975, 

when 78% of girls (and boys) 6-11 years old were enrolled in school 

(UNESCO 1977:53-56). Despite almost universal literacy in many Latin 

American countries, rural women (and men) still often have less access to 

formal education than urban women and men. In Asia, although the increase 

in the number of girls 6-11 years of age attending school is the greatest 

in the Third World (UN, ECOSOC 1979), the discrepancy between girls and boys 

of that age enrolled in school is still large (50 percent of girls and 71
 

percent of boys in 1975) (1JN!SCO 1977). The greatest discrepancy between 

boys' and girls' access to primary education is found among low income 

Asian courties, particularly Afghanistan, Bhutan, and Nepal where girls 

represent less than 20 percent of primary school students (UNESCO 1977).
 

In Africa where girls are permitted to attend primary school from ages 

6-18, the gap between women and men seems to have widened from 1960 to
 

1975 rather than diminished, especially in the 12-17 age group (UNESCO 1977; 

UN, ECOSOC 1979). In West Africa, despite increases in total enrollment 

of girls, female enrollment still. lags behind that of boys, and, according 

to UNESCO projections, these disparities will further increase by 1985 

(UNESCO 1977:37). Girls in West and Middle Africa will continue to have 
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less access to formal education than In other Third World countries. 

In general, the overall trends indicate that women's access to 

primary education conti nue- to be least in the low income nations of 

Africa, Asia, but not of Latin America, as well as in North Africa and 

the Middle East. In thes2 areas, about one-third or less of the primary 

school students are women (UNESCO 1977). 

The statistical picture becomes clearer and more meaningful, how

ever, when we come down to the level of specific countries. In 1971,
 

for example, 18.4 p2rcent of Indian women and 39.5 percent of Indian men
 

were literate (Status 1975:155). But the discrepancy between rural and
 

urban Indian women was even larger: 13.2 percent of the rural and 42.3 

percent of the urban women weie literate (Jacobson 1977:35). Even within 

Indian states, there is considerable variation from Kerala (where 53.1 

percent of rural and 60.6 percent of urban women are literate) to Bihar 

(with 6.4 percent of the rural women literate) and to Rajastan (with
 

4 percent of the rural women literate) (Status 1975:8-9). The situation
 

is even more extreme in Morocco where, in 1.971, 14 percent of all women
 

were literate, but among rural women only 2 percent were literate as against 

38 percent of the urban women (USLID 1978). Similarly In Yemen, only 2.4 

percent of the rural women were literate (Myntti 1978). At the ether 

extreme, Chile approaches universal literacy for both women and men and 

El Salvador has achieved sex parity in literacy although rural men and 

women lag behind the urban population. Thailand is the Asian counterpart 

of this type with female literacy in rural areas now almost universal 

(Bowman and Anderson 1978). 

In general, rural women have consistently lower literacy than rural 

men but also lower literacy than urban women. It must be underlined, however, 
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that literacy is not the most important indicator of access to primary 

education since in some countries literacy does not necessarily imply 

school enrollment and even less often primary school graduation. For 

example, about 20 percent of the literate women in the slums of Istanbul 

acquired literacy without schooling (Karpart 1976). In India 40 percent 

of women literaLus Lhv2 not completed primary school (Status 1975:9). This 

is significant becwuse primary school graduation is critical for admission 

to valuable vocational training in ariculture. 

We must be aware that enrollment statistics are often not meaningful 

and accurate unless the cohorts of entering students are traced through 

graduation because the dropout and grade repeat: rates for all students, 

particularly g s, are quite high. Completion of grade four can be taken 

as an indication of the level of education needed in order to become and 

remain literate. Only about half of the children who entered primary 

education in 197n attained this level. However, more children in Africa 

than in Latin ,America or South Asia were able to finish the fourth grade 

(FrdrIksen 197R,. Here again, there is considerable variation between 

cuntries, Ketween urban and rural areas, and between males and females. 

in India, for example, out of 1,Oo entrants, to primary schools, only 475 

boys and 407 girls are still in school af er five years. in Cambodia, only 

226 g:Irls and 439 boys are still in school after six years and, In Syria, 

girls and 80 o; (Pwman and Andrso 1978) Data from Algeria show 

that only 39 ppn:cknt of the boys and 30 percent: of 1,000 entrants completed 

si: years of orim'.- eduat ion, 

In general, eolcatonal wastage Is higher in rural aieas and for 

girl studen-, :Thm.Ii Algeria, the educational wastage of female students 

was much high er in rural areas (where only 21 percent of the women gradu



ated) than :in urban areas (where 36 percent of the women succeeded in
 

graduating). Also, the discrepancies between Algerian male and female
 

graduates were larger in rural areas where 19 percent more boys than
 

girls graduated than in urban areas where only 7 percent more boys than
 

girls graduated (Brimer and Pauli 1971).
 

It is of intorest to note that, although girl students show greater 

rates of educaLional wastage than boys, their wastage is more often due
 

to dropping out while boys' wastage is more often duo to repetition of
 

grades (Brimer and Pauli 1971; Dubbeldam 1970). Girls' attrition from
 

primary school seems, therefore, to be less due to failure to be promoted
 

than te withdrawing from schooi for non-scholastic reasons. Boys, on the
 

other hand, tend to "hang on" regard]enz of scholastic performance. Some
 

detailed data froml: uwral india reports that boys show greater persistence 

in school than girls (Asubramanian 1977).
 

A small but iA-dept.h study of rurol school girls in Ghana illustrates 

clearly he facters responsible for many girls' withdrawal from school. 

Schoolgirlp Wa th:_ el sweuntarv school rangrd from 6 to 20 vears, with one

fifth 1.3 ur .Ler. Half of the gir'. dropping out of school were 18 or 

older and another one-third wcur, 16-17 (Akuffo 1973). The age range of 

the rural hnni an schoolgirls is not unusual for the rurol reas of many 

Africn countric.. IL i:; caused by delayed ent:r'y into school r. welI as 

by tent W ry ,ut i: l lL and ra.-, ,, into ,On',e after somesom, grade 

dWay or ly grad, rtletiicA; d.ue to Cailur-. The Wder the school.girls, 

the rreatur chy ,-'.si:Lity hUt they w:ill. .orou: bc ause they get 

marr-ied, uecaus: 1:hy ,'t pr'yant, or h (u,;e the<y lose interest in 

schoo! (.e ,illy if thev can, do some A.LOh of work to earn some ronue ) 

The ('han.ian case tudy demonstrates trhese trends. Thirty-eLght percent 
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of the schoolgirls who dropped jut of school did so because they became
 

pregnant. Over 20 percent of the dropouts were engaged in some economic
 

activity to raise some money and about 80 percent of them did some kind
 

of trading, either an helpers to their mothers or guardians or by them

selves. These girls are introduced to trading from an early age (6-16 

years old) often by keeping the daily accounts of their mothers' sales; 

they are thus exposed to the possibility of imrediate monetary rewards 

without the benefit of schooling (Akuffo 1978). 

The relationship between early marriage and withdrawal from school
 

is self-evident. In Pakistan, for example, only 2 peroent of girls aged
 

school, while 75 percent were married (Yo,,ssef
15-19 were enrolled in 


1976). The overall trend for developing countries is a negative relation

ship between early marriage and school enrollment. More specifically,
 

where girls 15-19 years old defer marr Page, their rates of school enroll

nent tend to be the same for both sexer, hut where they marry young,
 

their enrollment rates are much lower than men's (UN Coimnission). Because
 

a considerable percentage of the girls enrolled in primary school are over
 

14 years old, marriage interferes widely with graduation from primary
 

school.
 

The Importance of an-; mentary School Education
 

Rural girls' access to formal education is the key to their integra

tion into the mainstream development efforts of their countries and to
 

better employmcnt and even marital options. Graduation from elementary
 

school is crucial for rural girls because:
 

1. it firmlv established literacy, and it opens up options to
 

participate in types of vocational training such as agricul

ture qnd cooperative traiuing;
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2. 	it increases their ability to take part in varied rural
 
development efforts and related non-formal, experimental
 
educationai programs;
 

3. 	it contributes to more extensive literacy and schooling for
 

subsequent generations;
 

4. 	it enhances family nutrition, since mothers' education has
 

been found to improve the nutritional status of children 
(Cravioto 1966); 

5. 	it tends to make women more receptive to family planning;
 

6. 	it helps women to benefit more from different types of non
formal education (Derryck 1978);
 

7. 	it is related to increased farm productivity.
 

The importance of mothers' educat'ou for children's education and 

nutritional status (as well as for their health) is such that the argument 

for educating Third World women could be made in the interests of future 

generations alone. The poverty cycle cannot be broken as long as women do 

not have access to primary education. Iranian data show rural adult male 

literacy to be more closely associated with the schooling of boys than of 

girls, while a higher adult female literacy improves schooling of both 

boys and girls about equally (Fattahipour-Fard 1963). Another study shows 

that, in Senegal, children's regularity of attendance at primary school 

as well as their aspirations to more education is influenced by the 

mothers' literacy and level of education (Eliou 1973). 

But equally significant is the accumulating evidence that primary 

education helps increase farm productivity. In India, for example, liter

ate farmers were found to produce higher yields per acre (McGrath 1979).
 

And a recent survey of 18 studies examining the relationship between farmer
 

education and farm efficiency finds average farm productivity to be 7
 

percent higher among fatmers with four years of schooling than among those 

with none (Lockheed, Jamison and Lau, forthcoming). te, therefore, expect 
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that literacy similarly will increase productivity among women farmers 

because they will then have access to agricultural and cooperative 

training, seek more contact with agricultural extension workers, are more 

aware of and more open to existing nonformal programs, facilities (e.g., 

agricultural credit) and strategies that can increase their productivity, 

aid are bitter able to implement new ideas and to use exist Lg facilities. 

Graduation from pi mary scool strengthens rural women's 1in. .gewith the 

"modern" world; it is an important step toward becoming "integrated" into 

rural development.
 

Thus far we have examined access to primary education among rural
 

women as a means of Improving their options withiu the rural context; we
 

must also examine its relevance for options outside the rural context.
 

Pljmary school education will also provide rural women with the option of
 

'igration to urban areas since there is considerable evidence that formal
 

cdocation is related to higher rural-to-urban migration rates (Mangum 

1977). However, this relationship is stronger in areas where women are 

less widely and actively in agriculture, as is more often true in some 

Latin American countries and the Near East than in Africa (Derryck 1978). 

To the extent that women's increased access to formal education is not 

accompanied by ia',reased access to agricultural training, rural women's 

formal education may lead to their migration to the cities. If, however, 

rural women's primary school graduation were followed up by agricultural. 

training, many women would become productive farmers instead of seeking an 

uncertain future in the cities. 

In somef: rural areas, however, the available agricultural land is 

limitnd and of poor quality and cannot absorb everybody's labor evea at a 

subsistence level, regardless of economically feasible imprcvements. In 
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these cases, it is important for rural women to have the option of migration
 

to urban areas instead of having to stay in totally unproductive farms
 

abandoned by men. in these cases, primary school education opens avenues
 

to valuable vocational training progrmq;. Increasing urbanizatlor, especially
 

in Africa, is an inevitable reality and rural womon must have formal elemen

tary school education as a basic skill aiding them in their rural-to-urban
 

transition (Boserup 1970).
 

Finally, primary school education is a basic prerequisite for women's
 

access to highar education and thus to upward social mobility. Even if only
 

a handful of rural girls have the opportunity to continue their education,
 

they should not be denied this option because, for some reason, they were
 

not able to comolete primary school.
 

II. Obstacles to Rural Women's Attending and Completing Elementary Education
 

The obstacles to rural women's access to elementary education can be
 

grouped In the following categories: (I) competing household and child

care tasks and responsibilities; (2) competing involvement in productive
 

economic activities; (3) parents', and especially. fathers', negative atti

tudes toward daughters' education; (4) parents' limited financial and educa

tional resources; (5) shortage of schools; (6) shortage of women elementary 

school teachers combined with male teachers' negative attitudes toward 

women's education and ability to learn; (7) dropping out of school because 

of pregnancy or marriag :; (8) poor school performance and dropping out of 

school because of malnutrition and chronic infections; and (9) educational
 

s ix-segregation.
 

Comnetinq household and childcare tasks and responsibilities. In most
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developing nations, young girls begin to have household and childcare
 

tasks and responsibilities at a very early age, often when they are 5-6
 

years old. In the urban slums and the rural areas of the Third World
 

this situation is illustratcd by the familiar sight of a six-year-old
 

girl carrying a baby in her arms and another child trailing behind her. 

The mother role is thrust upon girls from childhood on and it continues 

throughout life. The absence of alternative roles surely increases 

prevailing fertility rates. 

Time budget studies conducted in rural areas of several developing 

more time incountries show clearly how young girls have to spend much 

household and childcare tasks than boys and are, thus, les able than 

boys to attend school and to do their homework. In rural Java, for 

example, irls 6-P years old spend 1.7 hours per day in childcare while 

boys of the same age spend 1.2 hcurs. Girls 9-11 years old spend 1.9
 

hours per day doing household tasks while boys of the same age spend only 

0,9 hours and more hours in school than girls (3.5 hours instead if 2.9 

hours spent in school by girls). In rural Nepal, girls 6-8 years old 

spend over eight times more hours in childcace than boys of the same age 

and one-fifth the number of hours in school (Nag, et al. 1978). In 

rural Peru daughters are much more likely than sons to help with cooking 

nd washing and, above age 10, to substitute for mothers in the prepara

tion of meals (Deere 1978). The same trend has been found in rural Yemen 

(Myntti 1978), rural Bangladesh (Cain 1977), and Botswana (Mueller 1978). 

The fact that rural girls, especially older daughters, are given 

more childcare and housework tasks and responsJbilities than boys affects 

their access to education both directly and indirectly. Girls are not 

sent to school at all or are withdrawn earlier than boys; they are also 
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made to miss school in order to stay home and take care of younger
 

siblings and do housework. Days and hours of school missed interfere
 

wL-h their ability to follow lessons and to perform satisfactorily. Thus
 

girls receive bad grades, repeat classes and eventually lose interest in
 

school; and male teachers' negative attitudes about girls' ability to
 

learn are further reinforced. Furthermore, because the childcare and
 

household tasks compete with titie (particularly precious daylight hours)
 

available for studying, girls have much less time to do their homework
 

and are thus placed at a disadvantage in school--until at last they
 

follow the path of least resistance &nd drop out of school.
 

Competing involvement in productive activities. Children's involve

ment in different types of productive activities varies Lonsiderably by
 

cultural area, country and region. In some countries, boys are much more
 

often involved in productive activities than girls, as has been docu

mented for the village of Char Jopalpur in Bangladesh (Cain 1977) and
 

rural Botswana (Mueller 1978). In other areas such as rural Java, it
 

has been found that boys spend more time than girls in agricultural
 

activities, but girls spend more time than boys in handicrafts, while in
 

rural Nepal, girls over 9 years of age spend raore time than boys in
 

agricultural activities (Nag, et al. 1978). Water carrying is often
 

girls' responsibility. In rural Yemen, ror example, girls begin carrying
 

water in small containers over their heads from the age of 6, and by the 

time they are 10, they are responsible for providing the household with 

water. (Myntti 1978). A survey in Kivu Province, Zaire, shows that boys 

up to the age of 10 were not at all involved in productive activities 

while girls 5-9 years old helped with weeding and water carrying (Mitchnik 

1972). Where girls have responsibility for time-consuming work earlier 
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than boys, the boys get an important headstart in primary education. 

In all cases, girls spend a considerably greater total number of 

hours than boys in household tasks, childcare, and productive activi

ties combined, which seriously interferes with both school attendance
 

and school performance.
 

In West Africa, girls are heavily involved from an early age in 

their mothers' trading activities in addition to childcare and housework 

and, thus, often lose interest in schocl since they have little time 

and opportunity to study. Also the more immediate opportunity to gain 

some money overshadows any potential long-range gains from education. 

Because West African rural women traders are very often illiterate, they 

do not value formal education for their daughters and are not always able 

themselves to see the link between education and more "modern" western

style commerce which might afford greater success. 

Parents' negative attitudes toward daughters' education. In many
 

develvping countrins , parents fee. that it is much more important to 

educate sons than daughters L:cnuse sons are expected to support old 

parents, and daughters are expected to mairy and be supported by their 

husbands (Akuffo 1978; Robertson 1974; Huntington 1975). The lower 

priority given to daughters' education is further justified by the higher 

cost of such education because girls attending school are not available 

to help at home. There is an immediace need for girls as household labor, 

but boys are valuabl.e as social security; therefore t:hne allocated to 

education interferes with girls' usefulness while, on the contrary, such 

time enhances bcys' value as social security. 

In addition to the perceived lesser functionality of education for 

girls whose labor is needed at home, parents often hesitate to educate 
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their daughters because they fear that education will make them disobedi

ent, disrespectful and "bad" daughters and wives no longcr abiding by the 

local trad~itions (Pbolinyi 1972). This resistance becomes extreme in 

Muslim couutries and regions in which marriageability requires women's 

virginity, sexual purity, and absence of any contact with men. In such 

societies, parentm; see early marriage as the best proteccion of a girl's 

good reputation and they are annious to marry their daughters as soon as 

possible, thus transferring the responsibility for their sexual and moral 

conduct to their husbands (Youssef 1976; yntti 1978). 

In general, parents' motivation to educate their daughters remains 

quite low wherever literate and educated wives are not particularly valued 

and sought after as partners and wherever wonen are not perceived to be 

as economically activa as men. 

Parents' limited financial and educational resources. As we saw 

earlier, Illiterate mothers seem to contribute to all children's, especially 

to daughters' , ill iteracy and poor school performance. But an apparently 

more sig,4ficant barrier to rural girls' elementary school attendance is 

poverty; this is particularly powe-ful when combined with traditional 

values downplaying women's education and membership in a low status, 

disdained ethnic or religious group. In fact, poverty and tradition often 

coincide since rural and poor peopie usually uphold traditional values 

much more faithfully than ouners. Since girls' formal education is 

defined as a luxury in the rural context, the poorer the parents, the 

greater the probability that daughters will have less access to formal 

education than sons. In rural Malaysia, for example, parents' low socio

economic status represents an important barrier to Chinese (but net as 
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much to Malay) women's access to formal education while it does not
 

constitute a barrier to Chinese men (Dropout Study 1973). In India the
 

daughters of Harijans and other scheduled castes have less access to
 

literacy and primary education than daughters in other rural families,
 

and within each caste category, increases in the size of parental land

holding has twca as great an impact on girls' access to schooling as
 

boys' (Choldin 1971; Joshi and Rao 1964). The greater the ability of
 

parents to pay the fees and to buy the books and clothes necessary for
 

the education of all children, the greater the daughters' chances to
 

receive a formal education. The more, however, parents are compelled to
 

set financial priorities, the more likely boys are to be educated at the
 

expense of girls. Parejrt- feel that investing in a son's education will
 

have higher economic returns than investing in a daughter's education
 

(Court an!d hai 1974). Furthermore, educated sons are expected to be
 

better able to help with dowry and other expenses connected with daughters.
 

Indeed, a study in Nepal showed that the more numerous the daughters in
 

the family the more schooling the father wanted for his sons; presumably
 

the sons would thus be better able to help with the financial "burden"
 

of many daughters (Lockheed and Jamison 1979).
 

Shortage of schools. While shortage of schools in developing
 

countries is a definite barrier to all children's school attendance, it
 

constitutes an even greater barrier to poor, rural childien and especially,
 

to poor, rural girls. In Afghanistan, for example, where schools are sex

segregated from grades one to 12, only 12.4 percent of village schools
 

(with 3-4 elunentary grades) and primary schools are for girls (Hunt 1978). 

Urban slum areas and rural areas have the greatest shortage of schools 
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and 	rural girls suffer the most from this shortage because:
 

1. 	when schools are available only in other villages, and atten
dance requires walking long distances, parents are reluctant
 
to send their daughters to schools, particularly where girls'
 
sexual purity is carefully safeguarded (Bowman and Anderson
 
1978:69);
 

2. 	rural girls whose parents ar3 poor are more handicapped by
 
the shortage of schools than girls whose parents have suf
ficient resources to send her to school in another village or
 
town;
 

3. 	in developing countries with sex-segregated primary schools,
 
the shortage of girls' schools is disproportionately greater
 
particularly in rural areas. 
 But even where the rural schools
 
are co-educational, male teachers most often accommodate the
 
boys if space is limited.
 

In addition to the shortage of school buildings and space, the
 

almost complete lack of textbooks and educational material in rural
 

schools affects negatively boys' and girls' interest in school 
as well
 

as learning (Heyneman and Jamison 1980). At least some of the educa

tional wactage among rural boys and girls is attributable to low moLi

vation created by the lack of textbooks and other written material.
 

Shortage of women elementary school teachers. Although elementary
 

school teaching is almost universally a "feminine" occupation, women are
 

seldom teachers in the very poorest countries or in the poorest regions
 

of other countries. 
Thus only 2 percent of primary school teachers are
 

women in Bangladesh, 18 percent in Afghanistan, 21 percent in Moroccc and
 

28 percent in Liberia, but in Jamaica 79 percent of teachers are women, in
 

Nicaragua, 79 percent, in Philippines, 78 percent and in Mexico, 61 percent
 

(Joshi and Rao 1964). Women elementary school teachers are dispropor

tionately concentrated in cities. 
 For example, 50 percent of elementary
 

school teacher3 in Lagos are women, only 15 percent are women in Muslim
 

North Nigo acWd 
17 percent in East Nigeria (Calcott). And in Afghanistan,
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only 1.4 percent of teachers in village schools are women. Women teachers 

often prefer to stay unemnloyed in urban areas rather than accept a job in 

a rural school because of lack of housing, low salaries and the diffi

cult life for young single women in a rural area. This is particularly 

true in Muslim societies in which the honor code makes it very difficult 

for a single woman to live alone in a small rural community. In Pakistan, 

for example, it has been reported that women teachers' absenteeism is very 

high and sometimes they remain on the payroll without ever going to the 

assigned location, so that the school e:ists only in official records 

(The Fifth Five Year Plan 1975:para. 11). 

The importance of women elementary school teachers is highlighted 

by UNESCO data shwing that the percentage of elementary school children 

who are female increases proportionately with the percentage of elementary 

school teachers who are women (UNESCO 1975). It is, of course, possible 

that this relationship is due to the fact that the same factors are respon

sible for girls' higher access to prima-y education and for women's choice 

of elementary school teaching as a career. But it is more plausible that 

the presence of women teachers encouarges parents to send their daughters 

to school because it establishes the potential economic usefulness and 

social status of women's education and that women teachers hold less nega

tive attitudes toward girl pupils than men- ceachers (Fakhu-l 1972; 

Fattahipour-Fard 1963). In many rural Muslim areas (for example, rural 

Bangladesh) only women teacher:n are perrnitted to teach girls; therefore 

the very low percentage (2 percent)of women primary school teachers must 

increase drastically if rural girls are to gain access to primary school 

educati on. 

The beneficial effect of women primary teachers on girls' educational
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chances may be also due to the possibility that they dis'criminate against 

girls less than male teachers. Possibly they do not have uniformly low
 

achievement expectations of girl students, and they may not structure
 

the classroom environment so that the odds of girls' success are low.
 

In Senegal, for exasnple, Wolof girls were placed by the (male) teachers
 

at the back of the classroom from where they could not hear well 
and
 

could not follow class proceedings. Their scholantic performance was
 

poor, reinforcing their teachers7 low expectations. Eventually, they 

became discouraged and dropped out of school or were sent home by the
 

teachers.
 

Malnutrition and chronic infections. While 
 malnutrition is often
 

widespread among children 
 in the rural areas of many developing countries, 

some evidence indicates that it is more widespread among pre-adolescent 

and adolescent girls than boys (Safilios-Rothschild 1971). A study of 

malnutrition among children in rural Punjab showed that girls were more 

often malnourished than boys regardless of their caste. Despite varia

tion in the incidence of malnutrition between caste, within each caste 

there were three or more malnourished girls for each malnourished boy 

(Interactions 1972). Furthermore, field studies undertaken by the Indian 

Council of Medical Research showed that in 1971 girls outnumbered boys 

four to three among children with Kwashiorkon (Martin 1975). In rural 

Philippines, it was found that families spent more money on food for boys 

than for girls, especially in the one to six year old age group (400 and 

287 peros respectively). And in rural Cuatemnia, a protein supplement 

improved girls' mental development scores of girls from the poorest 

families more than boys', since boys tend to be treated prefetrntially 

when resources (food or money) are scarwe (Engle 1978).
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It seems, therefore, that the greater the scarcity of food and
 

World's rural areas, the greater thefinancial resources in the Third 

probability that girls will be malnourished and that their mental develop

ment may be lo.,. There is considerable research evidence from a number 

of developing countries that malnutrition affects children's mental 

:o learn (Smart 1972). Children who were treateddevelopment and ability 

for malntrition when they were toddlers wer," found to perform 25 percent 

the mean in scholastic achievement at theof a standard deviation below 

(Heyneman and Jamison 1980). Malnourished children
primary school level 

have shorter attention spans, display lower stmina, are more apathetic, 

as well as their memory may be poorand cannot concentrate; their hearJng 


and their cognitive abilities may be impaired (Cravito 1966; Smart 1972).
 

Because malnourished children are apathetic and lack motivation, concen

tration, and responsiveness, teachers are less responsive to them and 

interact less with them; t1.e serious repercussions for learning and for 

staying on in school are evident. In 	 fact, studies from Thailand and 

and ill health to irregular atten-Nigeria enipirically link malnutrition 

dance, failure ii. examinations, and dropping out of school (Brimer and 

Pauli 1971). Since girls are more oftca malnourished than boys and spend 

more time than boys in childcare, housework and agricultural activities, 

they are more likely to be tired when they are i. class and may ha-Te 

great difficulty concentrating, performing well arn1 staying in school. 

Furthermore, malnutrition lowers resistance to 'infectious, and 

parasitic diseases, and paras;itic diseases contr:ibute to malnutrition 

(Smart 1972). Light infections with Ascariasis, for- example, diminish
 

3 percent of ingested
children's ability to absorb nutrients so that 

lost and heavy infections can lead to 	non-utilization of
calories are 
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25 percent of ingested calories (Latham, Lathaim and Basta 1977). Mal

nourished children are found to suffer from chronic infections such as
 

ear, eye, skin and upper respiratory diseases (colds, bronchitis, 

asthma) which further lower their stamina and impair their ability to 

1attend school, to concentrate, and to perform at a satisfactory level. 

Educariona] sexf-sere Thetion. existence of sex-segregation at
 

the primary school level 
more clearly than at the secondary school level 

indicates the prevalence of traditional sex role stereotypes and women's 

inferior status. We could, therefore, hypothesize that sex-segregation 

represents an additional barrier to women's access to formal education. 

But insufficient data are available from rural areas of Third World
 

to test this yvpothesis.
 

III. Factors Facilitating Rural Girls' Access 
to Formal Education
 

No brothers in the family. When there are only daughters, parents 

may often choos, the most intelligent girl (as a substitute for the 

missing son), educate her as much as 
it is possible and have high aspira

tions for heir. In the absence of sons, parents cannot give priority to 

their education and daughters have a 'letter probability of attending 

school (Stein 1975). 

Visible disabilities. Girls with visibl(lu disabilities, congenital 

or acquired in chilh.ceod, are encouraged, If not obliged, to get educated 

by their parents. In an epidemiological study of chronic disabilities 

including the study of attitudes toward the disabled, in rural Orissa and 

Maharashtra in India, it was found that the vIsI:Ie disability was viewed 

as a clear obstacle to the girls' aility to marry. They wee, therefore, 

educated in order to obtain tha necessary skills for survival. In this 
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situation, if the school was far away or if the girl could not walk, 

to school. It
the girl's father 	was willing to carry her back and forth 

acte that boys' disahilities did not necessarilyis interesting to 

their chances of schoo!ling; on the contrary, in some cases they
increase 

obstacle.an additionalbecame 

status. As discussed above, the higher theETTAsoio-economic 

status, the greater the probability that rural
parentsT socio-ecofnowic 

girls 	will complete primary school.. 

Women's _lVeracy and education enhances arriageability. The asser

by the Indian N tionnal. Coiruittec on the Status of Women that
tion made 

"the strongest social sUppOrM For girls' education comes from its increasing 

demand in the marriage market" Is definitely conf[irmed with regard to 

India 1975). Literateprimary school education (National Conittee, 

women and womn. with a pr.mary school aducation are by now more desirable 

ones even in the rural areas of most developingbrides than illiterate 


north) (Jacobson 1976;

countrirs such as India and Nigeria (thc Muslm.i 


becomes

Peshkin 1973). At levels above elementary education, the evidence 

mixed because the deirability of more educated wives is tempered by men's 

educated women will be unwilling to accept a subordinatefears that well 


position vis-h-vis their husbands.
 

above, the presence
The presence of female role models. As stated 

access to formalof women teachers is usually related with girls' higher 


education. A similar but lss strong rplationship between the presence
 

of women famil. planning motivators or health auxilliaries and access to
 

schooling is suggested by a nutritional study carried out In several
 

reports that girls' montal developm-nt
Guatemalan villages. The study 


protein supplement
scores were improved partly bOcause they were given a 
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and partly because the model provided by the female nurses) nutritionists 

and program assistants engaged in the study provided girls with occupa

tional role models. Improved mental. developioent scores lel p the girls 

do better In -;chool and the ri chances of staying longer in school improve, 

since usital o'ly the smart gIrl,; are encouraged by teachers and parents 

alike (Engle 1978; Birdsall and McCreevey .978). 

IV. Policy Reconendations 

Some of the policies which would help increase rural girls' access
 

to primary school. education are those policies increasing access of low 

income boys and girls to primary education., This is because sex differen

tials in access to primarv educa-ion are greatest in lower income strata 

and in poorer districts. Such policies Include:
 

1. Compulsory primary school edtucation combined with self-help lural 

development projects to build and maintain schools utilizing local. 

material and krjow-how. The comn.nirity should also be responsible 

for providing housing for teachers, especial ly women teachers 

thus partially subsidizing their expenses in order to attract 

and keep them. Thc. teacher and the students, with the hclp of 

agricultural excension, could develop agricultural projects (such 

as small gardens) which could help '-upport the school. while pro

viding the rural boys andl girls with vatuabl.e agricultural infor

mation. 

Compulsory primars' school education in a poor country faces
 

Darriers of policy adoption and implementation due to prohibitive
 

costs. Involvement and material contrihtutions by local communi

ties increases the probability that a policy of compul;:ory primary
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school education will, in fact, be implemented. Such an approach
 

also provides schools in the students' own villages. Thus
 

students will not have to walk often long distances, a factor
 

increasing girls' rate of withdrawal from school.
 

No systematic evaluation data are available on whether com

pulsory primary school education actually improves rural girls'
 

access to primary edlcation.
 

The compulsory primary education should be strengthened by:
2. 


giving teachers and students free textbooks and other educaa. 


tional 	material; this will dramatically improve the amount 

their motivaof knowledge available to students and increase 

tion to stay in school. 

offering students a food program with breakfast 	and lunch
b. 


will reach the most frequently malnourished group, the rural
 

school-age girls.
 

nnoculations against
c. 	providing basic education in hygiene, 


infectious diseases, parasitic treatments, antibiotics, and
 

vitamin supplements. The realistic implementation of this
 

policy requires that teachers (especially those to serve in
 

rural and low-income urban areas) receive some basic education
 

in hygiene and health as well as some practical health skills
 

such as being able to innoculate the students. Alternatively,
 

where auxiliary health workers are already present at the
 

village level, these workers should undertake this role within
 

the schools.
 

helping to decrease the excessive time3. 	 Policies and programs 

spent by rural wormen in household work will reduce the part of 



those burdens falling on children, especially daughters. Such 

assistance includes providing rural conununities with accessible 

water so that girls need not walk long distances to provide the 

household with water. Other aids would involve the development 

of appropriate technology which is cheap and easy to use to 

relieve women's and girl's housework burdens. Also, community
 

development workers and rural mothers should devise rotating
 

systems of childcare in which women exchange childcare services
 

for farm labor, thus freeing their daughters from the con

straining "child-mother" role. Such policies would diminish 

children's (and disproportionately, girls') inediate value as 

labor at home, making primary education a more viable and
 

rational alternative. 
3 

4. 	The calendar of rural primary schools could be adapted to 

cropping patterns (with vacations in periods of intensive labor
 

demand) to maximize rural boys' and girls' school attendance.
 

5. 	Where the number of trained teachers is insufficient, trained 

teachers can be suppleinenI/ed by locally recruited "assistant 

teachers" who, with less formal qualifications and lower 

salaries, can make the Implementation of universal primary edu

cation possible. Some rural mothers or young rural women should 

be 	 employed as "assistant teachei-s," to provide female role 

models in schools until more women teachers are educated and 

can 	bc persuaded to accept rural posts. Such local "assistant 

teachers" often have better rapport with students and parents 

than teachers who have come from other areas, and may also make 

teachers from urban areas feel more comfortable about coming to 
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rural areas.
 

In addition to the general policies directed to all low-income 

children listed ah-ove, some additional policies directed specifically 

toward rural girls are needed in order to increase the probability that 

all policies benefit girls equally with boys. Such more direct policies 

are needed in order to overcome traditional sex role beliefs and resis

tarce toward women's education still prevalent where women have sharply 

unequal educational chances In comparison to men. Such policies would 

include: 

6. 	 The intensification of women's traLning as primary school 

teachers through a variety of governmental and international 

aid programls providing training fellowships and subsidized 

housing to low-income (particularly rural) women willing to 

work for a number of years in rural areas. One such successful 

experiment took place in Nepal where, in 1968, girls represented 

13 parccrnc of the students enrolled in primary schools. The 

UNESCO project sought to train women primary school teachers, 

especially women from rural are-s. It encouraged and facilitated 

such training by providing hostel- accommodations, and improved 

the training curricula by includir.g development-related subjects 

such as health, nutrition, sanitatian, family planning, and 

childcare. The recruiting of ellgJbfe rural girls proved to be 

difficult due to the scarcity of women with the formal educational 

requirements, so the pool of potential candidates was enlarged 

by providing upgrading courses to rural girls with insufficient 

educational qualifications. A mid-term evaluation undertakcn in 

1973 showed a significant improvement in female enrollment. In 
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the 	districts covered by 
the program, girls constituted 24
 

percent of all primary school students, which represents
 

a marked improvement (in one district the female propor

tion increased 19 percent). It is also important to note that 

rural parents viewed the presence of women teachers favorably
 

and 	felt that these teachers would do much to encourage more
 

students to enroll (UNESCO 1978).
 

7. 	In developing countries with sex-segregated primary schools,
 

governments and international aid programs should build girls' 

primary school in rural areas and make adequate provisions to
 

staff them with women teachers. Alternatively, governmental
 

and international organizations could encourage the building
 

of girls' schools in rural areas through community self-help 

projects by providing incentives such as food-for-work. Efforts 

should also be made to mainta:in educational parity between boys' 

and girls' schools in terms of curricul a, standards, teachers' 

qualifications, financial allocations, etc. In developing coun

tries with co-educational primary schools, it should be made man

datory to enroll boys and girls in equal numbers.
 

8. 	Since it is very difficult to change the sex role stereotypes 

and teachers' biased beliefs so as to equalize their treatment 

of boys and irls in the classroom, it is delirahl.e to change 

teachers' motivational structure and classroom behavior by mani

pulating rewards. In crder to motivate primary school teachers 

to ppy equal at'ion to and take equal interest in girls as 

In boys, their performance and promotions could include criteria
 

reflecting percentage of girls who stay on and 
graduate from
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primary school. Also, governments as well as national and
 

international women's organizations could establish prizes for
 

the 	most successful male and female primary school teachers. 

accom

panied by agricultural training equally accessible to boys and
 

girls, with the admission of equal numbers of boys and girls
 

strictly enforced. In these agricultural training programs,
 

girls 	should not be tracked to separate, sex-appropriate
 

programs; They should learn e;xactly the same skills as boys.
 

9. 	Compulsory elementary education in rural areas should be 


10. 	 Governments and international aid programs should intensify 

the training of rural female paraprofessional workers such as 

agricultural extension workers, community health auxiliaries, 

or multi-purpose communi.ty workers. The training of such 

female paraprofessionals should be subsidized by means of 

training grants and subsidized shelter in exchange for several
 

years of service in rural areas. The presence of these women
 

workers in rural areas in increasing rural girls' access to
 

education is of on~iderable importance since they establish, 

in parents' as well. .s in girls' minds, the economic and social 

status relevance and pay-off of girls' education. 

11. 	 Primary school textbooks should be thoroughly revised (or new 

ones written) so that they are free of blatantly sexist, de

meaning statements about women and so that they render edication 

relevant and ,";inlgful !.o rural girl s. Women should be por

trayed as farmers, traders, teachers, nurses, agrIcultural exten

sion workers, health auxfIliaries, etc. Spec[al competitions 

and awards for the best non-sexist texthooks could increase 

http:communi.ty


authors' motivation and help produce the appropriate text

books. In providing tree textbooks to primary school teachers
 

and students, governments and international aid programs are
 

in a 	strong position to provide only nonsexist, high quality
 

textbooks.
 

12. 	 In view of the crucial importance of the mothers' education
 

for their children's, and particularly their daughters', access
 

to primary education as well as nutritional status, where
 

illiteracy rates among adult women are high, literacy programs
 

for 	illiterate mothers are greatly needed. Through literacy,
 

mothers can become more interested in and more supportive of
 

their daughters' education so that girls are sent to school and
 

permitted to stay in school.
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FOOTNOTES
 

iUnpublished data from an epidemiological study on chronic disa
bility conducted by WHO in Orissa anJ Maharashtra in India and through
out Indonesia in 1978-79.
 

2Ibid.
 

3The underlying assumption that girls' freed time will be spent in
 
school is, however, untested. In poor households, it is entirely possible
 
thot a competing alternative is involvement in income-generating
 
activities.
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Conditions intensifying the need in almost every developing
 

country for greatly expanded nonagricultural employment in rural areas 

ate, by now, familiar: incrLasing landlessness due to loss of tenancy 

rights, land foreclosures, and other factors; declines in average size 

of farm holdings; ceilings on the extension of arable land and on its 

productivity; low agricultural wages and displacement of labor by 

mechani.;ation; high rates of natural increase tn rural populations; 

limits on the capacity of already overcrowded cities to absorb laidless 

migrants from the countryside, and so on. AltLough the redistribution 

of land into ,naler, individually owned parcels or larger collective 

farms offers a partial solution to rural unemployment in areas where 

land ownership rcmains highJy concentrated, diversification of the 

rural economy everywhere requires expansion of the nonagricultural 

sector to provide year-round or seasonal employment for landless 

workers and small farmers or collectives. 

Less familiar, however, are the arguments for expanding nonagri

cultural. employment for rural women. Yet the need is undoubtedly 

greater. Because women are less lil:ely than mmn to own land or to have 

legal rights to it use, they are especially vulnerable to eviction at 

the time of divorce, desertion, or widowhood. Female agricultural 

laborers earn less Than males arid are more likely to be unemployed. As 

men gain control over new techn'Iogy and other agricul.tur. inputs, 

the widening productivity gap between the sexes frequently undermines 

women's earning capacJty. The declining size of holdings increases the 

pressure on women in farm families to supplement agricultural incomes 

with nonfarm activities. Higher survivil rates of children inten-.;ify 
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household demands for investments in children (food, school fEes, 

marriage exchanges) that are of special concern to women. Opportuni

ties for urban employment for female migrants in many countries are 

even more limited than they are for males; thus, many remain in the 

villages without regular remittances from their absent menfolk. Even 

land redistribution schemes bypass them when title is granted to the
 

male household head. Un collective farms, women rmay not be a,.oied 

to perform certain agricultural tasks carrying higher wages cr work

points. All of these arguments, and more, point to the need for a
 

policy of rural development and agrarian reform that pays particular
 

attention to expanding income-generating employment for rural women 

not only within, but out side, the agricultural sector. 

Rural women everywhere engage in economic production; the question 

here is whether their labor generates income in cash, kind, or trade 

over which they bav, some routrol. A growing body of literature 

attests to the ingenuity and diveisIty of women's productive activities, 

particularly in the informal sectors of the economy: making ' ancakes 

at home for sale in the market, fattening cattle, husking a neighbor's 

paddy for a share of the rice, weaving :mugs or mats, lending out small 

quantities of grain at interest. The central argument of this paper is 

that development programs will succeed in reaching the poor more 

directly if they design support systems to (1) raise the productivity 

of labor in which rural women currently engage; (2) transform sulsistence 

activities into income-generating activities; and (3) create new employ

ment opportunities, parti uJarly outside of agriculture. A number of 

primarily grass-rocts strategid;. for doing so, viewed in the context of 
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more sweeping macroeconomic policies to encourage rural diversification,
 

are suggested in the sections that follow.
 

I. The Economically Active Female Population: A Statistical Portrait 

A 55--year-old Tamang woman from the Nuwakot District of Nepal, 

her life story to an anthronorthwest of the Kathmandu Valley, tel]s 

forced as a young woman into corvee labor forpologist. having been 

the "Rana Prime Miristers" who required her to carry mangoes on her 

near her house to the Rana palaces in Kathmanduback from their orchards 

(a week-long round trip by foot), and having been married off by her 

parents to a very poor man, she describes how she parlayed a few small 

coins into enough money to buy land. 

I've never gone trading salt as far as yi rong [in Tibet ], 

but I've gone as far as Sertung [ near the Nepal-Tibet border]. 

I bought thread for nne anna [fraction of a rupee] a skein 

and wove a man's turban. For that turban I got five mohars 
[I rupee each, or & rupees], I left one mohar with my mother, 
then I took the other two rupees to Sertung. On the way to 

Sertung 1 found cor, at thrue ipathis [about one gallon] for a 

mohar. So 1 bought 12 . came homejmthI and Lack witlin nine 

days. I loaned out the nine y'ath is; nf nrrn in hidi a [a type 

of loan on which the intore t i-s paid In grain each year]. 

Then later I collected on those; loans an! t o'k the grain to 

Kathmandu where I sold it for 20 rupees. hc n withi that money 

and a little more I accumn!:ted, I bught the [unirrigated] 

land my middle son is now l iving on for 25 rupees . . . . row. 

the thread I bought for an anna a skein I made a t,.ban which 

I sold for 2Y rupees. Then I turned those 2k rupees into 20 

with my corn dealings. From that I bought 25 rupees of land. 

But what a struggle It was for m-. to t cogether those 25 
rupees. 

The ,.ifficu.lty of measuring and classifying economic activity,
 

obvious enough in industrialized economies, is clearly compounded in 

the rural sectors of developing countries. Even Lhe counting of per

sons as employed or unemployed, yet alone estimating the degree of 
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their underemployment, is problematic (Brannon and Jesse 1-977; Bruton 

1979). .ien we consider that women are more likely than men to work 

without pay, to engage in marginal and less viable types of activities 

in the informal economy, and to shift seasonally or even daily between 

and among ,;ulsistence and market activities, the problems become over

whelming. 

The story of the Tamang womn is typical of the ingenuity and 

complexity of economic roles that are so central to women's survival 

yet so defiant of formal measurement. Weaving a single turban for sale, 

she would noc be defined as economically active; weaving many, she is 

an "own-account" w..orker In m'a.nufacturing. When she buys corn, lends 

it out at interest, then sells the grain, she is a sales worker. Wh en 

she buys land and worlp-s it, she is an own-account worker in agriculture 

or an unpaid faimily labor er. Perhaps she is not even classified in the 

labor force if the farm produce is consumed rather than sold, since 

census taktrs 6 itingbish between subslstence and market work in defining 

persons as econ-micaly active (oul ding et a.]. 197t,: 295--335). Not on'y 

do fficia! defini!tious of econor7.ic activity e:.clude much of womn, s 

production frct: consideration (their value-added ,.-ontribution to crop 

processing or food production, for example), but census tokers, male 

nousehold hciids, and women ali:e tend to underreport and undervalue their 

productive roles (lDtere 1977a). 

Cen!uW;eS, tWith a1.] tleir faults, nevertheless remain our primary 

sou:ce', 0j, C(otparat toe stat.stics on labor force participation. Table 1 

includes data fr(m 56 developing countries. on the percentages of all

persons classif.ied as "economically active"? who are fema.e, Lh by 

http:econor7.ic
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Table 1. Percentage of the Economically Active Population that is Female, 

by -nployment Status and Occupaticn (where known), 56 Countries, 

Employmient status Occupation (excl. family workers) 

n-I .wI r - r-

.H~~ 4a L[ r-I4- -o I- Or-I 

:I): H :"II -i *tH 

Reoio / +-3 C 4 o Ul, -

V 0)country/year S-.v u(, ,-

Sub-Saharan Africa (10) 

?,tnwana 64 
Tanzania 67 

50 
48 

23 
9 

55 
53 

33 
46 

50 
48 

52 
52 

9 
6 

19 
10 

57 
18 

14 
9 

39 
2A 

G(han2 70 
Sierra Leone 65 

44 
36 

12 
6 

53 
13 

67 
65 

41 
11 

36 
10 

30 
6 

88 
42 

23 
6 

14 
14 

24 
27 

Liberia 62 
South Africa 
Zambia 69 

70 
36 
33 

6 
-

-

18 
-

-

76 

-

14a 
33 
ao50 

16 
29 
12 a 

3a 
7 
a4 

33a 
27& 
a14 

13a 
67a a10 

12 
42 
a19 

27& 
46 
a21 

Mozanmbique 710 
Nigeria. 65 
Mauritius 72 

26 
24 
20 

6 
-

21 

33 
-

14 

63 
-

46 

a 
24 
20 

a 
10 
23 

a 
23' 
6 

60 a 
13 

2 6 ' 
52 

a 
9 

19 

a 
15 
37 

MedA in 54 9 43 63 32 2, 6 27 23 14 27 

North Africa/Middle F-st (IO) 

9 1 1Turkey 6", 38 10 4 73 6 5b a a 7 a 2a 
20 55 16 6 24 3 28 19 22
Thnisia75 20 15 


c c a a a a2 a 15a 
moroce,, 7i 15 14 6 21 15 11 15'a 38 23 15 
Kuwait 75 12 13 0 1 12 0 0R 1a20 10IO 34a 

Syi,11 15 4 62 8 9a 5a 1 a 10 a 9R23 
2a 2za la 15 10Tran '2 10 11 7 17 9 26a
 

1a 10 1 9 a
6 1 60 4 2 b 1Libya 7_ 7 

4 a a 11a 5a 30a

6 6 4 16 5 5a

Jordan 61 

EgypT 6 6 6 8 3 11 7 3 3 6 14 9 24
 

4 1 12 11 21
Ailgeria 66 4 5 2 9 4 1 

37 8 4 4 1 14 '.0 22Aeaian 10 10 4 

Souuihoutheast Asia (11) 

24 66 27 20 30 31 46 27 44Thailand 76 58 32 
69 28 21 29 33 56 21 24
hep. Korea 76 38 29 27 

iiong Kong 76 35 37 16 63 3A 20 37 20 33 36 41 

Philippines 75 54 59 22 45 31 10 32 59 67 42 59 
Indonesia 71. 53 28 24 52 27 32 27 44a 4 xa 10 3?yc 2a- a 

32 20 16' 18 ,1- 1 )4iialaY~i& 70 32 24C 65C 65C 2 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Employment status Occupation (excl. family workers) 

4 - o o 

Region/ 1 
country/year &2 

P.2 

7 

4 

IP0. 

28 

'0 

la 
22 

-H H 
S 124 
210 
52 

25 

0x 
A 

2 

20 ~ ~ ~ 

I)
'6 

r H 
260 1.2 ~ ~ZP )u 

16 
25 

W V): 

0 r 
0 -4 
4) 18 

4 
P 

South/Southeast Asia (continued) 

Singapore 76 31 35 14 55 51 12 26 20 45 44 38 
Nepal 71 29 11 50 49 28 30 9 1, 16 4 8 
SriLanka71 26 26 9 47 25 26 15 6 23 30 41 
Indial dPakistan 61 

17 
12 

11 
5 

10 
5 

21 
35 

17 
5 

20
C5 

14 
6 

6 
2 

17 
15 

4 
1 

18 
10 

Median 32 28 22 52 28 20 26 20 33 22 34 

Central/South America (25) 

Haiti71 47 43 34 64 - 1 2 2 6 0 4 
Jamaica 61 
Barbados 70 

40 
39 

39 
-

32 
-

42 
-

39 
39 

15 
37 

28 
17 

65 
58 

86 
65 

40 
52 

64 
40 

Puerto Rico 77 33 35 12 70 32 3 22 25 49 43 51 
Tridad/-ob.74 30 27 25 36 28 25 11 44 50 48 43 
Venezuela 75 

iruguay 75 
Gayana65 

28 
2e 
27 

30 
26 
23 

21 
22 
27 

38 
15 
40 

27 
28 a
27 

4 
4 ,a

10 

14 
20 a
9 

25
29a
43 

58
60 
58 

41
33 a a 
25 

5058 
41' 

Dominian Rep70 26 25 15 24 26 17 27 20 62 30 47 
Panama 70 26 34 10 26 26 4 11 31 65 50 51 
Arguntina 70 25 28 16 27 25 6 11 24 60 4,. 55 
Chilo 7 23 24 20 15 23 3 14 29 69 29 50 

Bolivia 76 23 24 21 - 23 12 15 55 59 35 40 
31 Salvador 71 22 22 16 10 23 4 19 55 82 35 42 
Mexico 75 22 23 18 24 21 6 15 33 50 40 38 
NicaraguA 71 
brazil 70 

22 
21 

25 
26 

19 
11 

9 
23 

23 
21 

3a 
10 a 

16a50a 
11 1 4 a 

78_ 32 a 
72~ 26~ 

4 3a 
59 

PEraguay 72 21 28 18 15 22 6 27 41 61 25 55 
Peru 72 21 23 15 32 20 7 14 30 58 34 26 
Cilogtbia 64 20 25, 15 135 21 3 18 24 74 20 47 
C03tA Rica 73 19 24 6 4 20 2 12 21 65 30 46 
Cuba 70 18 20 1 3 - - - -- -

Ecuadorj74 17 21 12 13 17 4 16 ?~6o 31 43 
Honduras 74 16 22 12 5 15 1 24 5i 73 28 47 
Guatemala 73 14 19 10 6 15 2 14 35 60 30 40 

Median 23 25 16 23 23 4 15 9 62 33 47 
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Table 1 (continued)
 

Sources: 	 Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 1970, 1974, and .1977,
 
Tables 2A and 2B (Geneva: International Labour Office).
 

Notes:
 

aIncludes unpaid family workers.
 

bEstimates, excluding unpaid family workers.
 

CEmploynent status data are from 1960.
 

dIncludes Bangladesh. Although recent data do not show employ

ment status and occupation, women were 25 percent of the total economically
 
active population in Bangladesh in 1974 and 7 percent in Pakistan in 1976.
 

eEmployment status data are from 1963.
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employment status and by occupation. In calculating the percentages of
 

workers within different employment and occupational categories who are
 

women (an "index of femaleness") we hope 
to avoid some of the problems
 

of noncomparability across countrias in the ways in which workers are
 

distriiuted across erplovment or occupational categories (the "distri

bution index") and in methods of deciding whether or not they are
 

economically active (Boulding et 
al. 1976: 7).
 

Women constitute the highest percentages of the overall labor
 

force including unpaid family workers 
(column 1) in the 10 sub-Saharan
 

and 1] South and Southeast Asia countries for which recent 
data are
 

available, with medians of 
34 and 3? percent, respectively. The 25
 

Central and South American countries show a lower median--23 percent-

with the 12 North African and Middle Eastern countries showing the 

lowest at 10 percent. There is considerable overlap across regions,
 

however, except that the lowest percentages of women among the economically
 

active population (10 percent or fewer) 
are all in North Africa or the
 

Middle East 
(Iran. Libya, Jordan, Egypt, and Algeria), whereas the
 

highest (40 to 50 percent) are in sub-Saharan Africa or the Caribbean
 

(Botswana, Tanzania, Ghana, Haiti, and Jamaica).
 

Emlovment 
status refers to the classification of workers as 

employees, self--empl'ycd, or unpaid family workers, regardless of their
 

occupation. Vhen w, compare the extent 
to which women are represented
 

within these three categories ef workers relative 
to the labor force
 

as 
a whole, distinct ragional patterns emerge.
 

The status of employec reveal; the most 
about women's direct 

access to incnmes. It includes persons working for private or public
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in wages, commissions, or tips. Among

employers who are paid in kind or 


these are agricultural laborers, women doing piece-work 
at home for
 

Women constitute the highest peremployers, and domestic servants. 


employees on average in Asia and Central/South America 
with
 

centage of 


in North
medians of 28 and 25 percent, respectively, and the lowest 

,frica/Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa with medians of 10 and 9 per

in the first three regions are generally not
 cent. Although women 


relative to their
significantly underrepresented among wage earners 


force, in sub-Saharan Africa (Tanzania and
 numbers in the total labor 


marketing

Ghana in particular) where women concentrate in agriculture 

or 


as self-employed or unpaid workers, they are remarkably so.
 

large and small entrepreneurs-Self-eUl_ o~yed wirkers are the 

employers who own their own businesses or run a trade that employs 
at
 

their own account, including
least one paid worker--and workers on 


sewing,

persons working at home for profit (women who take in laundry or 


renters without
 say, or make handicrafts for sale) and farm owners or 

paid employees (owner-holders and tenant-holders). Regional differences 

in the percentage of women among the self-employed are marked. Sub

at 43 percent; South/SoutheastSaharan Africa shows the highest median 

22 and 16 percent;Asia and Central/South America considerably lower at 


4 percent. The extremely low
 
and North Africa/Middle East the lowest at 


the Middle East, however, for
not all in North Africa or
figures are 


10 percent or fewer of the self-employed are female in Sri Lanka, Pakis-


The highest figures for women
 tan, Panama, Costa Rica, and Cuba. 


in Botswanau, Tanzania, Ghana, and
 entrepreneurs (40 to 63 percent) are 


Malaysia.
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The category of unpaid family worker remains the most elusive.
 

Technically it includes persons who work without pay for a specified
 

minimum time (for women, usually one-third of the "normal" work period) 

in an "economic enterprise" (again, the market economy, not subsistence) 

operated by any member of the household. In some countries it also
 

includes other unpaid workers such as apprentices, or family members 

who are paid in cash or kind. The classification is most problemnmatic
 

(and most frequent) in agriculture. The United Nations recommends that 

the following types of farm work be considered as iconomic activity: 

"planting, cultivation, harvesting, preparation of products for sale,
 

care of livestock and repair of farm equipment"; excluded are "house

hold duties such as the preparation of food a.d the care of chickens 

and livestock which are used for consumption instead of exchange" 

(Boulding et al. 1976: 
318). Clearly these definitions are difficult
 

to apply in the face of the multiplicity of tasks in whtch rural 
women 

commonly engage, and especially in their frequent mix of exchange and 

consumpt ion. 

Relative to their labor force participation as a whole, women are 

overrepreserted in this category of -dorker in about two-thirds of the 

countries for which we have information. Sub-Saharan Africa and As!.A
 

once again show the highest percentages of women among all unpaid family
 

workers with medians of 63 and 52 percent; North Africa/Middle East 37
 

perc ;'t; Central/South America 23 percent. In a few countries, however, 

Lhey constitute 10 percent or fewer of unpaid family workers--Kuwait, 

Algeria, El Salvodor, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Cuba, Honduras, and Guate

mala. Considerable reporting bias may account for their scarcity In the 
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Latin American countries.
 

Given these variations in the percentages of women among unpaid 

family workers and the ambiguity of the category, we would expect the 

exclusion of unpaid workers from the eco~nomically active population to 

alter considerably the picture of women's participation. Surprisingly, 
2
 

however, column 5 shows dramatic changes 
in only six countries.


retain their position at the
Botswana, Tanzania, Ghana, and Jamaica 

top of the scale with women making up almost half of the paid labor 

force, while Libya, Jordan, Algeria, and Pakistan cluster at the bottom
 

with a paid labor force that is only 5 percent female.
 

These figures conceal importa't differences between rural and
 

urban conditions in each country, across geographical areas, and among 

major subgroups of the population (class, ethnicity, age, marital 

status, etc.). Nevertheless, they do point in a general way to The 

of women in the paid labor force in almost allunderrepresentation 

countries and to the part'cular "ecological niche" that economically 

active women occupy. 

Better measures of women's productive roles we..ld undoubtedly 

change the picture considerably, buc less so in the paid than the unpaid 

categories.3 From a policy viewpoint, the data are helpful in pninting 

out where programs are most needed to draw women to shift out of unpaid 

family work, marginal ,3elf-employment, or exploitative agricultural 

wage labor into employment bearing higher direct returns. 

II. Oportunitles ExpandingNonfarnmi mlovmentfor k 

Althou jh this paper emphasizes grass-.-o'ts designs for expanding 
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female employment, such an approach is doomed to failure if It must
 

struggle against larger currents that 
consistently undermine the
 

capacity of the rural sector to employ 
 its workers. Any employment
 

generation scheme for women, therefore, 
 must be framed in the context
 

of overall development 
 policies emphasizing the diversification of rural 

economics and the elimination of the urban bias of past development 

efforts (Lipton 1977). 

Increasing agricu.tural production is central to employment

oriented development because of 
 its direct effects in increasing farm
 

employment (under appropriate capital-labor ratios) and its indirect
 

effects in stimulating related industries and services 
and the demand
 

for consumer goods (Mellcr 
 1976). Massive investments are required not
 

only in yield-increas!ng technology but also "in the 
physical infra

structure of rural conmunication and irrigation systems as well as the 

institutional infrastructure for servicing agriculture with research, 

education, credit, input supply, and marketipg systems" (Mellor 1976: 16). 

Most agrarian reforms Intunded to expand overall agricultural 

employment should Increase the demand for female as well as male labor, 

such as the redistribution of underutilized large landhold ings into 

privately owned plots or collective farms, the intensificatiun of farm 

production through irrigation and other Inputs, crop dversification, 

the imposition of heavy taxation and import duties en labor-displacing 

farm machinery where appropriate, the abolition of food price controls 

as an incentive for agriculturnl production, and the provision of low

interest loans for small farmers. Investments in physical and inblitu

tional infrastructure and in decentralized rural industry should have 
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similar effects.
 

We cannot assume that such development efforts will 
inevitably
 

benefit women, however, for experience has revealed 
a history of nega

4 Developa varicty of socioeconomic conditions.
tive consce;ences under 


women
 
ment plans will need to devise special measures to ensure that 


have equal access wiLh men to resources such as land, credit, and
 

from traditional income-generthat women arc not displacedtraining; 

and that new
technological charges;
ating economic roles by social or 


employment opportunities for rural women are created 
in both agricul-


In this se,.tion we sugf,est Olicies
 
tural and nonagricultural sectors. 


for expanding female employment in nonagricultural production, sales,
 

service, and clerical/managerial/professional occupations.
 

No:,agricultural Production
 

and large-
This broad cate ;ory includes persons engaged in small 

transport workers, construction workers, artisansscale manufacturing, 

and crafts workers, miner-, and unskilled laborers outside of agricul-


The percentages of nonagricultural producers (wage-earners 
or
 

ture. 


to 37 in Hong
self-employed) who are female range from zero in Kuwait 


The South and Southeast Asian region has
 Kong (column 7 of Table 1). 

the highest median (26 percent) and Central and South American the
 

In both regions, the percentages of women
 second highest (15 percent). 


amng nonagricultural producers--particularly in the urban-based textile, 

of some Southeast Asian and 
garment-making, and electronics industries 


exceed by a considerable margin

Latin American countries--typically 


among agrlcutv- al workers. Sub-Sanaran Africa,
their r-resentation 

nonagriculpercent of women among
in contrast, shows a median of 'only 6 
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tural producers, far lower than in agriculture, while North Africa and
 

the Middle East is the lowecz at only 4 percent.
 

Rural women classified as nonagricultural producers--aside from
 

those in construction work--typically specialize in small-scale, home

based manufacture of handicrafts or foodstuffs. The activities are
 

usually labor--Intensive, poorly remunerated, undercapitalized, individu

alized, based on traditional skills rather than formal training, and 

dependent on primitive technology and child labor (see Simmons 1976 for 

a good example from Northern Nigeria). For these reasons and more, 

women in most types of rural nonagricultural production are particularly 

liable to displacement by modern:.zation, incluoing those very infra

structure improvements such as electrification and roads that are 

generally recommended for rural development. 

African women who brew beer in thei village, for example, 

looking forward to the day when a new road will carry their ,roducts 

to the regional center, find to their dismay that the road brings them
 

imported beer Instead. Women who smoke and sell fish discover that new 

refrigerated warehouses and freezer plants undermine their business
 

(Cloud 1978: 72; Robertsn 1975-76: 162). Other locally produced foods
 

and c,,,idiments give way to factory made products (Milone 1973: 159;
 

S!mmons 1975: 159-60). Machine textiles replace handwoven goods, metal
 

and plastic utens-ls replace earthware; synthetics replace cotton. The 

process is intensified by the spread of capital-Intensive urban-based 

industrial technology that threatens a wide range of cottage industries
 

and artisanal activities that have long provided incone to women--hand

weaving, rice pounding, oil pressing, tobacco, food. (Boserup 1970:
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106-18; Chinchilla 1977; Committee on the Stat'us of Women in India 1974:
 

169-71).
 

Although the processes outlined above affect all workers in
 

small-scale handicraft and related industries, additional forces work
 

specifically against women. The new hea'ry industries typically demand
 

male labor, while even in light industries--except where women are
 

thought to be uniquely suited to certain skills--men often replace
 

women as techniques are upgraded. While Moroccan women make pottery by
 

hand at home, men use the wheel in shops (Davis 1978: 424); while
 

Tndonebian women make batiks by hand, men operate the screen printers
 

and machine rollers (Milone 1978: 160). The policy issue here, as in 

agriculture, is noc: to resjsc the encroachment of new labor-saving 

techniques simply for the sake of Treserving traditional sources of 

marginal income for women, for the-e activities are often burdensome and 

relatively unproductive. Rather, women should be trained to operate 

the machines in the new rural industries that replace their old 

techniques, thereby maintaining ccnt-'ol over the returns from their 

labor. 

The question of relative efficiency of rural-based, labor-inten

sive small and medium--sized industries has stimulated considerable 

-'ebate. Clearly there is little point in recommending the expansion of
 

a sector that canoc compete with large-scale, capital-intensive cen

tralized productLion. But there is mounting evidence that decentralized
 

firms offer a number of advantages: they are usually "substantially 

M.Tore 'efficient' in terms of the inten I.ve use of scarce capital and the 

extensive use of abundant labor, as reflected in lower capital-output 
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and capital-labor ratios" (Ran:Is 1979: 5); require less foreign exchange;
 

improve inlcome distribution between the landless and landed classes in
 

rural areas and between the countryside and the cities; offer greater
 

opportunities for an uneducated labor force; sometimes occupy a par

ticulariv advanLanwous. position in the export market; and create impor

6 
tant linkages with agriculture (Meyer and larson 1978). In China, for
 

example, rural industries specialize in "serving agriculture" by manu

facturing farm equi.pnent and fertilizers and by processing non-food
 

crops and fruits and vegetables (American Rural Small-Scale T..ustry
 

7 
Delegation 1977). By taking advantage of local resources, labor
 

supplies, and markets, they cut down on transportation costs and on 

the complications of poor roads, scarce veh!cles, and expensive fuel.
 

National measures to promote new rural industries include a strong
 

commitment to the decentralization of industry; trade and taxation
 

policies encouraging labor-intensive production by removing the distor

tions that artificiall.v lower the cost of capital relative to labor
 

(resulting, among other things, in the imprt of inappropriate tech

nologies); and the abolition of incentives that currently favor large 

firms over small in their access to credit, technical assistance, and 

8other supports. Types of industries especially suited to rur 1l decen

tralizations include those having few economies of scale (ready--reade
 

garments), processing a dispersed raw material (such as agricultural.
 

products), servicing agriculture (manufacture and repair of farm equip

ment), producing consumer goods for local markets (wood products, soft 

drinks), or specializing in simple manufacturing operations such as 

assembly, mixing, or finishing (Staley and Morse 1965: 112-127). 



2he small indus-ries described belc-q illustrate a range of 

activities that could be expand d to employ more rural women, depending 

on the availability of resources, labor, markets, and so on. 9 Although 

many activities could be perfoned by women at home as own-account 

workers or wage-pald employees in a putting-out system, the emphasis 

here is on drawing women out of their homes into a centralized work

place to take advantage of improved technologies, opportunities for 

literacy and skills training, regulation of wages and working condi

tions, and the potential for social interaction and collective decision

making. 

Food proceqsing. Although women everywhere process food for 

household consumption, in some regions home-based food processing has
 

also becom:' a major source of income.10 Potential food industries
 

include dairy products such as yrnghurt, cheese, butter, and ghee;
 

bottling fruit drinks and carbonated beverages; brewing beer; sun

drying fruit and vegetables; baking bread and snack foods; canning 

poultry, meat, fruit, and vegetables; smoking and drying fish; pre

paring confections; grinding spices and mixing herbs; pressing cooking 

oils; mixing condiments; making noodles or tortillas; and so on. In
 

the vicinity of Tombay, foi example, village women's cooperatives
 

totalling a > ut 3,000 members make papads for local consumption and
 

export, a snack food mixed from locally grown pulses, .il and spices
 

(Dixon 1978: 63-69). Rural food processing industries frequently stimu

late demand for local agricultural products, encourage diversification 

of crops, and improve the variety of foods available at local markets
 

throughout the year. 

http:income.10


Processing over agricultural products. Much of the processing of 

crops for export to urban or forcign markets could be performed at the 

rural site, with the added advantage that byproducts are usually well 

suited to local use. Women-run centers for milling or drying grains, 

pressing oils, or grinding spices would enable women to maintain control 

over this traditional method of earning money; other possibilities 

include the production of animal feeds, fertilizers, and fuel from a 

variety of crop byproducts (corn husks, coconut shells, sugar cane 

stalks, bran, etc.). A wom:n's cooperative in Tonga fires split coconut 

logs for charcoal from treew cleared for an airport approach from 200 

acres, which they leased to plant bananas, pineapples, papaya, and other 

low-growing cash crops (International Women's Tribune Centre, January 

1978: 14). Because women are typicilly responsible for processing crops 

in the home as well as for gathering fuel and fodder, these commercial 

activities serve the important dual purpose of providing employment 

while simultaneously manufacturing products that reduce domestic 

drudgery. 

Manufacturing. A number of industries produce items for local 

consumption based on indigenous resources (clay, coir, bamboo, wood, 

cotton, jute, etc.) such as simple household and agricultural implements, 

fishnets, ropes, baskets, mats, building materials, pottery, furniture, 

jute sacks, soap, cotton thread and cloth, cigarettes and cigars. Where 

transportation systcns are good and a steady supply of raw materials 

from outside the village can be assured, other Industries can be 

established for manufacturing items with a wider marlet such as bottles, 

cans, other storage containers or packaging materials, paper, small 



consumer items such as umbrellas or dry-cell batteries, plastic and 

metal products, heavier agricultural equipment, wool and silk cloth, 

ready-made garments, carpets, and other icems. Some of these serve the 

local market, others are exported to urban or foreign markets. 

Most income-generating programs for women have drawn on tradi

tional crafts such as sewing or embroidery (although tailoring and 

weaving are men's work in many countries), often to the detriment of 

workers who fRod themselves unable to make a satinfactory living 

because of poor qua ity controls, lack of marketing cutlets, unreliable 

sources of raw materials, and exploitation by employers or agents 

(Dhamija 1975; ILO 1975; Major 1975; Opondo n.d.). Yet certain handi

crafts do offer potential for expansion, even in the face of industriali

zation, if production can be upgraded through improved techniques and 

marketing; these include artistic metalworking, basketry, jewelry 

making, and specialized handweaving (Staley and Morse 1965: 56). In 

some areas the carpet weaving industry is undergoing a renaissance; in 

-Syria, for example, the government has set up a network of rural carpet

weaving centers throughout thle country where young women learn vocational 

and literary skills while contributing to the family budget on a regular 

basis (ILO 1973: 21). 

Some critics argue that programs building on traditional skills 

are likely to have only limited appeal to rural women; more attractive 

would be industries that are "least rural and .east womanish"--that is, 

that offer genuine opportunities for social and economic transformation 

(Ahmed 1975: 29): 
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These opportunities are to be found in the decentralized manu
facture of processed primary products, consomer goods and light 
engineer:ing- goos--ccmmo(dit ies that are labour intensive, 
resource based, and require simple technology, small investment, 
cheap or lit:t] Fuel. 

A rural network, of mv::diuR industry or agro-industry, producing 
both for expert n'd home con..sumption, should teach the wearers 
of galahi2s, .:;auii W -aronKs to get into workmen's overalls 
and tinker with mall.v] machines. Thev sheuld be absorbed not 
merely as unslki ed or emiskilled operators, but: taught repair, 
maintenanrce, suprision, management, accountancy, storekeeping, 
salesmanship ano ail other accoutrements of industrial enterprise. 

One example of N-his approach is found ia Kerala State, India, 

where the government's c. ash program to develop 10,000 units in the 

small-scale industrial sector includes a number of cooperatively owned 

enterprises reserved for women on.ly (Menon 1976). Shareholders are 

drawn mainly from the "economically and socially backward groups." 

Along with more tradit:i.cnal industries for garment-making, surgical 

cotton and bandages, fruit preservation, cloth dyeing and printing, the 

program has trained young women to work in a foundry; an electropiatin,, 

galvanizing and anodizing unit; a transformer unit; and an ancilliary 

to a batter,' factory. Heavier rural industries also offer important 

opportunities for women, either in separat, teams or working sidc by 

side with men. 

Rural construction. In addition to opportunities in industry,
 

the development of rural infrastructure means new jobs in Irrigation
 

and drainage projects; land clearance, soil conservation, and reforesta

tion; road, bridge, dam, and levee construction; and village works such 

as housing, school.s, clinics, community centers, wells, and water catch

meit systemrs. In some countries these rural works form a .rime ingredi

ent c7 government policies to alleviate rural unemployment and poverty, 
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e.g. India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria,
 

Brazil, Mexico and Peru (FAO 1979: 60).
 

Not only have women traditionally participated in the heavy labor
 

of many volunteer community work teams such as the communas in Latin 

America, Harambee in Kenya, and the Shramadana in Sri Lanka, but the 

decline of agricultural wagu labor in many areas has driven landless 

increasingly into road building and construction. in Java, fromwomen 

15 to 30 percent of workers on certain conIstruction sites are women 

(Milone 1978: 1.61). In India, too, women commonly carry earth and
 

bricks on construction pzojects, while the skilled labor is done 

exclusively by men (Committee 1974: 172-173). 

Large internationally funded projects such as the Food-for-Work 

schemes have attracted women to build dams, lay water supplies, terrace 

hills and plant trees, build village roads, and clear land. In Africa
 

and Latin America: in particular, women commonly work alongside men in
 

in one roadmany of these schemes. Sometimes they do all the work, as 


and in the forestry development scheme ofbuilding project in Lesotho 

Maharashtra, India, where tribal women (Adivasis) plant and maintain 

reforested areas (World Food Programme 1976: 31). Elsewhere they work 

in special women's teams on large projects. In Bangladesh an average
 

of 20,000 w'iren per day worked on Food-for-Work schemes between January 

and March of 197>, almost all on women's teams or projects. 

Because the work is extremely arduous and generally considered 

status-(4egrad!ng, rural works tend to attract only the poorest and most 

stigmatized groups--the scheduled tribes and castes of South Asia, for 

(Chen and Ghuznaviexample, or destitute wives or widows of higher castes 
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1978; Sinha 1975). Employers often prefer women because they are
 

cheaper than male workers, "more doc:[le by nature and better disci

plined," and will work at jobs that men are "reluctant to accept" 

(Sinha 1975: 24). Conditions are usually highly exploitative with
 

little or no monitoring of wages, hours of work, housing and sanitation
 

facilities, accident compensation, or child care. Portions of workers'
 

wages are typically withheld to ensure that they do not leave the site
 

before the work is completed; payment is irregular. The work is
 

generally seasonal and often requires workers to migrate considerable
 

distances fromi their villages.
 

There is potential for expanding women's opportunities for employ

ment, however, if rural works projects could be redesigned to emphasize
 

female employment on sites in or near their villages that require year

round work such as road repair, local small-scale construction, refores

tation, planting animal fodder on banks and cleared areas, terracing,
 

fisheries development, and so on (Chen and Chuznavi 1918: 25). A coopera

tive housing society in Guyana is training women as well as men in
 

carpentry, masonry, steel bending, plumbing, and other skills 
to enable
 

them to build and maintain their own housing and other community facili

ties (International Women's Tribune Centre January 1978: 13). Continu

ous all-womeAi projects, in conjuncclon with separate activities (such 

as seeding or sodding) for women's t.ams or large mixed projects, would 

permit separate work norms for women if they are necessary to bring 

wages up to the level required for reasonable sub, istence.A In addi

tion, basing work nearer the village permits more effective monitoring 

of wages -'nd working conditions by official agents and local committees. 
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Sales Workers
 

The difFerences across countries in the percentages of sales 

workers who are female are remarkalle, ranging from only 1 percent in 

Lheseven countries of North A-frica and the Middle East tc 59 percent in 

Philippines, 60 percent in Nigeria, 65 percent in Jamaica, and 88 per

cent in Ghana (Table 1, column 8). 

Rural women in sales are overwhelmingly concentrated in the 

informal sector of local exchange systems. 7orming an imp-rtant link 

between the subsistence. sector and the comnmerzial economy, they fre

quetly operaLte ,,Ith sufficient capital fc' only one day's trading, 

buying goods in the morLing (perhaps on credit), -ometimes piocessing 

them II a typical mix of econ!omic activities (grinding corn, for example), 

and selling in the afternoon. The se ,ual division of market labor is 

orclear. Typically, women sell goods from their homes or In daily 

12 

weekly local markets while aien engage in long-distance trade; women 

on their backs or hieads whilc men uaocd wh,e led Lransport;carry goods 

women work in small fa ily-o.ned retail shops while Ilen control. the 

large retailing and wholesaling enterprises; women trade in foodstuffs 

and small household items while men sell equipment, appliances, cash 

crops, and other major items in local or urban markets and in the export 

trade.
 

Once again, modernizing forces displace women from their tradi

tional role in the marketplace as the distance between producer and 

consumer lengthens, transport becomes a major difficulty and expense, 

factory production aid imported goods undermine local production, and 

capital requirements increase (Mintz 1971; :iullinIgs 1976; Robertson 
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1975-76; Stoler 1977; Sudarkasa 1973). The expansion of men's commer

cial activities, particularly in the import/export business, poses an
 

additional threat to female trading (Mintz 1971: 264-265).
 

On a national level, measures are needed to protect smaller mar

kets from the encroachment of large wholesalers and retailers, such as
 

the reversal of taxation and pricing policies or access to government
 

services that discriminate aigainst small shops and marketplaces in
 

favor of larger ones. Extension services providing technical assistance
 

to small farmers and industries need to include small businesses and
 

independent traders.
 

Credit is also crucial. One of the major problems Lacng the 

majority of own-account women traders is lack of sufficient capital to
 

invest in greater quantities of merchandise, improved transport, or
 

sales and storage facilities. As a consequence, women cannot expand
 

into larger operations or tne lucrative import./export market. Their 

small profits often go for daily subsistence, children's school fees, or
 

other kinship obligations (marriage exchanges, gifts) rather than for
 

business expansion (Mintz 1971: 253; Stoler 1977: 83-84).
 

In Indonesia, although wealthy women tradurs can borrow money at 

relatively low interest rates from formal lending institutions such as 

the Bank Pasar (Market Bank) or from one of the w:omen's cooperative 

unions sponsored by the Indonesian Wonen's Congress, poor rural wcmen 

with insuff icient collateral rely instead on suppliers, relative: or 

moncylenders who charge high rates of interest (Milone 1.978: 107-.]5). 

Re.c.rc .ful Halitian market women wil somet frees get their trading 

capital by "buying wholesale on credit, selling retail at reduced prices, 
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lending their earnings in even smaller amounts at higher 
rates of
 

5 percent for three days' use is not unusual--and then reinterest-

the end of such a maneuver"
 
'.ying their suppliers, showing a profit at 


Rural development banks specifically serving 
low

(Mintz 1971: 259). 


income women borrowers, as individuals or groups 
could increase their
 

productivity considerably.
 

women
 
access to transport and markets is also crucial 

If 

Direct 


Where vomen
 over the products of their labor. 
are to maintain control 


permitted in the marketplace, male family members wh_ sell
 are not 


else agents skim off the profit.
or
their goods receive the cash 
In a
 

in Dosso, Niger, women pay men to sell their
 cattle-fattening project 

13 

in animal trading. In thethey cannot engagecattle hecause by custom 

silk-weaving; industry in Banares, India, cloth produced at home and sold
 

with "no control 
the husband to interuediaries leaves the women nor 

by 


earnings" (Committee 1974: 181).
 
a separate share of the 


some areas have adapted to the requirements of female
 Women in 


their homes with children as intermediaries
 seclusion by trading out of 


In the north-eastern
 
(Simmons 1975) or by organizing their own markets. 

items of dress,
hill areas of India, for example, women sell various 


as well as their own weaving from pur
and food product.sfurnishings, 


market and in smaller rural women's

the urban women'schased stalls in 

1974: 181). The creationdlstrict (Committeemarket-, ,hroughout Manipur 


women's markets in culturally conservative areas is an
 
of additional 


who are currently

effective means of extending more COuLrol to women 

sphere both as producers and co..sumers. Markets 
from the publicexcluded 

buyers are women are, of course,
in which virtually all of the sellers and 
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common in African and Caribbean countries as well as in others where
 

men and women mingle freely in public. But even under these conditions, 

the officials respo isible fo renting or selling stalls and for setting 

regulations are almost alwayL men (Comittee 1974: 181; Sudarkasa 1973: 

60). Policies for expanding women's employment in the sales sector 

should not only suppcrt women's access to markets, but also facilitate 

their entry into the wage-paid labor force of larger sales enterprises-

in part to reduce the competition among self-employed women in the 

informal sector.
 

Service Workers
 

If there is a group of occupations that women can claim as their
 

own in most parts of the world, it is personal service--house-keepers,
 

cooks, maids, waiters, hairdressers, dishwashers, laundry workers, seam

stresses, child minders. Only a few service Jobs, such as police work,
 

fire-fighting, men's tailoring, or barbering, are all but closed to 
women. 

Although countries of sub-Saharan Africa typically show somewhat 

lower proportions of women among service workers compared with their 

numbers in the labor force (a median of 23 percent, ranging from 6 per

cent in Sierra Leone to 67 percent in South Africa), in the other three 

regions women are significantly overrepresented in service occupations. 

In North Africa and the Middle East, even though such work usually 

exposes girls and women to potentially dishonoring contact with men
 

(Youssef 1974: 26-30), females comprise a median of 14 percent of all
 

service workers, ranging from 7 percent in Turkey to 38 percent in 

Morocco. South and Southeast Asia, with a median of 33 percent of
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service workers female, ranges from 	15 percent in Pakistan to 67 percent
 

in the Philippines.
 

It is in Latin America that women's role in service becomes most
 

vivid. Comprising 23 percent of the paid labor force in the region,
 

At least half of all
females hold 62 percent of all paid 	service jobs. 


one of the 23 cour:tries listed in
service workers are female in every 


a typical woman worker in Latin America, she is
Table 1. If there is 


a

the domestic servant who--poor and uneducated--leaves her village as 


young girl in search for work in town or city (Char~ey 1977; Jellin 1977;
 

Smith 1973).
 

source of employment
Although live-in domestic work is a 	major 


for women in rural arevs throughout 	the developing world where class
 

distinctions dividc wealthy landowner and commercial households from
 

landless workers and marginal subsistence farmers, other serv:ice
 

house
 
arrangements are also common. Rural women walk from house to 


in daily or weekly rounds to clean, do laundry, or wash dishes, or they
 

go to private homes when summoned as seamstresses or hairdressers, 
or
 

other work in their own homes. Municipalities may
take in washing or 


clean drains and latrines,
hire them to sweep roads and public places or 


in India, for example (Commitwork typical of outcast "sweeper" women 


tee 1974: 1.78). They also work as wage-earners In a variety of public
 

and private service estab.ishments.
 

cheap female labor enables more prosperous
The avalability ot 

in their
households to achieve aa artificially high standard of living; 


absence, "personal services would have to be purchased from established
 

at
enterprises (restaurants, laundry and drycleaning services, etc.) 
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considerably higher prices" (Jellin 1977: 140). This situation suggests 

thre" approaches. First, the expansion of women's employment in small 

industries could draw a significant number out of personal service 

occupations, resulting In upward prossure on Lhe wages of those who 

remain and in the substitution of labor-saving devices (simultaneously 

creating a deii;a'd fur simal1 industrial nutput). Second, policies should 

encourage the organization of service workers into association, to 

improve their bargaining power over wagen and working conditions that 

are almost invariably oppressive, although household servants are par

tirularly difficult to organize becadse of their isolation and personal 

dependency on their empicyers. A third tact.ic would be to provide women 

currently work:ing in the homas of their umployers, or taking in work in 

tteir own homes, with the means to start group enterprises such as 

child care centers, laundries, restaurants, catering businesses, or 

hostels where they could learn business skills, set regular hours, and 

earn better wages charging reasonable prices tor their services. 

Administrative, Clerical and Professional Occupations 

Although groupod together hero for convenience, administrative/ 

managerial/clerical occupations in developing countries typically have 

lowar proportions of womc.n workers than do the professional/technical 

occupations that include teachers and health workers. In the former 

category, .8 countries of Africa, the Middle East and Asia show fewer 

than 15 percent fema.lp, wlil.e only two in Central America (Barbados and 

Panama) show half or more female. Among professional/technical occupa

tions, however, only six countries show fewer than 15 percent female 
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(Nigeria, Morocco, Libya, Nepal, Pakistan, india) while ten show half 

or more femaie (Philip-ines, Jamaica, eight Latin American countries). 

The relatively high participation of women in the professions in North 

Africa and the Middle Fast in comparison with their representation in 

the labor force as a whole is due, paradoxically, to "the restrictions 

of the pardah system [that] creates new opportunities in the 'contact 

services,' such as medJcine anc education, for educated women serving
 

1974: 34-36).a female clientele" (Papanek 1971: 522; see also Youssef 

Higher rates of illiterac as well as higher dropout rates after 

the first few years of school form the major obstacles to the inte

gration of village women into professional occupations at the local or
 

district level. Yet the expansion of institutional infrastructures in
 

-1 areas creates nev jobs in education, health sorvices, agricul

tural extension, legal services, cooperative managemelt, and other
 

fields for which women need advanced training. Clearly a rural develop

ment policy needs to deal with this dilemma.
 

First, incentives aru needed to promote girls' attendance at
 

elementary school and their continuation to secondary and post-secondary
 

vocational training. Seco:d, trained women from urban areas could be
 

induced to serve rural people through incatives such as higher pay for 

rural postings, the provision of housing, 	and more rapid advancement to
 

positions of responsibility through rural rather than urban career 

laddcrs. These women would simultaneously motivate their rural counter

parts to take advanced training. Third, 	persons with little or no 

technlca' and mnnagerialformal schooling can be employed in many 

capacities. Rural development planners emphasizing the expansion of
 



primary education and health care are increasingly turning to the
 

Chinese model of training "barefoot doctors" or veterinarians and even
 

"barefoot managers" to provide a wide range of basic s, ices to rural 

people. The Bangladesh Rural Advancement C imnittee, fir example, trains 

villagers with very few years of schooling as paramedics who can 

diagiicse and treat the most: prevalent forms of illness, referring more 

serious cases to higher level medical personnel. 1 4 Reducing the some

times unnecessarily high educational qualifications for certain govern

ment jobs in rural areas could facilitate women's access to this source
 

of employment.
 

III. A Strategy for Mobilizing Rural Women for _moym;nt
 

In Section II we discussed policies for expanding employment for 

rural women specific to the nonamgricultural sectors of production, 

sales, service, and clerical/teclinical/professioaal occupations. In 

this section we will outline a general strategy for mobilizing rural 

women for employment both within and outside agriculture. At least six 

tasks arz involved: (1) identifying groups of women who are most in 

need of income-generat[ng employment; (2) defining the range of 

economic activities In which these women are currently engaged; with 

a view to raising their output and income-generating capacity or to
 

shifting them into more productive activities; (3) locating indigenous
 

social networks around wl.ich groups of women could be mobilized;
 

(4) establishing sources of credit, technical assistance and training
 

for group enterprises; (5) determining needs for technology to reduce
 

domestic burdens; and (6) identifying and overcoming other cultural or
 

http:personnel.14
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structural obstacles that deny women control over the products of their
 

labor.
 

Employment for Whom? 

The first task is to locate, through analysis of national or 

district socioeconomic surveys and through local interviews, groups of 

women who are most in nced of income-generating employment. The purpose 

here is to concentrate benefits anong the poorest sectors of the popu

lation in areas selected for intensive investment, particularly among 

the land]ess and small subsistence farmers. These include households 

in a diversity of circumstances--laborers, cultivators, pastoralists-

who differ in their access to productive resources and in the security 

of their livelihoods, but share their poverty (Esman 1978: 56-61). 

Within these landless and near-landless classes, the most destitute are 

Likely to be those who belong to stigmatized racial, religious, or ethnic 

groups as well. as hous-eholds L.eaced by 'iomen (Birdsall and McGreevey 

1978; Buvinic and Youssef 1.978). 

For women in subsistence farm families as well as for the landless, 

the creation of off-farm e-mIployment is crucial in offsetting seasonal 

fluctuations and limitations on agricultural incomes. Considering that 

in most countries the average size of farm holdings is declining, the 

increase in agricultural output slowing, and the real wages of agri

cultural wotkers dropping, it is not surprising to find that farm 

incomes are frequently insufficient to meet household expenses even 

among land-owning families (FAO 1979: 1-6). In one village of central 

Java, for example, over three-quarters of all households depended 
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primarily or totally on income-producing activities outside of the 

ownership and cultivaticn of rice land--that is, on "agricultura. wage 

labor, various forms of market trade, handicraft proauction, and mixed 

garden cultivation for sale and consumption" (Stoler 1977: 79). In the 

northirn Peruvian Sierra, only 16 percent of the total net income of 

minifundio houSeholds in ont survey came from agricultural or animal 

production.; ma les took additional wage labor as harve-,ters or construc

tion workers while females engaged in petty commodity production (handi

crafts or food processing) or in small scale marketing and commerce 

(Deere 19771: 62). 

Lando tenure systems with highly concentrated ownership appear to 

offer minimil agricultural employment opportunities for both men and 

women. In Chile, for example, women have been gradually displaced from 

directly remunerated agricultural jobs; on the large estates, they (and 

their children) " represent a reserve labor force available during 

times of peak demand, but the landowner need employ only one person 

[the male household hoad] on a permanent basis . . *" (Garrett 1976: 33). 

Women on the estates could benefit from additjfanal employment, either 

in home-based production such as poultry raising or handicraft' that 

could not be appropriated by the landowner, or in village-based indus

tries producing consumer goods for which there is a steady demand. 

Building on Current Production 

The secondi task is to identify economic activities in which the 

itarget groups" of womcn are currently engaged: the time spent on each 

activity, its output, the level of skill required, source of raw 



materials, the type of technology, whether the goods or services are
 

performed for household consumption or are sold or exchanged, whether
 

the level and type of activity fluctuate seasonally, and so on. Good 

quality data are extremely important. Time-use studies of village 

women's activities usually point to a remarkable range of skills and 

local resources upon which to upgrade productivity, transform currently 

unpaid work into income-generating employment, and, if net-essary, 

introduce entirely new econuic activities such as small industries 

where raw materials and markets can be assured. 

A survey of the skills and resources of rural women in several 

districts of Sri Lanka, hoping to identify opportunities for employment 

both 	within and outside agriculture, provides a good example of the 

type 	of base-line data that are needed for employment planning
 

(Wijayaratre et al. 1978). The survey was designed: 

(1) To examine the division of labor in the farm households; 
(2) To ascertain the present skills and experiences of rural
 

women whic,- could be utilized in possible income generating 

activit ics; 
(3) 	To examine the opportunities for more intensive employment 

of rural women in agricllture; 
(4) 	 To identify the infra-structure cxisting (or) needed for 

the development of employment opportunitics outside agri
culture for rural women; 

(5) 	 To ascertain Lhe scope of activities of voluntary and 
non-voluntary organisations asslting rural women in 

gainful employment; 
(6) 	 To identify specific income generating activities on or 

off thc farm for rural women for further development by 
the Farm Women Extension Service of the Depariment of 

Agriculture (Wjayaratre et al. 1978: 1-2). 

Mobilizing Groups of Women Workers 

Although some development programs oifer direct assistance to 

individuals or households for home-based production, organized groups 
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working outside the home have a number of advantages: economies of
 

scale, reduced competition, easier access to credit and technical
 

assistance, experience in collective decision-making, and the creation
 

of a base of social solidarity and political action. The central work

place provides an effective setting for the delivery of services such as
 

functional litera,,- classes, training in accounting and simple manage

ment, health care, family planning, and the communal care of infants
 

and children. In addition, moving employment out of'the home permits
 

easier enforcement of minimum wages and working cond:.tions. Although 

the history of government enforcement of labor !nw: in most countries 

is woefully Inadequate for public settings such as factories, planta

tions, or rural work projects, the condition of women employed at home 

is usually worse, often exploiting child labor as well (Committee 1974: 

570-71). 

Employment-generating scl-emes in some areas have evolved quite 

naturally out of indigeaous social networks such as rotating credit and 

savings associations ("money clubs") or tho tradition of voluntary con

tributions of labor for conmwonity building projects or religious 

activities, while others have been introduced as new organizatJonal 

structures, sometimes taking root, often not. Appropriate strategies 

for mobilizing women for employment depends on the social characteris

tics of the workers themselves (whether they share a history of mutual 

trust or prior collectlve work experience, for example), the type of 

work to be organized, and the nature of other social, economic and 

political institutions in the community, among other . onsiderat ions 

(Nash et al. 1976; Worcley 1971). 
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Work teams on Chinese collective farms, for example, evolved from 

traditional peasant customs of exchanging help at harvest time, later 

formalized in the 'i02t liberated areas into permanent mutual-aid or 

work-exchange teams, many of them exclusively female (Davin 1975: 264). 

The Korean Mothers' Clubs--some of whom have undertaken income

generating activities such as fruit and vegetable gardcns, small live

stock projects, mullber:v production for silk worms, ropemaking and 

noodle favtories, and garmenc makirg--were frequently based on indigenous 

rotating credit associaLions (Park et al. 1976: 273). In Kenya, women 

in Nakuru and its surrounding hinterlands formed a Farmers Cooperative 

Society which purchascd a large commcrcial farm growing wheat, barley, 

pyrethrum, and sheep; a "Machete and Hoe Self-Help Group" to buy a farm 

from proceeds of group hceing and weeding; and a "Doe and Carrying 

Basket" association recruited from a traditional group to narn money 

for property by hoeing or brewing beer (Wa.htel 1975-76: 7A-75; see 

also Stamp 1975-76: 33). 

Most formal cooperatives have been organized along Western 

universalistic principles rather than on the particularistic norms of 

non-Western societies. Although many women's associations suffer from 

problems that have plagued the cooperative movement in general-

political intarference, mismanagewent, membership apathy, domination by 

the elite--in some areas women's producer cooperatives show considerable 

promise (International Cooperative Alliance 1974, 1975). The Bangladesh 

Integrated Rut'1 Develclnrent program, for example, 1; initiating small

scale mnrket ,ard ening, poultry, and fish raising assccjatioons to 

improve women's earnings; throughout Bangladesh, village women's 
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cooperacives produce jute handicrafts for export (Ahmad 1976; Dixon
 

1978: 42-74; Zeidenstein 1975).
 

Along less formal lines, the Colombian Institute of Agrarian
 

Reform has organized women In "the most marginal of rural populations;
 

the migrants, rural labour and small peasant families" into dairy and 

horticulture projects and a variety of small industries (Cebotarev 1976).
 

Given the opportunity, women appear eager to undertake income-earning
 

projects if thcy can wort together and have access to supports such as
 

credit, training, and production and marketing advice. Agrarian reform
 

programs that create new linkages between households through land
 

redistribution or collective farming prov!ie valuable institutional 

bases failitt:ing the organization of agricultural and nonagricultural
 

work teams of women.
 

Credit and Technical Assistance
 

The fourth task is to establish sources of credit and technical 

assistaace that wili fn nel benefits directly to the women who need 

them most (Buvinic eL al. 1979). Because these women lack bargaining 

power, their access to resources will have to be medLfated (at least 

initially) by a strong adiocate--an individual or sponsoring institu

tion--who links them with service agencies and represents their interests. 

A United Nations study of rural cooperatives concluded that the more 

effective groups had strong ties with outside agencies such as central. 

associations that provided training, credit, accounting, and other 

services (UNIRSD 1975: 17). 

National policies to e:mpand the network of district training
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centers for rural research and administration, to tailor curricula to
 

local needs, and to direct rural extension services to small-scale
 

nonfarm as well as farm enterprises will benefit sectors employing
 

women, but special measures will be needed to ensure that women receive
 

training and technical assistance in all fields at every level.1
6
 

Similarly, national policies to extend credit or loans to low

income rural populations through government or cooperative banks will
 

require flexible and innovative procedures to reach low-income women;
 

without these, women's productivity as farmers, traders, and small 

entrepreneurs will be depressed. The People's B- .k of Ironesia, for
 

example, with branches throughout the country, makes loans against
 

collateral such as land or cash crops (rice, maize, soybeans, sugar,
 

cotton) but not for fruits, vegetables, or household equipment which
 

are typically women's assets (Milone 1978: 107-112). Although the
 

loans are at low rates of interest, most rural women--csp,-cially land

less labourers--are ineligible. 

Programs that attempt to deliver credit and technical assistance 

to small-scale enterprises and margiral workers differ considerably in 

their strategies. Some extend services directly to indJviduals or
 

h..isehoids, as in a Bangladesl scheme offering loans to nuclear families 

with a.nnual incomes below 800 tka per capita (about $56) enabling women 

to start handicrafts or rice-busl'ing businesses (Amachar 1979: 24). 

Others '.xtend benefits to individuals throut-h groups. Soime of these 

have a hist:oiy of collective action, scich as the tradit ional funeral 

society in Shinu]-au, Western Kenya, that makes commercial loans to 

dozens of small businesses (restaurants, bars, maize mills, etc.), many 

http:level.16
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operatcd by women (Ramey 1976). Some have no such history. The Self-


Employed Women's Association (SEWA) of Ahmedabad, India, included by
 

mid-1975 about 6,000 previously unorganized street vrendors, cart
 

pullers, junk-smiths, garment makers, and other independent workers
 

(Bhatt 1976; Jain n.d.). An outgrowth of the Textile Labour Associa

tion of Ahmedabad (a large labor union), SEWA operates a savings bank
 

which makes low-cost loans to members, many of whom are in Oebt to
 

moneylenders charging up to 10 percent per day for operating capital.
 

A third type of program extends credit, training, and services to
 

organized groups, making the group as a whole responsible for repay

ment. Ideally, group loans have the advantage of reaching the poorest
 

workers who are otherwi:e individually ineligible, reducing borrowers'
 

and lenders' costs, cuL-.ing loan defau-.t through joint liability, and
 

facilitating technical assistance (Adams and Matienzo 1978). These
 

range from informally constituted groups in Upper Volta requesting
 

assistance for small projects with income-earning potential (poultry
 

raising, milling machines, cash crops) (US AID 1976) to large, formal
 

producers' cooperatives. State governments in India, for example,
 

offer a number of advantages to registered cooperatives such as low
 

interest or interest-free loans, tax concessions, subsidies of some
 

staff salaries, government purchase of cooperative shares, technical
 

assistance of various kinds through government agencies such as the Al?-


India Handicraft Board and All-India Handloom Buard, and access to 

cooperative wholesalers and the government itself as buyers of coopera

tively made products (Beriwal 1976: 34).17 
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Labor-Saving Technology
 

The fifth consideration is to identify the most arduous and
 

timi-consuming domestic tasks in order to release women for more
 

prodluctive work. In a village in Pakistan, for instance, wemen spend
 

an average of almost four hours every day collecting, carrying, and 

prej)aring fodder for their animals; almost two hours in animal care;
 

and another hour milking and churning (Anwar and Bilquees 1976: 51). In
 

the Sahel region of Africa, women of sedentary farm families spend two
 

to three hours every day threshing grain and pounding it into flour
 

(Clcud 1978: 68). Similar sto:ies are told by women who walk long
 

distances to carry goods to the market, carry farm produce home from the
 

fields, collect water from dis':ant wells or rivers, and search for
 

increasingly scarce firewood (Fagley 1976).
 

A policy to reduce domestic drudgery would focus buth on the 

social organization of york and on its technology. Collective work 

groups could undoubtedly organize some tasks more efficiently as well as 

creating a more congenial working environment. Some activities normally 

performed at home (e.g. husl'ing, milling, oil pressing, spice grinding) 

could form the basis for culurzlly organized small industries. In 

China, a policy of reducing domestic drudgery in order to free women for 

remunerative work has resulted in the creation in many communes of small 

indus:ries such as shoemaking and "sewing stations." Replacing time

consumlag home product ion, the work acquires public value and enters the 

fncom,2-generatifng workpoJnt system (Davin 1975: 256). Similarly, nur

series and day-care centers, while freeing ,omen for more productive 

work outside the home, offer new employment for child minders, permit 
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daughters who might otherwise be forced to take care of younger siblings
 

at home to stay in school, and allow women to continue breastfeeding
 

infants at their worksite, with important birth-spacing and nutritional
 

consequences.
 

The literature on "appropriate" or "intermediate" technology 

points to a variety of Innovative labor-saving solutions uniquely suited 

to rural women's needs and local resources: alternative fuel sources, 

water sopply systems, crop processing and storage techniques, household 

and farm implements, building construction, transport, and small indus

tries. 18 United Nations agencies in Africa offer excellent examples of 

research and program possibilities. The Women's Centre of the Economic 

Connissinu for Africa, for "xample, held a series of workshops in 1977 

on village technologies for extension workeis (Carr 1978: 72). Approxi

mately 30 village projects for testing improved technology were generated. 

Other African projects include special training programs in village 

technology, the creation of small research units within universities 

and government departments, international study tours, demonstration 

and testing units, and regional research projects to identify technologies 

that will simultancously free women from less productive activities and 

create new possibilities for income-generating employment (Carr 1978: passim). 

Control Over Earnings
 

Whereas women who work for wages or on their own account generally 

receive payment Ku cash or kind directly, unpaid fatly laborers are 

often forced into a state of economic dependency on their ma]e kin even 

when their own labors contribute a substantial proportion of household 
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earnings. Efforts at land reform or "green revolutions" often leave
 

women's basic state of dependency untouched: "They remain enclosed
 

within the work cell of the family as unpaid laborers, unrelated to
 

larger systems of interdependence" (Ahmed 1975: 30). Even large-scale
 

reforms such as the Ujamaa villages of Tanzania fail to integrate women
 

into cooperative forms of production on an equal basis with men. Women
 

tend to grow food on the small private plots that are registered in
 

their husband's names, while men earn valued collective work points 

growing cash crops on communally held lands (Storgaard 1975-76; Brain
 

1976). The traditional sexual division of labor between food and cash
 

crops, as well as between unpaid and paid family labor, remains intact.
 

Other examples of women's economic dependency despite their pro

ductivity can be cited from a variety of settings: women and children
 

in India who weave saris at home commissioned by contractors who deal 

with the husband; women and children who labor on estates or plantations 

alongside the male household head who is paid for the whole family's 

work; women whio make handicrafts or foodstuffs at home but depend on
 

their husbands to market the goods. In these situations "the husband is 

also the employer, and terms of employment are unchangeable" (Ahmed 1975: 

30). 

Access to moveable property probably permits greater freedom from
 

husbands' control than dues working in family enterprises. Where women
 

a 

dowry of jewelry or small animals, they can show considerable ingenuity 

in transforming a small portion int a larger one through a combination 

of trade, production, and l.ending over the years. In Northern Nigeria, 

have rights to moveable property such as an inheritance of money or 
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for example, the women's "chickens, sheep, and goats serve as stores of
 

value, bearing interest in the form of offspring and available for 

liquidation when cash is required" (Simmons 1975: 158). Earnings of 

this type are generally considered the woman's own. Similarly women who 

earn wages may have more autonomy in determining how their money is 

spent. Of greater importance -o development planners, however, is the 

evidence that the loss of female control over earnings that were tra-

ditionally theirs sometimes subverts the goals of an enLire program.19
 

An organizational strategy that brings women together in collective
 

work groups can successfully circumvent male control over resources by
 

enabling women to sell goods and services directly. Where women work 

with men, policies need to be developed to ensure that workers are paid 

individually for their labors, whether in cash, in kind, or credit 

(e.g. workpoints). This issue of lirect remuneration for work performed, 

which is tied so closely to collective recognition of the value of the 

work, was raised in China as early as 1948. Women on the collectives
 

demanded not only that they earn the same number of workpoints as men 

for the same amount of work (although not necessarily the same work), 

but also that "points of men and women in the same family should be 

recorded separately" so that husbands could no longer control their 

wives' earnings (Davin 1975: 265). 

IV. Conclusions 

Although female employment patterns differ widely from country to 

country, both in the proportions defined as economically active and in 

http:program.19
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their Lmployment status and occupational distribution, some common
 

themes emerge. In -pita of their heavy labors, rural women are far 

less likely than to considered economically active, and, in mostl:n be 

far more likely to be unpaid family workers rather thancountries, 

wage-earners or self-employed. Moreso than for men, the meager
 

to their labor inputs, a
economic returns are highly disporportionate 

situation defined in one United Nations report as "an extreme case uf 

unequal exchange" (UN General Assem,,y 1978: 7). 

Even in those countries '.here women have played vital and inde

pendent roles in agriculcure, cottage industries, or trade, a complex 

underof international and national 	 ecouomic forces has been steadily 

earnings. Rural women's traditionalmining their p: oduct-vity and 

activities are particularly vulnerable to displacementincome-genc.rating 

the commerby imported prodlucts, capital-intensive. industrialization, 

large wholesa.ing and
cialization of agriculture and the expansion of 


retailing enterprises. As agricultural and non-agricultural production
 

and sales become more technological]y advanced, men increasingly take 

over jobs that women once performed. New industries (with some excep

employees over females.tions) and agribusinesses frequently pre er male 

For rural women, c1he disparity between labor and earnings--the pattern 

of unequal exchange-intcnsifies. 

Given women's special vulnerability to loss of earnings as well
 

social and ec:onomic protections offeredas the decline of traditional 


kinship, it is extremely important that
by marriage and . .tended 

policies of agrarian reform and rural development incorporate specific 

fully integrated into the entire rangemeasures to ensure that women 	 are 
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of new employment opportunities. These include not only agricultural
 

and industrial production but also the entire institutional and 

physical infrastructure on which rural development depends: 

the cro"ition of rural development agencies, agricultural 
rcsearch co-cres, etension and training networks, the setting 
up of cooperatives, .r lit systems, food storage facilities, 
the expansion of food distribution networks, industries to 
supply farm equip ment and agricultura.l inputs such as ferti
lizers, and pesticides, watershed management and Irrigation 
systems, rural roacd building and schools, health and family 
planning f[acl]ities. (FAO 1979: i) 

Although the strategies outlined in this paper for generating 

female employment in both the agri.ultural and nonagricultural sectors 

have emphasized grass-roots programs for organizing women into work 

groups, providing training and access to credit, setting up small 

industries or agricultural, enterprises, and so on, this approach makes 

sense only in the context of broad national and international policies 

that eliminate the net flow of capital from rural to urban areas and 

from developing countries to industrialized ones. Oth-rwise, agricul

ture (especially food crc-s for domestic consumption) and rural indus

tries--irge potential employers of additional female labor--will face
 

worsening competition, lower wages, and intensified outmigration. On 

the national level, policies that reverse past priorities favoring 

urban-industrial and export sectors in investment, pricing, taxation, 

and terms of trade are bcund to have positive impact on rural women in 

domestic agriculture and small Industries. Similarly, the revision of 

..ternational terms of trade and private foreign investment to encourage 

domestic labor-intensive processing of raw materials, manufacturing, and 

food production should also stimulate greater demand for female labor in 
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the countryside. ]n combination with agrarian reform policies to 

reduce major inequalities in access to material and social resources 

within rural areas as wellp, such grass-roots strategies can provide 

women with essential suppo:t systems ehabling them to become active 

agents and beneficiaries of the development process.
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FOOTNOTES
 

1 
I am indebted to Kathryn March, Cornell University, for this
 

translation of her interview.
 

2The percentages of females among the economically active popula

tion in Sierra Leone and Liberia drop from 36 in both to 11 and 14 per

cent, respectively; in Turkey from 38 to 6 percent; in Thailand and
 

Korea from 35 in beth to 27 and 28 percent; and in Pakistan from 1.2 to
 

5 percent.
 

3A United Nations report declares that "As long as money is
 
involved, the person is always classified as employed" (Boulding et
 
al. 1976: 297). This statement does not apply to those who did not
 
earn wages or profits in the specified time period, however, so seasonal
 

or sporadic income generation characteristic of women's economic roles
 
might not be included. 

4The theme of negative impact of development on women is explored 

ia Boserup 1970, Chaney and Schmink 1976, Mullings 1976, Nash 1977, 
Tirker 1976. For bibliographies see Buvinic 1976, Rihani 1978, Non-

Formrl Education Information Center 1978b. For policy recommendations 
see Boserup and Liijencrantz 1975, Food and Agricultural Organization 

of the United Nations 1975, Germain 1976-77, Papanek 1977, United 
Nations Department of Economic and social Affairs 1973, United Nations 

Economic Commission for Africa 1975, United Nations General Assembly 
1978. 

5Many of these are "offshore industries"--foreign investors taking
 

advantage cf cheap female labor and prolonged tax holidays in the host
 
country (United Nations General Assembly 1978: 40-41).
 

6For additional arguments and evidence see Anderson and Leiserson
 

1978; Kilby 1'78; Liedholm and Chuta 1976; Stal2y and Morse 1965; White
 
1978.
 

7IL should be noted that 
some of these --called small industries
 

employ as many as 500 workers, however, and are quite highly mechanized.
 

8In Sierra Leone, for example, local small firms could not
 

qualify for tax exemptions designed to encourage foreign investment
 
in the country (similar tax incentives for large firms are found widely 
in Atiica, Asia, and Latin America) (Liedholm and Chuta 1976: 111-114), 

and imprt taxes were prohibitively high on some basic items essenti.al 
to small-scale industrial production. See alo White 1978. 

9 
A variety of incr,]e-earning projects both within, and outside 

agricultui-e are discussed in the following publications, among others: 
American Council of Vol'untary Agencies for Voreign Service 1976; 

International Women's Tribune Newsletter 4 (March-April 1.977) a-id 5 and 

http:essenti.al
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31)

3 

(January 1978); New Transccntury Foundation (July 1978 and January 
1979); M~ich and M;rgolin 1975; Rlhani 1978; United Nations Development 

Progranmne 1978; United States Agency for International Development 3978. 

10111 ar Aa Provwne of Northern Nigeria, for example, 90 percent 

of the village wim(art ttrviewed in :ne study were currently engaged in 

at least one food-rel ited activity for economic gain, usually proce,_ing 
grain, leumes , or c,: archy' roots into conveiflent ready-to-oat foods 

(Si2mon.s 1975: 156). 

i ]In an a tLtempt to equai ize men's and women's daily wages on 
Food-for-W.eork schemes in Bangladesh, separate women's projects uni
formly pay a i her piece rate to wonen for carrying earth. The differ-

ential rates de to compensate for le ;er physicalr, (.Ined women's 
capacity, pirticulnrlk among nontiibll women, and to pay a daily wage 
that meet' subsLst (' 1c0 requirem nts for z- family of five. Not only 
does the di.fferental ,age rate raise probl ems of equality, however, 
but it acts as ,il incentive for contractors to hire men instead of women 
on the women'a project.. For this reason, some agencies have been 

reluctant co iii iirtake women-only construction projects (Judith Tendler, 
personal communication). 

12With a f..w exceptions, such as the legendary long-distance woman 

traders of West AfrJca. 

13Marilyn lioskins, personal communication. 

14Based on1the author's visit to BRAC projects in Sulla, Bangla
desh, February 1976. 

15 A 1948 International Labour Organization study of home indus
tries (garment making, spinning and weaving, and so forth) in Europe 
and North America, in 4hich workers wer,, mostly women and children, 
concluded that ". . . Industrial homework is one of the ]earf regulated, 

least supervised, and most hazardous systems of industrial production" 
(quoted in Staley and Morse 1965: 76). 

1 6 For a review of nonagric lItural training programs, including 

small. Industry developmeat assistance) see American Co, ncil on Education 
1977; American Council of Voluntary Agencies 1976; Coombs 1974; Non
formal Education Information Center L978a. Most train women in sewing, 
embroidery, and other traditional feniale occUpatLions rather :ln in 

carpentry, bicycle repair, veter 'nary servfices, and so on. 

17Registration reuirements have proved far too complex for the 
majority of small women s cooperatives, bowever, the members of whom 
are mostly illiterate, and managerial and accounting regu.i1-ions are 

beyond the experience of most rural organizers (Dixon 1978: 151-154). 
To be genuinely responsive to wmen's needs, the cooperative movement 
and government agencies alike will need to relax registtation iequire
ments, hire -women registrars aad cooperative extension workers, and or
ganize women's classes at cooperative training centers in order to extend
 

benefits directly to this group of workers.
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18Surveys of the literature include Carr 1976; Eckaus 197?;
 

International Women's tribure Center July 1978 and April 1979; Jequier

the journal A ,roprlatcn 

special issue on allevintin:g women's bui dens of Les Carnets de 

l'Enfance/Assignmnurt- Cildren 36 Coct. -Dec. 1976). 

1976; O'Kelley 1978; 1 . ojo~y, and the 

19A classic . L.ampl com.es froma the reorganization of a marketing 

cooperativein th, pyrethrum iMdustry in Kenya. Whereas women had 

been growing the crop %nd vel ing the dried flowers directly, the new 

cooperatie paid formal m1mbeirs of the society who were mostly men. 

Not surpr isingly, the women became discouroged with the loss of direct 

economic recurns and, "ratilnally arid realistically in the circum
stances, their output fell" (Apthorpe 1971: 73). 
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If people are to be able to develop they must have power. They
 

must be able to control their own activities within the frame

work of their village communities. And they must be able to
 

mount effective political pressure nationally also.
 

--Julius Nyerere, July 13, 1979, UN/FAO WCARRD
 

I. Introduction
 

In his address to the UN/FAO World Conference on Agrarian Reform 

and Rural Development on July 13, 1979, Mhe PresienL of Tanzania reminds 

people of the highly political, nature of rural development. Political 

power tends to overlap -with economic power, thus favoring those with 

access to land, livestock, capital, and other productive resources. In
 

virtually all societies, women have fewer of those productive resources
 

than men, which reflects and explins their limited political power.
 

Thus Njerere's point applies to wonen: if they are to control their own
 

activities and to tount effective political pressure in national and
 

local political arenas, they, too, must have power.
 

The most fundamental of all resources and the basis for acquiring
 

other resour'ces, political empoverment is recognized as essential for
 

-=!Lrums.
development and change by writets from all ideological 


Increasing numbers of studies also demonstrate that people's participa

tion optimizcs the success of development efforts (Cohen and Uphoff 

1977; DAI 1976; Korten 1980.1. Despite this growing consensus about 

Sections of this paper have been drawn from my Women and Par

ticipation In Rural Development: A Framework for Project Design and 
Policy-Oriented Research (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University, Cenrcr for 

IOternatLional Studies, Rural Developmcnt Comm Ittee, 1979). 1 am grateful 
to Norman Uphoff and John Cohen for their comments and 5aggestions on 

that monograph, nnd to Jane Jaquette for her comments on this paper. 
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participation, the point is not always applied to women and to the 

expression of women's iterests in local and national political 

settings. Instead, it is often assumed that men represent women's 

interests, or that male heads of household represent the interests of 

all family members, including women. 

Growing documntation :indicat:es that men disproportionately 

benefit from rural development programs, such as educational and 

training opportunities, job placement, capital and technology transfers, 

and land commodit izatlon. Despite these preferential patterns, women 

continue to engage In productive activity, including farming, trading, 

and income generation, to provide water and firewood which enables 

productive activity a.d household maintenance, and to manage households 

in significant proportions. In many parts of the world, women's labor 

is untouched by labor-saving technology (Boseiup 1970; Tinker 1976; 

Palmer 1977; Mintz 1971). The differential and unequal distribution 

of development benefits suggests that men are not effectively repre

senting women's interests. Not only are women disadvantaged by these 

processes, but overall development goals are compromised with this 

misuse of human resources. 

Until women participate more extensively in politics at all 

levels, they will continue to be marginalized in the development process. 

Utilizing women's organizations is a strategy which offers unique advan

tages for responding positively to marginalization. The three part 

argument that follows Is drawn primarily from the scholarly and develop

ment practitioner literature. The first section reviews literature on 

womens participation in elite and mass politics and emphasizes rural 
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women's organizational participation. The second section analyzes
 

constraintsA on the organia tional p rt.1;ipation of women. The final
 

section draws the policy implications from the previous sections.
 

First, however, the underlying argument will be developed: that
 

political empowerment and women's organizational parcicipation are
 

fundamental.
 

Political Empowerment: The Essential Resource
 

Many types of governmerts recognize people's right to partici

pate in decision-making about policies and programs which affect thea
 

and which require their contributions. The rationale for this is
 

quite clear. First, greater participation contributes wider perspec

tives, expertise, and information to the decision-making process, and
 

is thus expected to Improve that process. Second, participation creates
 

a stake in the outcome o development programs which helps them to
 

become self-sustaining. Finally, and most importantly, it is through
 

participation that people are able to influence and control decision

making and to represent their Interests and needs.
 

It Is in political institutions that decisions are made which
 

confer status, resources, rewards, anid related responsibilities.
 

Participation in those institutions, as well as direct access to those
 

contacts and organizational mediinstitutions through both individual 


ation, are crucial determinants of the resources, choices, and oppor

tunities available to a society's members. In virtually all so-ieties,
 

relatively high soclo-economic status groups tend to participate
 

politically more than tLose of lower status (Verba, Ne and Kim 1978;
 

Cohen and Uphoff 1977; Huntington and Nelson 1976). Men also tend 
to
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participate more than women (Cohen and Uphoff 1977; Staudt 1979;
 

Whyte 1978).
 

kP-,z._s of anthropological literature indicate that women are 

universally subordinate to men, although this subordination varies in
 

degrees (Lamphere 1977; Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974; Giele and Smock 

1977).2 And, as much of this volume shows, resource disparities between 

nen and wemen tend to be aggravated with the development strategies now 

taking place. 

Greater balance in the distribution of economic opportunities 

and resources will begin to redress subordination. Yet unless women 

participate in institutions which determine the value of labor and 

redirect the allocation of resources, they will continue to be disad

vantaged relative to men. In other words, It Is inadequate political 

power, not Inadequate economic resources alone, which explalias subor

dination. Political power permits the acquisition of economic
 

resources and/or facilitates the continuing control of economic 

resources. The quality of participation is vical as well. Partici

pation must involve a conscious recognition of shared interests and 

the collective will to act on those interests. 3
 

II. Women's Participation: The Literature
 

In this section, conventional measures of political participation, 

such as voting, party memb-rship and public officeholding are examined. 

Also analyzed are less conventional measures for which data are 

available, including access to government and organizational partici

pation. More difficult to assess are those indirect or unconventional 
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indicators such as sporadic violence, behind-the-scenes bargaining or 

"political social work," which operate more diffusely to support, 

influence, or wake demands from a regime (Schmidt 1976: 243; Jaquette 

1976: 66). Although this paper is focused on rural development, data 

broken down by urban-rural residence are unavailable across national 

boundaries. Thus much of the material pertains to whole national 

populations. The discussion of mass participation is followed by 

mater-ial on elite participation.
 

Mass Participation
 

Voting. Virtually everywhere around the world, women were legally 

excluded from direct political participation in elections and office

holding of modern representative governm.nts until the turn of the 

twentieth century. .nw women may vote and stand for election equally 

with men in nearly all societies. Women do not vote at the same rate 

as men (Newlard 1975: 4-11; Duverger 1955). Late entry nto this part 

of the political mainstream. partially explains the lag in voting par

ticipation rates relative to men. Nevertheless, other factors, such 

as level of education, labor force participation, stake In political 

decisions, and control over one's life are compelling explanations as 

well (Amundsen 1977; Jaquette 1974). 

Cross-national Information on women's voting participation is 

limited. Basic infurmation avalable on the year suffrage was granted 

to women (Bouldlng 1976: 250-251), tells us nothing about whether women 

exercise their right to vete or whether their voting patterns differ 

from men's. More impo7tant, the mere act of voting tells little about 

the degree to which candidates are responsive to voters and thus, the 
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effect of voting on government performance. When women perceive them

selves as a group and vote to advance the interests of their sex 

group, they are more likely to ensure politicians' responsiveness. 

Whether voting is meaningful or not, winning the right to vote focuses 

women's attention on the political process (Chaney 1979: 83). 

Contacting. A second participatory mode is that of initiating 

cor;acts with government personnel and/or political representatives. 

Initial contact may clso be made by government personnel; once the 

norm of interaction is established, citizens may initiate further inter

action. Thus an important process of communication and responsiveness 

can be created between government and citizen. 

Rural e::tension services exemplify the exclusion of women from 

this type of political process. Agricultural extension staff tend 

overwhelmingly tc be men and to communicate with men (Staudt 1975-76; 

Bond 1974; Fortmann 1979). For female heads of households, access 

problems are particularly acute. Both male staff and female clientele 

may avoid such contacts due to cultural constraints against interaction 

betueen unrelated men and women. Extension wrkers assume that infor

mation transmItLed to husbands will diffuse to wives, although one 

study shows this transmission to be uneven and irregular (Fortmann 

1979). 

In many instances, women are the most appropriate group with 

which staff should interact, given agricultural work and decision

making patterns. Yet governments are unable to reach this key group 

due both to insufficient female ntaff and to inadequate incentives 

promoting male staff interaction with women. In such cases, women's 
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groups provide effectIve alternative vehicles for the dissemination of 

information and services. One study, focusing on Latin America, argues 

that technology transfer via democratically organized small groups best 

overcomes subsistence farmers' aversion to risk taking and permits 

extension workers to increase their case loads without loss of 

efficiency (Jedlicka 1977). Were women's groups to interact with
 

extension staff, the bias problem would begin to be addressed. Inter

action between organized women and extension staff can institutionalize
 

economic change in long-term ways as well as enhance the quality of
 

administration. Just as important, a stepping off point for other or
 

more vigorous demands is created.
 

Classic studies of the U.S. agricultural extension and credit 

systems illustrate how organized clientele are able to secure more 

responsive administration (McConnell 1966; Lowi 1979; for a Kenyan 

example, see Leonard 1977). The Cornell Center for International Studies
 

monograph series on the effects of local organization on various measures
 

of development in Asia Countries confirms tais as well (Cohen and
 

Uphoff 1977). Indeed, Esman argues that nonroutine services cannot be
 

effectivelyi)rovlded to marginal publics unless they are organized
 

(1978). This is illustrated well with women, who often form a marginal 

public. In a study among the Wolof of Senegal, where crops are grown 

in joint household plots and in men's plots and women's plots, the 

newly introduced mechanical sowers and weeders were systematically 

made available for the wome-i's plots two and one weeks after the joint 

and men's plots, respectively. Not surprisingly, womefa's yields were 

lower than those of the joint and men's plots. Only after women
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organized to complain to the government development agency (CNRA), was
 

the technology made available during the appropriate times for sowing
 

and weeding (Venma 1978: 112).
 

Organization. It is in voluntary organizations that madiation
 

between the individual and government occurs. For the disadvtntaged,
 

organization provides either direct 
access to political power or access
 

to the economic means of power acquisition (Huntington ard Nelson
 

1976). Studies indicate that while high socio-economic status (and
 

the attitudes associated with that status) predispose people to be
 

politically active, organizational invelvement and group consciousness
 

can substitute as alternative routes to participation and can stimu

late further political action (Verba, Nie and Kim 1978; Ambrecht 1976).
 

Anthropological research supports this as well. 
 A ccmparison of
 

four African preindustrial societies suggests that women's collective
 

utilization of their economic 
and labor resources is a prerequisite
 

to public participation. Among the Mbuti and Lovedu, where women's
 

productive activitles are collective and extend beyond the household,
 

women are relatively equal to men. 
 Women represnt themselves In 

legal proceedings, participate in socializing opportunities, and hold
 

political office. In contrast, Pondo and Canda women, who work
 

individually and produce for the household alone, face active discrimi

nation in a variety of spheres (Sacks 1974).
 

Data on comparative male-female organizational participation are 

limited, although an early study of five countries (U.S., U.K., West 

Germany, Italy, and Mexico) indicates that meni participate two to
 

three times more frequently in organizations compared with women,
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A more recent
with the exception of the U.S. (Almond and Verba 1963). 


study, designating four levels of organizational affiliasevei-country 

vxomcn compr ise mere of the "nonpoliticized" grouption, indicates that 

men more of the strongly affiliated, "politicized"in each country, and 

group. 'T'hese differences were particularly aggravated in India, Yugo

slavia, and Austria where men were, respectively, twenty-one, three, and 

two times as likely to be "politicized" as wcmen (Verba, Nie and Kim 

1978: 247).
 

Pecple may have common problems and interests, but they do not 

of these commonalities which isautomatically share the perception 

for organized action. The conditions associated with groupnecessary 

awareness include: 

-the opportunity to interact and communicate with one another, 

-the absence of strong competing loyalties, and 

-actual shared values or deprivations. 

they appear to flourishStudies of women's organizations find that 

of relativeunder certain conditions: the absence of men, the sense 

work settings, and reciprocally-baseddeprivation, sex segcegated 


female coping strategiesi In marginal economic settings (Leis 1974;
 

Stack 1974; Freeman 1975; Brana-Shute 1976; Sanday 1974).
 

able to address disparities betweenOrganizations are uniquely 

men and women, both economic and political. Through organization, women 

can pool common resources and utilize the benefits of scale to develop 

labor burdens, and commercialize laborincome-earning activities, reduce 


value for that labor. The
production and thereby acquire public 


Cameroon corn mill societies are classic examples of this process. A
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community development officer introduced hand-operated corn mills which 

women owned and operated as a ;roup. Mills were loaned rather than 

donated and each group collected fees to repay the loan. With profits 

and by-products, activities expanded to include tree planting for fuel 

and poultry schemes using bran from the milling process (Bryson 1979: 

93). In societicf,! where women are secluded within households, organi

zational activity provides a setting to break isolation and share common 

interests. One study of income-generating activities in South Asia 

advocates central workplaces for women rather than home-based cottage 

industry for exactly this; reason (Dixon 1978). 

Surport from and involvement in organizations provide access to 

information and contacts. In groups, women gain experience in leader

ship, management, and other skills translatable to other spheres. 

Indeed, voluntary organizational involvement is an important recruit

ment channel to elite political participation. In ene study, over 

three-fourths of the female state legislative representatives inter

viewel gained experience and support via this route (Kirkpatrick 1974). 

Only when groups regularly make demands and control resources over 

which they can bargain will governments be responsive to members' needs. 

Such mobilization will spur the creation of structures within govern

ment to respond regular]y to wcmen and channel resources in their 

direction. In this way, governments will legin to serve female as well 

as male political constituencies and acministratlve clientele. 

In a U.S. AID-supported project example, wom:n's groups in two 

Tanzanian villages, which were local branches of the women's party 

wing, Identified, prioritized, and developed solutions to local com
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munity problems. An important thrust of this project was to develop 

women's organizational capacity to make demands on and secure resources 

from their polit ical environment. This goal was attained when a local 

party official who owned the only sho) In town and was hostile to women 

starting another shop with mor:e competitiwe prices was overruled by a 

high-level party office (Stanley 1979). 

Colonlal offitials and early ethnographers were sometimes blind 

to women's authority structures, organizational activities, and soli

darity networks outside the home. However, more recent studies provide 

a sense of the wi0e scope of women's organizational activity in those 

excolonies. Women's organizatJons tend to reflect (1) the sex 

division of labor (Caplan and Eujra 1978), (2) community needs which 

women perceive as their responsibility, and (3) the focus of . itional 

and international program intervention, as illustrated below. 

Sex division of labor. Women's solidarlty patterns are often 

based on a sex division of labor in which women work on similar tasks, 

labor separately from men, and consequently, share related interests. 

Among the Bamileke in Cameroon, where women's Involvement in food 

production is long-standing, female farmers may be admitted into the 

Mensu, a women's society composed of the best cultivators. Among the 

same people, che Mandjon was a group of important women who adminis

tered village work done by women, such as clearing paths (Delaziere, 

cited in Bryson 1979: 25, 114). .everal analyses of southeast Nigeria 

describe women's authority structures which parallel men's and func

tioned as women's courLs, market authorities, and commnnity developers 

(Okonjo 1976; Leis 1914). Organizations among low-income neighborhood 
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women in parts of the Caribbean and Lebanon provide mutual aid, 

disseminace inforiiation, and distribute food during times of shortage 

(Joseph 1976; Sntton aad Makiesky-Barrow 1977). A study of Surinam 

women's clubs describes how entertainment 1, regularly organized for 

profit. Fails were rented, hands commissioned, and tickets sold, 

with returns redistributed through gvoup services (Brana-Shute 1976). 

In Ghana, '-. :en organize Lo advance the economic interests of their 

occupational group. Such groups Include traders, breadbaher cooper

ati es, fislunonger's associations, and butcher unions (Klingshirn 

1971). 

Comnon organizational forms are rotating credit and savings 

societies found among communal agricultural groups, and contract 

laborers all over the world (Minch 1975; Bryson 1979; Epstein 1961; 

Staudt 1980; Dixon 1978; Pala 1976; Hull 1976; Lewis 1976). Typically, 

members contribute a fixed sum on a regular bas!3, the lump sum of 

which is provided to one member at a time. These groups range from 

arisans in Java, friendly societies in Jamaica, mabati groups in 

Kenya, susu in West Africa, mushtl in Bangladesh, dhikuri in Nepal, 

kutn in Malaysia, and gamayas in Egypt. 

Communitv and group needs. Some women's organizations are also 

a response to cormunfty needs which women perceive as their responsi

bility or to their efforts to support or advonce women. The largust 

category of this type of women's organization is concerned v!th social 

welfare; these provide hospital services, orphanages, vocational. 

education, and child care. Often they are sponsored by urban, elite 

womer A'ruce 1976: 293). Also included in this category are organiza
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tions which advance the inteLets of women and reduce discrimination 

(more of which are described in Section II). for example, affiliates 

of the YWCA lobby for legal equality betnen the sexes and proviJe 

safe shelter to women In urban areas. 

External promotions. The availability of resources and thrust 

of program interven.,ions influence the form and substance of women's 

a women's organization sucorganizational activity. In central Xenya, 


cesstully sought available goveriment resources for productive ventures.
 

With these funds, members acquired loans to purchase land, shares in
 

business, and agricultural inputs (Watchel 1975-76). A U.S. AID project
 

in Upper Volts Lakes loans available to ,:m-,n's groups for productive
 

ventures in grain milling, collective agricultural plots, shops, and
 

other activities (1976). Other interventions, described more fully
 

in Part II, promote a domestic, housewifely orientation to the virtual
 

exclusion of all other women's roles. Such efforts also affect wonen's 

organizations, and may have detrimental consequences on equality. 

Cross national indicators of women's organizational activity are 

only beginning to develop. OLe available indicator is the number of 

international nongovernmental organizations (INGOs) in a country. At 

least one INCO is found in virt '1v every country (for exceptions, 

see BouldIng 1.976). Although the presence of an INGO Indicates little 

about the extent of women's influence within national political 

settings, it does imply the existence of communication channels, resource 

availability, and enhanced leadership experience. The greater the 

number of INOs, the larger the potential for networks, resource flows, 

and coalition prospects to enhance representativeness. A study of the 



Brazilian suffrage movement notes the importance of international
 

networking for catalyzing action and sharing action strategies (Hahner
 

1980: 	98-99).
 

The frequency of INGOs is instructive. Virtually all Western
 

European and North American countries have more than ten INCO national 

sections. One-third of Near East countries, around a quarter of 

African and Asia countries, and three-fourths of Latin American 

Caribbean countries have over ten sections. It Is primariL in
 

African a:id As-ian countries that there are less than ten national 

sections and thus INCOs are naderreprecented (adapted from Boulding 

1976). Although, according to ethnographic materials, Africa has the 

largest number of rural women's organizations, it is paradoxically 

the 
area with the fewest national sections of lNGGs. The International 

Directory of Women's .Development Organizations (U.S. AID 1971) lists 

almost five hundred organizations, about two-thirds of which are 

located in developing countries. 

Although ,much analytical writing concentrates on conventional
 

participation mechanisms such as voting, other forms of mass partici

pation such as contacting government officials and participating in
 

formal organizations, appear to tap the larger political reality of
 

development. Yet such mass participIation will little increase govorn

ment 	 responsiveness to women unless it is linked to political elites. 

Representation iF thus as crucial an issue as mass participation
 

(Jaquette 1976: 60).
 

Elite 	Participation
 

Women have occupied prominent positions around the world a- heads
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of state in Argentina, India, Sri Lanka, Bolivia, Israel, Portugal, 

and the U.K., and as mayors in Freetown, Lome, Nairobi, Cabarone, and 

other capital cities. Nevertheless, corpared to men, women in posi

tions of authority have been exceedingly rare. A comparative elite 

theorist concluded that "women are the most underrepresented group 

in the pol:itIca elites of le world" (Putnam 1976: 32). Political 

stratification is a universal feature of societies, and women are 

virtually exclud ed from top strata. The consequences c this imbal

ance are most certainly detrimental for the majority of women. The 

ineffectiveness of mnss participation at the individual voting, con

tacting, and/or organizational level will persist without linkage 

and reinforcement at the elite level. Further, female exclusion is 

indicative of continuing cultural devaluation of women. 

Will women in power represent the larger population of women, 

having an impact on the disparities between men and women? Thare are 

few examJpes in which a sufficiently larger number of women partici

pate to determine whether there is a "critical mass" at which elite 

women form an effective aid cohesive group. One rare piece of evi

dence, comparing two nineteenth-century charity organizations in 

Massachusetts, supports the argument that women policy-makers do make 

a difference regarding service to poor women. In one of the cities, 

male elites controlled charity policy despite the predominance of fe

male members in elite charity organizations: here pollay was to ferret 

out the "unworthy." In the other city, women gradually took control of 

charity policy and reoriented the organization into one of advocacy for 

poor women. Various reforms were initiated, such as nutrition educa
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tion, vocational training programs, female police matrons, and nur

series. Moreover, decr,'singly smaller percentages of the poor were 

deemed "unworthy" and removed from welfare, as women took control 

(Crumbler 1980). Another case illustrates the effects of male-con

trolled decision making. Following the drought in the West African 

Sahel, government programs replaced Tuareg men's cattle, but not the
 

livestock women had ouned. The exclusion of women from decision-making
 

explains the allocation of these resources (Cloud 1977).
 

Elected public officials. Women's participation in elective 

office varies little around the world. In most parliamentary democ

racies, women are approximately 5-10% of the national legislature. 

Strikingly similar is the current de facto ceiling of ten percent for 

woments participation in the central committees of Communist parties 

in China and the Soviet Union. Only in Scandinavian countries and the 

national assemblies of selected one-party socialist systems, such as 

the USSR, Eastern Europe, China, and Guinea is women's participation 

higher, typically around 20% 4 Women's participation in public office 

at the regional and local levels is slighciy higher, although women
 

aever number more than half, even in one-party socialist systems (New

land 1975: 6-1, 13-15, Appendix B; Putnam 1976: 33). According to the 

Law of Increasing Disproportion, the "disproportionate advantage of male 

educated, h:gh-status elite recruits increases as we move up the 

political stratification system" (Putnam 1976: 33). 

In some countries, seats in national parliaments are reserved 

for women in groups ranging from national assemblies to village com

mittees. Seats are set aside for women in Kenya, Bangladesh, Guinea
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Bissau, and the Sudan and other countries. The proportion of seats 

for women is typically five percent or less, but some village commit

tees have provided that two-fifths of all seats be held for women. 

Reserving places is o common technique utilized to Increase the par

ticipation of d isvdvantaged groups in representative and bureaucratic 

institutions. For decades, India has had preferential policies for 

scheduled castes, tribes, and ether "backward classes" and Anglo-

Indians (Newland 1975: 15; Katzensteln 1978). 

But getting a foot in the door, however desirable, is not enough. 

The proportion of female representatives is a critical determinant 

of the ability to advance women's interests as a group. Without a 

minimal critical mass, prospects for bargaining, leverage, and coali

tion building are diim. Even when women represent a significant propor

tion, they are not likely to have identical interests. No research 

exists on the minimal threshold for achieving group outcomes, but a 

study of proportions in a large bureaucratic institution indicates 

rough guidelines. A "skewed group" containirg up to twenty percent 

women (or other disadvantaged group) tcnds to be treated as tokens; 

twenty to forty percent presence, called a "tilted group," provides 

for a minority group in which alliances aA4 coalitions can be made; 

forty to sinty percent presence represents a "balanced group" (Kanter 

1977: 209).
 

A,,inted, Career Positions 

Both the advent of complex, technologically advanced society, 

drawilAg heavily on bureaucratic expertise, and the decline of 

representative politics, increase the significance of bureaucratic 
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involvement in policymaking. It is in government bureaucracies that 

key decisions are made about implementation processes that ultimately
 

affect who has acceas to resources. The access of disadvantaged
 

groups will increase when their advocates gain positions influencing 

or controlling rescurc,2.J.ocation, decision mking, and other policy

makers. Furthermore, representation within th, bureaucracy favors
 

permanent, institutionalized, and routine rpsponsJvcness to the special
 

circumstaJnces of particular clientele. One study estimates that women
 

represent only six percent of all mid to top-level policymakers around
 

the world (Bouluing 1976: 36). 

Women-sensitive policymaking entails a setting in which appropri

ate tone and coordination exist to meet women's needs. Strategically 

placed people at key access points in the bureaucracy appear to be a
 

minimal prerequisite to the redistribution of resource flows. it is
 

often argued that appointing members of disadvantaged groups will
 

redirect resources to those groups. The concept "representative
 

bureaucrat,,", refers to the recruitment of a more socially representa

tive bureaucracy in order to offset political power disparities in
 

representative institutions outside the bureaucracy.
 

The recruitment of representative bureaucracy can be based on
 

physical attributes or origins, as well as on attitudes. Staff who are
 

recruited according to the color, sex, or caste attributes of those
 

groups poorly served by the administration are presumed to be willing
 

to protect group interests. They also provide role models for group
 

members (in this case, women), resulting in improved self-image and
 

increased expectations. Also female staff can interact with wo.mcn in
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sexually segregated societies where men cannot. But representative
 

ensure these
bureaucracy, recruited by external attributes, may not 


results. People seek jobs for a variety of reasons, the least of which 

may be to advance the interests of their group. Furthermore, appointees 

from subordinate groups may embrace the ideology rationalizing inequality, 

their own advancement as a sign of personal superiority.interpreting 


Probably most important staff :,iembers. whatever their attribotes,
 

operate within a bureaucratic framework which constrains independent
 

and discretionary action.
 

One possible remedy for these uncertainties about representative 

bureaucracy, with rccruitment by physical attributes, is to specify 

knowledge and commitment as selection criteria. Thus women appointed 

to represent their group should both understand how sex bias occurs 

in the field In question and be committed to its elimination. One
 

workable approach is to include the responsibility of explicit advo

cacy on behalf of women into the job description. 

The proportion of women or of any other disadvantaged group 

within a structure is a major determinant of the group's impact on 

bureaucratic activity. Studies of lone, token women (and members of 

racial minorities) in lirge institutions document the high visibility,
 

performance pressures, and limited support such employees face. A
 

minimum level of proportional participation is necessary before power
 

balances are altered (Kanter 1977). The precise threshold is likely
 

to vary according to institutionil history, function, and style. A 

study of women In politics in Peru and Chile dramatically illustrates 

the performance pressure women feel. Moreover, women's use of power 
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differs from men's, and women tend to be excluded (often by choice)
 

from internal politicking (Chancy 1979: 132-133).
 

If "repcesentative women" are scattered within and across bureau

cratic institutions and their impact somewhat dissipated as a result, 

it may be useful to focus on women in a committee, bureau, or ministry. 

A structure (or substructure) with the mandate of promoting women's 

integration or eliminating sex discrimination has the advantage of 

concentrated staff and monetary resources. It can also catalyze 

action within a larger structure and stimulate or reinforce interest 

group activity outside the bureaucracy.
 

In 1963, the U.N. Economic and Social Council recommended that
 

member states appoint national committees on the status of women to
 

plan and recommend ways to improve women's position. The International
 

Women's Year Plan of Action also recommended that machinery be created
 

to review, evaluate, and recommend measures to ensure women's equality
 

with men and to integrate women into all sectors (Boulding 1976: 248

249, 404-410).
 

A U.N. study which analyzes the effectiveness of "national
 

machinery" for women, based on questionnaire responses from 79 coun

tries, found a wide range of structural options. Some national
 

machinery was formally affiliated with the state, such as a women's
 

bureau, a ministry, or advisory committees. Others were women's wings
 

of the party and extra-governmental autonomous women's organizations.
 

Despite the now widespread existence of national machinery for women, 

they are constrained by limited financing and staffing, social and 

religious attitudes which legitimize women's subordinate status, and 
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mandates which limit their operations to welfare issues of low priority.
 

Although such machinery has contributed to inpreased data collection
 

and advocacy, women are "still a marginal consideration in development
 

strategies." Indeed, in some cases the establishment of national
 

machinery has pre-empted efforts to improve women's status by bureau

cratJzing initiative and neutralizing grass-roots efforts (Ooko-Ombaka 

1980). 

The strategy of builang separate women's machinery runs the risk
 

of becoming isolated and marginalized, and being charged with more
 

responsibilities and with higher expectations than its resources allow. 

Yet without a structure and resources, efforts to integrate women will 

be unfocused and dissipated. Optimally, each functional ministry would 

have such machinery, providing multiple access points to integrate 

women into the structure. To further optimize internal monitoring 

efforts, groups outside the bureaucracy can act as supplementary moni

tors and supports. The Chanaian Council of Women and Development plays 

such a role, advising and monitoring government activity for sex bias, 

conducting plicy-orJented research, and promoting Income-earning 

projects for women (Nantopmah, J979, also personal communication). Only 

when outside organizations support those structures within government, 

and women's equality generally, will the issues be persistently addressed. 

Political Parties
 

The significance of parties varies across political systems,
 

as do party membership rates. In some one-party states, party member

ship is the primary vehicle for political and economic mobility, 

ideological education, and political appointments. In multi-party 
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systems, party significance ranges from that of dormancy between elec

tion tines, to that of active project work, educational activity, and
 

ideological guidance, influencing voter choices in between and during
 

electious. Elsewhere, farties are skeletal structures, functioning to
 

legitimize ml]itary regimes rnr to provide contained, within-system
 

focus for opposition. Whether periodic or continuous, party partici

pation can be the key for recruitment to elective office and establish
 

a framework within which to measure government performance, rake 

political appointments, and provide other patronage activities.
 

Through party participation members make contacts and acquire experience.
 

Women's party m mbership is highest in the one-party socialist
 

states, although even in these states women rare.y number more than a
 

quarter of the total membership (Jancar 1974; with the exception of
 

East Germany; Newiand 1975: 17). Studies of women's party participa

tion in the U.S. indicate that women generally provide behind-the

scene support which enables more effective male campaigning (Kirk

patrick 1974). 

Women's party participation is often separated into women's 

divisions or committees which focus on culturally acceptable women's 

concerns, such as social services. A study of Latin American politics 

finds this separation to be resented by women leaders who perceive that 

they are excluded from party policy-making (Chancy 1973). On the 

other hnnd, it may be strategically appropriate to capitalize upon 

such female roles. Women can build on areas in which they are con

sidered to have an expertise not threatening to men (such as concerns 

derived from the vurtcr! 'Mher role) (Jaquette 1976: 192). Further
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more, there exist numerous women's party wings which overtly seek to 

advance the status of women, such as those in Tanzania, Cameroon, 

Zambia, Congo-Brazzaville, Togo, Sudan, and Mali, among others. What 

is meant by "advancing the status of women," of course, varies from 

place to place.
 

A Colombia study focuses on the token roles women play in 

party politics. Many women entering through the women's wing have 

stagnating careers and move laterally only. This is explained through 

the dynamics of tokenism and the consequences of the uneven sex ratios 

'n "skewed groups" (according to the theories of Kanter, mentioned 

above) (Ilarkess 1980). A women's party wing can potentially create a 

network which disseminates information and responds to grass-roots 

demands. The balarce between top-down a,,d bottom-up flows varies
 

across political systems. The Malian party women's wing disseminated 

information to women about the Marriage Code (specifically, that a 

couple had the optioi of choosing polygamy or monogamy at the time of 

marriage). These sex-segregated communication networks have been
 

criticized, however, for not informing or building support among men,
 

who ignore the Code's features (McNeil 1979: 115).
 

The Sudan has machinery in place to reach women in far-flung
 

parts of the country. The structure of the party wing also provides
 

a certain amount of access within government, particularly in govern

ment ministries. The Women's Union, a voluntary organization, is
 

linked to the Women's Secretariat of the Sudan Socialist Union, which
 

has political appointees drawn from and ovarlapping with Women's Union 

leadership. The combined structure reaches into each village and 
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farig council, in which a quarter of the 24 seats are reserved for 

women. Overlap between organizations Is matched by interlocking
 

relatlon Hps with the Women's Department, located in the Ministry 

of Tnformation and National Guidance. Of that nine--person staff, 

five are lent to the SSU Women's Secretariat and Women's Union to 

provide professional assistance and aid in coordination. The
 

Department budget includes resources for promLoting women's ac

tivities, such as adult literacy and early children's education (Bad

ran 1979). 

The modes and levels of women's political participation are
 

numerous, though underutilized. Efforts toward better utilization,
 

particularly through improved organization, are vital. This is no 

easy task, as the following section demonstrates. 

III. Obstacles to Increased Women's Organizational Participation
 

As the previous section points out, women's political participa

tion is more limited than men's, a primary factor explaining their 

continuing subordination and limited receipt of benefits from govern

ment. Women do participat' politically, even though their influence 

on the larger political system does not always advance their interests 

in optimal ways. In many societies, women are part of networks and/or 

organizations, providing a general model upon which to build. This 

discussion of organizational strat egies will address several key issues 

and obstacles: the larger system, organizational development, risks 

of join fng the political ma instream, the utility of sex-separate organ

izations, elites within groups, and skll.] development through outside 
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intervention. 

The Political Syste,. 

For governments attempting both to stimulate development and to
 

manage what are often volatile, unstable political environments, or

ganizational development simultaneously offers threats and benefits. 

Organizations facilitate information collection and imp.:ove implemen

tation efforts. When they act or, the advice and under the influence 

of organizations, government decision makers can probably anticipate 

greater public acceptance of programs as well as active support from 

some sub-groups. Nevertheless, governments must be willing to share 

power and to accept potential disagreement and conflict over goal 

selection and resource aile:ation. Participatory strategies also make 

greater demands an adinir.rators' time and can increase coordination 

probleins (U.N. 1975). An open political climate must exist so that 

participi3ticn can occur without repression or other risks to potential 

participants. The absence of :,uch a climate may be the primary obstacle 

to organizational strategies in development. 

Political systems differ in the degree to which organizational
 

affiliations affect political activity. They range from those where
 

individual high socio-economic status is the prime resource for acquiring 

political influence to those where organizations are the only acceptable 

channel for political action. One study classifies political systems 

into five institutional types, three of which are pertinent here. In 

the first, "wEak institutional," affiliations have no impact on political 

action. Rather, an Jnd-vidual's socio-economic resource level, alone 

explains political action; at high socio-economic levels, individuals 
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are involved, and at low levels, uninvolved. In the s.cond type, 

"additie institutional," organiational activity can compliment or 

substitute for high socio-,.(nomlc :;taLus in promoting political 

action. Third, in the "dominant institutional" type, organizations 

are the necessary and sufficient condition for political action; 

individual status has no effect on political activity (Verba, Nie and 

Kim 1978: 112). Participatory gtrategies must take into account the 

political system type. Because women qenera]lv have lower socio

economic status than me-, p:cspects for participation are worst in 

the first type, better in the second, aNd optimal in the third (assuming 

that female organizat ional participation is considered legitimate). 

Representative structure also has an effect on the extent to 

which women will be able to ,ield decisive power. Many electoral 

systems are organized on the basis of geographically-based constitu

encies. If political loyaltie, and voting pattr.s are based on kin 

ties, co-terminous with residence and constituent boundaries, women 

as a group will cut across those loyalties and boundawies, and their 

power will be diluted in the process (Staudt 1978). dqomen's elec

toral patterns are unlikely even to parallel those of other political
 

minority groups, such as income, ethnic, and racial groups, wAo live
 

segregated from the dominant group because social segregation fosters 

separate political identifications (Hacker 1951; Staudt 1979). In a 

cor"ciate structure, on the other hand, the state recognizes functional 

groups and institutionalizes their integration into decision-naking 

structures. For example, "women" might be represented alongside 

"youth," "peasants," or the "military." Questions, however, must always 
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be raised about leader:ihip selection processes (and consequent 

as about governmentrepresentation) within each cat egory, as well 

and control. Moreover, women may well he underrepresentedcooptation 

in the other categories to which they belong, 

Is national ideology enough? The political programs of one

party sociallst societies often contain an ideological commitment to 

the emancipation of all groups, including women, Moreover, central 

planning and concentrated state power have the otential capacity to 

create swifter attitudinal and distributional change than in pluralist 

societies where opposing interests create stalemates and, at best, 

only incremental change (Jancar i974). Such an ideological commitment 

is a possible contributer to women's political empowerment, although 

the relation of ideology to practice is not always certain.
 

In Tanzania, where socialist ideology, along with its emphasis
 

on women's equality, has inevenly penetrated rural areas, women in
 

Ujamaa villages were eycluded from controlling significant household 

assets, such as land and cash proceeds from their agricultural labor
 

(Brain 1976; Fortmann 1979). In China, where women's status has
 

probably changed more dramatically than anywhere else in the world, 

patrilineal, exogamous morrJage patterns tend to exclude women from 

local-level leadership positions. Women marry into communities as out

siders, and thus lack the social and political base so essential to 

the acquisi:ic. f leadership positions. This lack of political power 

affects the value accorded different kinds of labor and the level of 

compensation for that labor. Women's work ib accorded fewer work 

points than men's, and household labor is not accorded any public, 
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paid value. Cultural. restrictions, such as the exclusion of menstru

ating women from agricultural fields, reduce the number of paid work 

days open to ,.,men (Diamond 1975). Furthermore, the ability of women's 

organizations Lo flourish has been dependent on other party factions
 

which control polic -making irvchinery (Leader 1973). 

Ideologies stressinp indJ.vidual and even group emancipation and
 

equality are insufficient. 
 Whether in socialist or nonsocialist 

societies, wcmen's direct participation and women's autonomous organiza

tional activity appear to be critical to translating numerical strength
 

and economic contributions into effective power.
 

Building and Strengthening Organizations
 

Creating, building, and strengthening organizations are as prob

lematic for women as for other disadvantager! Proups in society. By
 

definition, disadvantaged groups have less access to resources, such as
 

contacts, money, and information, which all support successful organi'a

ti:nal action. For those living at or near survival levels, time for
 

group activity may be limited (unless the group activity itself reduces 

time and in-bor). Disadvantaged groups also lack experience, skills, 

leadership, and organizational alliance; , in contrast to the edge pos

sessed by longstanding, well integrated groups. Finally, if people are
 

excluded from );overnment and program benefits, they lack the positive 

reinforcement associated with participation, while those within the
 

distribution network have incentives to 
continue. As recipients of 

limited or no benefits, women lack the reinforcement associated with 

sporadic or ccontinual success from group action. 

A more subtle aspect of Ji1sadvantaged status is the stigma that
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goes along with it; an attitude learned by all, including the disad

vantaged. If women, minority, poverty, or caste groups Internalize 

values which denigrate them, the will to act on common interests is 

inhiited. These factors, unless ciuntered by a positive affirmation 

of group culture, attenuate .illective consciousness among women, as
 

in other subordinate groups.
 

Although women may share many interests, they face special 

problems in developing both consciousness and organization. Isolated 

from one another in some social settings, and residing intima*2ly with 

the dominant group, women's identification tends to b2 based on the 

family or on male interess, MJhJch cut across (or compete with) female 

interests. These factors reInforce the d lfficuity of expressing and 

acting on sex-based concerns (Staidt 1980), Strong organizational 

capacity ultimately requires external support, including both thu 

and vertical Lies such as multi-tiered
horizontal Lies such as allJancec 

organization. IHorizatal integration can be particularly problematic 

for women advancing .he in-erests of their sex if male allies see 

female gins as their losses, or If gains are seen publicly as 

threats to social institutions such as the family. 

Some development programs consciously address that mindset. The 

Rural Feminine Credit program of INCORA, an agrarian reform institute 

in Colombina, emphasiged how the program would unify families and "ayudara 

al hombre . . ." (help a man to . ), reflecting the aced fur male 

consent: and suppor- (Cootarev 157b). A women's mub~i izat in effort in 

western Kenya, ilitiated by the male chief, devnloped into a judicial 

and political representational system. Women eldern judged other women 
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in women's courts, and women formally represented other women in local
 

and distant barazas (community meetings). Women elders infringed on
 

the territory of nle judicial elders, and women's mobility was alleged 

to increase prostitution. One of several reasons for organizational
 

collapse was that male elders withdrew their support: this outcome 

under]ines the ongoing dilemmas of dependence and seeking power (Staudt 

1980). 

Tapping organizational incentives. Theorists disagree about the 

preconditions to organ!zational emergence. In one perspective, dif

ferentiation, disrnption, and subsequent communication cause organiza

tional growth (Truman 1971). Yet this explanation lacks sufficient 

precision to predict women's organizational emergence. In virtually 

all societies, evidence can be found of increasing task differentiation 

and/or disruption in resource balances between the sexes, as men dis

proportionately acquire new oppo:tunities, resources, and other benefits. 

In another perspective, organization :l "entrepreneurs" catalyze 

organizatJonal emergence (SalJsbury 1969). This entrepreneur, or 

leader, dlemonstr'ltes the balance of contributions and benefits to po

tential members. Underlying this perspective is the notion that people 

enter relationships because they derive some benefit, and entrepreneurs 

make poLential members aware of the beinefits to be receivd. This 

exchange perspective provide-, the basis for explaining the various 

incentives which prompt people to join and participate in organizations. 

Although disruption tmay be nocessary for "entrepreneurs" to better make 

their aIse, the ,xchange perspective suggests that members must perceive 

some clea-r incentive for part icipation, Including: (1) individual 
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material gain; (2) social benefits (or status) from associating;
 

(3) purposive reasons; that is, satisfaction from contributing to a 

worthy cause (such as collective group benefits); and (4) compulsion 

and 	 avoidance of sanctions (Wilson 1973). 

A study of over fifty Asian and Latin American peasant communi

ties 	found material and social incentives to be predominant in societies
 

undergoing Integration into the larger political economy. Potential 

group members commonly asked "what's in it for me, or people close to 

me?" and of established members, "what has the ornanization done fcr 

me lately?" (M~gdal 1974: 9). Even if people recognize common inter

ests, they may not consider participation to be worth their own time 

and effort If benefits derived ("collective goods") will be conferred 

upon all members of the group, regardless of whether they participated 

in the organ:ization. Thus leaders either rely on coercion or develop 

voluntary incentives accessible to active participants only to induce 

individual member participation (Olson 1965). 

Economic incentives appear to be the critical feature tying 

together successful groups of nonelite women, as a study in Korea, the 

Philippines, and Colombia points out (Misch 1975). A study of the 

Korean Mothers' Clubs, establIshed to facilitate the dissemination of 

family planning ideas, indicated that the more successful clubs were 

supplemented with income-earning or consumption-oriented savings 

activities such as credit unions, cooperative stores, land purchases, 

agricultural and construction projects (Kincaid, et al. 1973). inter

views with Chanaian women on cooperatives illustrated the importance 

of direct economic incentives supplementing infornal centacts, to sus
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tain women's interest (Data Beh 1978). Sierra Leonean petty traders
 

expressed self-interested motives for joining the women's party organ

ization, including thu prospect of acquiring scholarships for children, 

securing jobs, loans, and safeguarding husbands' jobs (Steady 1975). 

The economic advantages of collective action may be more apparent Lo
 

women who lack monetary resources to piovide labor and assistance
 

during needy times. As ore observer noted, "Most women express
 

economic needs before others. 
Why not build on identified self inter

est?" (Bruce 1977).
 

Of course, not all women control 
the fruits of their labor. In
 

such 2ases, unless authority patterns within the family are changed,
 

women will be less attracted by material incentives. And authority
 

structures do change. A milk cooperative in India set up milk collec

tion points where cash was paid twice daily upon delivery. Although 

women care for milk cows, men initially took the milk to collect pay

ments. Soon, bov'ever, men tired of the trips, and women began making 

the deliveries and receiving the payments themselves. Gradually,
 

women's authority over that income increased within families (Dixon 1978:
 

54ff.). 

Yet there are limits to material incentive strategies. Collective
 

savings and purchases would appear 
to be beneficial arrangements for
 

traders. But among Abidjan women 
traders, collective savings organiza

tions are declining in favor of 
individual banking arrangements and
 

efforts to promote purchasing cooperatives have failed. In this highly 

competitive market environment, where one woman's gain is seen as 

another's loss, mutual trust 
is lacking, and a tendency is developing
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to seek individuated means of economic advancement. 

This tendency, however, varies with women's ethno-religious 

affiliation. Ethno-religious affiliation, here discussed in terms of 

southern or northern origin, is related to differing associational 

modes outside the market place. Northern women's non-market associa

tions explicitly utilize individual material incentives that are 

carefully balanced between individual contributions and benefits; the 

particular norm of fairness, dependent on strict accounting and 

cohesion, provides a sturdy associationalreinforced by religious 

mode. The northerners' associational pattern is conducive to success

ful group organization in the competitive market place. In contrast, 

southern non-market women's associations are group-oriented and less 

tolerant of self interest orientations and the consequent tensions 

which arise when collective savings schemes are launched. Southern 

women have the greater tendency to utilize individual savings strate

contrast illustrates how groups functioning with a particugies. This 

lar balance of individual and collective incentives may prosper under 

some conditions, but founder in another setting. Southerners' associ

ational mode cannot be sustained in the face of intense market pres

sures, but promotes collective action for certain ethnic neighborhood 

activities in which all enjoy benefits, regardless of individual contri

butions (Lewis 1976). 

In another example, welfare mothers in Massachusetts participated 

special need grants from local welfarein organized protests to secure 

departments. Administrators usually capitulated to group demands made 

in a confrontational manner. Once grants were secured, members tended 
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to drop out of the organization. Organizers then tried to supplement
 

material ince"iLives with other material incentives, such as selective
 

credit and counseling. Even more significant, when the government even

tually withdrew special need grants, the organization declined further.
 

The sole use of material incentives, without supplementary social and
 

purposive incentives to maintain commitment, partially explains the
 

organization's early demise (Wilson 1973: 67ff.).
 

Social incentives such as companionship, shared outlook and a
 

common life situation, are an important glue which holds members
 

together, above and beyond other incentives. Women unaccustomed to 

interaction and to pooling resources tend to distrust one another. 

Recruitment from existing social networks, as examples from South Asia 

demonstrate, can enhance cohesion (Dixon 1978: 144). Lacking other 

supplementary incentives, however, the social glue can quickly become
 

undone by personality conflict and disagreement. As examples from U.S.
 

women's organizations indicate, groups which coincide with friendship 

networks are less easily directed toward productive tasks because so 

much energy is put into process. Moreover, recruitment of those out

side the friendship network is difficult (Freeman 1975: /). 

Economically homogeneous communities may provide the best basis
 

for organizational emergence. A controlled comparison of two village
 

women's groups In Tanzania indicated that group cohesion and attitudinal
 

change was more positive in the poorer, more homogeneous village
 

(Stanley 1979). U.N. RTSD and studies from South Asia support this 

finding as well (Dixon 1978: 141-142). 

The satisfaction of contributing to a collective cause which pro
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vides benefits equally to all members is a second organizational building
 

block which may complement individual incentives. As suggested in the
 

Ivoirian example, the degree to which an imbalance between contribution
 

and individual return is acceptable to members, and the degree to which
 

satisfaction from contributing to a cause overlaps with return, will
 

very well determine the success of group efforts toward collective
 

(rather than solely individual) benefits. One might deduce that im

balance is less acceptable at the margin of survival, and thus among
 

low-income women. One certain dilemma, however, is that basing a group
 

on individual material incentives, although probably easier to organize, 

may forestall the advancement of collective interests. Nevertheless, it 

is possible to supplement material incentives with social solidarity 

and collective consciousness about long-term group goals. Indeed, one
 

study of over fifty peasant societies suggests a sequential pattern, in
 

which positivc experience in achieving simple, individual goals leads
 

to the next level of political action--that of seeking group benefits
 

(Migdal 1974: 219).
 

Compulsory membership, sanctioned by fines, is the basis of some
 

women's organizations (Leis 1974; Okonjo 1976). In an analysis of a west
 

Kenyan women's mobilization, the male chief authorized women leaders to
 

utilize compulsion as a strategy to induce membership participation.
 

Initially compulsion was acceptable to members because it was supplemented
 

by status as well as material benefits. Nevertheless, during conflict
 

over the dispensation of member savings, compulsi.on heightened suspicion
 

of leaders, producing some estrangement and ultimate organizational col

lapse (Staudt 1980). Compulsion as an organizational incen;i ve is fraught
 

http:compulsi.on
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with costs, including the potential of mistrust and grave accountability
 

problems. These risks will vary, depe-,ding on the legitimacy of that
 

person or organization authorizing compulsion. As studies of peasant
 

societies indicate, compulsion alone is inadequate for gaining the
 

behavioral changes demanded by institutions (Midgal 1974: 241).
 

Joining the Mainstream: Cooptation, Dependence and Other Risks
 

Organizations adapt to the surrounding environment, a process
 

which has significant effects on organizational goal transformation,
 

leadership strategies, and leader-member relations. A wide variety of
 

political structures create, legitimate, and sometimes co-opt women's
 

organizations, their motivation ranging from self-seeking manipulation
 

to a genuine ideological commitment to empower a subordinate group 

(Massell 1974; Calloway 1976; Scott 1974). While organizations are
 

always affected by their political environment, co-opted organizations,
 

or those organizations created and absorbed into a power structure, are
 

likely to become dependent on that structure for survival. Such depen

dency c-)mplicates goal attainment and strains leader-member relations.
 

Indeed, cooptation can result in considerable exploitation of members,
 

as illustrated below.
 

The National Congress of Sierra Leone Women (Congress), the women's
 

wing of the All Peoples Congress (APC), has been labeled an "autonomous"
 

body, althiough the general party constitution declares that the Congress
 

shall be under the complete control of the APC's central organization
 

(Steady 1975: 5). Through regular meetings of the Working Committee
 

(composed of regional branch leaders) and the Executive Committee, women's 

issues are theoretically linked to APC policy formation. Women in the 
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Congress gain wide support for the party by recruiting members and 

serving larger party needs. For example, women challenged soldiers 

during an attempted coup, participated in anti-American demonstrations, 

and created a women's militia unit to protect the Prime HinisteL after 

an assassination attempt. The National Congress of Women's leverage 

was tested when its leader sought to contest an election under the
 

party symbol. The party forced her to run as an independent, and she 

lost the election (Steady 1975: postscript). Returns to members are 

also questionable, although they pay both entry and monthly fees. Most
 

of the members are middle and low-income petty traders who hope to
 

increase their profits with concessions gained from membership. Yet 

few receive material benefits from participation. The following ac

count of a vegetable seller's views is said to be typical of members. 

She feels that she has to appear in favor of Lhe government and 
join Congress or else they would be thrown out of their one

room apartment and her husband would be thrown out of his job. 
• . She finds being a member finan-tally impoverishing .... 

She is a member of Congress because all the people In her yard 
(compound) are APC supporterq. (Steady 1975: 25-26; 69). 

In Malaysia, numerous party-affiliated, but independent, women's 

associations, previously organized along ethnic and geographic lines, 

were consolidated into one association, the Kaum Ibu, and established 

as a women's auxiliary in the United Malays National Organization 

(UMNO) in 1947. An examination of procedural motions in the early
 

1950s indicates women's dissatisfaction with their limited access to
 

party decision-making arenas. One resolution called for an independent 

women's league to dea] wlth U-INO, while anotner cal1ed for Kann Ibn 

branches to be responsive to the Kaum Ibu division rather than to party 
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branches. During elections, Kaumr Ibu members played active political
 

roles, distributing polling cards and party manifestos and discussing
 

(primarily male) candidates. In between elections, however, Kaum Ibu's
 

activities were similar to those of the apolitical Women's Institutes,
 

which provided classes in literacy, cooking, sewing, and religion. At
 

annual assemblies, concern with advancing the interests of women was
 

evident; motions called for women's education, scholarships, women's
 

participation in religious courts, legal change, social welfare, and 

increased female participation in civic life. Yet these motions were 

not promoted in party machinery. Rather, women concentrated on women's 

participation in government. After Kaum Ibu threatened to boycott 

elections, women in the Kaum Ibu were permitted to contest elections. 

The party made some concessions to women, but the Kamn Ibu had limited 

success in changJng traditional attitudes about women (Manderson 1977). 

The National Union of Malian Women (IINFM), the women's wing of 

Mall's only party: is described as a co-opted organizatioa, designed 

to tie the women's segment of the population, like the youth and worker 

segments, to the national government. The meaning of coop:ation is 

illustrated by the report of women party officials that the UNFM could 

not support a women's issue that the party did not support. It is 

often unclear whether women's party wings in one party states can apply 

leverage on government leaderships; the quest ion may be precluded by a 

shared concern with government survival and an awareness cf shared vul

nerability. The ouster of governments, and of their women's wings with 

them, is a not uncommon occurrence. In Mali, the demise of the UNFI's 

predecessor was caused by the fall of Mali's first government in 1968 
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(McNeil 1979: 3.13-117). The Afghan Women's Organization, founded in
 

1946 and affiliated with the Ministry of Education, offers similar
 

evidence. Having established sixteen branches, it was replacej after
 

the 1978 revolutinn by the decade old Afghan Democratic Women's Organi

zation affiliated with the Ministry of Social Affairs. The Kabul com

pound of the AWO now contains the new organization, and similar training
 

and educational activities continue (Hunte 1978: 
87). Thus massive
 

personnel changes among political elites make political affiliation
 

risky for leaders of women's groups. Even when a government remains in
 

power, policy shifts may leave women's political organizations powerless.
 

In Tunisia, planned change directed at upgrading women's status in the
 

slowed after internal party strife resulted in consolidamid-1960s was 


tion of the conservative wing and a decline in participation generally
 

(Tessler 1976).
 

There is no sure avenue to political influence for women's associ

ations. In apolitical groups operating outside political institutions,
 

women's collective ability to influence and control their lives is
 

limited. Inside those institutions, influence is still limited, al

though variable depending on the regime's resources and women's bar

gaining leverage. In separate organizations, such as women's wings,
 

women can easily become isolated and marginalized. Numerous complica

tions arise in linking and integrating women's issues into the larger
 

political agenda. Moreover, bargains within the elite can be struck
 

access and benefits to the larger female membership.
which reduce the 


It is common for leadership to divorce itself from the membership base
 

and to function as an appendage of the coopting institution.
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Regardless of the quality of participation, the political process
 

itself assists in the development of political skills and leadership 

(Ambrecht 1976: J0). The dilemma is described succinctly, with respect 

to economically marginalized groups: 

Cooptative participation . . . can help the poor develop a set 
of political interests, increase their political resources and 
acquire the know how to intervene effectively in the political 
process. In other words, cooptative participation by the poor 
can load to interest-oriented participation and the development 
of indigenous leadership. (Bachrach and Baratz in Ambrecht 1976: 
10) 

For women, as for the poor, perhaps some participation is better than
 

none at all.
 

Sex-Separate v. Integrated Organizations
 

Concern is sometimes expressed that sex-based mobilization will 

polarize and divide communties, with two significant consequences. 

First, it Is argued that intra-community conflict between men and women 

will adversely affect the delicate survival balance of those families 

near the margin of subsistence. Second, divided communities are more 

susceptible to encroaching state control. Indeed, women's subordination 

to local patriarchal institutions may be substituted for subordination 

to the state.
 

But existing social patterns appear to favor a sex-segregated
 

strategy. There aia,' already women's Informal and formal networks itn
 

many settings which provide a basis for the development of expanded
 

organization. Moreover, in sexually segregated societies, cultural bar

riers to interact:ion betwee n the sexes must be taken Into account. Tn 

Afghani:stan, proposals have been made to establish "women 's houses" with 

nurserLes attached, where women would assemble for income-earning activi
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ties such as rug weaving, milk and cheese production (Hunce 1978: 31). 

It might be argued that sex-based organization reflects rather than
 

challenges existing distinctions and thus perpetuates sex disparities. 

develop skills
Yet without organizaional experience, women may not 


a prior!"v. IP India, sex-integrated
or have their needs taken as 


to develop leadership and managementcooperatives rarely parmlc women 

skills, because men tend to dominate those rolec Only in women's 

cooperatives do women have such opportunities (Dixon 1978). 

Women may view their participation in what outsiders perceive to 

be community groups as inappropriate involvement in men's groups. In a 

to develop a participatory
Tanzanian pilot project ,hicb used dialogue 

approach to solving ,rain storage problems, special efforts were made 

to attract women to discussion groups to little avail. Women viewed 

which they do not customarilythese discussions as formal meetings in 

Trust Fund 1977).participate (Tanzania, Community Development 

Separate meetings for women should have been tried. Women's groups 

1 and mobility.car also provide peer support for ris .- taking, change, 

The previously cited Mothers' Clubs in Korea provide such support. 

Whan women are prematurely integrated into larger, mixed-sex 

often given low priority, regardorganizations, women's interests are 

less of the society's ideological persuasion. Without sufficient 

resources and power to press claims and acquire bargaining leverage, 

those resources women bring to -rganizations have often been appropri

ated by existing leadershin. In an example from a Central American 

peasant communnl union, which introduced programs -o expand the role 

of women within Lhe organization and publicize the piroblems of campesina 
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women, a membership survey Indicated that women comprised only a half
 

percent of the total participants in the organization (Staudt 1979).
 

An increased awareness of women and of their interests among the
 

remaining 99 perc t is unlikely, particularly because scx-segregation 

prevailed in internal structures of the organization.
 

The danger that sex-segregated organizational strategies divide
 

communities appears to be slight. An analysis of unsuccessful Soviet
 

attempts to polarize Central Asia during the 1920s indicates that sex
 

roles are less susceptible to polarization thin are class roles
 

(Massell 1974: 397). Women's i';imate relationship and residence with
 

men, and the bond of children, forestall polarization between men and
 

women.
 

This in turn raises questions about the prospects for redistri

buting power balances if Yomen aie not integrated into organized groups 

with men. It is certain that until, women are integrated into mixed-sex 

organizations and institutions at all levels, they will rcmain marginal 

to the maisiream. in the meantime, however, separation permits the 

develop.cat of organizational capacity, skills, and resources for 

leverage in mainstream interaction. 

Ccmpetinj Lovalties: Elites within Larger Groups
 

To the extent that women depend on their relationships with men,
 

those attachmc-ts wili be reflected in women's organizational affilia

tno~is, loyalties, and Identifications. Women' s interests as women vil1 

be less clear as long a; Oir Yesouruas and life chances are more or 

less cantnge,t on household relation1hips. Competing identificatIons 

obscure a clear awareness of common interests, thus diminishing dctual
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or potential organizational strength. Social structures in numerous
 

societies, particularly patrilineal and exogamous societies, bear
 

witness to such competling loyalties, and mechanisms are consciously 

eliminate divisiveness within communities producedcreated to reduce or 


by in-marryig women (Collier 1974: 92; Staudt 1978b). 

With the
Women's interests. What interests do all women share? 


exception of reproductive potential, there are few universal, wcrld

wide woren's interests, because societies vary in the type of work 

women do, the conit:ext in which women work, and relations between the 

As residents in a community, women have general intercsts in
 sexes. 


schools, potable water supplies, and farmimproved health care, more 

to-market roads. Nevertheless, through locating sex disparities in 

and resource control, the rollowing women's issueswork, opportunities, 

are identifiable. 

-spocial health care needs, as reproducers and as guardians of 

children's health, 

-less access to agricultural and vocational opportunities and 

to training and support services for those occupations than 

men, 

-less access t- education than men, and stereotyping in 	 schools, 
a narresulting in differential skills betweei. the sexes and 

row-r ranvge of occupational choices than for men, 

sexes in domestic work and compensation,-imbalance between the 
a resiIt of men's work patterns otuts'de the hzomae and a cause 

for women's ,(ot- limited options outside the home, 

-lugitimacy of ovevt Ihys cal abuse toward women or covert abuse 

continued through a reluctance of puli.l c authorities to inter

fere in "privaLte" matters, and 

Jr political ,ind-underrepresentatLion a d nonparticipatton 

bureaucratic institutions (a dimension that spans and affects 

other interests). 

The rank women assian to these interests .*il. vary across societies 
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and economic strata. For example, women born in wealthy families face
 

fewer problems in access to education and employment, and even employ
 

domestic help to alleviate ho,,sehold chores. 

Representativeness of women's organizations. Those persons who 

vocalize interests, set agendas, and establish boundaries around women's 

interests merit close atte-ition. Organizational leaders may foster their 

own interests, or interest:; aimed at maintaining the organization, 

rather than member interests. 

Elite dominance is a potential problem affecting virtually all
 

organizations, men's or mixed sex. There is little reason to doubt that
 

elite control does not similarly affect womien's organirations. In Latin
 

America, upper and middic class women appear to identify little with
 

lower class women (Chancy 197": Naslh and Safa 1976). A study in an 

economically stratified connunity I,: Bangladesh reports that: high status 

women were selected as officers, even though they were not trusted by 

organizational members. Members feli constrained to select those women, 

as their families depended on the elite for other goods and services. 

It was recommended that cooperative members be from the same class in 

future projects (Dixon 1978, 142). A study in Indonesia argues that the 

kind of education wcmen receive (focused on etiquette, embroidery, and 

domestic specialties) has created an elite unprepared to participate in 

development. Presumably, some of these women lead women's organizations
 

(Hull 1976: 19-20). An analysis of India indicates that if an elite
 

takes ccntrol over new political. institutions designed to enhance popular 

participa-Jon, the benefits of rural development will continue to D' 

inequitably shai',d, further rigidifying the class structure via C'e 
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political process (R-.ntha] 1917).
 

Both the strength of competing loyalties and household decision-


As family income rises, both
making paLterns vary by economic class. 

men and women may aspire to realize the limitations of female family 

confined to domestic and child care functions. High family statusrole 

depends, in part, on the realization of this ideal. Affluence makes 

women's withdriwal from production possible. In these circumstances, 

women have sometimes worked to extend household interests and the values 

in which she resides. Papanek labels this oneand visions of the class 

type )f "status-production work" (1979: 778-779). The needed class 

redistributive vision of female solJarity is limited by this pattern. 

households may be fundamentallyWomen's situation in wealthier 

in Indonesia indidifferent frcm that of other women. Several studies 

cate that women's contr,.bution to subsistence and decision making is 

Even though middlelower in middle-income than In low-income homes. 


income women obtain more schooling than lower-income women, thaly are
 

more home and family cenitered. Also middle-income women are more
 

likely to belong :-o organizations, and these activities match their
 

home and family ties, concentrating on cooking, flower arrangement, and
 

home decoration. Lower-income women's involvement in economic activities
 

precludes participation in such organizations (Stoler 1977; Hull 1976:
 

10). A study in Peru illustrated how difterent material levels
 

influence the ciaracter of women's agricultural work, Utilizing land
 

as a proxy for class, it was found that among landless households, women
 

contribute abuot a third of farm labor requirements, among smaIlholders,
 

a quarter, and middle peasants, a fifth. Even more significant was the
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difference in female tasks, where poorer women's work involved the
 

greatest physical exertion. These differences are reflected in house

hold decision-making, patterns. Landless women always make or share 

decisions in product disposition, control over inputs, and organization 

of production, in contrast to women in the middle strata (Deere 1977: 

14-17, 24). These different material realities will influence what 

issues women perceive as "women's issues." In a west Kenyan case 

study, wealthy women farmers who articulated women's interests to 

candidates and bureaucrats had equal access to agricultural services 

(compared to men), unlike most ordin.iry women. In addition, wealthy 

women were five times more likely to be exposed to domestic-focused 

government programs. These factors accounted for agriculture not being 

seen as a women's issue, despite the fact that agriculture is women's 

prime source of livelihood in that region (Staudt 1979a). 

Although potential elite domination raises serious questions, 

balance it would seem that all women will benefit from elite women's
 

involvement in women's organizations. First, substantial divisions
 

between elite and non-elite women are questionable, because relatively 

few women i(dependent! y control productive resources and/or hold high 

paying positions in the fornral economy. Societies differ in the extart 

to which household resources (particularly income and land ownership) 

are shared, ranging from separate incori e3 iii some sub-saharan African 

societies, to formal, legal co-ownership in others. Even in societies 

where women control spend:rng decisions, these decisions are usually 

limited to family consumption. In numerous societies, women's statu 

is in part derived from her male relatives. If relationiships are
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severed, women may lose control of all formerly shared resources. As
 

an analysis of women's INGOs indicates, the existence of separate women's
 

professional and sports organizations makes a significant statement
 

about women's opportunity to participate in the conventional, mainstream
 

organizations and power structure. Members of those separate organiza

tions have been labeled an "elite of the powerless" (Boulding 1975: 12, 

19).
 

Because women's status may be only tenuously linked to family 

class status, conventional political theorists are beginning to choose 

One study of seven countries utilizessurrogate measures instead. 


(an indicator which is
educatiou level as a surrogate for class status 


equally a unsuitable as household income, for educational achievement
 

often bears little relationship to educational utilization). The authors
 

hypothesized thrit educational resources, like socio-economic resources,
 

could be converted into political activity. The relationship holds
 

for men much more than women. Among "elites" in India, Nigeria, Austria,
 

Japan, and Yugoslavia, participatory gaps between the sexes are as glar

ing as among "non-elites" (the exceptions were the U.S. and the Nether

lands) (Verba, Nie and Kim 1978: 237). Thus female elite status may
 

status.
have a very different meaning for politics than male elite 

areProspects fo: the representativr.ness of worren's organizatiors 

greater in two contexts. First, in economically egalitariar societies,
 

elite control over women's organizations will be less problematic than 

i n societies with wide economic disparities. Also traditions may exist 

which encourage cooperatlo among worTen across kin, class, and neighbor

hood lines, Second, in rigidly , - regated societies, differentiation 
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among women may be more limited than among men. The absence of hier

archy among peasant women in some Arab villages illustrates an enforced
 

solidarity of women. In 
a dialogue about reciprocal obligations be

tween women, one woman spoke to another of other womer., "they are not
 

better than us. It is forbidden" (Rosenfeld 1975). One study of
 

Hausa women agricultural laborers who struck for higher wages from a
 

multinational firm in northern Nigeria describes women as 
undifferen

tiated, unlike men in that society. In addition, most Iausa women have
 

three to four marriages before menopause; this absence of solid competing
 

conjugal loyalties fosters the development of solidarity among women
 

(Jackson 1978: 27-30).
 

Even if 
these several factors reduce the social distance between
 

elite and non-elite women, the possibility persists that elite women
 

will dominate women's organizations and that their issue agenda will
 

reflect a class bias. But as with any political strategy, trade-offs
 

must be considered: in this case, heterogeneous class membership may
 

be the best strategy. Possible reductions 'n representativeness can 

be offcet by the greater clout, resources, and leverage which elite
 

members can bring. 
Elite skills offer the potential of institutional

izing women's issues in government policy making and implementation.
 

Elite women of good standing within a conmunity may be a crucial channel 

through which to gain support. An analysis of a Soviet female mobiliza

tion strategy in central Asia illustrates the weakness of efforts to
 

work through the. "disaffected" (such as widows, runaway child brides, 

and illegitimate children) (Massell 1974: 381). Most importantly,
 

structures can be created within groups to increase accountability and
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spread distributional benefits equitably, through 
leadership rotation,
 

nondivisible benefits, and neutral procedural criteria 
for benefit
 

empowerment will provide non-elite
 distribution. A genuine process of 


The first and
 
members with techniques with which to control elites. 


How can the entrepreneurial
fundamental tactical question remains: 

talents of elites be tapped to direct their efforts into broadly dis

tributive and beneficial activities?
 

Organizational Skill Development
 

In most disadvantaged groups, the level of skill development
 

Most women's groups, lacking
within organizations is likely to be low. 


be disadvantaged by their slight knowledge
experience and contacts, will 


of strategies, internal organizational options, and resource-seeking
 

Late entry into the political process reinforces all this.

capacity. 


Unlike some voluntary organizations with paid, professional staff,
 

woren' s group members are often unpaid volunteers, balancing time
 

work and household chores.
investments for organizational activity with 


problem of organizational skill underdevelopment is
Resolving the 


fraught with both problems and possibilities. The examples below 

illustrate women's underdeveloped skills.
 

Women traders In Abidjan have unsuccessfully utilized a variety
 

of strategies to defend their interests, including that of reducing 

market rental fees. In the past, women traders had supported a mayoral 

had since forgtten them). Faced with increased marketdelegate (who 


fees, these women formed ad hoc d1e'ations, and sought an audience
 

Funds were even collected
with any influentia] who would hear them. 

Travel funds were also raised toto facilitate entree with officials. 
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send delegates to see the President in his village; he, it was thought,
 

might remember women's sacrifices during early party days. Yet these 

attempts were for naught. Internal organization was absent and the
 

collective effort was fragmented (Lewis 1976).
 

Iwomen beer brewers in Nairobi are also reported to rally against
 

threats to their interests. Some successes are evident, due to women 

members of KANU (party) committees and Committees of Elders. For 

example, women have secured for women a proportion of household units 

in a relocation project, as well as piped water. Delegations, begging
 

for the President's mercy, forestalled City Council bulldozing of slum
 

units Nevertheless, women have no access to formal jobs and education, 

and they deny birth control to daughters, consigning them to a life like 

their own. While female solidarity is present, it attains only ad hoc, 

short-term solutions in an environment fraught with comprehensive, 

long-term problems--an environment in which women are stigmatized, 

subjecr to police harasament, and condemned to insecurity and survival 

at the margin (Nelson 1978). 

Women's organizations have often been seen as welfare-oriented, 

amateurish cnd devoid of real developmental concerns. This view is 

accurate in some cases. For example, the charitable activities of some 

middle and upper (:lass, urban-based wormen's organizations in South Asia 

increase dependency by prcmotiij; har.,nicraft product ion in a context of 

limited market demant (Dixon 1978: 155). The past development efforts 

of Nongovernmental Or,-ii.izatlons (NGOs ) have some tflries (!eserved a 

similar characterlzatjon (Sommer 1977). But such character za tions are 

neither fully accurate nor are the organizations Jn questi.on fixed and 

http:questi.on
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immutable in nature. NGOs, like women's organizations, can undergo a
 

process in which skills are upgraded and developmental orientations
 

acquired.
 

As discussed earlier, leaders catalyze organizational emergence
 

The stimulus for organization
and sustain organizational maintenance. 


often comes from outside a community. If political action is to 
sur

pass that of individual accommodation and passive resistance to central
 

control, rural people must ccnfront the obstacles to forming organizations
 

and building alliances. Outside initiatives are often required to over

come 
these obstacles, concludes an examination of over fifty Asian and
 

Latin peasant communities (Migdal 1974: 207ff.). Similarly, organiza

tion among welfare mothers in U.S. communities, catalyzed by a national
 

organizer, always involved a combination of outside organizers and
 

indigenous leaders (Wilson 1973: 67ff.). The development of organiza

enables rural residents to influence and
tional skills and resources 

external control. While some fear organizers manipulatemanipulate 

rural residents, studies indicate that local communities have self

view outsiders with caLtion and skepticismprotective responses: they 

and accept such initiatives only when they are congruent with local 

valueE. Without such local support, communities will evade, resist and 

deflect the efforts of outsiders (Massell 1974: 391; Migdal 1974). 

Questions are often raised about the appropriateness of outside
 

development interventions, whether regional, national, INGO, NGO, and/
 

or through foreign assistance. Assistance for women and women's organi

zations is subjected to ever greater scrutiny. These ruservations, 

common to all external interventions, rest on several arguments. First, 
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political criteria, which serve national or international interests,
 

rather than rural people's needs, may be the basis for assistance.
 

To the extent that outside intervention is "tainted" with this recog

nition, organizational effectiveness may be reduced. Second, exten

sive external control and/or excessive resource infusion can lead to
 

dependency and loss of local initiative and self-reliance. T'hird,
 

outsiders may mistakenly perceive community organization and needs, or
 

impose Their own values upon a community, thereby reducing project
 

effectiveness. Y!inally, the goals of economic projects may involve
 

trade-offs with the requirements of effective political mobilization.
 

The most effective resolution to such problems is for local
 

organizations to acquire their own leverage, autonomy, and control.
 

Several case studies below illustrate the problems of outside inter

vention.
 

External intervention, Soviet intervention in and control of
 

Russia's Central Asian provinces during the 1920s was in part directed
 

at male-female relations. Women, a "surrogate proletariat," were to
 

be mobilized to polarize the feudal-like, Moslem society and destroy
 

its vitality and resistance to the Soviet regime. In attempts to
 

modernize the area "from above," numerous obstacles were faced, and
 

strategists searched for the "weakest link," a group whose engineered
 

alienation would drain traditional institutions of their vitality.
 

In this setting of extreme, institutionalized female subordination, 

women's grievances ere elicited through party and women's department 

activitiev. Freedom for women was never an end in itself, and organizers 

repe-atedly sought to avoid independent voluntary organization among
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women or the sole pursuit of "female" activities.
 

Soviets pursued a sequence of ever-hardening strategies, first 

legal reform, then administrative incentives, and finally revolu

tionary assault. These sequences are illustrated by their (1) moves 

against "crimes based on custom" (such as rape during abduction, bride

wealth, child marriage, and the levirate), (2) vocational social service 

activities to spur cultural reorientation, political education, cconomic 

participation, and party recruitment, and (3) systematic coercive social 

engineering, such as the forced mass unveilings. The response, however, 

was massive reaction and backlash, with the development of "waves of 

terror" against women in the form of public beatings, sexual harassqent, 

murder, and forceable reveilings--al1 serving to reinforce tradition. 

In the end, Soviets foiled to provide support for women or to satisfy 

the aspirations they had encouraged (Masse!l 1974). This case suggests 

that seeking to impose wholesale social change through external inter

vention can be counterproductive. 

The generation of dependency. The central government in Korea 

has increasingly focused on local women's groups in order to achieve 

nutrition, family planning, and other rural development program goals. 

The development of elaborate top-down guidelines, transmitted through 

provincial government offices, has tended to undermine local initiative 

(Qisch and Margolin, in AID 1976). Officlal government registration 

can often burden organizitions with rigid, complex procedural require

ments which stifle or Inhibit growth. Excessive funding, without co,

sideration of oranizational absorptive capacity, can also be detrimental 

to Ibcal initiative, engender dependency, and invite corruption. 
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Heavy-handed intervention raises the charge a" dependLncy and
 

endangers the prospect of self-sustained, redistributive development.
 

One study, comparing sevarteen development projects in Niger and
 

Kenya, concluded that most successful projects were those which sup

plemented locally led communLlty--funded efforts in a low-profile
 

manner (DAI 1979).
 

Cultural imposition. Outside intervention may also involve
 

the imposition of lnappropria~e cultural values. In foreign assis

tance efforts to work with new migrants residing in a Central American
 

local men provide leadership.
city, organizers were insistent that 

-t it was the women who led efforts to nbtain piped w;ter and r-'uced 

dairy prices; men had little interest in these community problems. 

The women leaders were only minimally supported by project orgonizers
 

(Logan 1975). Ironically, the development practitioners' assumptions
 

about local sex roles were Ill grounded and undermined the project.
 

In India, most training programs for rural women (Mahila
 

Manda3s) have not: promoted economic self-sufficlercy and management.
 

Rather, emphas.s is on improving women's status as housewives and
 

informed citizens, thus promoting a particular ideology of women's
 

roles. There are rFograms in health, nutrition, education, mother
 

and childcare, home Improvement, adult literacy, recreation, cultural
 

154 ; Bruce 1976: 297).
activities, and faii]y planning (Dixon 197: 

While those programs address vWcen's domestic rol-,s, they exclude non

domestic roles, and result in the reinforcement o domesticity. 

Because the" overlook the disparate economic problems women face, such 

programs can fail to increase women's productiv.ty or political par

http:productiv.ty
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Economic v. political development. The kind of organization
 

described as successful in economic project terms is sometimes very
 

different from that of successful, effective political organizations.
 

*\ Such potentially contradictory goals have been observed in federal 

* resource allocation to low-income communities in the U.S. (Amb.'echt
 

1976).
 

16 an economically focused evaluation of nine AID small farmer
 

group projects (not women's projects) in Latin America, groups achieving
 

project "success" were single-purpose, organized around short-term
 

5
 
concrete goals, and were small and insular (Tendler 1976). Successful
 

political organization 'ends to have multiple goals, which enhances
 

organizational continuity and coallition prospects; insulation can
 

inhibit genuine empowerment (S~taudt 1979; Uphoff and Esman 1974).
 

Concrete material goals as an incentive to organization can divert or
 

delay members from seeking long-term collective goals (see the discus

sion of African women traders and party members above).
 

AlternaLives to governmental intervention. The problems associ

ated with government intervention, whether national or foreign, increase
 

the appeal of alternative organizational strategies operating more
 

independent of official political channels. Moreover, alternative
 

organizational channels such as NCOs provide greater flexibility and 

speed and rL-lce procedural red tape and administrative costs. 

international Women's Nongovernmental Organizations, established
 

structures through which skill training and resources may be channelled,
 

have become increasingly appropriate vehicles for development initia
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tives.6 Over the last half century, religious orientations among 

women's !NGOs have declined while there has been a growth in focus 

on justice and sfocin! welfare (Boulding 1.975). 

All too commonly, decisions in most national and international 

assistance efforts are based on political criteria, money obligation 

within rigid budget timeframes, and/or econom': crit2ria without 

regard for power and distributional effects, both by sex and class.
 

The conditions prevailing when a project is initiated can be totally 

altered by the time money is allocated, because of extensive paperwork 

and resulting delays. While social analysis and beneficiary-focused 

evaluation are beginning to be institutionalized in some of these 

assistance agencies, they are still underdeveloped with respect to 

women's economic, organizational, and p01iLiuai activities. 

Tlhe selection and evaluation criteria of the U.S. InterAmerican 

Foundation represent a unique approach compared to most official 

efforts described above. The IAF provides assistance to Latin American 

organizations and intermediartes, such as churches, independent of 

official channels. Project selection criteria focus on accountability
 

relationships between leaders and members, dependency consequences, 

and enhanced distributional justice. The organization's evaluation 

criteria, not considerad "hard" enough by some national and international 

assistance agencies, focus on power redistribution, gains in access,
 

bargaining ability, choices, status, legitimacy, and reflective capa

bility (TAF 1977). Although difficult to measure objectively, such
 

criteria are the essence of political development.
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IV. Conclusion
 

This essay argues that, if the development process as a whole
 

is to be sustained and if women are to lenefit along with men from 

this process, then the "primacy of politics" must be acknowledged. 

In his 1ac'kground poper for the 1980 World Bank World Development 

Report, phoff argues that an understanding of human development 

programs "Must begin with an appreciation not only of the structure 

and dynamics of politics generally, but also of the politically weak 

position of the poorer sectors whom such programs are to serve" 

(1980: 6).
 

No definition of development is complete without attention to 

the growth of political capability. Section I reviewed literature on 

conventional political participation. From voting to party, executive, 

and legislative parti±pation, wonmn participate less than men. In 

government, women comprise a minute percentage of decision makers, a 

numerical condition which reduces the potential for women's interests 

to be forcefully articulated. Sociological studies discuss the impor

tance of the presence of a "critical mass" for representing "minority" 

interests. In government and political organizations, where decisions 

are made about public resource allocation and the value of work, men 

are predominant participants, partiallv explaining the underevaluation 

of women's work, women's limited access to public resources, and 

continuing economic disparities between the sexes. But participation 

also involves communication and contact among women and between women 

and other groups or government organizations. TFis broader view of 

participation can be attained primarily through Froups which are 
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horizontally and vertically linked to other groups and to official
 

decision makers. The review of studies on women's organizational par

ticipation has indicated numerous exist:ing models of organizing and
 

networking activity among women, often in a sex-separate form, on
 

which increased participation can be built.
 

The essay's second section has underlined many constraints on
 

strategies to increase women's power through ocganizational participa

tion. Before even undertaking an analysis of such constraints, an
 

understanding of the surrounding political context is essential. More

over, the dOfflculties typically associated with developing and strength

ening organization among disadvantaged and relatively powerless publics,
 

such as poor women,must be recognized. While economic incentives may 

appear to be the most appropriate vehicle by which to mobilize woffen,
 

unless they are supplemented by other social incentives and collective
 

purposes, they all eviate immediate needs, only to inhibit the develop

ment of long-term ci lective action enhancing political empowerment. 

Although sexually integrated organizations are ideal, the need to sup

port a transitional period of sex-separate organizations has been em

phasized. First, separateness is a strong tradition in many societies, 

and second, such separateness provides women with the opportunity to 

develop leadership skills and to accumulate resources for lEverage and 

coalition building with other groups. Women's issues are often accorded 

a low priority in Integraed groups. Various risks related to joining 

the political mainstream were noted, but deemed less risky than opting 

not to participate. The oft-cited tendency of "women elites" to
 

misunderstand cr to fail to represent poor women's interests is signifi
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cant, but a consideration of the trade-offs leads to the conclusion that 

the resources such woman hold may nonetheless usefully be tarped to serve 

all women's interests. Moreover., because women elites have character

istics unlike male elites, Uhey may respond differently than male 

elites to increased political resources. Finally, women elites, like 

any others, can be held accounLanle to non-elites through a variety of 

organization techniques. 

The. last constraint examined was the legendary problem of external 

to women's activities, theintervention. If interveners are sensitive 

sexual balance of power and the importance of developing economic as
 

well as political capability, those problems can be vartially alleviated. 

It is appropriate to conclude with the words of third world women 

on the necessity of power for women. Participants at an international 

workshop sponsored by the Asian and Pacific Centre for Women and Develop

ment Jo 1.979 called for "organized collective strength of women from the 

grass roots" (i.e. poor and working women) ". . . to stimulate and 

institutionalize women's power." A mobi.ization of women, independent
 

of government machinery, can "influenze government pulicy and insure 

that womrn receive a fair share of development resources and attention 

of government" (U.N./APCWD 1979: 6, 8, 12-13).
 

V. Policy Recommendations 

In any development strategy, participation is an essential element, 

and in all participatory strategi.s, women must be considered equally 

with men. The following specific policy recommendations are based on 

the prece ng discussions. 
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Organizational Strategies
 

1. Development practitioners somewimes view politics as something 
to be kept at a distance. Yet the essence of development
 
involves enhanced political capability,
 

Emphasize political and organizational development strategies 
in conjunction with individual-oriented economic developnent 
strategies. 

2. foreign assistance institntions are often constrained by
 
organizational norms which allocate pre-established amounts 
of money without regard for organizational absorption capa
bility. Institutionalized minimum amounts can suffocate 
small rural women's organizations. Conversely, women's projects 
may be permanently situated in a small-sum, pilot project 
category and nev-er receive sufficient funds for a larger women's 
project. 

Create mechanisms to transfer a full range of financial sums 
-- from small to large amounts--to women's organizations. 

3. Unlike official bureaucratic organizations which have resources 
and procedures to respond to complex design requirements, or
ganizations may be staffed with volunteers operating with 
scarce resources. 

Establish flexible procedures to meet the diverse capabilities 
of organizations seeking assistance. 

4. Numerous problems associated with intervention by official 
organizations can be alleviated by channelling assistance 
through private voluntary organizations. 

Increase support for intermediary funding through International 
Nongovernmental Organizations (IN)s), particularly women's 
INGOs.
 

5. Promote po]icy-orien,ed research on women's organizations to 
provide guidance for reaching women. Among significant vari
ables are political context, accountability procedures within 
organizations, leadership style, alllance and coalition building,
interaction with government organi rations, goals and goal 
achievement, Internal communication, benef It distribution with
in organizations, and Incentle strategies. Also conduct 
research or the effects of proportional representation by sex 
in integrated groups on group goal:;, style, structure and ar
ticulation of women's Interests (soee Saudt 1979 for fuller 
statement on research questions).
 

6. Provide resources based on criteria that promote self-defined 
economic and political group goals. Limit sex-role stereo
typing in resource allocation strategies. 
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7. 	 Promote sex,-separate organizational strategies in contexts 

where separate sex commmincation networks exist and where 

women's priorities and f;k-1]1 development are likely to be 

subordinated in integrited strategies. 

8. 	 Supplement orglaiizationnil strategies based ctn material Incen

tires with ocial and rtrposjve ince-,tives. 

9. 	 Deveiop proj t,: t sel e LicO crijteria which include the accounta

bility of organizational le;,irs to ;nimbers, leadership repre

sentativeness; ant ma>:imum d IstribLution of be2nefits. 

10. 	 In projects based o: s ,Lgl1eorganiz.,tions, consider the 

effects of class differences among eomen on representative

ness, benefit distribution, and overall political leverage. 

In areas wher-e women have diver'ert interests, support several 

organi::at ions. 

11. 	 The success or failure of pilot project models in part depends 

on the surrounding political context. Yet decisions abo,,t 

replication are often divorced frcm a consideration of that 

context. 

Consider political system typ in appl.ying organizational 

development Ftrategies and replictating existing pilot project 
model s. 

Employment/inst itutional. St-rat2Les 

12. 	 Support andI provide incentives for employment practices in 

officia.1 bureaucracies which 

-create a more repre Sontative bureaucracy, in both the 

physical and advocacy senses, and 

-increase staff !.ntcraction with women's groups outside 
the bureaucracy in the larger public. 

13. 	 Provide incentives for recruiting women so that the bureau

cracy, training courses, joln programs, or other instituttional 

set tings in quest ion have at least one-third females. 

14, 	 Provide fc,r a women's monitoring and resource-allocation 
structmr:Q iT1 all. ninistrie s. This is important even where 

a women's bureau exists, as a complement to the efforts of 

that -urau. 

Data 	Collection
 

15. 	 In pre-project social analyses, provide data on women's or

ganizational networks and participation in decision-making 



institutions, both local and national.
 

16. 	 When ccnducting evaluations, seek indicators to evaluate 
political as well as economic impact. Note particularly 
increases in organizational skills and information, eTpan
sion of particlpation, ard extra-organizational linkages, 
as wel t as the actual distribution of the valuables gener
ated 	Ly the project. 
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FOOTNOTES
 

iPluralists see participation, and especially competition between
 
groups, as a process leading to optimal public policy decisions.
 
Marxists see participation as the motor for the fundamental restruc
turing of society along more egalitarian lines. Even elitists who 
generally prefer that the initiative be left with top officials and 
elite political activists value participation of a select, educated 
and informed citizenry. The notion that poi!tical empowerment is a 
fundamental resource is drawn in part from public pronouncements of 
World Bank head Robert McNamara. Various government agencies advocate 
citizen participation in policy-making, and the U.S. Agency for Inter
national Developm2nt has endorsed (following U.S. Congressional mandate) 
the notion of popular participation in development. 

2 fBourque and Warren (1976) define subordin~tion as "differential 
access to the definition of and control over the' valued goods of the 
community." In societies with class stratification, women are subor
dinate to men of their class, but class differences may obscure sex 
stratificat:ion (Staudt !979; Caplan and Bujra 1978). 

3 For an ttempt to document the relationship between economic and 
political resource control (and to address the methodological diffi
culties in documenting that relationship), see Staudt 1980, also Bourque 
and Warren 1976. 

4 Some exceptions include the USSR Supreme Soviet 'with 35 percent 
women and the Bulgarian Council of People with 37 percent women. 
Questions may be raised about the extent to which reprsentatives 
have power in institutions like these and about *he eqiivalence of 
these institutions with other bodies that meet more frequently and 
control such signif icant processes as "the purse.'' 

5 Other characteristics that Tendler describes mesh well with 
politically vital organizatioiis, such as that of building on indigenous 
organization, avoiding unnecessarily sophisticated procedures, and 
engaging in tasks which could be achieved becte" cooperatively rather 
than individually. 

6INGOs (internatlonal non-governmental organizations) are defined 

as international in character with the intention of operating in at 
least three countries and with open membership (Boulding 1976: 412). 
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Chapter Eight
 

WOMEN IN FORESTRY FOR LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
 

A PROGRAMMING GUIDE
 

by
 

Marilyn W. Hoskins, M.S., M.A.
 

EDITOR'S NOTE: We include Hoskin's essay in this volume, although
 
it was not prepared for the 1979 World Conference on Agrarian Reform
 
and Rural Development, because of the importance of forestry to rural
 
women. Iloskins notes that forestry has only recently been approached
 
as an aspect of local community development. Thus attention to the
 
question of local participation--including women--in forestry projects
 
is new, rffording little documentation on women and forestry. For
 
this reason Hoskins precents neither a research paper nor an inter
national overview, but rather an exposition, based largely on her 
observation and experiences, of the necessary complementarity between 
interest and rote in oLe..stLy. The essay is, however, more than a 
persuasive argument for this new approach to forestry; it elaborates 
the requii: ments and steps of project design and implementation in a 
manner particularly valuable t(; development practitioners. 
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I. Forestrv for Local Community Development 

Until recently forestry efforts have been focused on industrial
 

plantations and on resorve and park-land management. Technicians wade 

and enforced land-use decisions and local residents had little or no role 

as either decision makers or beneficiaries. 

with localCurrently, however, the concept of conunity forestry 

This is partly becauseparticipation and control is gaining center stage. 

the demand for forestry products has risen dramatically with population 

increases, with industrial deielopment, and with environmental changes 

that have reduced thousands of acres oF bush and forest lands to desert. 

It is also because the top-down approach used in forestry project design 

is not working.
 

The new focus in forestry programming results from the convergence 

of two separate movements. First, national governments and forestry ser

vices are becoming aware that their forestry needs can only be solved 

with the supp,ort of local residents. Second, AID and other donor agencies 

are puttir.g new emphasis on meeting basic human needs, on local partici

pation in solving local problems, and on benefits reaching the poorest of 

the poor. Together, these movements have formed a strong new interest 

in developing forestry programs following the ,ommunity development model. 

I wish to thank the WED office and especially Kathy Staudt for 

support. I am also grateful for the encourageirent and idea sharing given 

me by many people Including Brahim Brn Salem, Daivid French, Tom Greathouse, 
Michael Fen.o, Snm Yunkle, Patr ick fleu ret, Carol I nIluski, Trrine Tinker, 

Grace Hemmings, and others at P'AO, AID, Peac a Corps, the Wo:ld Bank, and 

in several host country forestry, agricul tral, and cxtens on services. 

I owe a special debt of gratitu'de to Frcd R. Weber, w el known as 

a superb forester and sensitive humanist. Le generouslv shared his exper

tise and time with ine in discussinog many oA the ideas in this paper. 
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Forestry for local community development (often called FLCD) is
 

bringing the previously invisible local resident into focus. This new
 

philosoply calls for new definitions of forestry projects and new roles
 

for local residents as well as for foresters. No longer are forestry
 

projects confined only to dense stands of trees ("forests"). Now they
 

may pertain to any tree or shrub planting, care, or product use, and may
 

be integrated with other agricultural, development, or traditional needs
 

or interests. The greater part of the new forestry agent's time will 
no
 

longer he confined solely to management, control, and rule enforcement.
 

These activities will shift wherever possible to the local community,
 

leaving the forester free to play a technical advisory and support role.
 

The resident is now to be the central actor. The program seeks to help
 

local people gain control over local problems.
 

FAO, a leading force i n FLDC, defines this approach as including: 

. . any .situation wh:ch intimately Involves local people in a 
forestry activity. It embraces a spectrum of situations ranging 
from woodlets in area:s which are short of wood and other forest 
products for local needs, through the gro'wing of trees at the 
farm level to provide cash crops and the processing of forest 
products at the household, art cr small industry level to 
generate income, to the a ct_:ivARHIe of foresL (welling; c ommunities. 
It excludes large-scale ind ustri-al fores try and any other form of 
forestry which contrJteto communit:y development solely through 
employment and wages-, but it . a-tivitirs of forestdoe incidu 

:Industry enterprises and pub1i fores tseservices ,hi ch encourage
 
and assist forestry activ ities at the cotmmuniy level. The activi
ties so encom passed are patentiai y corpa'itible with all types of 
land ownership. While it thusn; pr viles only a partial view of 
the impact of forerry ou rural deve1opmentn, it does embrace most 
of the ways in which fore strv and the good,; nso.rv ices forestryand cf 

directlty affect the lives of rural people, (FAO 1978: 1)
 

There is no doubt that this new approach is more difficult and time

consuming to design and to execute than the former blueprint approach.
 

Local residents must be informed of the options and encouraged to partic
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pate in deciding what is appropriate and affordable within their economic
 

and social envirenments. Programs must therefore be area specific.
 

Some of the firsL attempts in this approach have failed due to a
 

lack of understanding of the new definition of "forestry" and the
 

meaning of "community participation." A recent 
FAO study of the potential
 

for YLCD in Senegal is illustrative of foresters' failure to get community
 

participation. 
 The forest service had directed local residents to plant
 

cashew trees as a firebreak around a national forest and 
to maintain the
 

trees, promising the residents they could harvest the nuts when the 
trees
 

matured. Foresters described their frustration at finding locals deliber

ateiy destroying the trees so 
they would not have the responsibility of 

coming to the torest Lo maintain them. Program managers and Loresters 

in numerous countries exhibit similarly mutilated, burned, or uncared for 

trees, saying, "Local community participation does not work; look at this 

failure." But, in fact, the project did not meet FLCD criteria because 

it was imposed on residents, was not a high priority project for them and 

provided little or no benefit guarantees. The same Senegalese foresters 

who remarked that FLCD did not work also report being unable 
to keep up
 

with the growing damand of residents to purchase fruit tree seedlings 

from the forestry service nurseries. The fruit trees, planted around the 

homes to increase shade and food supply, have an almost 100 percent sur

vival rate. These foresters !!id not realize that, while the first project 

was not a genuine example of FLCI) at all, the second was a real success 

story because community members were voluntarily usirg forestry to meet 

their own needs. In the same vein, foresters in iurundi report that 

local residents have been stealing seedlings from a government nurse,*y. 
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From the FLCD perspective, this is positive evidence of local interest. 

Instead of increasing surveillance over the nurseries, foresters would 

make more seedlings available, and increase extension and technical sup

port to help residents make the best use of their trees. 

Two examples of the failure of the top-down approach to community 

forestry are documented by a particularly perceptive World Bank report: 

In Niger, a Bank-financed rural development project, which 
included the establishment of 500 hectares of village woodlots,
 
failed because, as fast as the trees were planted, the village 
people either pulled them out or allowed uncontrolled grazing to 
take place. "ne main reason [or this, was because Lhey them
selves had rit been involved in fofmulating the project and because 
they perceived the village woodlot area as a traditional grazing 
ground, access to which was now precluded because of the project. 
Tn the Caqueta project in Columbia (a project for settling about 
3,000 families in an area of tropical high forest), a project com
ponent which aimed to preserve some 20,000 hectares of natural 
forest in the middle of the project area, as a source of future 
fuelwood, poles, and building materials for settlers also failed, 
because the settlers themselves regarded the area as being better 
suited to agriculture than forestry and they forcibly occupied the 
protected frest area. (Spears 1978: 4) 

With new awareness of the need to include local residents as a major 

actors in efforts to solve local forestry problems, program designers
 

are more conscientiously talkirp Nith community leaders or village
 

councils. However, these leaders are almost invariably men. Unfortunate

ly, this still ignores one grcup of essential actors--the women. Program 

after program has failed becatse participation of women, sc essential to 

the project's success, was overlooked. For example, in regions where
 

men plant and women perform the maintenance tasks, the trees that the 

men agree to plant will certainly die if the women have no interest, 

time, or perception of the real benefits accruing from their input. 

Enthusiastic participation in any project only comes from those who
 

believe they have r ,,ething at stake and who are committed to the proj
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when thcy are inect's success. Women will fully support projects only 

volved in all stages of FLCD, from the design through the benefit sharing. 

This paper is written to explore ways in which women can be brought 

into FLCD. This is nou a state of the art paper as there is so little 

experience or documentation about women's role from this new perspective 

on forestry. Neither is it a research paper, though it includes a number 

of observations made by the author in several countries, particularly in 

the Sahel. Rather, it is an exploratory work to examine many of the 

problems and issues related to women's participation, and to develop 

possible useful approaches to project design. It is written in the 

belief that women can effectively use their expertise and their concern 

over shortages of forest products to help plan, support and benefit this 

new approach of FLCD. It is written with the hope that current and future 

successes and failures will be documented to help strengthen our design 

capaciy so that increasingly effective FLCD programs can be iDitiated. 

II. Women in Forestr
 

Fuel Use
 

In forestry for fuel use, women's role is direct and highly visible. 

In most areas where firewood is used as the basic cooking fuel, women are 

its very visible collectors and transporteis. Publications are filled 

with photos of women bent under heavy piles of wood on their heads or 

backs. Studies of fuel use offer a familiar scenario of women collecting 

wood near the house, and, when the supply A3 depleted, walking greater and 

greater distances, thus spending more time and wasting greater amounts of 

energy carrying the heavy loads. When the distances become too great they 
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have to start buying wood from the men controlling carts and beasts of
 

burden. At this point the women (and thus their families) have lost con

trol of the fuel supply and acquired an added living expense. The growing 

cost of such fuel has become an urgent problem in many areas: in West
 

Africa, the saying that "it costs as much to cook the rice as to fill the
 

bowl" is conon; cheie is a similar saying in India (Shah 1978: 1). 

Descriptions of the genuinely difficult and time consuming task of 

carrying loads of wood seldom point out that simul taneously women also 

experiment and innovate, turning to alternate fuels such as local plant 

stalks, dung, and even imported charcoal. Women are not only victims of 

changes in firewood supplies; they actively seek everyday solutions to 

fuel location and conservation and demonstrace expertise regarding burning 

qualities of various local woods and of firewood alternatives. 

When avilalle fuels are scarce, women change their cooking and
 

eating practices. For example, in Nepal, diets reportedly include more
 

and more raw foods due to fuel shortages and, in Guatemala, families are
 

changing their diets due to the lengthy cooking time required for their
 

traditional beans (Tinker 197c). In eastern Upper Volta local officials 

are distressed that, although the soy beans introduced in a large scal e 

development scheme have grown extremely well, women are not accepting them. 

This is not simply because the women prefe: the commonly grown cow peas, 

but because they find so7 bens require much longer cooking time. Through

out the Sahel people are turning to rice instead of millet, especially in 

urban areas, and women report this is largely because rice cooks much more 

rapidly. In the peanut basin of Senegal one woman remarked, "One can 

starve with a full granary if one has no fuel with which to cook the meal." 
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This woman is probably not starving. She has, however, given up serving
 

two hot meals a day to her family. First she served just one, and then
 

one every oth,r day. She now substitutes cold left overs when they are
 

available, or serves water mixed with raw millet flour.
 

The actual extent of these changes and their impact on nutrition 

needs to be evaluated, Also needed is an examination of health hazards 

resulting from the lack of refrigeration for left-overs and the increased 

consumption of raw foods and unboiled water. Local women and men and 

programmers alike must have this information when discussing local priori

ties and evaluating local needs for forestry in community development.
 

Other Forestry Interests and Expertise
 

Women's other interests in forestry are often overlooked. In many 

regions of the world women raise small rumina;ts around the compound as 

an important source of household protein and/or personal income. In 

areas where the protein rich aerial forage supplied by bushes and trees 

is the basic diet of these animals, the scarcity of forage produces the 

same pattern traced above in the case of scarce firewood. First, women 

walk their animals further for forage until the distanc2s take too much 

time from other essential daily tasks. At this point, women lose out 

first to local men, and then to herders, who can tend the ruminants 

further from the household. Again, women lose control of an activity 

important t2 the famliy's well being and a source of personal income. 

In many countries a large amount of the farily's nutrition comes 

from leaves or fruits and nuts collected by women. Women are disquieted 

by forced changes of diet, but they are also aware of the food alterna

tives for scarce favored foods. When women farm and garden, they are 
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aware of decreases in the carrying capacity of the land, and often know 

about tree species that hold or improve the land and others that poison 

the soil. Women as well as men are keenly interested in ways to improve 

their yields, such as appropriate species for hedgerows and windbreaks, 

if these fit within the locol cultural and economic framework. 

In certain ethnic groups it is the women who use wood in house
 

construction. In many areas they are 
the herbal medicine experts. Fre

quently, craft items for household use or for sale are made by women with 

forest products. n short, beyond the frequently laborious task of 

carrying firewood, women depend upon forestry products to fulfill their 

responsibilities for their families' well being and, in some regions, for 

personal and family income. Though they are 
seldom formally trained in 

forestry, women ;are frequently the local experts on the current and most 

appropriate uses of forestry products. 

This forestry expertise was dramatically demonstrated in a seminar 

on the effects of development on women in Upper Volta. Though forestry 

was not on the agenda for discussion, it came up spontaneously and was 

expressed with great emotion. Participants, who were women social 

workers, teachers, business women, medical professionals, etc., were
 

quite aware of a wide variety of forestry issues and were very outspoken
 

about forestry practices. They argued that foresters should not clear
 

even old trees and shrubs without taking a close look to see which of 

these provide food, medicine or other products, both in normal times and 

in times of shortages. Participants not only knew the local traditional 

trees but discussed imported exotic species. For example, they spoke 

authoritatively about a eucalyptus variety then being planted in Voltaic 
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Lorestry projects. They knew that the burning leaves kept away mos

a broth useful in treating colds.
quitoes and that boiled leaves yield 


the tree grows rapidly even with littleThey inentic.,ed that, because 

it might be a necezsary temwater and is resistant to animal damagc, 

porary solution to emergency fuel problems. But, they felt that many 

other types of trees are generally preferable. The disadvantages they 

that this eucalyptus is completely inedible for humans -and 

good for animal food. The wood is difficult and time consuming 

mentione3 are 


is not 


to cut and, though it is lightweight, it is sticky and awkward to car]. 

Also, it burns rapidly and therefore more of it is requiced. Its oils
 

give it a flame that is very hot and difficult to control for long, slow
 

The oils in the smoke impart a "vickscooking of the local dishes. 


When planted near gardens or
vapo-rub" taste to foods and damage eyes. 


fields they find this tree damages other plants and poisons the soils 

surrounding it. 

to open a debate on the qualitiesThis illustration is not Intended 

of a controversial tree. Rather, it is to show that Voltaic women, both 

urban and rural, with no formal forestry backgrounds, spontaneously demon

str.,ted an expertise, a concern, and an awareness of forestry issues beyond 

that of many foreign and Local foresters. It Is surely wasteful not to 

tap this knowledge and enthusiasm for potential support of local level 

forestry projects.
 

Forestry Activities
 

Not only is women's expertise generally unnoticed, but sometimes
 

to local village men.
their forestry-related activities are invisible even 
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This important realization means that program designers must make an
 

extra effort to inquire beyond the more easily available answers offered
 

by male village leaders. For Instance, in response to the request to talk
 

to women, both men and women gathered in a group. When asked questions
 

on fuel problems the men answered while the women stood in what looked
 

like silent reement. spokesnlen gave the information that woodag,' Severa1 

was getting more and more expensive, citing figures on the weekly cost of
 

fuel wood per family. Only upon observing no wood and requesting to spe
 

a fireplace was it possible to see the wives alone and discover that
 

there had been no wood available for a number of months. Women were, in
 

fact, burning dung which they remarked would have been better used as
 

fertilizer on the fields had there been another alternative fuel. In
 

that area there was no taboo agaInst cooking with dung; the lack of fire

wood had never been noticed by the men. The women's chores--and choices-

had been invisible.
 

Women's forestry activities are frequently underest.nated. In
 

Senegal a regional forestry officer, concerned about starting community
 

forestry programs, was insistent during discussions covering several days
 

that Senegalese women did not, indeed could not, plant trees. In the
 

evening, chatting alone with his wife about sayings or beliefs that
 

might limit women's desire to plant trees, it became evident that hr
 

grandmother, her mother, and she had planted trees. In fact, all the
 

trees in the forester's own courtyard had been planted by his wife and
 

she remarked that where there were trees in courtyards, women had probably
 

put them there. At that very time, in the capitol city, women's organi

zations had hung banners across the major streets in celebration of the
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"Day of the Seneg !ese Woman" proclaiming 'Yor Every Woman a Tree." 

They were officially encouraging women to plant more trees. 

Roles women can take in forestry projects differ not only by counzry 

and by ethnic group, but s.metimes vary from viillge to village. In some.: 

communicies only women may put seeds in the earth while men do all the 

uther planting and harvesting chores. In others, they have individual 

fields and both do all planting tasks. In some communities, men and women 

do complementary work, and in others their projects are completely 

separated. 

Because women's household activities are generally not noticed,
 

because their forestry activities may be misunderstood, and because their
 

roles may be specific to a village or even specific to a family situation,
 

each projec- must include local women in tie project designing stage.
 

Loca leeds
 

Local needs may also be difficult for outside experts to identify.
 

In one region of Upper Volta land ownership was such that residents
 

could only collect fuel from land owned by their own families. Even if
 

dead wood was on adjoining land it could not bc collected. A forestry
 

report spoke of this area as having nc fuel problem as there was dead
 

wood visible around the village while a local woman potter disrussed
 

having to abandon her craft due to her lack of fuel. Many other villp',es
 

in the area had the acccpted rule that any forestry product from a "God

given" tree (one not specifically planted by someone) was available for 

the taking. Similarly, women in a Senegalese village complained of a 

shotciage of fuel although there were large wood piles visible. In this 
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village women collected wood during a two-month period to last for the
 

year due co the inaccessibility of their supply in the rainy season.
 

This villnge had a different collection pattern from one 20 km away whose 

supply was more accessible. Finally, some reports from the coastal urban
 

areas assert that African women prefer to cook inside, but fail to note that
 

this is less and less true as one goes into drier climates, especially in
 

rural areas.
 

The means by which people fulfill their needs are not always chosen
 

along environmental or ethnic lines. In communities where women have
 

always been in charge of collecting firewood, some families consider fuel
 

the responsibility of men when It ceases to be a "free good" but has to 

be purchased. At other times this becomes a divided iesponsibility. For 

instance, when one family moved into the city of Ouagadougou, the man took 

the responsibility of purchasing firewood for family meals. 
 His wife, freed
 

from this task, started to make shea nut butter for her family and for sale. 

From the residue of the nuts she made a highly valued fuel. She reported 

that she almost never cooked with this fuel as it was now the responsi

bility of her husband to provide fuel for everyday meals. She used her
 

fuel to make more butter. to cook at celebrations in her own home village, 

to ,ook meals when her husband was gone for long periods of time, and 

byond this, she traded or sold the surplus to purchase family or personal 

items. This woman's interests in forestry projects lay in obtaining more 

shea nuts and in the technology to make the butter more simply. Woodlots 

were no longer a high priority project for her. An outsider has great dif

ficulty knowing which individuals would have something to gain from which 

types of forestry projects before consulting potential participants. 
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Taboos
 

Local taboos must also be understood. As new projects 
are
 

prevented from prrticinling by taboos
presented sometimes women are 


which, when understood, may be overcome. For instance, in Kenya women
 

"could not raise bees" because there was a taboo against women climbing. 

When the hives were lowered women gladly participated. Taboos against 

specific trees may relate to local knowledge such as snakes being attract

ed to them.
 

Other taboos based on local re] Igion may be equally strong. In 

of Senegal several locals remarked that a proposed
 ,ho Casamance area 


project of planting cashew trees around the village was bound to fail 

as cashew trees were known in that community as the homes of ghosts. 

A Peace Corps volunteer who had lived there several years predicted the 

would be planted but that before they matured there would be atrees 


Had project planners asked what trees the local residents
"bush fire." 


wanted to plant around their village, cashews wculd never have been
 

chosen.
 

In conclusion, if forestry with a local community development 

approach is to include women successfully, informed women must help design 

the project. No simple "women',s programs" can be designed in any capitol 

city and dropped down fullblown on a community. Not only is the nega

tive true, chat failure to include women from the beginning often assures 

failure of the project, but the positive is true also. Inclusion of 

women who are knowledlgeable and concerned about forestry prohlems, com

munity Prioritics , and their own roles, adds a valuab]e source of infor

mation and potentially adlU enthusiastic support for program success.
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III. Problems and Issues
 

This new approach to forestry brings with it problems and issues 

which are yet to be solved. Many of these are the same for projects
 

where men and women work together, where men's or women's groups work
 

separately, or where individuals alone participate. Land tenure, social
 

structure, political and economic organizations, and capacities of
 

extension and forestry services to support such projects must all be 

scrutinized.
 

A number of specific questions are heard over and over from tech

nicians designing and working with forestry projects who wish to encourage 

communitv participation. Where land is scarce and being over-utilized 

just to gain daily subsistence, how is it possible to interest farmers in 

dedicating a parcel for tree planting? How is it possible to get farmers 

to plant trees during thei7 busy farming cycle and co maintain them 

during the long time period of their growth? Can environmental improve

ment projects without direct economic benefit to participants be done on 

a communal basis? Can rural people be motivated to see forestry as a 

potential solution to some of their problems? And on the other hand, can 

forestv technicians be motivated to support and to become technical assis 

tants to l.Cl) projects? 

These are basic questions for any FLCD project. There are, however, 

some particular aspects of these questions which have specific application 

to women. Women frequently lack control over land and "re described in 

some circumstances as tenants on their husband's land (Chancy, Simmons, 

and Staudt 1979). Women are more apt to be illiterate and the least 
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served by extension services (especially in non-homemaker subjects).
 

They may have the least flexibility in time use, have the least mobility,
 

and the least financial resources. Women's inputs and needs are very
 

likely to be invisible.
 

These facts make imperative the inclusion of a finely-tuned exam

ination of issues related to women's pot2ntial participation in forestry
 

projects. What specific problems do women have in gaining and retaining
 

access to land or use of tree products? What specific time, financial,
 

or other constraints may havc to be overcome to free women to partici

pate? What types of assurances can women have that they will receive the
 

benefits they value from projects? In what way do different social
 

struztures allow women to participate as individuals or in groups?
 

These are all complex questions which have neither simple nor uni

versal answers. Part of the key lies in examining each question within
 

the specific local and national environment and designing the specific
 

programs with the participation of local residents and institutions.
 

There are, however, specific constraints which are of universal impor

tLance to the introduction of community forestry projects. Foresters,
 

agriculturalists, and de-velopers from a number of countries have identi

fied four major constraints as being basic in any forestry for local com

munity development programming (FAO 1.977). These are: (1) competition
 

for land; (2) time frame of forestry projects; (3) spatial considerations;
 

and (4) unfamiliaritv with the nature and goals of forestry. The follow

ing discussion of each of these constraints to forestry projects will 

provide the context needed to understand why women must be integrated 

into forestry projects and how this can be done. 
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Competition for LU id
 

AP increasin, population using available land more 
intensely and 

thereby rducing its carrying capacity has created a well-known vicious 

cycle. Even when farmers realize that trees are necessary for retaining 

the productivity of their land, for fuelwood, etc., their immediate need 

for food may be so great that they hesita-e to make a long-term commit

ment of land to forestiy projects. This increasing competition for land 

underlies three sub-issues: integrated rasource planning, integration of 

forestry and other agricultural and development projects, and land tenure 

and forestry product use guarantees. 

Integrated resource planning. Land-use and resource planning 

ideally begins on a national or even regional basis. For instance, it 

has been the experience in the Sahel that where wells are not carefully 

located in a regional perspective, they may attract so many animals that 

the resuitant overgrazing leads to desertification of the surrounding 

areas. In another example, commercial charcoal production can succeed 

in some areas only if resources are allocated to improved transportation 

networks making possible its distribution.
 

Some countries have developed land use policies relating to trees. 

In China, for instance, the famous "all-around trees" project (sometimes 

called "four-arouni trees" project) encouraged citizens to plant trees 

all around fields, all along the roads, and in any unused space. This 

has also been the approach in India. In Korea the government has encour

aged tree planting on steep slopes that were loss profitable for crops 

and that had serious erosion problems (Spears 0 78). 

Because forestry yields a more slowly maturing crop than other
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agricultural projects, comprehensive national and local considerations
 

of land use are especially important. Where regional or national guide

lines for land use are available, they should guide local project design 

whenever possible. When such guidelines are not available local resi

dents should look at current and potential areas for forestry, grazing, 

and agriculture, at currcnt and potential water sources, and they should 

evaluate current and future needs for food, animal feed, fuel, income, 

etc. The World Bank and, in some areas, LTNICEF have dedicated funds for 

support of this type of basic planning. 

Integrated progra s. Along with integrated land-use and resource 

planning is the need to integrate forestry with other programs. In the 

Sudan, a farmers' associatien demonstrated the value of planting wind

breaks reducing wind damage to crops. Farmers who were at first reluc

tant are now requesting seedlings and technical advice for establishing 

their own windbreaks (Kunkle and Dye 1979: 12). A nunber of projects 

have combined woodlots with between-row planting of food crops for the 

first few years. This technique, called taungya, has helped solve the 

probl.em of weeding and care for the young seedlings and offers a food 

crop during the period preceding tree maturity. Some trees fix nitrogen 

in the soil, thus increasing crop yields. Trees can be used to prevent 

soil erosion in fields, and, used as live fencing, can help protect gar

dens. All of these uses involve cooperation between forestry and agri

culture technicians. The use of trees for fuel, food, building materi

als, and income producing projects will affect other activities. If 

animal raising is introduced, shade and forage need to he considered. A 

new fish-smoking cooperative requires increased use of wood. 

http:probl.em
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When residents put other priorities over forestry, forestry projects
 

will have to work with and support those priorities. And if local priori

ties do not include forestry in any way, then forestry projects will have
 

to wait until the other needs have been met.
 

Land tenure and forestry product use guarantees. Land tenure is
 

considerel by many to he te most d:ifficult problem in forestry. 
Tenant
 

farmers will have little interest in planting trees i they are not sure
 

they can retair, the land to reap the benefits. Furthermore, land owner

ship and land use may not be simple and clear cut.
 

In many regions of Africa land use is given to a family that can
 

retain agricultural use rights as long as 
the land remains in production.
 

Unused land returns to the community. 11owever, trees and products of
 

trees may be classified differently than crops and may belong to a chief,
 

or to the family of the original settlers. VIhNcre tree planting signals
 

ownership of land it is forbidden, to those who do not hold titles even
 

when they have continuous land-use rights for crop production. Also, in
 

some countries, where trees come under the forestry service, farmers fear
 

they will lose control of their land if they plant stands of trees.
 

Gifts of land to projects by government or by local leaders often 

produce counterclaims and conflict. Many projects are developed on 

lanes given by the government or by a local chief only to be later claimed 

by a former tenant M" left the land fallow for a few seasons while wage

earn ing in the city. Cermin, tvy members often understand the real meaning 

of offers of land for "community" forestry projects by reJigious or tradi

tional ]eader-: even when community members participate in planting, the 

project's benefits will be claimed for that leader and his family. 
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This is a subject which takes careful study and project design to 

assure that participants wiLl be guaranteed the benefits of their labor. 

Development schemes often encourage fixing title to the land. This may 

have the positive effect of n.king the owner more willing to improve his 

land, but it may also have t.',e negative effects of creating an owner
 

class and creating absentee ownership. Title fixing frequently has a
 

negative effect on women, because women are seldom given title to the
 

lands they farm. Thus title fixing makes them less secure tenants be

cause they work on l:, nd which can now be sold (see Brokenshaw 1978). 

For women, all of these aspects of competition for land are impor

tant. Women are frequently responsible for providing many essentials to 

family well-being; thus it is important to consider women's priorities 

and concerns in the original land-use plan and in the design c' inte

grated projects. Because they are likely to lack the political influ

ence to request, get, and keep a piece of land, lands they are to use 

must be carefully chosen and agreed upon by all concerned. For example, 

in Upper Volto village leaders gave a piece of land to a women's group 

for a garden. The year after the women had made the land into a profi

table garden, the leaders took it sack and gave the women a piece of 

land further away. Forestry projects are ruined by this kind of treat

ment. It is imperative that sites chosen for iorestry planting be adju

dicated and that all parties understand that use rights to the land are 

fixed for the life of the project (see Section IV). 

Timef rame 

The timeframe is a typical problem in forestry because planting
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seasons are often short and because two to 
!ive years is the minimum time
 

between planting and tree productivity. This timing creates three proh

lems: delay between Invcstment and profit; conflict with the planting
 

season of basic food crops; and problems caised by either seasonal or
 

permanent migration.
 

Delay between investment and profit. 
Delay between investment and 

profit is one of the major differences between forestry and agricultural
 

projects. Because of 
the longer delay in frestry projects, one must ask
 

whether or not to pay or 
give incentives to participants to plant their
 

own trees. Similarly, tree protection becones a problem, especially in
 

the agricultural off-season.
 

Seldom does the idea of payment as an incentive enter a garden
 

development scheme. Participants are generally highly enough motivated
 

by the potential profit once they 
see gardeing as a viable investment.
 

However, when farmers dedicate their time and land and sometimes money in
 

forestry projects, They may need ar alternate source of income for
 

several years. Before deciding Y.hether 
to pay the participants to plant
 

and care for 
their trees, both designers and participants need to be clear
 

about who are the beneficiaries of the project. 
 If it is a project
 

imposed by the government for the benefit 
of the national ecology but
 

without individual economic or product benefit, it must be identified as
 

such. In this instance, it is reasonable to hire workers not only for
 

planting but for any necessary upkeep. If the project is a mixture of 

both, it is important to inelude residents in project planning rather 

than assuiming, that thev will I...11ingl.y offer land or take on tree main

tenance when someone else has identified the beneficiary. In some coun
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identified as the beneficiary of
 tries, such as Tanzania, the nation is 


certain projects and all residents are expected to contribute. In every
 

success will be greater if residents percase, the project's chance of 

sonally identify with the rroject goals (Muzava 1977). 

plant his own field he might assume that youIf you pay a vran to 


part or all of his crop. More generally, workers paid to plant
now own 


trees frequently appear not to personalize their care. An AID study of
 

firmer participation found projects involving local support and follow

successful when the participants identify the potetial
through to he more 


their time and/or money (DAI 1975).

be'lefits as important enough to commit 


WThn, as with fruit tree seedlings in Senegal, individuals purchase the
 

trees are protected throughout the
 
trees, they generally see th't the 


of the value of a certain
Once farmers are convinced
growing cycle. 

tree they will often request it for thc ,cfields or yards. In a small 

a windbreak projectchurch-run woodlot project in Maradi, Niger, and in 


in Sudan (Kunkle and Dye 1979) farmers, although doubtful at first,
 

They then requested seedlings and
witnessed the success of projects. 


As noted above,
technical support and planted without asking to be paid. 


so clearly they reportedvillagers in Burundi see the benefits of forestry 


ly steal seedlings from the government nurseries (personal. communication 

from Fred Weber 1979). 

acres governments can
Paying participants also limits the number of 


afford to plant and may have a negative effect on future voluntary ef-


An example of this is a CARE dune stabilization program in Niger.
forts. 


biowing into their vil]age and covering
The viilagcry knew the dune wa,.s 

their garden ireas. They knew that this cn',vironmentally focused project
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was basic to their survival and, according to project oiganizers, were
 

eager to participate. IHowevet, a Nigerian governmental official told the 

residents they would be paid for the bundles of millet stalks they were 

saving for the project. When the technicians arrived, the locals would 

not participate until paid. Though this was not in the budget, CARE felt 

forced to pay the residents to keep the project alive. Other project 

designers in the area fear that neighboring villagers will now wait to be 

paid to stabilize their dunes. There Is no way that all the threatening 

dunes can be stopped if residents wait for financial aid from outside 

organizations.
 

But to state simply that paying workers is unwise obscures the
 

issue's complexity. For example, some projects pay workers with food. 

When food is used to create meals for wor ers and their families for a 

community effort, it may fall within the well-known pattern of a host 

treating workers to a feast. This may have several positive effects.
 

It may free womcn to participate as they no longer have meals to prepare 

at home. It may provide the extra calories required for the energy used 

in project work. It may allow workers from greater distances to remain 

longer before returning home. It gives a festive air to a cormunal 

project. But this approach may not provide adequate motivation for sus

tained work projects if workers do not see the project as high priority.
 

Food given in bulk in excihuage for work i , simply a substitute for 

money. Though bulk food grant s may he economically or politically advan

tageous tSo the donor, they are an advantage to workers only when local 

food is not a ailable for purchase. If a project draws farmers away from 

their fields during the agric. ltural season, these workers may need to be 
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paid in food. But great care should be exercised in this case to 

ensure that this does not create a risk for the community. 

An interesting mode of payment was tried by a peanut production 

and marketing organization in Senegal (SODEVA). When farmers who were 

paid to plant Acacia albida seedlings in a project designed to improve 

their soil, over 70 percent of the seedlings were lost in the firit 

year. The following year the project did not pay farmers to plant but 

after six months to a year they paid 100 FCFA for each living tree, 50 

FCFA the following year and 25 FCFA per living tree the third year. 

The cost of olanting and raintaining each tree until it was three years 

old came to 175 FCFA or about $.88. SODEVA agents report that this
 

model yields almosn 100 percent living trees. Since the goal was
 

living trees rather than planted trees, the new reward system was more
 

appropriate and effective. 

In a community where local participants need money during the 

interval between planting and harvesting, this type of plan might be 

modified so thet payment is an ad,,ance toward the future product. The 

trees still belong to the farmer but he has sold some of the product in 

advance just as farmers comm;only do with grain. If money sufficient to 

tide them over would not be a heavy burden to repay in case of a poor 

harvest, this could fit into the philosophy of community dcvelopment. 

Depending on the goals of the project the returned money might go into a 

revolving fund for project expansion or for another aspect of com

munity development. 

Related to the lengthy maturation process for tree crops is the 

problem of plantLrotection. The use of barbed wire has become a najor 
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issue. Farmerc in developing countries usually protect their crops and 

their gardens without the aid of barbed wire. It is basically the fact 

that trees nee! protection for a longer period of time that many foresters 

claim no forestry project can succeed wit )ut wire fencing. However, if 

all tree and shrub planting must wait until there is enough barbed wire 

to protect it, then communit- development must depend on heavy outside 

funding and, very probably, there will never be enough money to meet 

urgent fuelwood and other forestry needs. Nor is it self-evident that 

wire fencing Is always needed or appropriate. The type of protection 

needed depends upon many factors, including farmer-herder relations and 

relative harshness of the environment. And even when plantations are 

surrounded by mu]tiple rows of barbed wire goats still enter unless there 

is a strong community effort. The community should give serious con

sideration to the tree protection issue beforv beginning any pioject.
 

For group plantings, the clear demarcation of ea-h project's 

boundaries is particularly important in areas with migrating herds. in 

some projects residents plan to pen, tie, or otherwise control their 

animals; but participant control requires strong Institutional backing. 

This is particularly true with regard to women's projects, as women often 

lack individual or group political strength to keep animals owned by men 

from damaging their trees. For area fencing, the type used locally for 

gardens or fields might be considered. For Individual t,t.s, rush baskets 

or thorn bushes, etc. are often used (see Wober 1977). But no matter 

what type of fencing is used, the participants will probably have to 

arrange for someone to act as watchman.
 

Conflict with planting season of basic crops. The coincidence )f 
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for trees and crops is often described as limitingthe planting seasons 

the ability of farmers to parviaipate in forestry projects and needs to 

farmersbe carefully studied. Where the planting season is vcry shcrt, 

at that time. This may explain bhy projectshate to take on extra work 

with herders in Senegal have proven successful: herders are not overly 

busy at planting season. For the same reason, any men, women and young 

people not regularly involved in planting are good candidates for parti

cipation in community forestry efforts. The landless will also be 

willing participants if community lan( is made available. 

Careful scheduling may also alleviate the planting season labor 

shortage problem. A good deal of wcrk can be completed before the busy 

and the soil prepared.season--seeds collected, nurseries established, 

the actual planting.Some communities choose to pay laborers to do 

Experience has shon:n th: :in one day a man can plant an average of 80 

seedlings, in plastic bags into prepared holes. The time and labor for 

actual planting, therefore, are not extensive. Also, the FAO has some 

technical suggestions on specie selection to ease this time constraint 

(FAO 1978).
 

Weeding and caring for tKe young trees during the rest of the busy 

agricultural season is another and perhaps greater probJem. Some project 

directors find the taungya system of inter-row planting of tres and 

crops is greatly appreciated by farmers as it c]iminates weeding a second 

field.
 

Migratiol. The length of time required for trees to mature raises 

a very difficult problem in areas; of high mobi Iity. Fesidents may not 

want to invest in a forestry project if they expect to leave in several 
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years. The more frequent complaint, especially in the Sahel, is the 

seasonal mobility customary in certain arcas. Fr exawple, in the 

peanut area in Senogal, the farmprr protected their newly planted trees 

while they had crops in Lhe fields. Aftor harvest, however, both men 

and women wont into urban areas. A number of men stated that they go 

to the t owns fu, a few weeks of recreation and then seek a job; women, 

however, claimed they would rather rot go to the towns if there were 

emplcyment ocar home. This is the exact season when scattered water 

holes dry up and herders come into the village wells for water. They 

customarily let their cattle browse in the harvested fields and fer

tilize them. With no one left to protect the young trees nearly all the 

trees were destroyed or damaged. This underlines the need for a well 

considered protection system--perhaps hiring a watchman, or perhaps 

exploring with village women the idea of a companion money-making 

project designed providing off-season employment sc that some residents 

could stay to protect the trees. The samue problems caused by migration 

patterns are well described in an evaluation of a tree planting program 

in Chad (Weber and Duiansey 1978). 

SpatJal Considerations
 

A number of needed forestry projects are designed to improve ecologi

cal conditions away from the planting site--silting river basins, dune 

stabilization, etc. Many of these desirable projects are )f little 

value to the area in which the trees are planted and may in fact occupy 

precious land in one area in order to improve a distant area,. Once again, 

the planners should clearly define the beneficiar:ies. Even if this is 
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identified as an environmental project not suitable for community develop

ment. with voluntary action, the. residents and employees must understand 

the value of the project. The examples given earlier from Columbia, 

Niger, and Senegal show dramat Ica] ly what may happen when local interests 

are not considered. 

A second common spatial constraint is the di tance from the villages 

or tarms to :.ihe lands avalable for forestry proje cts. This may especially 

handicap women because they are more likely to lack transportation. In 

some projecLs carts are Introduced to help women haul wood. Where their 

control ,nd use is not carefully monitored, men frequently take over the 

carts for their own purposes as has happened in a number of sites in Upper 

Volta. 

Unfamiliarity with Forestry
 

People who live where trees grow in the wild often feel that trees
 

are "God givn" and not something one plants. Herders from one project
 

(Labgar) had to be taken on a field trip to believe that gum arabic trees
 

could replace the wild ones that had died in the drought. There is also 

an antagonism toward trees in some of thE forming communities which have 

had to clear the land before planting. The Hausa ethnic group In Senegal 

identifies the oldest and more prestigious people as those who had the
 

"right of the ax" or "the right of fire," meaning they had been the first 

to clear the land of trees and shrubs. 

.ndividual familiarity with trees and tree planting is important. 

Howevei , this lack of familiarlty with for)estry for local community 

development is exacerbated by relationships between the forestry service 
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and local residents; national support services' unwillingness to co

operate with each other in FICD efforts; and lack of local administra

tive support. 

The forestry service and local residents. Forestry education is
 

for the most part intensely professional and includes learning Latin
 

names for local and exotic trees, botanical science, and some military
 

training, but no extension training, Foresters wear uniforms, sometimes
 

carry weapons, enforce rules prohibiting fuelwood collection on certain
 

lands, enfoicing gun prohibitions, taxing locals for cutting certain 

trees or making charcoal, etc. A forester with this background is un-.
 

likely to seek to fill, or to he accepted In, a supportive, teacher role.
 

ForesLry services might benefit from working through extension services 

and local grade schools while at the same time strengthening their exten

sion capability and changing their image.
 

In addition, forestry research has focused on tree growth more than
 

local uses of plants. For example, a research station in north-central
 

Senegal had large stands of a low-growiig Australian variety of eucalyp

tus introduced as a potential forage plant. After several years the
 

foresters could show a number of healthy stands under various growing
 

conditions; but they had never invited in goats and sheep to see how the 

Australian eucalyptus would be accepted as forage by the local animals 

and how the plant would react under conditions of actual. use. 

Success for foresters has been measured by perfectly straight rows 

of large ber-utlfully green trees. When foresters see a local community 

effort, they are apt to see the few trees that dicd rather than the 

greater number that lived. Given this tradition, foresters will have to
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convince potential participants that t eir interests are now to help 

their forestry preblems. Forestry institutions will
villagers solve 

have to support local effortin :using ca low cost too and simple 

to inLLaduce them to villagers. homen willtechnology and procedures 

have to be cncou"aged to enter the field of forestry to facilitate the 

meaningful involvement of local won:en. All of this may be difficult 

when forestry offices are usually understaffed and underfinanced. There 

are countries moving in this direction, however. For example, the 

Indian government las now established a school for foresters specifically 

emphasizing extension work (Shah 1979). 

National. support services. Other national institutions have not 

focused on forestry as an important element in development. Several 

Senegalese extension officials recencly remarked! that tree planting and 

forest fires were the business of the forestry service, not of the 

farmers. There appears to be much competition and little communication 

or cooperation between institutions responsible for forestry, agriculture, 

extEnsion, water, transportation, taxation, education, legal, and bud

geting and finances (see Spears 1978). Where this is the case forestry 

officials need to be encouraged to increase contact and information flow 

between their service and other agencies. Forestry services might intro

duce seminars and cffer educational materials and technical support 

packages to grade school teachers, agriculture specialists, and extension 

agents. Because funds for this type of material development and training 

are currently difficult to obtain, three tc five percent of the funding 

for each project could be dedicated to each of these efforts. If all 

projects contributed to increasing the forestry service capability it 
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could greatly strengthen future effort:s in FLCD. 

Local administrative sutart. Local administrative skills in inte

grated resource planning, tree protection, benefit guarantees, etc., 

are frequently not well developed in relation to forestry projects. 

This is one variable which should be considered in site selection and 

project design. 

This factor has begun to be recognized by international develop

ment agencies. The World Bank has stated the weakness in national and 

local administrative and supporu structures to be the most serious handi

cap to their efforts in establishing FLCD. They Lre offering some of 

their financing for institution building and for strengthening local 

capacity to support, rural forestry projects (World Bank 1978). 

IV. Project Ideas
 

It is -he experience of community developers that projects intro

duced in a community which build on existing skills and accepted prac

tices have a better chance of success. Therefore, it is sobering that 

community forestry is uncommon both in the developed and in the developing 

world. Thus donors, designers, and participants have very little to go 

on in the way of experience or models. There is no mystery why conunity
 

participation with locally controlled benefits in forestry projects have
 

been difficult to establish. The very tenn "forestry" calls to mind 

either forests controlled by foresters, or Industrial lumber, coffee, 

rubber, etc. plantations employing hired labor. And, :in neither instance 

does one se women designing, control ling, or often even participating.
 

Perhaps this is Shy it is common to hear foresters at international con
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ferences remark that women do not or cannot participate in forestry 

projects. 

A focus on women Is needed -in two aspects of project design: 

their role as active participants, and their control of benefits. Due to 

the invisibility of women's activities and of their needs, detailed
 

examination of women's potential forestry activities in both of these
 

regards is needed.
 

Participat ion 

In order to see projects that are likely to succeed in incorporating
 

women as active project participants, women's traditional activities must
 

first be understood. 

In most parts of the world women plant fruit or shade trees in their
 

yards. In many areas women collect tree seeds for food or other uses, 

and may sell the surplus. In most regions they have an active part in 

raising agricultura2l crops, and frequently in gardening. In areas where 

wood i-s used as fuel, women usually "harvest," collect, transport, and 

store their family's fuel supply. Here, too, they may trade or sell any 

surplus. 

Many projects can be introduced to expand women's normal activities 

or to make them more profitable. Such projects include: to raise seed

lings in the courtyard or garden area; to increase the number of court

yard trees; to plant trees in the market for shade; to collect tree seeds 

for sale to the forestry department or to a local nursery; or Improving 

the mode of harvest, transport, or storage of wood. If trees are approached 

as just another type of agricultural crop, exceptional only In its longer 
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maturation period, tree planting by women who already plant crops should 

not seem startling. Actually, those most startled by this approach to
 

forestry may be the forestry technicians, host country and expatriate 

alike, who have acquired a mystique of exclusivity and elitism through 

their rigorous and intensive training. 

Hlowever, it is iunwise to overstress women's participation in the 

act of planting, transporting, etc., without looking at the total picture. 

Just as it is unfortunate to plan projects with men, which permit no 

control by women but require their lal)or, it would be unfortunate to draw 

up inflexible rules on women's involvement in projects. In areas where 

women have already overcharged work schedules, men may be willing and 

able to physically plant the trees for his family or community. Women 

may be able to dlo support activities and may profiv from the benefits. 

Benefits
 

More important than who physically plants the trees is the issue of
 

who needs and will benefit from the product, and who will control use of 

the product. In a Peace Corps project in Latin America, women purchased 

fruit tree seedlinrs and paid men in their community to plant them; it 

was the women who selected the project so they could profit from the fruit. 

In areas in the Middle East where women live inside walled compounds, 

their sons may purchase fruit tree seedlings and later sell the fruit in 

the market for their mothers; such a project is a legit:imate women's 

program because it is women who are the prime beneficiaries. 

There aredl f issues consider, however, when the workdifficult to is 

not under t e control of women. For example, in a project in Niger, men 
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planted trees in a woodlot while women provided food and support for them.
 

The wood was intended for the man who planted the tree, and he was to give
 

the wood to his wife of wlves. As designed, the project benefits women,
 

but a woman's share of wood would depend entireI/y on how many trees the 

man plants and how many wives he has. A widow or woman with a lazy or an 

absent husband could not benefit from tile project. Such issues of benefit 

sharing have not been adequately addressed. They must be examined in the 

design stage of each project and be spelled out clearly in the project 

management plan. 

Indicators for Project and Area Selection
 

Any LCD project must be based on the technical, administrative,
 

economic, and .ocial Niiformatlou, required for any forestry and any com

munity develo!pment project. There are, however, Indicators which will
 

give program designers evidence whether a specific area holds strong po

tential for women's active participation in FLCD. There is some general
 

information that can be collected from certain key people and from a brief 

library search. This can serve as the first step in determinin. what 

options are appropriate for different areas, in identifying problemn and 

even in determining which FLCD projects should be delayed. Kev resource 

people will differ by region. However, women grade school teachers, 

leaders of women's organizations, women social workers or extension agents, 

wives o m_>l? ,pichers or foresters, Peace Corps volunteers, local repre

sentatives of private voluntary organizations, as well as sociologists 

can he helpful in this first line of questioning. Four general topics to 

he pursued are: motivation, active participation, benefit control, and 
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administrative support.
 

Motivation.
 

1. What relationships do women have to forestry and forestry
 
products now? Is this currently changing? 

2. 	 What is the need for Forestry products relative to other 
basic needs? 

3. 	 What major problems could forestry help women solve?
 
Which women would benefit?
 

4. 	 How would others in the community be affected by a potential 
project? 

Active Par ticlpat ion. 

1. 	 Do women lhave access to land and to forestry products? 
Can this access be assured for projects of long duration? 
Are the women mobile? 

2. 	 What is the woman's place in the social structure of the 
family, and in th2 village? For instance, are there age 
groups of women who normally work together or do women work 
by themselves or with other family members? Who organizes 
this? 

3. 	 What is the woman's role in agricultural and other work 
activities? 

4. 	 What are the woman's time constraints on a daily basis and 
as they relate to seasonal work? 

Benef't Control
 

1. 	 What is the woman's current role in the economy of the 
family and in the comunity?
 

2. 	 How do women handle money and other resources? 

3. 	 How would any suggested project affect the economic situation 
of the women and their control over resources? 

Adinstrat: ye Sulnor t 

I.. 	 Could women get and retain land, water use rights and other 
needed matur a and resources for a project? 

2. 	 Cold women gt information and technicaI help from extension, 
agricul tural and forestry services, from other agencies, or 
from Peace Corps volunteers or private voluntary groups? 
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3. 	Have the women in a suggested area had any previous experi
ence in forestry or other development projects? n neigh
boring areas? What happened and why?
 

4. 	Would there be (ommunity support to help protect trees,
 
etc.? Are there women leaders to help?
 

The answers to these questions will indicate where problems may
 

lie. For example, if a group of women have part:icipated in previous
 

projects which failed, a carefu.lly presented nroj ect demanding little 

risk may be appropriate. If women usually work separately, a project of
 

individual plantings may be indicated as an alternative to collective
 

activi ties or as an initial phase. If one cannot count on community sup

port to help protect trees, special protective measures may be indicated.
 

Forestry would probably not be indicated if women felt that other basic
 

needs were higher priority--unless forestry could be integrated into a
 

total program addressing these needs. From this general level information
 

the potential for either the integrated approach or the various separace
 

forestry projects could he examined.
 

Women who have not been involved in project planning or decision
 

making may have difficulty imagining project ideas for their community or 

Indeed expressing their own needs. One expatriate forester in Niger was
 

told "It is for the men to say," or "It is for the chief to say," when he
 

asked women what 1.like or
they would what they needed in the way of 

forestry products. A Voltaic woman sociologist oven had difficulty 

eliciting project ideas from women in her own home village. One solution
 

might be the prespntat ion of a list of apparently viable optionis based op 

the briefeFinfc rmat ion initi-aliy gathered. For example, where women are 

herders and there is not enough forage, they might be interested in the 
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option of raising forage trees if the community might assign them land
 

2nd help protect the crop. If women gardeners have problems with animals
 

attacking their gardens, they might want to develop a live fencing pro

ject. If women have a garden plot near a well and find it too small to
 

be profitable for vegetables, they might wish to turn a portion into a
 

nursery requiring limited space. The women can be made aware of such
 

options.
 

After finding projects which interest them, local women can help
 

identify what information they need in order to select among their op

tions. They can identify and provide the information required to design
 

a good project as well as the information needed to write a management
 

plan. This is not to say that professional socio-economic analysis is
 

superfluous. The argument is that a project is strengthened by the
 

input of participants at the information collecting stage. When partici

pants understand why they are being subjected to questioning, they will
 

give more honest answers and cooperate more fully. And even more impor

tant, since helping local people learn to identify and solve their own
 

problems, such participation has developmental implications beyond the
 

particular project in question.
 

Two Basic Approaches to Forestry Projects
 

The two differing approa hes to forestry programming are the inte-.
 

grated community development approach (Model I) and the special project
 

design (Model II). In the integrated approach, the designer takes the
 

whole community as his point of departure and designs the various projects
 

to fit tha needs of that cummunity. Then done properly, this -an produce
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exceptional results. The second, special project design, offers one of
 

several forestry project packages, such as support for woodlot develop

ment. The designer locates a community which could profit from this
 

type of project and then molds it to fit the circumstances of the specific
 

community. This can also be effective when flexibility is built into the
 

design.
 

Model I. What appears to be a successful integrated community
 

development project exists at Labgar, Senegal. Semi-sedentary Peul
 

pastoralists make up the large majority of this mixed community. These
 

pastoralists have participated on a voluntary basis in planning and carry

ing out a forestry component of an integrated commnunity development
 

program. This example of Model I has the following elements:
 

1. An outside funding organization committee to integrated
 

community development approach. 

2. 	A national (in this case, a Senegalese) as project director
 

experienced in extension and government agency functioning 
who lives in the region. 

3. 	 An indepth sociological study of the potential development 
of the regiui. 

4. 	 Self-selection of the project village through the positive 
response from residents of the area, marTy of whom live 
scattered around Labgar. 

5. 	A woman extension agent, and later a forester, residing in
 
community.
 

6. 	 Open dialoguc between the director, the agent, the forester, 
and the villagers 

7. 	 PrioritJes chosen by area residents. Residents offerd to 
provide labor and thu donor organization and the gover-nent 
.elped provide material. and personnel. The projects were: 
a wvi wi th a pmp a .dispensary wIth a nurse, a 
cor t.he s;chool 'I.nd technical aid material support : )r ectah-

i... ao o ,. rd i 
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8. Identification by the villagers of problems that still
 
existed for them, and made them dissatisfied with their
 
current life-styl.; as compared to life before the drought.
 
They reported they had less food, less income from gum
 
arabic, and their small animals were not as healthy.
 

9. 	Selection of a project with background provided by field
 
trips to see possibilities of tree planting and with the
 
assurance they would own the trees and would not be
 
punished by the forestry service for accidental animal
 
damage to the trees. They selected the species on the basis
 
of information provided by the forester and of past experi
ence. They selected species to provide f'odder, shade,
 
income, building poles, and firewood for future needs of this
 
growing community.
 

10. 	 Time and labor scheduling with the forester. Villagers pre
pared soil ahead and, at the appointed time (the first rain),
 
herders came from many miles around. Men planted the trees
 
while women carried water. They planted the area and chose
 
to increase the atea planted the following year.
 

11. 	 Subseq:,ently, many neighboring viTiaes requested similar 

projects.
 

In this project, local community residents defined their own goals
 

ancd priorities and the extension agent and forester acted as facilitators. 

The woman extension agent: took the interests of the women ioto account, 

and 	women par ticipated in the project design and expect to share in the 

be e[its. There was follow-through and flex:.bility especially with the 

fac litators living in the community. 

Model TI. Another example from Senegal illustrates the second, 

;,uct more comrmn, type of project. A parastatal agency (SODEVA) designed 

to in,:rease peanut production, discovw red that the carrying capacity .
 

Lh. ,i1 was .]ereasin and that tree planting was necessary to increase 

nol fLr !i d to p-rovtdc fuel for local use. Ther ,was, how2ver, a 

rjus urse :It -i~ortge set. Lgs . SODiVA officials d ecided to support 

lr nu lvi dud y st'i kyatrd C'tc. provide m. &m,dc1b' fiiso; 	 seedling 
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A female extension agent and a male forester contacted various groups,
 

including women's groups in soveral v-liages, informLng them of the possi

bility of opet Aing nurseries and presenting the technical ind labor 

requirements and potential risks and benefits. Women in Ngodiba, Senegal, 

chose to undertake th:i s project, p!anting small nurseries and selling the 

seedlings locally. Women have fucond this profitable and plan to continue 

it in the foiowin, years. Both indivius.I and coinaui aL wood!ots have 

been stirted in the reg:ion and women and men partic:ipate. 

The key to this type of project is that forestry was a felt need in 

the community and that: an appropriate technical package was presented 

oitn This particular project also beneappropriate extension methods. 


fited from a female extension agent interested in women's roles, a forest

er giving technical support, and the necessary material support.
 

Both model projects were based on the participants selecting the
 

program, settinj up the work plan, retaining the benefits, and on con

tinuing support or follow-through. These elements can be built into the
 

original design of any prol ect via a project management plan or agreement.
 

V. Project ManaementAgreement 

Part of the new philionphy of forestry for local coimunity develop

ment is that local citizens have responsibilities and duties toward the
 

project just as support agencies do. Coed project management therefore
 

includes an agreement signed by all persons to.ched by the project. This
 

agreement woutd contain the five following secions: (1) long and short
 

range goal s; (2) an integrated resource use plan; (3) a start--up and
 

maintenance plan; (4) a benefit distribution plan; and (5) an evaluation
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plan with feed-back and flexibility potential for altering the program. 

The importance of such a document increases with the size and complexity 

of the program, but these five elements should be considered even if the 

project involves individuals using their own land. The format will vary 

depending upou the country, the agencies involved, the local administra

tive structure and on the desires of the participants. Most FLCD 

projects that fail do so because one cr several of these elements was not 

clear to all those involved from the outset of the project. This type of 

document is irportant to all parties. But it is crucial for women, for 

they havc fryquuntly been overlooked in ide,,tifying goals, have less con

trol over land use, are often not cons[dered when work schedules are 

designed, have less :ssurance of receiving benefits, and seldom have a 

voice in project evaluation or have power to back up their requests that 

other parties product their promised inputs. 

Goals
 

Local participation in setting goals for a project implies that
 

participants are informed of options, of 
risks and of techniques, labor, 

and finances requird. I'articipants must have chosen reasoned goals for 

short term and long term acpects of the project. This is particularly
 

important in forestry projects which ,Lc 
.pt to call for lengthy invest

ments cf limited resources. Participants should be encouraged to make 

these goals flexible and realistic and writter in such a way chat they 

may be used in mid-term evajAations to see if re-focusing project imple

mentation Is necessary. The time necessary for the goal ident:ification 

and the optimal size and complexity of the project depend upon the women's 
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experience with extension projects, local administrative support,
 

strength of the extension service, and support from outside agencies
 

whether Peace Corps volunteers or private voluntary organizations.
 

The absence of women foresters or agents working with the local women
 

during this process is a great handicap. Where this is the case project
 

designers may want to locate and request the help of a local woman
 

leader (or leaders,.
 

Integrated Resource Use Plan
 

Because most forestry projects require a lengthy commitment of
 

usually limited land and resources, it is particularly essential that
 

forestry projects be coordinated with other activities requiring these
 

same resources. Examples of women being given land one year and having
 

it taken away the next, of being given poor or unsuitable land, or land
 

dedicated by the chief to which the title is not clear, Illustrate what
 

women have to gain by careful community planning of land use. Even
 

where personal land is used, the participant should consider site selec

tion and alternative uses. "he following points are important considera

tions.
 

1. 	An inventory of land :Yesources and needs including current 
and projected needs for water, human and animal food, and 
income crops. 

2. 	An inventory of current and projected nees for energy and 
for other forest rv produrtcts, hiprod'cts and torriary products. 

3. 	An examination of this plan iu relation to regional and 
natio.al plans whvn this Informat io, Is aviatt ble. 

4. 	Using the above Wn-ormation as a base, parti&Ipants and all 
those affected by t:his land use choice should consider 
available options. 

http:natio.al
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If needed, project funds should be earmarked to help comanities 

or individuals gather this info'rmation. After considering this infor

mation a site, which can be generally agreed upon by all those affected, 

should be selected. Complete adjudication of land rights should fo:low. 

A village council, the forestry service, regional government officials, 

village or clan chiefs, and/or individual owners will probably be 

variously involved in differing area;; no stone should be left unturned 

to assure that the land use is clearly agreed upon for the life of the 

project. The loss of planted land or on angry former landuser with a 

match is a foresty proiect's quickest ruin. 

Start-up and Maintenance 

A clear understanding by all parties at the project's outset re

garding just how much the project will cost in labor, materials, and
 

funds as well as a clear conmitment of those involved to play their
 

roles at specific times will remove a major cause of project failure,
 

Nursery plants delivered too late by the forestry service, villagers 

planting huge fields with banana or other trees without understonding 

the required maintenance, villagers disputLng mid-project cver which work 

is to be done by which famitly, donors paying for planting aid disap

pointed when upkeep does not continue voluntarily, ore all common com

plaints in projects gone sour. This J especially true of village 

projects w'hc re women were not consulted, although their .labor was neces

sary for the succer of he p r u.ct. Succes ful managcm-,nt agreement 

p.a- in r-,.qu.re:: diloguc l,_Lwven all partie; having any responsihii

.sSiduring t - projL,' period. Arny a, ncy, a gent, government service, 

http:r-,.qu.re
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outside group, as well as local participants, expected to have an input 

in building a road, installing a pump, providing plants or tools, pro

viding labor, etc., during the project's entire life should agree to, and 

sign, a time scheduled plan. Some structure is needed to bring pressure 

upon all parties to respect this agreemlent but at the same time allow for 

flexibillty needed to assure the success of the goals. For instance, a 

spokesman for a participating local group could be named to contact the 

forestry service to remind them the delivery (late for seedlings, etc. 

A direct method for participants or local leaders to appeal to the donor 

agency might be established for use in the avent that local communications 

break down. This would be particularly helpful for women who may have 

no political power or established communication network with outside 

groups.
 

Benefit Distribution
 

From the beginning of the project design, participants should be 

aware of the potential range of benefits and risks. Keeping these in 

mind as well as the long and short term goals of the project, patticipants 

should arrive at a fair and desirable distribution of benefits. The 

management document should describe the range of expected benefits with 

details on when they are to be obtained, in what manner, by whom, and how. 

Some projects end in great disappointment or anger because project managers 

planned to re-invest Initial profits while participauLs expccted early 

personal benefits, or because those who worked hard resented s;haring bene

fits with t:hose who have had little Input. Such problems may arise if 

some families leave and new ones come in or local young adolts marry and 
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start new households. Here, too, the management plan should make clear
 

what benefits women will receive for what participation. If the project
 

is a mixed coarnunLity project, care should 
be taken to see that partici

pating women find it just.
 

Evaluation and Follow-up_ 

Because community development with local participation is pot 

static, a blueprint model, of project design is undesirable. Flexibility 

must be bailt into the original design in order to benefit from feedback 

evaluation. Such flexibilty, although important for any -ype of commun

ity development, is especially important for longer term forestry projects. 

The management plan should describe how the proje.t expects to meet the 

long and short term goals, when evaluations are to be made, and how all 

concerned parties are to he represented. Probably this will be done by 

a committee of representatives of the participant group, technical 

agents, government, donor, or other interested parties. It outlines 

channels of communication between appropriate structures or individuals 

and procedures to follow if the committee feels the schedule is not 

producing the desired goals and they wish to recommend a change. The 

evaluation qhould contain an examination of how benefits affect the com

munity and how they are distributed, noting if the project is developing 

toward becoming self--sufficient after outside funds have ceased. It 

could allow for the Identification of potential projects generated from 

the successful Implementation of the or'ginal plan. Finally, it should 

determine whether the project is helping the coimunity solve its own 

problems in a way that It increases its control over its own future. 
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The appendix ccntains a suggested format for a Project Management
 

Plan which may be useful in project design.
 

VI. Conclusions
 

Just as it is important to have evaluation with feedback built into 

a specific project design, it is most important to have feedback evalua

tions to develop and improve out capacity to design and implement projects. 

that growing demands for forestry projects
Currently the only certainty is 

are putting an alarming strain on the environment and that forestry projects 

are having an alarming rate of fail.re. 

The new approach including co. munity participation is an attempt to 

change the top-down approach in forestry and to enlist local support, 

that is, to have local residentr participate in solving their local 

problems. The very need to discuss women separately indicates that they
 

to make women as visiblehave been consistently overlooked. It is simply 

as any other members of the community in relation to forestry. Because 

women are knowledgeable about forestry products and community needs, and
 

because they are apt to he the most involved with forestry product use, 

their inclusion in forestry project planning is essential to FLCD. But 

the steps to take to obtain this participation are not as obvious. 

This paper explores Ideas on how to develop programs, while it also
 

recognizes the problems already identified by foresters and designers. 

It is an attempt te formulate beginning steps for applying this new people

at the s:i,=e time beJing sure women are included in thefocused approach 


process. Many questions are raised in this paper. Others will become
 

evident when designers start to examine specific projects, and still
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others will surface as designs are implemented.
 

The next step I.s for everyone involved in FLCD projects--including
 

AID personnel and consultants, local participants and host country 

forestcrs and oificials, and other donor and voluntary organizations-

to evaluate and document successes and failures. Since there is no cen

tral office for this information, AID should make a serious effort to dis

tribute this information broadly. Only from trying these and other ideas 

on an experimental basis, modifying and developing new techniques, and 

working together, can developers and participants hope to solve the 

problems in time. 
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APPENDIX
 

SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR A
 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PLAN
 

1. PARTICIPANTS
 

This includes all participating members, not, for example, family
 

heads only when women and young people are expected to have an
 

input. It might include or limit the possibility of adding others
 

who wish to become participants later because they see the poten

tial benefits more clearly, because they have moved into the area,
 

or because they are young people of the village who have married 

and established new households. It might establish criteria for 

participation so that there is a clear understanding of responsi

bilities and a method of reclassifying those who fail to continue 

fulfilling their responsibilities. 

2. LONG AND IMMEDIATE TERM GOALS
 

Planners determining projects' goals would not stop, as many
 

planners do, with the number of trees planted, or even the number
 

of trees living, but would consider the desired impact. For in

stance, the goals might be to make the community, or a defined
 

group of participants, self-sufficient in home cooking fuel wood in
 

X number of years by planting aU-d maintaining X hectares of X
 

(species) trees each year for X years. This way if the goal of
 

self-sufficiency for fulel wood appeared to be in risk of failure
 

because of increased requirements, etc., steps could be taken to
 

increase the area planted, to change species, etc. If, on the
 

other hand, the introduction of modified cooking stoves reduces the
 

demand for fuel, new species could be substituted which produce
 

nuts or fruit, charcoal making cculd be introduced, extra wood could
 

be sold, or the project modified in other ways. If different groups
 

or agencies have different goals these should also be expressed here.
 

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
 

This will include an elaboration of Step 2 telling how it is to be
 

carried out and establishing a timeframe.
 

4. PROJECT SITE 

This would be a description of the site chosen, how it is to be used,
 

and any time or other limitations on its use. It is to be signed by
 

anyone who is giving up rights to the land, those responsible for
 

distributing land, and those who will participate in its 
use.
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5. 	 START-UP AND MAINTENANCE
 

This section would describe required inputs, identify who is 
responsible, and 
estab]ish a time schedule identifying inputs

requiired at specific times and those that are 
continuing require
ments. For exampie, repair of a water pump may be under the 
direction of the government water service or a local repair man.
 
if a working pump is necessary for project success then the party

who is responsible for its upkeep and repair should be part of the
 
discussion of participant expectations and acknowledge their role
 
if they take on t~His responsibility.
 

This part of the plan is usefully written in a schedule format and
 
copied 
in a large, well displayed schedule to remind participants
of steps to be followed. If responsibilities are borne by groups 
(for example if ail male participants are to prepare the soil in 
April), a representative of the group could sign that part of the
 
plan and be responsible for reminding others when it is 
time to
 
start. The plan should 
be signed by any party or representatives
 
of any agency or 
group with labor, money or material input expected

during the life of the project. This Includes the forestry service's
 
agreement to supervise planting or 
to deliver X number of seedlings
 
at a specific time.
 

Tima 	 Input Responsible Party 

6. 	 BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION 

a. 	 Range of potential benefits (considering possible risks). 

b. 	 Formula for benefit division including the time framework
 
(who, when, what, how).
 

This will be signed by participants and others responsible for the 
development of the project and for benefit distribution. It will
 
often be important that the forestry service, chiefs, or others 
whom participants fear might want 
to intervene or appropriate some
 
of the benefits should also sign, 
even though they themselves are
 
not supposed to be involved 
in the benefit snaring. This may
 
strengthen participants' confidence as well as 
their actual ability
 
to retain ultimate control over benefits.
 

7. 	 EVALUATION FOMULA 

a. 	 Identification of an evaluation committee.
 

b. 	 Scheduling 'hen evaluations are to be made.
 

c. 	 Description o! how the report is to be made, and by and to whom.
 



d. 	 Criteria for how the goals are judged to be reached, for an 
evaluation of wh ther all parties are up-to-date on their 
inputs, a1nd for an evaluat:ion as to whether benef:its are being 
distrihbuted as planned, 

e. 	 Prescribed procedure if there are complaints h, participants 
or others, if the evaluation convAttee feels the program is 
missing its goals, or for any reason needs to be changed, or 
if agencies or part:icipants, etc. are not fulfilling their 
part of the contract. 
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"A Paradigm For Predicting the Position of Wom' i: Policy Impilications 
and Problemn-" "Rural Womnen in Development: I I of Invisibility, 
World of Worl," and "The Polit ical Economy of t, Mother-Child Family"). 
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Ruth B. Dixon 

Ruth Dixon in an Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of 

California, Davis. She received her Ph.D. in sociolcly from the 

Univ ersity of Cal ifornia, Berkeley In 1970. Her fJclds of specialty 

and Interest are rural and urban sociology with a particular emphauis 

on women, the family, marriage patterns and population policy. During 

a field trip to India, Banglade -h, Pakistan, and Nepal Dr. Dixon 

explored the potential for creating income-generating activities for 

rural women. fShe has written widely on rural women, family planning 

patterns and dvc.opment Issues. Some of her publications include 

"Women's; Rights and Fertll ty," Status of Women and Family Planning, 

'"Me'aurfiu; Equal.ity between the Sexes," "The Roles of Rural Women: 

Economic Production and Peproductive Choice," Rural Women at Work: 

Stratel t Development South and Impact ofofor in Asia, "Assessing the 

Developm:enr Projects on Women,'" an evaluation study prepared for the 

Aosucv for In ernational )evel.opment. Her professc:onal a!:1Ivities 

have included particilption in a number of s;eminars and meetiugs, 

inclnding the anu;l 1 oti1ngs of the Population Associaion of America, 

the Amer Ican >,ocioloical. Arsociation, and conferences on women in 

development. Shp has served as a consultant to the Branch for the 

Prn(met ion of Equal ity of Mo~n and Women and to the World Food Programme 

of the United Nations. 

Frances 11111 

Fran Hill ruceived her Ph.D. from Iarvard University in Comparative 

Politic, in 1973, ltr dissertatlon was entitled "Mobilization and 

Participat ion in Tanzan b." (urrently she is Assistant Professor of 

Covernment, University of TIexasv at Austin. Dr. Hill Iis also a 

Research A,,rin t of the C ner for Africn StLudies, Boston University 

and a Rock,1efelier Foun, n 1 ,' Consultant to the United Nations Food Corps 

in Ianzania. Her ields of !ntI reer include comparative politics with 

prfrory cmslia on As;ia Africa, and the U.S., comparative agrarian 

political eccnm"y, ind American nat onil insti tutions. Her articles 

have appeard In (omw-'t t 5;tudil 0 and theSw2 in So'ltev History, larvard 

Poli til Rev.iew, Worldv. -,, African Studies Review, and she has wuthored 

iil amaa: Mob!l I ami lou and Pamrt i patip on In Tfanzania. Other works in 

progress incldc an ex.a:ii Inat m of "American Women on the Family Farm,' 
and "Food ard Apr 1,uttoral P,-icieus in rhe Adminilstrative State.'' 

M'ciiyn W. hoskin.o 

Marilyn Hoskkins Jsa current:iy a Piefessor of Sociology at Vi rginia 

Polyterlnic inst tute, Blackshm,:g, Virginia. She has received both an 

MS fr:om (hic State UniverIt-y and an MA from Cathol t University. Ms 

Hloskins has had extensive overs(a, experience and ia" l ied nnd workeu 
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in various parts of 'Southeast Asia and West Africa where she was an 
independent consultant for USAID, UNESCO, FAO, the African Development
 
Bank and others doing research studies, designing programs responsive
 
to community needs, analyzing social and economic problems and their
 
potential solutions, managing rural and urban community development
 
projects, conducting seminars, and supervising research-design imple
mentation. While in,Upper Volta from 1974 to 1978 Marilyn Hoskins
 
served as the Director of the Department of Culture, Tradition, and
 
Environment, a Senior Research Director to the Department of Social
 
Research, and a contributing editor of Dveloppement Voltaique, a
 
monthly journal on regional community development issues. Among her
 
publications is a recent report "Various Perspectives on Using Women's
 
Organizations in Development Planning."
 

Christina C. Jones
 

Christina Jones is an attorney in the International Division of Ford 
Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan. She attended Harvard University
 
Law School and also holds a Ph.D. from the University of London in
 
comparative law. Her doctoral dissertation, Law and Development: The 
Law of Bequests in the Context of Reform of Property Law in Tunisia 
(1975), dealt with legal aspects of land ownership and agrarian reform.
 
S1,ehas also completed a book on family law i' Kenya (Law of Family and
 
Succession in Kenya, forthcoming), and written on other issues of land
 
reform and family law. 

Barbara C. Lewis
 

Barbara Lewis is an Associate Professor of Political Science at Rutgers-

The State University of New Jersey. She received her Ph.D. in political
 
science from Northwestern University in 1970. Her dissertation was
 
entitled "The Transporters' Association of the Ivory Coast: Ethnicity,
 
Occupational Specialization and National Integration." Her fields of
 
interest and research are, within the context of African development, 
fertility and female labor force participation; indigenous trade and
 
commercial organization among men and among women; agricultural develop
ment policies; and the politics of policy implementation. She has 
completed five field research projects in the Ivory C"oast and in other 
francophone African states. Her research activities have been funded by 
the Social Science Research Council, the Population Council, AID/DSB. and
 
the Ministry of Planning of the Ivory Coast. Her published articles
 
include "Urban Stratification and Extra-Urban Ties," "The Limitations of 
Group Action Among Entrepreneurs: The Abidjar Market Wcmen," and "Economic 
Activity and Status of Urban Women: Social Being and Well-Being." Her 
monographs include La fecondit6, l'emploi et le Statut de la Femme en 
Miiieu 'Urbain and Political Variables and Food and Food Price Policy in 
West Africa. 
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Constantina Safilios-Rothschild
 

Constantina Safilios-Rothschild, born in Greece, received her Diploma
 

in Agriculture from The Athens Agricultural College in 1957 and her Ph.D.
 

in Rural Sociology from Ohio State University in 1963. Her fields of
 

specialization and interest include comparative family sociology,
 
sociology of development and social change, rural sociology and rural
 

development, sex role and sex stratification, and the situation of woaen
 
a
and girls in less developed countries. Dr. Rothschild has served as 

consultant to the United Nations, UNICEF, WHO, AID, ILO and to the United 

Nations Secretariat, International Women's Year, as well as to the World 

Bank, and has received research grants from the Ford Foundation, NICID, 

NIM1i and other foundations. She is presently a Professor of Human 

Development at the Pennsylvania State University, a Senior Associate 
Editor of The Journal ofat the Population Council, and an Associate 

Marriae apd the Famly, Cemparative Family Sociology and Internrtional 
Sue has written very widely and published aRehabilitation Research. 


number of articles and monographs on comparative family sociology, the
 

conparative sociology of fertility, the sociology of dis. oility and 

rehabilitation, psychiatric sociology, cross-cultural methodology, women,
 
and sex discriminasex, and class stratification, sex role sociaization 


tion. Her 10 books and monographs include Toward a Sociology of Women,
 
Women and Social Policy, Love, Sex and Sex Roles, Sex Role Socialization
 

and Sex Discrimi-,ation, Children and Adolescents in Slums and 	 Shanty-
GreekTowns in Developing Countries, and The Dynamics of the Modern 

Family. 

Kathleen A. Staudt 

as a Peace Corps Volunteer in the PhilippinesKathleen Staudt has served 
arA received a Ph.D. in political science from the University of Wis

consin in 1976. Her dissertation was entitled "Agricultural Policy,
 
Political Power and Women Farmers in Western Kenya." Presei.tly Dr. 

Staudt is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University 

of Texas, ELi Paso. During 1979 she was on academic leave under the 

Perscrnel Act with the Agency for International
Intergovernmental 

Development's Office of Women in Development as a Social Science Analyst.
 

She has also served as a Research Associate at Cornell University and at
 

the Univer;fity of Nairobi, Kenya.
 

Dr. Staudt has written many articles and monographs on agricultural and 
rural women in Kenya, anddevelopment issues affeciii, women farmers, on 

Some of her more recent publion women's partiJcJpatJ.on In development. 


cations mc] ide "Agricultural Productivity Caps: A Case Study of Male
 

Preference in Government Policy Implementation," (Development and Change,
 

1978) aiid "Women and Plarticipation in Rural Development: A Framework for
 

Policy Oriented Research" (Cornell University RuralPrcject Des g:- and 
Development Monograph Series, 1979). Dr. Staudt has presented papers and 

participated at many national conferences and seminars, including the 
Studies Conference.African Studies Association and the National Women's 
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